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MACRNETIC SHELL ENHANCEMENTS DURING

'O, MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES*
_ A.P. WII,I,MORF AND C. L. IIENDI'_ItSON_

4_ Langmuir probe observations of electron density on the satellite Ariel I for Ma.v-July 1{.)62

q_llb_ show that even on magnetically quiet days longitudinal irrc_,,d.:rities appear, par'Aeularly ,mar

the South Atlantic anomaly. The region of locally depressed density near the shell l, ffi4 shows
a diurnal variation of in'ensity, anti in the southern hemisphere i" inverts to ar. increase in
density during the late morning. A minimum has been observed at the m:_gnetie equator in
the evening hours, abou_ 500 km almve the peak of the equatorial anomaly.

I:or disturbed imri_ls enhancement_ have been observed with a structure resembling mag-
netic shells, which tend to merge aml to approach lower L values as the disturbance increases.
For one disturbed period strong enhancements were noted at fight near the South Athmtie
anomaly. These phenomemt imply the influence of energetic particles on topside irregularities.

INTRODUCTION TAB,.E 1.

Langmuir probe measurements of electron den-

sity recorded on the satellite Ariel I during the Date 3-hourly Kp v'du,'_ KI, sum

period May to July 1962 (Willmore ct el.) ha_ e

been used to study the quiet-day -iistril)ution, May .1.... 1-0o 1+0o 0o Oo 0+1o 3+
and variations due to magnetic disturbances. No 5 .... Oo Oo 1-0+ 0+1 - 1+30 0 +

major disturbance occurred in this period, but 6 .... 2-2o 1+3+ 4+5o 5-4+ 27-
there were several isolated, moderate storms for 7.... 3+2+1+!+ 2-1-1+2o 1.Io
which definite enhancements could be identified. 8.... 2+2o 1o o+ 1o 1o 1-3- llo

Table 1 lists thv ..nagnetie data for these dis- May 25 ..... 0o 0o 0o 0+ 0_-0+0-_ 1o 2+
turbances. Unfortunately them. were no probe 26 ..... 0+1-1-1- Io I-I +2+ s-

data for most of the peak disturbance period on 27*.... 2o 30 3-2+ 30 4-20 3- 21-
May 6 and 31. We have therefore presented 2s ..... 1-1o 1-2- 2o 2o 3-2+ 111o

results for the three other periods. 29..... 1+2o 2+2- I+ !o i+ Io 12o

:fl}..... 0-_ Iv Io 0. 1o 0o !--Io 5+
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 31..... 0+2o 11+5- 5o ,1-3-4o 2:_-

June 1..... 11-2o 30 3- 2o !o 2o 2o 17+
Since the olme_'ations were magnetically re- 2..... i+1+1-2- 1-1-2-2- IO--

eorde "1 on the satellite, data for comp_e'e orbits :1..... 1-0o 0+1- 2-2-1+3- 90
were available.

These were separated into northbound and June ._ .... 0o 1-1+1- 1-1-1o Io 60

southbound passes, each covering the full latitude 9..... :1-4o :_+4- 4-3-4o 5- _-
10..... 5-4-3+40 30 2-2o 1o 23+

range of 54°N. and S. From 14 successive passes I l ..... Io 2o 2o 1-F .2 .I - 1+2o 12o
a complete scan of latitude and longitude could 12..... 2+1-2+2+ 11-2o 20 Io 15+
be mapped. Because of the slow motion of 13..... 1+1+2+2- 1-1-1o !- to-

perigee in the orbit, and the sl_w rotation of the
June 10..... 1-1o Io 1- 2o 2-1+!o 9+orbital plane, a line of constant latitude on such a 20.... 1+1o 1+1o I--I-Io !o 8o

21..... Io 1o 0+30 3o 4--40 2+ 18+
_eJ_l,isImper wu contributed to Gaddard ,_l_lee Fli¢l_l ('c_'.r umler

the joint Umt_i Kinltdom-UnitedStat_ programwhichdeveloped 22..... 3- 4--11--2-- 1+1+11--20 180
lindlaum_hedtheutellitz Arlol!.

tBoth Imthon,e.m amliatedwith the Departmentof Physics. ,
UaivemityCollege.I,oadon.Ealfllmd. s.c. at 0414 hrs.
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map is also a line of constant height to within _.+ correlate with Kp. A region was classed as show-
+ 10 km, and of constant local time to _+ 10 minutes, ing a disturbance effect only when the electron

This form of presentation was used to show the density for a given latitude differed significantly

+* longitude and magnetic latitude variations of on the disturbance day from that on the
electron density on quiet days. (figs. 1-4). neighboring quieter days.
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FI(:uam l.--Contours of electron density for northbound Fie, unto 3.--Contours of electron density for northbound

passes on May 24, 1962. The dashed line is the mag- passes on June 20, 1962.

netic equator.
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Ft(:urm 2.--Contours of electron density for southbound let(_am 4.--Contours of electron density for southbound
passes on May 24, 1962. passes on June 20, 1962.

For determining disturbance effects, plots of No decrease in electron density was unambigu-
electron density versus latitude for "correspond- ously associated with magnetic activity. Nelms
ing" passes on successive days were superimposed, and Warren (this conference) observed a decrease
The days included, but were. not confined to, over a wide range of latitudes when Kp reached
those listed in Table 1. The passes were at very highvalues, up tog-. However, this referred
intervals of 14 orbits, and for corr:_sponding lati- to altitudes near the maximum of the F layer and.,
tudes there was a daily shift of 2° longitude east- so was lower than our obserw.tions.
wards, a change of less than 20 km in height, and Several regions of increased electron density
a decrease of 20 minutes in local time. Variations were observed, and are, depicted in figs. 5-8.

of electron density at a given latitude due to Bold lines indicated enhancements, fine lines no
these orbital shifts are in general linear, and can significant disturbance effect, and blank spaces
therefore be distinguished from variations which an absence of data. In some places where there,
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Fmvr_ &--Enhancements for May 27-28, northbound Fmua_. 7.--Enhancements for June 9-10, northbound
passes. The contours are intersections of L shells with passes.
the _tellite orbit.
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Fmur_ 6.---Enhancements for M._V 27, southbound F_ua_ &--Enhancements for June 9-10, southbound
passes, passes.

was a small gap but the sourrounding data sug- This is well-defined on figures 1, 2 and 3,
gested a high probability of enhancement, the but is absent on figure 4. It is near the
gap has been bridged by double fine lines. The South Atlantic anomaly, but displaced
magnetic equator has been shown as a dashed about 45° westward. This maximum per-
line, and contours of L values have been drawn, sists for se eral days at a time, and on
Each pass has been identified by the universal other occasions disappears completely.

time when the geographic equator was crossed. The presence of the maximum is not in-
consistent with the model of the diurnal

variation of the equatorial anomaly des-
QUIET DAY VARIATIONS cribed by King et al (1963a), since the

Figures 1 and 2 show the contours Of electron anomaly would not have formed at the
density for northbound and southbound passes local times of figs. 2 and 3, and for fig. 1
on May 24th, a very quiet day (K sum=3+), the peak would be below the altitude of
Figures 3 and 4 give the contours for June 20th, Ariel. The absence of a maximum in
when K sum = 8o. fig. 4 is more puzzling.

Several interesting regions can be seen: 2. The regions of hi_ih magnetic latitude
1. There is a strong maximum on the mag- centered in the northern hemisphere at

netic equator, centered at longitude--90 ° longitude -90 °, and in the southern at
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.:. -I-90°. Muldrew (1963)and others have with the comparative weakness of the distur-
_ noted a minimum in electron density bances, and the fluctuations of'magnetic acti;-ity.

i-_ extending for about 3° in latitude in the Favoured L values woulci appear to be 1.2+0.1,
vicinity of the magnetic shell L--3 to 4. 1.5+0.1, 2.0_+_0.2, 2.5, and generally for L>3.
Figures 1, 2, and 4 show this minimum in Other disturbance features seem to vary from

i_ the northern hemisphere. It is not pres- storm to storm.
ent on figure 3. The southern hemisphere Figures 5 and 6 show enhancements for the

_: region shows a minimum only on figure 4. minor disturbance of May 27th. From the scale
There is no evidence of it on 1 and 3, of universal time it will be seen that the passes

and there is a strong maximum on 2. have been folded to accommodate them all on one
From these and other contour maps it is scan of longitude. For example on fig. 5 the pass
evident that there is a diurnal variation for 0.7 hours on May 28th is next to that for 2.9
of this feature. For the southern (wirter) hours on May 27th, and the upper portions of

hemisphere the electron density (relative passes for 6.2 and 7.9 hours appear on the left of
to that of neighbouring latitudes) is a the diagram. A comparison of the enhancements
minimum during the local night hours, in the high southern latitudes reveals differences in
and a maximum in the late morning. For distribution which are due partly to differences
the northern (summer) hemisphere, the in storm time, in that a clear progression to lower
local time variations are similar, except L values occurs, particularly in fig. 6. This is
that the minimum is deeper and more probably masked by local time effects to some
persistent, and just disappears near noon. extent in fig. 5, in that the higher level of undis-
It is interesting to note in the high south- turbed electron density reduces the relative size
ern latitudes near longitued -100 ° that of an increase. In fig. 6 it is notable that the
the diurnal variation of relative electron enhancements near the magnetic equator are i

density is opposite to that at longitude confined almost entirely to the northern hemi- ]
+90 °. sphere. '

3. On figure 4 a pronounced minimum is The effects due to a more significant disturbance
evident along the magnetic equator. In on June 9th-10th are shown in figs. 7 and 9.
the original data this minimum could be Rothwell et al (1963) have reported on the en-
for every pass over the equator. It ap- hancements _n the high southern latitudes for this
pears to be a feature of the evening iono- disturbance. Note the shift in the origin of the
sphere. It also deviates south of the mag- longitude scale in fig. 7 in order to include the
netic equator into the region of the South more marked enhancements on the one graph.
Atlantic anomaly. The altitude and local The major feature of this plot is the broad region
time for the minimum as seen in figure 4 of enhancement in the southern hemisphere,
are such as to place it some 500 km above which moves toward the equator as the storm
the peak of the equatorial anomaly, intensifies. This storm-time effect receives fur-
It. is therefore a new and apparently ther support from the coincidence that the dis-
independent phenomenon, t_lrbance lasted 36 hours, and so a direct compari-

son of enhancements for the same latitude, longi-

DISTURBANCEEFFECTS tude, height and local time could be made for
successive days. Passes at 1.8, 3.5 and 5.1 hours

For details of the magnetic conditions for the on June 9tb (not shown in the figure) show en-
different disturbance periods, refer back to Table hancements in high southern L regions for L>3.
1. The general impression from the curves of This compares with L down to 2, 1.5 and 1.3 for
figs. 5-8, and other similar plots, is a tendency the corresponding passes on June 10th. The
for enhancements to occur along magnetic shells, equatorial enhancements for this figure are similar
which merge as the disturbance increas:.,s. The to those noted by King et al (1963b) in the

patterns do not show complete shell formation equatorial anomaly region for the major disturb-
except in the region of L>3. This may be linked ance of September 22nd, 1963. Figure 8 is
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remarkable for the strong night-time enhance- irregularities. In this case, the changes in

ment near the magnetic equator, which was most the pattern cannot reflect variations in flux

pronounced in the vicinity of the South Atlantic associated with local geomagnetic field
anomaly. Passes for 2.7 and 4.3 hours on June changes in the vicinity of the measurements.

9th also show this strong equatorial enhancement. They must therefore be mapping in some

The northern hemisphere part of the Sayers shell way the geomagnetic field at high L values,

for L--1.27 was very prominent in the longitude where the particles must either be produced

region -70 ° to +40 ° for the whole of ttle period or accelerated.
June 8th-13gh.

The disturbance on June 21st-22nd, the graphs REFERENCES
for which are not reproduced, showed enhance- KIN(_, J. W., SMITH,P. A., ECCLES,D. and HELM, H.
ments confined almost entirely to the high 1963a. "The structure of the upper ionosphere as
latitude regions, observed by the topside sounder satellite, Alouette."

Radio Research Station document No. RRS/I. M.94.

CONCLUSIONS KINC.,J. W. et al. 1963b. "Further studies of the top-
side ionosphere based on the topside sounder satellite1. Longitudinal irregularities exist even in mag-
data." Radio Research Station document No. RRS/

netically very quiet periods. However, the I.M.112.
pattern changes to some extent between

MULDREW, D. B. 1963. Caned. J. Phys. 41, 199.

successive quiet periods. NELMS,G. L., and WARREN,E. S. "Some irregular varia-
2. The enhancements show a structure resem- tions of the electron density in the topside of the

bling magnetic shell forms, which suggests a ionosphere." Presented at COSPAR 1964.

particle origin. The tendency of L values ROTUWELL,P., S._YERS,J. and WAGNER, J. H. 1963.

to decrease as magnetic activity increases "Distribution at high latitudes and during magnetic

also resembles precipitation zones of the disturbahces." Proc. Roy. Soc. Ariel Discussion

outer Van Allen belt; also the occurrence of Meeting.

a maximumovertheSouthAtlanticanomaly. WILLMORE, A. P., }tENDERSON.C. L., Boyd, R. L. F.,and BOWEN,P. J. 1963. "Electron temperature in the
3. Therefore it appears that particle effects are upper F-region." Proc. Roy. Soc. Ariel Discussion

at least partly responsible for the ionization Meeting.
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MEASUREMENT OF PRIMARY COSMIC RAY CHARGE
AND ENERGY SPECTRA DURING 1963"

V. K. IL_.I,ASt'I]RAIIMANYANtAND I:. B. Md)ONAI, I)

The differential energy spectra of H and He nuclei ill the interval 100-800 Mevqme, the
integral H and He flux >800 Mev/nuc and tile cosmieray charge sl)ectr:_in the range Z = i-8
have been measured using :_three element telc._eopeconsistingof two thin scintillationcounters
and a ('erenkov Counter. The measurements were made from Fort Churchill, ('anada on a
Skyhook balloon flight during June. 1963. The ratio of Li+BeWB/('+N+O ,tppears to I)e
constant in tile two regions 400-800 Mev/nuc and >800 Mev/nue. This ratio extrapol'tted
to the top of the atmosphere is 0.28+.08. A re.irked differenceis ohserved in the form of the
low rigidity differential sl)eetr:Lof H .'rod He. These measurements "ire compared with the
results "wailahlefrom the l:Jst ._ol.'trcycle.

ALUMINUMFOIL
INTRODUCTION R_FLECTOR

I MIL THICK

._._.._,_._._./ C$1" SCINTILLATOR

The objectives of the experiment reperted here \iN, .......... [" ,.o20_/¢_ =

are two fold: _ I .°"'57¢"(a) To develop an improved detector system

with adequate charge and energy resolution so I ¢"_' [ \ [ c,,_, I /that individual charges, their absolute intensities,

energy spectra and time variation could be studied j__uA_i!_,,c:: _

with the long range aim of using the detector in a
satellite borne experiment. _Kov

EXPERIMENTALSET-UP EMZ9._:_'0 1
A schematic drawing of the detector system is

shown in Fig, 1. The system is similar in prin-
ciple to that reported by McDonald and Webber t
except for some technical improvements to
achieve better charge and energy resolution. For
each particle traversing the telescope, the pulse
height from all three detectors are recorded. For

each detector there is a 512 channel pulse height
analyzer and the data is recorded on a balloon
borne tape recorder. The total weight of the
complete system including batteries and pressure l:wurte l.--Geometry
can is 65 lbs.

The results of a balloon flight on 24 June 1963 5 gms/cm:. The equipment performed reliably
are reported here. During this flight the balloon throughout the flight and the pre-flight and post-
remained for 12 hours at a ceiling altitude of flight calibrations were in agreement with each

*Published as Goddard Spac¢ I"hobt Center Document X--all-64-6d, other. The period during the flights was
10_a. characterized by a quiet sun, with no abnormal

?National Academy of Science fellow on leave lrom Tara Institute

of Fundamental Re_earch, Bmnbay, India. activity.
119
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..o , -- 3zo, , : , , , , ,

J,.o ,'_ "_' f 22L_XtL72." >I.s Gv/'t''_ _ ' "_/_-.. '_--_ '_ zeo _

/
,o _, _ 200

,o_..o.o.o.:O:ov%.7,..,,o_,..,.o,.o,.. _ 16o

]:mH_: Z--Plot of Cerenkov output vs. ionization lo.qsin t_J _J

telescope. _ 120
RESULTS Q" _J I/90-

Fig. 2 shows the charge resolution obtained in -,-
the region Z=2-8. In the region 350 Mev/nuc a. 80 -_J
(>5 Cerenkov Pulse height) there is excellent _ 70

resolution between all components. The L/M 60
ratio at the observation level of 5 gm/cm'- for the

energy range ,t00-800 Mev/nucleon,=.36+.07 50 L , , i t t , i- 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600
where as for the energy>800 Mev/nucleon the

ratio is .36__+.09. The ratio extrapolated to the
FI(;UI_.E3.--Mt. Washington neutron rate.

top of the atmosphere using fragmentation pa-
rameters of Friedlander et al?- is 0.28_-4.08 in

agreemez_t with the results at Texas 41°N? neutron count. For rigidity >1.5 BV the agree-

A summary of the results on the charge distri- ment between the curve obtained by Webber and

bution obtained in this experiment is shown in McDonald (luring the last solar minimum, shows
Table 1. Al:so shown there, are results from that at medium rigidities the sea level neutron

pr(,vious measurements from other experiments, count correlates well with the direct measure-
ments. This gives a measure of confidence

MODULATION regarding the accuracy of the measurements.

Fig. 3 shows the integral intensity of He nuclei, Fig. 4 shows the differential rigidity spectra of

the medium and heavy nuclei as a function of protons and He nuclei. There are some interesting

'l'.tat,t: l,--('OmFarisoa of Charge Distributions Obtained at the Top of the Atmosphere Charge Distribution (Percent)

('barge Balasubrahmanyan Waddington_ Aizu4 O'DelF& McDonald et al Tamai_ I:ichtelt et ai

Li ............ 8.8 3.9 8.8 I0.0 7.4 5.3
Be............ 6.4 I. 7 6.0 14.0 5.7 2.3
B............. 8. 1 11.6 10.9 15.7 9.0 7.4
C ............. ;il. 4 26.0 _). 2 18.8 27.1 30. 1
N ............ 9.2 12.4 14.8 7.8 15.3 9.7
() ............. 16.6 17.9 14.4 7.3 14.4 19,4
Z l0 .......... 19.5 23.9 21.7 .°0.5 21.7 ZL5
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,, 17,,, ,, ,,,,,
_ gel'Jr , , , , , , ,- 1956 {HELIUM 4

°"°F/ i
T z4t p>,.5_v/

i_. __ ! /_ /t1111 "*E'g'2
" " _ 0.01_- / |PROTONt

., I I,,I A I l" I 1 I/
, , , , , I I I I 0.7 1.0 2.0 5.0

18oo2zooz2oo240026oo RIGIDITY
Fl,:r,,,: 4.--Mt. Washingtonneutronrate. (BY}

l,'mm¢_&--All)ha 'rod Proton l{igidity Sl)evtr:L

features which this figure reveals. First the
' differential intensity of Helium nuclei of rigidity Parke# ,_° has l)rOl)osed a diffusion model,

>2BV appears to have recovered to the previous wherein the solar wind is responsible for the
solar minimum period. On the low energy side, modulation. In this model, the modulation at a
the previous measurement at International Falls, given rigidity is different for nartides with differ-
Minnesota is higher than both the proton and He ent charge to ma._s ratios because of the vch,eity
curves of the present experiment. So, on the low dependence of the diffusion me(.h.mism. "l'h!._
rigidity side the recovery is still not complete, model predicts that the differential spectra of the

helium nuclei and protons shouhl I)e different,
Another interesting feature is the difference in with the He nuclei being suppressed more than

rigidity spectra between the proton and He nuclei
curves. The recovery for protons has been faster

_0 , I .... I 1 -

than for He nuclei for the same rigidity. In Fig. //._._(_//,-_' ' '_.

5 the results of the counter mea_surements and >
that of Nuclear Emulsion measurements by : °' o He NUCt[) i ? JIJtf t, +',_ Ii

Fichtel et al. s are shown. The good agreement _ '_ . * '"°'°"' .... ' ........
between the results of these two entirely different _ ° "'_o_t,.. ,o., _.,,.,,,

N • P_TO_S JUN[ 25 +9_5H

experiments, p'trticularly in the fiehl of intensity .._ °' [ , ..o.o._ ,_, ,. ,_,,t,

measurementsoflowenergvprotons, wherethe _ / .t . *°'"

tC _ Rt ,tR[_.t

secondary', corrections etc. are applied on an _--do, . ,_ ,(,,_s
entirely different and independent basis, gives one
a measure of confidence in tbe interpretation of o°* ' 0_ .... ,0t ,o_ ,t
these results and their I)caring on the modulation RIGIDITY(BV)

process.
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protons. The observations reported here ale at 3. C. J. WADDIN_;TOS,l'roe. Kyoto Conference, 1961

least in qualitative agreement with Parker's 4. II. Aiztr, II. Y. |"VJIMOTO,S. ItA._E{;AWA,M. KO._HmA,
I. Mlro, J. Nlslll.Mt;aA, K. YOKOt, and M. SC_mtN,

theory. Phys. Iiev. 121, 1206, 1961.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC SHOCK STRUCTURE IN
0 A MOVING MAGNETIC FIELD*

'_ I)AVID B. BEARDt

: The shock structure arouml a cylinder immersed in a cold collisionless phgsma stream con-
: taining a weak magnetic fiehl has been investigated in two dimensions. The stream pressure on
; the Ismndary of tile sheath i._ prolmr_ionai to cos_k where w i._ the angle I_,tween the stre.m_

velocity and th, no:mal to t .e sheath, n'he thickne_ of the sheath lllltt[ particle density in the
_._ sheath on the upstream side of the cylinder have been found to be nearly constant. A tear drop

shaped vacuum is formed downstream from the cylinder. The phmma electrons have t,ssentially
"_ all the ion stream kinetic energy in the transition sheath upstream of tilt. cylinder but the ion
•/ stream energy is regained downstream from the cylinder. The inqmrtanee of this shock strae'ure

when applied fa)the earth's magnetosphere anti tl e generation of "l'ylw ! comet tails is discusm, I
?. briefly.

I. INTRODUCTION shows that on entering the compressed fichl region
througi_ the charge separation electric fi_id on the

-, The solar win(l, consisting of a cold plasma surface, the plasma cle"trons will aequir_ cssent;
,( flowing constantly at ttigii velocity _way irom the ally all of the kinetic energy of the ion stream in

sun, is now known to contain a weak magnetic the solar wind. This ener_' is returned to th4

' field _'*oriented somewhat perpendicular to the ion stream after the plasma in the coml)ressed
stream velocity yet'tot. Though the magnetic field region moves around to the downstream side
field carried along in and moving witL the stream of tiw obstacle.

velocity is so weak that the magnetic field pres- In tiw work presented here a simple m(Mel is
: sure is only one percent of the stream pressure, discussed in whicil a cy'indcr of intense magnetic

the field ptevents the particles from moving inde- fiehl parallel to its axis presents mt obstacle to a
pendently of one another. The result is that any e[.ld plasma stream containing a weak magnetic

:_ object larger than a few ion gyroradii will create fiehl parallel to the c_,lin(lcr axis. Besides the
: a magnetohydrodvnamic shot k when immersed

in the solar wind. _-; inLerent interest of tim model in understanding
' magnetol_ydrodynamic shock st ru(.tt,re under such

The distinctive features of shocks generated in unusual conditions, tim mtMel illuminates some
the solar wind are caused by the shape of the gross aspects to be expected in astropliysical

: object creating the shock and the effect of arrest-
ing the velocity of the magnetic field lines which problems which t)('cur, for example, in tile I_)und-
initially must move with the wind velocity since ary of the eartWs magnetic fiehl and in the tail

: the stream pressure is overwhelmingly greater rays of comets.
than the magnetic pressure. The plasma and its 2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
fiehl are compressed on the upstream surface of TRANSITION SHEATH SURROONDING • _'_".-
the obstacle and much of the stream kinetic _nergy INDER IN h MAGNETIZE._ PLAS/_A Si'REAM
is diverted t_ gyromotion perpentlicular to tlw

The simple idealized model considered item is
compressed magnetic field. A simpl,., extension

illustrated in Fig. !. A i)roton-_.lectron I)lasma,
,. ,rdinary M theory of the magnet;,: pinch effect

,'ollisionless at_:i w:th no thermal motion is
•Published_Goddard._¢t_ae_Flit_gtt',attrDee,meatX_a4t_64I#._, streaming paralh, I to the Iml:tr axis with veioei:y

J.n, tim. vo,and encounters a cylinder of radius l{ contain-tGodciardSlmeel'ltltht ('_nt_r. Univt.rtit¥of ('ulifornm. i_via.
¢ California,mad L'nivemityof Kanmm,lat.rt-.ee, I.:smms. ing an arl)itmrily intense real" ."tic fiet,l su_vlunt
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._,3__ is tile proton mass and _bis the angle between tile

///_ -" normal to tile outer l)oundary surface of tile
,¢ ¥rn

.... _ _ transition sheath and the stream velocity vector.

/ / _ _ The second paranthetical faetor represents the

/ / -,_ momentum change of the incident particles at thevo /_ dY " \ boundary as they enter the sheath. The external

* !dd6_ \ ) pressure confining the particle and enhanced meg-

/ netic field pressure in the sheath acts I)erpcndicu-_ _ __ larly to tile surface, ttencc there is no change

* _ \ ,'z'' _- in particle center of motion momentum com-
_'9.o_ . ponent p'u'all,_l to tile boundary which wouhl

-....-_.
--_ result in a momentum change factor not linearly

l"mt'l¢E I.--Illustration of solar wind cont'fining a weak dependent on cos _b.
m.lgnctic fiehl Ferpemlicuhtr to the phme of the figure There is, of ('oui'se, a v( ry troller(ant change in

incident on a cylinder of r'ldius R. The arrows repre- the particle motion on crossing tile boundary of

sent the velocity of the fiehl lines (particle guiding ten- the sheath and that is that neat" the stagnation
ters) in the free stream v0,and in the transition sheath,
v,,. The circles and h)ops represent partial trajectories point, in particular, much of the stream motion
of the particles whih, in the sheqth, is diverted to gyromotion perpendicular to the

magnetic fiehl. Although the magnetic field is

too weak to contribute effectively to the pressure

to excm(lc the incident plasma stream. (In gen- near the stagnation point, it does cause the charges

eral the el)static need furnish only a spatially to rotate al)ot_t the lines of force. Particle pres-
varying magnetic field pressure, Hg_'/87r, I)ut a

• - sure, however, dominates every other considera-
cylindrical shape has been introduced at the start tion anti tile gut(ling center of the pqrticles are

to simplify the discussion of tile paramount phys- caused to move towards decreasing pressure gra-

cal features resulting from the analysis.) Finally, dients "dragging" the magnetic field lines along
the inei(lcnt plasma stream is assumed to contain

a weak magnetic fiehl, parallel to the cylinder axis, with them. The particle pressure within tile

which is carrictt along with the plasma. The transition sheath is given l)y

stream magnetic field exerts a pressure of only one pp = _n._mpv°'p= _n.dnp(vo- v,_) (2)
percent of the stream pressure and the fiehl travel-

ing with the stream velocity v0 is maintained by where n_ is the ion density within the sheath, t,p

the small gyromotion of the plasma in the moving is the particle pelocity component perpendicular

velocity frame of the plasma stream. In this to the field, anti v,, is the velocity of the guiding

connection it might be noted that the preliminary ('enter, that is, the velocity of the magnetic lines

an'tlysis by Dr. M. Ncugebauer of ti_e Mariner of force. The factor 1/2 arises I)ecause of the

R plasma (tata yielded an effective plasma thermal two dimensional motion of the l)articles within

energy of the order of 10-30 electron volts in a the ._heath as opposed to the monotlirectional

stream energy of the order of a kilovolt. Dr. motion of the stream pressure. In three dimen-

Neugehauer's analysis was made by examining sions, where the particle motion is also algng the

the energy spread parallel to the stream motion, lines of force, the factor might I)e 1/3.

but the presence of a magnetic field and the We thus obtain an expression for the pressure
gyromotion it causes guarantees that the result equality on the boundaries of the sheath.

is valid for the particle energy component 2 2 o
perpendicular to the stream motion as well. nompvo('os _b+H_/8_r = _n.mp(v_-v,_)

2 a

3'he p.micle pressure on the outer boundary of +(n,/n_)HU87r = H:¢/87r (3)

the transiti,m sheath is given by where II_ is the magnetic field intensity in the
_ cylinder at the inner I)oundary. , race the plasmap.= (nov0cos¢) (mpv0cos&) = nom_vScos_ (1) S"

is collisionless, the magnetic fiehl intensity is

where ,o is the proton density in tile stream m, directly proportional to the particle density, and

I
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thus the magnetic field intensity anywhere in the •_

_ sheath is (n,/no)Ho. Particle thermal pressure --_ .... / ,

would be easy to include for similar reasons. / ._rz_ _

°'_/ Since his proportional to H and the square of the y_ // /_\\_\ _'\,,

thermalvelocity, vp:,isproportionaltotlifthe t__ __ ___

motion is adiabatic, the particle thermal pressure __ _ _

I is a constant multiple of the magnetic pressure __'-

and may be included by multiplying H_ by an /
appropriate factor. _....

The change in the external pressure, P, as a
function of the distance along the boundary of

the sheaLh, l, results in a pressure gradient which

accelerates the plasma within the sheath. FI(;URE2.--I)iagram of us(, (,f e,)n:'t'mt flux condition in

• d [n_ Ho_ determining the sheath thickness, r.,.-r,, by which p'tr-

o: dv,_ dv___m dP _--_|_\"o 81r] ticles leave a volume of unit height after entering the• n:np-_ = n,mpv_ dl -'-dl- volume within the length y..,.
5

_rap: 2 2 ,d?l_

+_-tVo -Vm)-dl (4) If the obstacle were not cylindrical a differential
, form of the constant flux condition, Eq. (i, would

which may also be ot)tained by differentiating b-required
Eq. 3 with respect to I. Throughout most of

the upstream side of the cylinder H_o is negligible novod 1cos_b= n.,(r:- r_)vod(sin_b)

.i_ compared with the particle pressure and Eq. 3 d_b no 1 1 d¢_ (8)
may be approximated by dl n_ r.,_-rt r.,. dO

, 2 o
: n, = 2P/mp(vo-Vm) which yiehls Eq. 7 in the region where n,= 2n0 if

which satisfies Eq. 4 sinc.e the last two terms in r_ und r_ are now regardetl as functions of 0. If
_- Eq. 4 are negligible in these circumstances. Thh-,, n, is a decrea.,:ing function of 0, as it is near 0_-,

v_,-_v0sin_b throughout the transition sheath on _b_-,lr/2, r.,.-r_ increases faster than r2 and d_
the upstream side and n, is nearly constant and dO

" equal to 2n0. As _k approaches _r/2, however,the is less than unity. In this region, the parametric

nmgnetic pressure becomes significant and n, equations 5 (or rather 3) and 8 must be solved

decreases with l depel_ding on _ as numerically.
The magnetic pressure cannot be neglected in

1 2 2 2

n:-_no[1-4- i (8rnomrvo/Ho)cos g' the region
-(3/32)(8rnom:_o/H_o)2eos_] (5)

O_'_>Nco_-_[Ho/(8_rnom_vo) '/_]'_84 ° (9)
Using the approximations valid on the upstream

side of the cylinder the position of the outer where the stream velocity is

boundary to the transition sheath is easily ob-

tained by requiring particle conservation. The v_v0sin6_0.99v0 (10)
: number of particles arriving per second per unit and

cylinder length within a distance, y_, from the (v_o-v_)_/L'_O.lO Vo
polar axis is n0y2v0; the number leaving the transi-
tion region per second per unit cylinder length is Therefore, on the down.stream side of the eyl-

n,(r,-r,)vo sin _b (see Fig. 2). inder, the guiding center of stream velocity in
the transition sheath is again approximately vo,

i r_-r:,_r_ sin 0_/2 sin ¢_ (6) and the velocity perp_,ndicular to the field lines

For a cylindrical obstacle for which r, is constant, and v0 is less than 0.10 v0. The stream expands

i _0.ffi_b,and freely into the vacuum behind the cylinder so
r_--2r, (7) as to form a diffuse triangle shaped tail, based on
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field intensity, we write, for the changed condi-

tions of this problem, the equations of motion of
a charge initially moving parallel to the x axis ;

x=qE(xl+qHYmm. (ll) i

I,'Iaua_:3.--The shock structure behind a cylinder of if=-qH(x,--Vm) (12) ]
radius R. Ttle length of the vacuumdownstreamfrom rnc t
the cylinder L,.._RVo/(:%-_,,._) _. where the coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. t

4, q and m are the charge and mass of the charged i
simple kinematics, which closes thanmore ten

1
cylinder radii downstream and leaves a turbulent SHOCK
wake as illustrated in Fig. 3. BOUNDARY

3. THE SHOCK PRODUCED ENERGETIC ELEC-
TRONS IN THE TRANSITION SHEATH

The preceding section has given us a general V0 Vm
description of our simple two dimensional model *-
problem as illustrated in Figs. 1-3. A weakly
magnetized plasma moving with velocity v0enters

a transition sheath where the velocity of the _ y
particle's guiding centers, that is, the velocity of /
the magnetic lines of force, changes abruptly at / X :
the outer boundary of the transition sheath to /Z
a lower velocity, v_. FerrarC ° and especially
Dungey H and Rosenbluth _2have shown how a

charge separation layer will be created at any FIe,Yam4.--The coordinatesystem used in analyzing par-
boundary where the magnetic field is suddenly ticle motion in a magnetic field parallel to the z axis
increased on the side away from the plasma, whose field lines travel with a velocity voto the left of

the shockboundaryand withvelocity t,mto the right of
Beard, _3Grad, _4and Scstero 15have farther devel- the shock boundary.
opcd the theory of the electric field on the bound-

ary which serves to energize the electrons at the particle, E is the electric field perpendicular to
expeh_e of the positive ions. The electric field the boundary which is tangent to the y, z plane,
arises due to the difference in momentum between H is the magnetic field and is parallel to the Z
the electrons and the positive ions, and thus there axis, and v_ is the velocity of the guiding centers
is no field in any region where the momenta of (i.e. the magnetic lines of force) which are as-
the opposite charges are equal, sumed to l_e moving entirely parallel to the x axis

In the simple two-dimensional problem dis- for this part of the analysis. Eq. 12 is easily
cussed in this paper, it might be anticipated that integrated and yields the y component of the
when the plasma enters and passes through the particle velocities.
transition sheath the charges will have gained or t

lost potential energy (depending on the sign of (l=-q_./fH___ (x'-r,)dt' (13)
their charge) as though they had passed through "_ !®
permeable condenser plate._ at the boundary.
Hence, if there is no reverse electric field, the Hence the y component of the particle momenta
electrons will have acquired essentially all of the is the same fo_'both electrons and protons.
initial stream k;netic energy of the positive ions. The particle densities are inversely proportional

Following Rosenbluth's _,_a analysis in which to the x component of the average velocity of the
the plasma did not enter the region of increased particles. To avoid the impossibly large electric

[
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fields resulting from excessive charge separation
d_! the x component of the average velocities of the

._ particles must be kept equal everywhere. This
._ requires that in being slowed from an initial
_; velocity v0 to the final guiding center velocity of PROTON
_ V_, the x-component oi the deceleration of the
_ electrons must be equal to the deceleration of

_, the ions. Thus Eq. 11 and 13 yield the equality
._
$, t

_' -_E(x)-[ e--_-_H H (x'-v,,,)dt'= -eE (x)
r_'

_ _ e H(x'-vm)dt'\rn_c/ J_o_
7_r

'7/ where the subscripts e and i refer to electron and
ELECTRON

_t. positive ion and qe= -e, q_= e. Neglecting the
"_ right hand side of this equation as being of order
"_, m_/m_ smaller than the left hand side we obtain
_ the familiar M theory result

E(x)=S--_H H (x'-vm)dt' (14)
{ m,c j_

_+ If Eq. 13 and _'4 are inserted into Eq. 11, then
,,_,-_ the integral of Eq. 11 after multiplication by x
-4 is to zero order in m,/m,

_" 2 2 2el
x,-vo--_. I E (x')dx'4

{ FIGURE&--Electron and proton traje,'toriesinitially trav-
_ Let XM represent the position at which the inci- elingwitha moving magnetic fieldwhichis sloweddown
_. dent proton first reaches the final guiding center and compressed, downstreamfrom the shock boundary.

" velocity, V_, (i.e. the position beyond which the
compressed field is constant.) then,

7 X pressure on the boundary needed to confine the
f M enhanced magnetic field interior to the boundary.

_° 1 2
_m_(vo-V_) =e E (x')dx' (15) The kinetic energy of the ions has been reduced,

_ -- however, from _m_vo_to _rnivo"-t-_rntvM _. The con-

._ Eq. 15 has the very obvious physical interpreta- siderations of the lcrevious section are still valid
since the total particle pressure in the transition_ tion that the total potential drop for -= <X<XM

! is equal to the change in the ion stream kinetic layer is not affected by the electrical potential
at the boundary since the eh;ctron energy in theenergy divided by the ion charge. For X>XM

charge neutrality does not require 2,/x'_; only transition layer is _m_v?--_m_vM_.

( their averages, V_, must be equal. A free hand drawing of the particle motion as
Since the momenta of the electrons and protons it crosses the boundary is shown in Fig. 5 for

are equal, no further charge separation takes conditions near the stagnation point. The con-

i place; the gyroradii of the particles are equal, clusions are essentially unchanged at other points
The momentum of an ion in the stream m_vohas on the boundary as illustrated in _ig. 6 if one

:' been reduced to (m,/m_)i#_mtvo in exerting the considers only the compom:nt of the guiding center
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As a result, a plasma stream, even though the

particles initially have a unique velocity, will

//_ expand into the vacuum behind the cylinder.In the case of a plasma with some thermal veloc-
/ _ ity (kT/27rm) u_ the vacuum downstream would

/ "_>b _v// be a diffuse isoceles _riangle whose height would
VoSIN_ v0 _ VoSIN $ be Vo(2_rm/kT)U2 R where vo is the initial stream

S_HOC velocity and R is the cylinder radius (1/2 the

triangle base.)
The enhanced magnetic feld in the transition

K sheath creates a charge separation layer at the

BOUNDARY boundary of the undisturbed plasma stream. The
total change in electrical potential across this
layer is equal to half the stream pressure on the

FmurtE &--The geometry of the guiding center or field transition sheath. The plasma stream moves
line motion oil both sides of the shock boundary for through the charge separation layer, and, onobliqueincidence.

entering the transition sheath, the electrons ac-
quire all the kinetic energy the ions would have

motion perpendicular to the boundary. Thecom- had perpendicular to the magnetic field in the
ponent of the stream velocity parallel to the absence of the charge separation layer. At the
boundary is the same on both sides of the bound- stagnation point the electron kinetic energy in
ary and therefore the problem reduces to the the transition sheath equals the initial ion kinetic
st'_gnation point case in a coordinate frame which energy in the free stream, but elsewhere in the
moves with the velocity v0sin_b parallel to the transition sheath the electron kinetic energy
boundary and v0cos_ksupplants v0in the stagnation equals the difference between the ion free stream
point considerations. In accelerating to nearly kinetic energy and the ion stream energy in the
the frc.e stream velocity again in its motion away transition layer.
from the stagnation point, the motion of the
plasma in the transition sheath causes the initial ASTROPHYSICALAPPLICATIONS

ion kinetic energy to be recovered at the expense The applicrotion of this work to Type I comet
of the electron energy, tails is strai,_htforward and will be reported else-

where. The slight ionization of massive come-CONCLUSIONS
tary molecules through charge transfer with pro-

A cold plasma stream containing a weak mag- tons in the solar wind cause the interplanetary
nctic field (field pressure much less than particle magnetic field lin_s to slow down drastically in
stream pressure) will be compressed on the up- overcoming the inertia of the massive cometary
stream surface of a cylindrical obstacle whose ions initially at rest. The energetic electrons in
axis is parallel to the magnetic field. The particle the transition sheath which forms on the surface

density and magnetic fiehi intensity within the of the "slowed" field lines then rapidly and effi-
transition sheath on the upstream side are double ciently ionizes hundreds of cometary molecules
their free stream value. The thickness of the per cc. The energetic electrons will further rap-
sheath is equal to the cylinder radius over almost idly diffuse out along the field lines (as suggested
all of the upstream surface and thickens slightly by Axford in private conversion) and pull the
near the joining of the upstream and downstream ions out along the field lines so as to form the
surfaces due to the additional magnetic pressure, striking ray structure known as Type I comet
however small, in the transition sheath. The tail rays.
enhanced magnetic pressure in the transiti_u The simple model examined in this paper also
sheath, however slight, pre,Jents the ions , yields a good qualitative understanding of the
returning completcly to their initial free strea, ")henomena observed at the edge of the earth's
motion on the downstream side of the cylinder, magnetic field and enables predictions ab :t the
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: energy of tile charges in the magnet o-she_.th to ......................................

be made. The sphericity of the earth's magneto-

sphere introduces a new physical dimension. In _-_-=_.._-___ .......

tile plane containing the stagnation point and the -_/_____ __-f_____---__ _ __-_ _--

magnetic field lines tile particle pressure both _-_ "_-_f_ _--_____/___

inside and outside the outer houndary of tile --: -_

transition sheath (A. J. Dessler has suggested -----_ -
tile name magneto-sheath) is still proportional to _..-'-- ..............

cos'°_b. The particles are decoupled, however, ........... - .........

from the magnetic field in the direction of tile ............ _ ...........

fiold, and conservation of magnetic flux requires FmUItE &--.Magnetic fiehl lines, indicated I)y d'tshed lines,

that the magnetic field intensity be approximately viewed in projection from the upstream side as they

_ independent of distance from the _tagnation diverge and slide ._round a sl)herit'al obstruction t)owing
point or cos_b in the case of a cylinder and to out most pronounec,.lly in the equatorial pl'me.

increase away from the stagnation point in the

case of a sphere. Therefore, in this plane the
instead of being isotropic_ in two(l imensions. This

shock t)oundary around a circular surface would
causes the particle (lensity an(l fiehl intensity to

expand faster than in the plane at right angles to
be three times the interl)hmetary values and the

the interphmetary magnetic field. The particle thickness of the sheath near the stagnation point

density in this plane away from the stagnation to be more nearly one-half of the radius of
point is less than in the plane perpendicular to the curvature of the magnetosphere.

magnetic field. Independent of these considerations the su(hlcn

The particle pressure in this plane is not corn- increase of the magnetic field intensity from the
municated along the field lines and this intro- interplanetary field value to the magnetosheath

duees a complication in the analysis depending value will cause the magnetosheath electrons to

on the isotropy of the particle velocity discus._ed have the same momentum l)erpendicular to the

below. Free hand drawings of the field lines are field lines as the proton:, do. "'1has, the l)artiele
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. energy and pressure perpendi(,ular to the field

lines will be monopolized hy the electrons. The

particle energy and pressure parallel to the fiehl

lines will be monopolized by the protons, however,
since charge sep.tration effects will cause the

_- : _:_ __ "\ electron and proton velocities to equalize.
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II

SOLAR CYCLE CHANGES IN INNER ZONE PROTONS
.,:..,

,+ ROBERT C. BLANCH._iRDt AND WILMOT N. HESS _,, _)

;, Time dependent calculations of the inner Van Allen belt proton population show that large
changes of the population up to a factor of 50 will take place during tho solar cycle. The effect
is most pronounced for the region of B-L space corresponding to minimum altitudes of 300-700

>' km. Because different energy protons respond to the changing solar cycle at different rates

._ the proton energy spectra will change with time also,

•: The purpose of this paper is to calculate the 20 _ r _ _ I _ _ _
: expected changes in inner zone proton populations

with time m the solar cycle, io ....

; Freden and White [1959] identified the pene- 8 _,, ._,_l_-_i x --trating component of the inner zone of the Van 6 _
Allen belt as due to energetio protons and meas- 4 - _ --

ured the energy spectrum o_ .cprotons of E > 75 i_lit

Mev. This and subsequent experimental work 2 {_i.x -

on Atlas rockets [Freden and White, 1960; Freden _i'_=land White, 1962; Armstrong, Harrison, IIeckman I

and Rosen, 1961] has confirmed and extended this o.6 - TT

finding and we now have a well-established proton _ o.6 -

energy spectrum at L--q.4, B_-_.20, which is about _ 0.4 -
apogee for these flights, for near solar maximum
(see Fig. 1). The analysis of this spectrum _ o.a-
[Freden and White, 1960] has shown conclusively

I °that the protons are produced by neutron decay. _ o.I --
One of the features of this component of the _ 0.08

radiation belt is the time constancy. Measuro- o06-
ments after a solar flare [Freden and White, 1962] 0.04 -
gave essentially the same fluxes of protons as
before the flare. For L> 1.6 changes in proton 0.02 -
spectra are seen [Naugle and Kniffen, 1961] asso-
ciated with solar proton events [Pizzella, 1961]. o.oi--
These may be explainable in terms of neutrons 0.0o8-0.006 -
produced in the pc' regions by solar protons
[Lenchek, 1962; Lingenfelter, to be published], o.oo4i° i i i i ] I i I II00 I000

For L<l.6 only gradual changes in the proton PARTICLEKINETICENERGY(Mi¥)

populations have been observed on Explorer VII FI(IURI81.--The experimentallymeasuredinnerzonepro-
[Pizzella, 1961]. It was originally suggested ton energy spectrum (Freden and White 1962) for
[Pizzella, 1961] th:.t such changes implied that L,.,.,1.4B,._.20.
neutrons could not produce all inner zone protons
but this does not seem to be the case. Hess [1962] showed that slow changes in proton population

were expected due to changes in the galactic cos-?This work was done u part of the requlmmentsfor a Master's
Degree fromtheCollegeofWilliamandMary. mic ray flux during the solar cycle and more
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importantly due to changes in the upper atmo- For the loss term L(E, t) following Freden and
spheric density during the solar cycle. We will White [1960] we consider nuclear collisions
now make _ quantitative discussion of the ex-
pected changes in proton populations for L < 1.6. L(E, t)=N(E, t)vY._a,p_(t) (4)

The continuity equations for protons is usually
wrilten [Singer, 1958; Hess, 1959; Freden und where pt(t') is the average atmospheric density of
White, 1960] atmospheric component i (02, O, N: or He) and at

is the inelastic cross section for collisions+ :o(1) {,assumedgeometric).
dt dEl dxJ The last term in equation 2, the change it,

proton population due to slowing down, varies
and the steady state population of protons N(E) with the solar cycle due to tile atmosphericsolved for. We are now interested in time varia-

tions so we will write the time dependent form of density change

this equation dE r p(t)_ _ v dL']
dx i [.2.09 X 10_J _" dx INTP (5)

dN(E, t)= +S(E, t)-L(E, t)
dt where _ (t) is the average atmospheric density of

+J/_[N(E, l)dE(t),Jl (2) equivalent oxygen atoms. The variation ofp,(t) and _(t) with time in the solar cycle is the

The source term S(E, t) will use the neutron decay major reason for the change in proton population.

source strength of Hess for solar maximum S(E) AVERAGE ATMOSPHERICDENSITIES
multiplied by a function of time f(t) to consider

A major part of this problem was to determinethe solar cycle variation in galactic cosmic ray
flux as determined by McDonald and Webber the average atmospl, eric densities used in calcu-
[1961] lating the loss rate of trapped protons by coulomb

scattering. To do this the theoretical model of
0,8E -tg10

S(Et) =S(E)f(tj reF(t) (3) the upper atmosphere developed by Harris and• p_/T. r
Priestcr i1962J was used. This model gives the

where f(l) varies from 1.0 at solar max to 1.25 at time dependences of the atmosphere for both solar
solar min in a similar way to Fig. 2. cycle and diurnal variations. It agrees well with

several measurements of density by satellite drag

t (King-Hcle, 1963; Bryant, to be published) and

250 recently has been checked by preliminary data of
densities from the Explorer XVII satellite.

_.. 210- Spencer et al [1963] This model atmosphere is
the most complete description of the time de-

_ peadence of atmospheric densities available and

i i 170- agrees well with the current experimental data.We must perform several operations on the H and

_ 130 P model data to get it in form to use for this
_ 1 problem. Harris and Priester give the atom

fi0 J densities n_of the several atmospheric constituentsi in the form of.

50 ' I, i, i, I, i, l, l, I, i, i, I, i. nl(h,t,S)

! 0 ! 2 ! 4 ! $ ! $ ! l0 ! where hisaltitude above theearth, tislocaltime,
TIM[ IYEARS) and _ is a model parameter related to, but not

the same as, the intensity of the average 10 cmFmvaE 2.--Solar cycle used in these calculations ,Sis the
Itarrie and Priester (1962) model parameter which is solar flux, F, in watts/m-'-cpsX 10-_. Recent
relatedto but not the same as the 10 em flux intensity, studies of atmospheric densities [Harris and
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_: 0 2800

Priester, 1963] show that the model number S is
"_ the same as/_ near solar max but near solar min o 2600 SOUTHERNHEMISPHERE MINALTS{km)

S<P. For example, P=70 corresponds to the -.----I-
___ _- _........_ ..----.--- I00_

model S=100. Fig. 2 shows the solar cycle o.z4oo___ _ ___.--zoo--"
__._wo _

variation of S we have used based on the last solar o.zzoo_ __4oo _
cycle. - _ __.-.--soo_"

0.2000 - -- _ ..-----.'--_'0 _

The first operation on the tt and P atmosphen; g _ _roo---_-- _ _-_-_eoo----"'_
- _..,.,._._._-.._- __9oo--_"

is to average over local time. The protons we =o,8oo . __ooo---'-'-
will consider live long enough so that they will

encounter the midday density bulge and the o._6oo- __'c,nighttime minimum many times and will average o._4oo

them out.Secondly, we perform a longitude average. As o._zoo.... J J Iuo *.zo _3o ,40 ,so
the particles drift around the earth their mirror L(EotlhRodll)

points do not stay at constant altitude but rather FmuaF_4._B-L map of minimumaltitudes.
follow a certain path in B-L space. Several such

constant B-L rings are shown in attitude-Ion&i- drift in longitude at a constant rate because of
tude coordinates in Fig. 3. The particles dip the variation of the magneti(, fiehl gradient an, l
zooo field line curvature. This effet't is ignored here.

L,*.Z5 It probably amounts to al)out a 20 percent cor-SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

•omss rection on average densities. V:dues of atmo-
spheric densities are not known th'tt well now

i anyw'ty.

_oo The third operation on the 1I and P atmosl)here
is to average over "t hounce from one mirror point

Z _ to the conjugate mirror point. Since the l)rotons
e live much longer than a bounce period, and since
_-_,ooo no change in direction of the proton is considered

• ._ during slowing, it. is permissible to aver'tge the
density in this fashion. A dipole fiehl is assumed

': in carrying out this step.
_ _oo Ray [1960] gave the bounce averaging process as

. e,o p= (6)

o where the element of length along the particle's-180 -90 0 90 i80

GEOCENTRIC LON61TUOE (DEG$) orbit is

Fz(:vaz 3._Variation of the altitude of B-L rings with
longitude, ds = vd__t= __dt _7)

COS (_ COS (_

lowest in the South Atlantic due to the nature of where dt is the element of length along the fiehl
the earth's magnetic field. A B L map of mini- line. Using
mum altitudes is shown in Fig. 4. Due to the

variation in altitude of the protons' mirror point, tiP= dr'-Tt,:dX: (8)
longitude averages were made using the B-L and
rings every ten degrees in both northern and r=L cos_X (9)
southern hemisphenes. This step gives the aver-
age mirror point density for a proton's motion, with the mirror equation and the expression for
Walt has recently shown that the protons do not the magnetic field variation along a field line
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combining and substituting in equation 6 gives

J'p,(X)A (h)dh (10)
P' = .fA ()Odh

where

cos' M+3 sin 2)_ _ (ll)
A(X) =[cos' _(1+3 sin, h,,) t-cos* h_(l+3 sin' X) q '_

The subscript m here corresponds to the particles' RI:SUI.T$
mirror point. This bounce averaged density has

Equation (2) is integrated stepwise starting
been integrated on a computer, with N(E) = O at t = 0 to build up to an oscillating

The last step is to combine the five i constitu- proton population which is the same from one
ants N2, 02, O, llc and H to give the averaged
number of equivalent oxygen atoms

I00,

8A= 14p(N2) +p(0) + 16p(02) +2p(He) +_(H) s.c.D6,

(12) L.,.2a _.-'_s-o.,6s

Values of _ "tt different times in the solar cycle //.,,'_a.o.,e3

for L: 1.25 are shown in F igure5. a ///_e. 0.194

is9 .-

z O. 207

,o

°

U I 1 l l L I III I I I T I I II.

,o so. oFmua[ 6.--The number of solar cyclesneededfor a group
of protons to come within 1% of its final oscillating

IY/ XXX_ B_-'_0.20 populationforL-1.25starLinigwithN(E)-O at,-0.
105 92

F_//[ e.o.ma,,_NN,, _,2 solar cycle to the next. In Figui'e 6 is shown the

- I_ _,///_/ - -'_°]'. 9"__''--Ij__ number of solar cycles after which the population
change per cycle is less than i percent for L ffi1.25.
After achieving this final condition the pro_on

I 1 I energy spectrum varie_ during one sola: cycle as2 4 6 8 IO 12
TIME (YEARS) show, in Figures 7-11. The dotted curves top

and bottom in these figures are what the proton
Fmvar. 5.--Average atmospheric densities at differevt spectrum would be if steady state conditions were

times of the solarcycleat differentB-L points, achieved at solar max and solar min. Steady
state clearly is not achieved for high energy

We can use the data on the rate of energy loss protons or for high altitudes.
dE/dx for oxygen at NTP [Aaron, Hoffman and It is also interesting that this calculation pre-
Williams, 1949] in equati.m 5 with this averaged dict_ a spectral peak above 100 Mev for certain
density _ to calculate the l_ss rate. conditions (Figure 7, year 3) due to the time lag

I
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" 20

I.',,.,,. L =1.40 200 -,.
. IO--II,O_.. B. 0.2?..5 J L.,.,O ".

I .o,o•". IO0 2 X hm)n "600 km

- ".. |
"r ",. I |

; 5_ io

o., " I%'%.%%

l J I L 1 l ] J ] ['%_i J l 1 ] i 11

II I00 I000
Me','

l:mua)_ 8.--])roton energy Sl)rctr'Lat different times ill tile
solar cycle for Lffil.40, B=.201. The curws are la-

0.01 , [ I [ [ I Ill[ [ J I I I Itl beled by the time in year."=om solar min.
.:, I0 I00 I000

Mev _x)f

FI(;URE7.--Proton energy sl)ectr'tat different times ill tile L, 1,40
; solar cycle for L =ffi1.40, B=.225. The curves are la- 8"0,182

beled by the time in years from sol:w rain. I_.,,,.tlGOkm

_" l 11.02

in different energy protons adjdsting to solar cycle 8

__ changes. _| ioo s
%

Figures 12 and 13 shots-time histories for vari- a,._
ous conditions. Large variations from solar max
to solar rain populr :ions are seen in these figures. g

The amplitude of these changes for L ffi1.25 and •

1.40 are shown in Figures 14 and 15. !_-

A comparison of.past experimental resuF_ and
the calculationsof this paper is shown in Table I.
In discussing these experiment_ we can consider _o t _ , -_ _;'_ , _ , ,ioo iooo

three types of information. ""
In comparing time changes of the proton fluxes Fmva_.9.--Protopenergyspectra at differenttimesin the

two situations occur: solar cycle for L-I.40 B-.181. The curves are h.-

1. Some individual experiments run long beled by the time in years from tu,lar rain.
enough (a year or more) so that they should see
proton flux changes directly. From Table I, 2. Different experiments on different satellites
experiments (c) and (d) are of this time. AI- can be compared to Vxovide date on proton flux
though in experimmt (d) it is not one experiment changes. Data of '_:';stype is given in experi-
on one satellite, it is many identical experiments ments (a), (e) and (f) in Table I.
on essentially identical satellites, an,l therefore The third type of data is given by:
this experiment falls in t;:ir ,,.:,,;')rv. 3. Direct measurement of the proton energy

I
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023 towards solar max. _han it falls to solar min. in

/_ _/,o /20 order to produce the changes in spectrum calcu-o2z _ .,o ,;/ ..J.2s_
/ /" // -- /- ]ated here. Solar cycle 16 was quite symmetrical

_* •" / J" _ 1.2!

_/_/_/ "" "" and should not give the calculated results.
s "/_/ ,fi/_ Of the five experiments of type (3)that help

ozo _//__ understand the proton energy spectrum the first
two (a) and (b) in 1960 showed a modest sized

o,9 peak at about E=40 Mev. The more recent/<," / .... L._._

Ole _f" / -- L,I.4 experiment (g) of Rowland et al in 1962 shown in

/ Figure 16 does not show such a peak. The solid
o,_ curve on Figure 16 compared with the data of

Rowland is the results of the present calculations
h I i I I I I r J I i I J I I : ii

o% ,oo ,ooo normalized. The agreement is fairly good. Re-
Mev

cent experiments (f) (g) show a large low energy
I,'mua_ 15.--The amplitude of the proton population

change durihg the solar cyclefor L =1.4 and 1.6. proton population but cannot be compared with
early experiments because the early ones did not
go down to such low energies. Figures 7-11 show

spectrum in one experiment. Experiments (a), that the calcalated spectral shape should not
(b), (e), (f) and (g) are of this type. change much during the period of these measure-

In compmmg flux time change experimepts of ments--from 6 to 9 years solar cycle time The

type (1) with the calculations, the agreement is proton fluxes should increase but the shape of the
good. Two experiments covering the period spectrum stays nearly the same. Striking changes
1959 to 1962 give results consistent with the in spectral shape should occur on the upswing of
calculations, the solar cycle. The agreement with spectral

Comparing with type (2) data does not work st,ape in Figure 16 is not bad but the peaks in ex-
as well. The observed changes of flux with time periments (a) and (b) should not occur at t = 6.
agree qualitatively with those predicted but not It may be that a neutron absorption as suggested
quantitatively. The experimental flux ratios are
smaller than the calculated ones. Two remarks

are in order here. First, type (2) data usually
h_-s larger errors attached to it than type (1) _o.o
because it ;nvolves the systematic errors of two
experiments while type (1) data involves no

systematic errors--only _tatistical errors are ir_. T
volved in the time variations in the flux. Be- _
cause of this the experimental flux ratios using L
type (2) data are probably not as accurate as
those using type (1) data. Secondly all the "e _o
comparisons of type (2) data involve Explorer IV

data" so there is no independent check of
experimental consistency. =

We may have over-estimated the amplitude of
the change of proton populations in this present
calculation by as much as a factor of two because

I i I 1 I
our solar cycle model uses S = 70 at solar minimum oJo _o 4o 6o so i_
while recent data of Harris and Priester (1963) Mev
shows that S= 100 is probably more appropriate.

FIGURE16.--The energy spectrum of innerzone protons
Changing the shape of the model solar cycle measuredby Rowlandet al, 1963,on an Atlas pod at
(Figure 2) will also affect the results of the calcu- L = 1.27,B =.216 shownfor comparisonis the spectrum
lation. The solar cycle mt_st rise more rapidly calculatedin this paper for L=1.27, B ffi.207,t=9.
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by Freden and White (1962) is requircl to explain qualitatively but not quantitatively. Tile cru-
: the peak. cial tests of the calculations will involve measur-

All of the information presented so far on ing changes in the p,'oton flux and spectrum as we
_ Figures 6 through 15 are mirror point fluxes M, approach solar maximum during 1966-68. We

that is, the flux of protons mirroring per unit know experimentally (King-Hele 1963) that the
volume at one particular B and L. For low alti- atmospheric density changes used in the calcula-
tudes where the atmosphere changes rapidly with tion are reasonable These cab'tinted effects

altitude it is nearly correct to compare this flux must take place wi_h about the magnitudes shown
with me;tsured omnidirectional flux values. For here unless there _,re features of tile inner belt

these low altitudes the omnidirectional flux is protons which we do not now understand.
very nearly the same as the mirror point flux. To
show a more complete picture of the solar cycle REFI:RENO:$
proton changes we have converted to omnidirec-
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A NEUTRAL-POINT EXPANSION OF THE IDEAL
MAGNETOSPHERE*

RONALD BLUMt

i, The idealized model of the geomagnetic field-solar wind interaction yields a singular (neutral)

point on the magnetopause at which the magnetic field vanishes. If we expand the fields in a

power series around this point, including quadratic terms, we can derive an approximate equation
of the magnetopause in a small neighborhood of the neutral point which is consistent with the
idealized boundary conditions to fourth order. We then consider the additional w.essure due to
multiple reflections of particles in this neighborhood and show that less than a 4 per cent correction
to the single-reflection pressure condition is necessary.

INTRODUCTION'_ In the idealized model of the geomagnetic s

_ field-solar wind interaction [Beard, 1960] we as- _i

,_ sume the field to be excluded from the plasma
_ and contained in a cavity called the magneto-

sphere. The boundaryofthecavity, ormagneto- / I/_ __"'_ s°lgr w,_____nd
: pause, is unknown, but we stipulate the dynamic .....

i" condition that the magnetic pressure just inside r
'_ the magnetopause be exactly balanced by the

":: kinetic pressure of solar wind particles elastically

_. reflected from the surface (thermal effects are

_i neglected). Figure 1 is a schematic drawiIJg of

the magnetosphere _'ith the dipole '.ocated at the
; origin of coordinate_ and perpendicular to the _

_ direction of the plasma stream.
< Mathematically, this situation is described by i-

y'
the field

_' H = - grad £ V_£ = 0 (1) FIGUREi. --Schematic drawing of the magnetosphere.

inside the magnetosphere, and the boundary the plasma drift velocity, ion number density,
conditions and ion mass, re_neetively.

H-grad F=0 (confinement) (2) A singular point on this unknown surface is N,
1 ra- t,_. neutral point, where the magnetic field lines

: H. H = 3_ cos 2 X (pressure) 'split,' Lb_field vanishes, x = 7r/2, and the gradient

is in the x' d.._ection. Although the problem is

: which hold on the surface, F(x', y', z')= O, where unsolved as yet, there are some good approxima-

,_,_ x is the angle of incidence of the incoming plasma tions to the general shape [Mead and Beard, 1963;
.: (Figure 1), and Bg=87r(2n_,_V2). V, n, and m are
: Spreiter and Brioos , 1962; Midgley and Davis,
/ *Publi,hedin Jo_,..l oSa_o_hv.ic.le._.r¢h, e9(9): _785-]7eS, 1963]. However, these approximations generally

..,_ May i, i_o_. fail in the region of the neutral point, a region of
,_ tNational Academy of 8clences--Nationai Research Council Po_t*

doctoralResearchA_oeiatewithNASA. interest since, if it does exist, it is likely to be
441
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unstable, and a possible point of entry for high- there should only be an x component of H on
energy particles into the magnetosphere, the x axis (Figure 2).

The neutral point considered here is an X-type The gradient of (4) yields the normalized field:
neutral point [Dungey, 1958, pp. 39-41, 51-52,
98-102]; however, it lies on a bounding surface, h_=2axq-3dz2q-mY 2+nz2+2rxz

which must run parallel to one of the limiting hv=2by+3ey2+2mxy_l_2szy

× h,=2cz q-2nxzq-rx_q-sy2 (5)

___ I and the requirement ST.H--0 yieldst_! .... z a-4-b+c--O 3d+m+n=O

3f+r+ -0 e=0 (6)

Furthermore, as Figure 2 shows, we expect a <0,
c>0.

NOON MERIDIAN CONTOUR

In the xz plane the boundary' conditions (equa-
tion 2) on the noon meridian contour become
(dx/dz = x') :

h_/h = -F,/F_=x' (7)
Fmva_. 2._Fields near the neutral point in the hOOt

meridianplane, h=_+h, 2-- x'2/(1 -{-x'2) (8)

If we substitute for x pin (7) and (8), then
field lines (Figure 2). We must assume that

surface currents can be made to account for the h=4q-h_(2h, _- 1)-{-h,4=0 (9)
disappearance of the field outside the surface

(magnetopause). and, since both components must vanish at N,

SERIESREPRESENTATION h2:(1-2h, 2- (1-4h,2)_/_)/2---_h,4--.N (10)

We can represent the field H =_h by means of
its scalar potential £. We first transform to the From Figure 2 we see that h, is opposed in sign
(x, y, z) coordinate system with origin at N such to the coordinate z on the noon meridian countour.
that Thus, sufficiently close to N,

R(dx, dy, dz)= (dx', dy', dz') (3)
h_= _.+h,2 for z<>0 (11)

In a region small compared to the apex radms R,
we have x_+y2+z_<<l. The scalar potential is If we substitute into (7)and differentiate,

expanded in the form x" = + dh,/dz z <>0 (12)

- fl/# = ax_+ by_+ cz_+ dz s+ eys+fz s
which leaves two alternatives: either x" is dis-

+mxy_Tnxz2+rzx_-I-szy_ (4) continuous at N or x"ffi0 at N. The latter

We must include cubic terms in the potential, implies c =0, which is inconsistent with the geom-
f,ince we expect the limiting field lines to be eurvi- etry of the limiting field line in the xz plane. Thus
linear in the xz plane. There are no linear terms, the curve, {xffix(z), y=0}, must be represented
because the field must vanish at N; terms in y as two separate power series for z <>0. Since (11)

to the first power are deleted, because symmetry must be satisfied on the noon meridian contour,
requires Hu=0 in the xz plane. The dependence it gives an implicit representation of that contour
on xz has also been omitted, since for yffi0ffiz near N. This must agree with x=fdzhs/h, of
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:_ (7) and with Figure 2. The leading term of (11) postulated surface of (16). If we substitute the
is expansions for h and F(x, y, z) into tile pressure

2ax+nz 2= +_-4c:z" (13) condition of (2), we find

"_ If n=0, equation 13 implies that a is of positive h_2+h:,2+h_2=cos 2x

_ sign, which contradicts Figure 2. Therefore we -'-(OF/Oz)_-(l-2nd-order terms) (20)must assume that n has two different values,
* according to the sign of z. This is permissible
:_ as long as h remains continuous at z--0, and and expanding b yields
_ _7.h=0 everywhere. If we compare (13) with
• the leading term of (7), we find 4c:z2+4b'2y_+4th-or6er terms

=4c'-'z_(1- 2nd-order terms) (21)
x'= +h_<O x= ++_cz2 (14)

near N. Thus, (13) becomes By setting b=O we can reduce the error in the
second boundary condition to fourth order. Our

n= +_2c(2c-a) for z<>O (15) final expansion for the field in the neighborhood
(, of N is given by:

_ SURFACEREPRESENTATION - _/_ = cz_"- cx_'- (m+_.6c:)x_/3

Since the gradient is in the x direction at N, we q-mxy_-+_6c_-xz_ (22)
:_ can represent the surface by two second-order

expansions in (y, z): and the surface of the magnetosphere near N is
_i given by
: F(x,y,z) =x-A_-z"-B+y_-C±yz=O (16)

F(x,y,z) = x- ( +_)cz°-_my2/2c (23)
for z<0. By symmetry, B+=B-=B; (14) re-

: quires A + = -A -= c. If we form the dot product for z,_ 0.
H. VF =0 and substitute for x form (16) we find

i the corffinemen_ condition satisfied to second MULTIPLEREFLECTIONSAT N

_ order in z_',y", and yz when Midgley and Davis [1963] have observed that
_ the effect of multiple reflections of particles near
_, m=2B(2b-a) (17) N might seriously alter the pressure condition

" C_-(1-b/a-c/a) =0 (18) (equation 2) near the neutral point. In the sec-
ond-order approximation, we can show that the

The divergence conditions (equations 6) require shape of the surface is consistent with the pres-
_ that d also be discontinuous, since 3dq-mq-n--O, sure condition to within 4 per cent. This effect

although m is continuous. Therefore, from (17) would be most pronounced in the xz plane; we

: and (15), shall calculate the added pressure _ip at a point
(x, z) on the noon meridian contour due to mul-

3d= +_2c(a-2c)-t-?B(a-2b)z<>O (19) tiple reflections.
Figure 3 represents a particle incident on the

Equatkn 18 is incompatible _ith aq-b-{-c=O point (x0, z0) on the contour ,c=cz _, z<O, y=O,
unless C_=0. Although (19) forces hz to be with an angle of incidence xo. This particle, on
discontinuous at z=0 (a_2c), the 3 dz_ term is first reflection, strikes the magnetopause again
negligibly small compared to the ax term in (5). at (x, z) where

Third-order terms in H. _F--0 are eliminated

by simply setting ffO=s. Then, by the diver- (x-xo)/(z-zo)--'c(zq-zo)--tan 2×0 (24)

gence condition, r--0 also. Thus in the power ond
series representation, the confinement condition

_ of (2) is satisfied up to fourth-order errors, on the cotxo= -x'(z0) = -2czo (25)
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coordinate). If nV dxo particles/see are incident
on an area of dso=(dxo3Tdzo2) '12at (x0, z0), they
are reflected onto an area ds=(dx_Tdz2) '/2 at

(x, z), where their momentum changes by 2mV

cos (T-2x0+x) per particle. Therefore, since

dx = 9dxo,

$p = - 2mnV 2 cos(x- 2xo) (dx/ds)/9 (28)

If we substitute for ×, x0 from (25) and note thatxo dx/ds = cosx, then we find

', _"-XT_ ×o sosorw,nd _p/p = 1/27<<t (29){ (x'r_z_T_'_"_-= Z
3Zo

We can conclude that the effect of multiple
reflections near the neutral point is negligible and

Fmva_. 3.--Multiple reflections near the neutral point.
that the pressure condition is valid over the entire

therefore, magnetosphere in this idealiz:_d representation.

z = 4czo/(1 - 4c2z02)- z0- 3Zo (26) REFERENCES

as indicated in Figure 3. We note that the angle BEAd,n,D. B., The interaction of the terrestrial magnetic
oi" incidence is _r-'2x0+x at (x, z), and the field with the solar corpuscular radiation, J. Geophys.

change in the normal component of momentum Res., 65, 3559-3.568, 1(.)60.
will be cu-respondingly smaller. If we pursue DUNGEY, J. W., Cosmic Eleclrody_amics, 184 pp., Cam-

bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1958.
the particle ;o the third point of reflection we find M_AD,G. D., and D. B. B_AaD, The shape of the geo-

magnetic-field solar-wind boundary, Goddard Space
c(z+3zo) =tai_ 2(X--X0) z-"bzo (27) Flight Center rept., November 1963.

MmGLEY, J. E., and L. 1):_ws, Ja., Calculation by a
However, the effect of the particle, by this time, moment technique of tim perturbation of the geomag-
is negligible, netic field by the solar wind, J. Geophys. Res., 68,

We now consider the additional pressure _p 5111-51_%1963.
SPa_.iTv.n, J. R., and B. R. Barnums, Theoretical determi-

at (x, z) due to particles reflected irom (zo, z) and nation of the form of the boundary of the solar corpus-
compare it with the pressure p = 2nrnV _ cos _ x cular stream produced by interaction with the magnetic
of the incident plasma stream (ignoring the y dipole of the earth, J. Geophys. Res., 67, 37, 1962.
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POSSIBLE SOURCE MECHANISM FOR LOW-ENERGY
GALACTIC EI,ECTRONS

,i

"4 KARL A. BRUNSTEIN* , j

A calculation is made of the , _pectedsecondary electronflux resulting from the knock-on
collisionsof the primarynuclearbe.. with the interstellargas. The model includesionization
lossesand a statistical Fermi-mechanismenergygain. Comparisonis madewith recentsatellite

_ experimentaldata.
/

_' INTRODUCTION It is not clear that these galactic electrons of

i Recent interest in cosmic-ray electrons has been low rigidity could penetrate into the solar cavity;
cenfined largely to higher energies. Specifically, however, recent work by Palmeira and Bala-
experimental results _-3 in the enerL) region of subrahmanyan _ suggests that, at least during

; the order of 100 McV to several BeV have been solar minimum, they can. This question is not
of interest because of their bearing on the problem considered here. The question of solar modula-

? of galactic radio emission. The study of lower tion is a separate one. By considering the knock-

:: energy electrons, although probably not of direct on flux as expected in the absence of solar ir_fiuence
importance to the radio emission question, is of and comparing with experimental data obtained

_ importance because of its relationship to the outside the magnetosphere, new information con-
higher energy electron spectrum, and because of cerning solar influence may be inferred.
its bearing upon the questions of solar modulation

> and energetic electron production. PROCfiDURE
Several workers in the field have arrived at the

.. conclusion that the primary cosmic-ray beam A model is adopted in which the knock-on

. mus, traverse several g/cm 2 of interstellar ma- electrons, once produced, lose energy due to the
terial prior )o being sampled at or near the ionization effect and gain energy due to a statisti-

' earth. "-8 Tiffs necessarily implies a flux of low- cal Fermi mechanism. It is further assumed that
energy electrons in equilibrium with the primary the electrons tend to remain in the somewhat
beam due to tl_e knock-on process in the inter- localized regions in which they are produced and

_ steller gas. This problem has been extensively that the losses due to diffusion out of the galaxy
,_ studied for knock-on electrons due to muons in are negligible at these low rigidities. In addition,

various substances. 7-9 The equilibrium problem synchrotron losses are neglected at the energies
in the interstellar gas is somewhat different from in question here. Then, assuming a source of

' the laboratory eyperiments described in Refs. 7 knock-on electrons and the predominance o, the
ionization loss and statistical gain mechanisms,: and 8 because of the absence of the cascading proc-

ess in the interstellar gas and the enhanced a ealeulatiot, of the low-energy electron spectrum
ionization loss rate in the partially ionized hydl o- is made.

; gen. '° In addition, there is the possibility of Assuming a primary proton beam not varying
further acceleration of the secondary ele_'trons in appreciably with time, one can write the equation
the inter-stellar material." for the density of knock-on electrons as

I *National Aerov ties and Space Agvnzy--National Academy of ON(E,I)/Ot+aN(E))- (k-aE)[ON(E,I)/OE]
Seieneea---Nsti_" itelearch Council Regular Peat-Doctoral Resident

n_rcl, Au, ,_. =Q(E)
, 445
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with N(_,0)--0, where for N(E,t) enab!es one to use the method of
characteristics to solve the equation to yield

N(E,,) =electron density at energy E and

l A I I. k-oE\'*'
time, in electrons/m'%MeV, ](dE/dO F_,_l-----a(ET M_c2) defines a,

k = ]dE/ds Ipc - aM.c 2,dE/ds being the - E a-_/.
ionization loss rate, and J

Q(E) =production rate in electrons/ Taking p--2× 10-;_ g/cm 2 _4 and letting t---*co,
m3-MeV-sec, we get, setting dJ/dE = (C/4_)N(E)

It is possible to solve the differential equation for dJ 2.48X 10-_ E-''_:5- (k/a) "-''6'b
arbitrary production rate Q(E). The solution is dE 1.625,- (k/a)-E
found to be

N(E,t) _(k-aE)'(1-e-_t) _+_ d_ , In addition to this flux calculated for the pri-
=l,,t _-+-DF_a.-_ "d-_Q(E)" mary proton on hydrogen interactior, there will.-o be a significant contribution from the heavier

nuclei in the cosmic-ray beam. The knock-on
Adopting the Bb,abha _cross section for knock-on production rate at a given primary velocity is

production and the rigidity spectrum of McDonald very nearly a function of Z-°.__ We then write
and Webber _3for the galactic pr_)ton beam, we the relation for the contrihution of nuclei of

may write for the production rate change Z, as

Q(E) = _,(E) / E_-.r( E) / E,
( _dJ ..,J,(>B)/dJ_

where \ )_/ ,= Z, .l_,(> fl) \ dli ],"
/ • # _\- t 2.5

_(E):'-'87rCM,c2a(_) Using relative fluxes as given in the review by
Ginzburg and Syrovatsky, _ we arrive at the con-

X f_'"'_ B-_.2b(l__)-0.md# elusion that the knock-on contribution from pri-J maries of charge Z>2 will be approximately 0.75
('-_M'_2/_)'t_ times the proton contribution. The total ex- [

[Mc_'___._ petted knock-on flux is then approximately 1.75 I

7(E) =4_rCak--_e'e) times the proton contrihution. ,
The ionization loss rate for electrons of 3 t_ 15

a'_'_ MeV is nearly independent of energy for materials ]X fl _'_(1-fl_)°'_"d_, of low Z. In the interstellar hydrogen gas, how-

ever, it is fairly strongly a function of the degree I
C =0.150 cmt/g, of ionization. A degree of ionization of 10 per cent

with a corresponding dE/ds value of 5 MeV/g/cm _ ]
and has I_eet, taken._°

The calculated electron fluxes for different

a(Mct/Ze)-L_ffi5420 (m_'sr'sec)-L /alues of a are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. t' It is

The dependence of _oand _, upon E makes this seen that, the resultant intensity is a strong func-
rigorous approach impractical. Instead, by use tion of a, the parameter in the stat isJcal steelers- I
of the mean value theorem, one finds that Q(E) tion mechanism. Typical electron fluxes as mess-
may be approximated by ure,d with IMP-A are also shown in the fi_dres.

It is seen that the range of a values selected,
,,_ _ 1/affi3X10 t4 sec to 1/af3Xl0 _s see, allows aQ(E)_AE ,

fairly good matching of the theoretical and experi-
where A and t are readily evaluated. Substitu- mental fluxv_. The ,,,2,,c a,-_10 -t_ see -_ does

tion of Q(E)ffiAE _ into the differential equation not appe._, unreasonable.-".:* [
I
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_ 2oo material has been diseus._ed by several au-,7

: _ thors._',:° DeShong, Hihlcbrand, and MeyeP
T see - conclude, based on elect,':,n-lm._itron rrJios, that\+> .3 x .o'4.,c a substantial pcrtion of ttle electron flux above

_ _o -O-O-_<_N 50MeV must have an origin other than proton-

" o proton collisions. It is speculated that a sub-

" I stantial portion of the louverene,,.y electron flux
_ _, _ _,o,,,,,do,.,_g_ seen in space may be attributc,t to knock-on

I \, .,.c,,o. w,., electrons acted upon primarily by ionization losses
N .o XN, ,.f,,._:, .s in the interstellar gas and a Fc,,ni type accelera-

, _1_ "._,_'_,.c teen process. This, of course, ,'equires that the
: _ 16w-energy electron flux shouZi be composed

largely of negative electrons. In ad(lition, any
long term solar modulation should I)eof an inverse

z i , , I , ,, t l J I , I . .,, activity dependence, similar to the primary qu-
': 2 _ .o zo 5o ,oo clear beam. Both of these expectation._ will be

Kineticer,ergy,MeV subjected to experimental test hy prot,o_cAexoeri-

FmvaE 1.--Calculated ape_.,trafor values of a indicated, ments during the next solar half-cycle.
_: Circles: average el¢ctrGn flux from Ref. le. The knock-on process should p_oduce secondary

electrons in the BeV energy range also. The
,oo theoretical cross settees in this case contains

? spin-depepdcnt terms, an,! _ae does not feel a:,
so trusting of it as in the low.energy case wherethe

: _ interaction is one _,f Cou!omb force only. In

" X-_"+++ g:;:',_:_. _4'.,s addition, these higher energ.velectrons may diffuse
z0 - .s . out of the galactic disk more rec,dily aml will also

' _T$ ,.,.,._. be subject to synchrotron losse,4. It ,s neverthe-
- o to- \ A. less interesting to plot the low-energy electron

\-

g io_ . _.
N I + =S

• _ z L IO2 IMP-A spectrum,

"_ I , , I ,,*,1 I , I I ,,,, reference 16
,_ I _ 2 S to 20 54) JOe !_ I0 I

Kinetic energy, MeV o

Flourm 2.--Calculated spectrum for l/a-3Xl0" tee.

Circles: a typical flux increase, taken from Ref. 16. _ I00

It is not clearat th:s time whetherthe measured _ i0. !
flux increase or the entire measured flux can be "_ IEscen e

-,ja.attributed to the knock-on process. Both posse- _ _ reference3 '_
bilities are suggested by the ,'rasonableness of iO_tt , I , i
the a values required, tO tO0 kO00 I0,000

CONCLUSION Rigidity, MV

The electron-positron flux resulting from the Fmv_ 3.--The average electron flux from F. f. 16 shown
proton-proton interactions in th. interstellar along with the exeem electron flux arrived _t ;u _.ef.3.
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fluxalong with the higher energy fluxas has been Theoret.Phys. (Osaka)Suppl.6,(1958).
' H. A_zu, Y. FUJIMOTO,S. HASEGAWA, _I. KOSHIBA,

done in Fig. 3. It is suggested by Fig. 3 that I. Iro, J. NISHIMVRA, and K. YOKOl, Progr. Theoret.
the knock-on process at higher energies may also Phys. Suppl. tr_yoto) 16, 54 (1960).
be of significance. ' W. W. BROWN, A. S. McKAY, and E. D. PALMATIER,

Adopting for tile moment the conclusion that Phys. Rev. 76, 506 (1949).

the low-energy electrons as seen by IMP-A are ' W. E. Hazen, Phys. ReD.64, 7 (1943).
9H. J. BIIABHA, Proc. Roy. Soc. A164, 257 (1938).due to the knock-on process, leads to the con-
,0S. IIAYAKAWAand K. KITAO, Progr. Theoret. Phys.

clusion that the Fermi mechanism must be mod-
(Kyoto) 16, 139 (1956).

erately effective for these low-energ_v electrons ,, E. FE_tM[, Phys. ReD. 75, 1169 (1949).
and that the parameter a has the value a_10 -'s _'R. PALMEIRAand V. K. BAL_,SUI._RAHMANYAN, J.
sec-_. Geophys. Res. (to be published).
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STUDIES OF SOLAR PROTONS WITH EXPLORERS
XII AND XIV*

D. A. BRYANTt, T. L. CLINE, U. D. DESAI_/ AND F. B. McDONALD

Four solar proton events observed by Explorers XII and XIV in 196l and 1962 are dis-
cussed. These events are directly associated with solar activity, and in three cases, are followed
either by secondary events delayed about 2 days or by recurrent events oia succeeding solar
rotations. It is shown that the rate of propagation of solar protons in some of these primary
events is linearly dependent on particle velocity and that this dependence makes it possible to
separate the source characteristics from the propagation effects. In each event which sbows this
velocity dependence the propagation curves of all observed energies agree and re:lch maximum
intensity at a time much greater tha.. _he rectilinear travel time. These results lead immediately
to the conclusions that pr,_,agation involves an important degree of scattering and that the de-
gree of scattering is independent of energy over the observed range of 1A to 500 mev. The energy
spectrum at the time of escape from the sun, the "source spectrum," is determined in each event
which shows this velocity dependence and is described by a power law in kinetic energy from a few
mev to several hundreds of mev. A striking feature of all events is the existence of periodic fluctua-
tions in intensity, which are simultaneous at all energies, having a period from 1. to 1.5 hours
depending on the event. This result indicates a local origin, and it is suggested that the fluc-
tuations reflect processes occurring in the region between the magr, etosphere and the earth's
shock front.

I. INTRODUCTION the advantages of the other techniques: they can

During the last solar cycle it has become appar- provide almost continuous coverage with good
ent that large solar flares are often accompanied energy and time resolution and with no inherent
by the acceleration of protons and other nuclei to energy threshold, yielding a higher probability of
energies sometimes exceeding tens of bey. Over detection of solar-proton events than can be pro-
a five-year period centered around the last solar vided by the other methods. Finally, a satellite
maximum about sixty of these events were ob- with a sufficiently eccentric orbit can provide
served. Solar-proton events have been studied measurements of solar protons free of interaction

with the earth's magnetic field and free ofby many techniques. Ionization chamber's, mu-
disturbances by the earth's trapped radiation.meson telescopes, and neutron monitors ,'.,, sea

level provide indirect information at energies The satellites Explorer XII and Explorer XIV
above a few bey. With high-altitude balloons, carried cosmic-ray instruments with response for
measurements down to about 80 mev are possible, solar protons of energy as low as 1.4 mev. They
Rocket measurements have no inherent low- were ac+ive from 16 August to 5 December 1961

energy threshold but are limited to brief samples and from 2 October 1962 to 1 August 1963,
of an event. Studies by radio techniques of the respectively. We discuss here several findings
ionization produced in the D layer are sensitive to resulting from the study of the major solar proton
energies down to about 10 mev but have little events observed with these satellites during 1961
energy resolution. Satellite studies can combine and 1962. Anomalous features of certain other

events will be treated in later papers.
*Publiehed as Goddard _Space Flicht Center Document X--611-6_-£17,

July1964. II. THE APPARATUS
tGoddard Space Flight Center and D.S.I.R, Radio Research Sta-

tion, Slough, Bucks, England. Explorers XII and XIV were essentially iden-
_:Goddard Space Fhght Center and Phyaieal Reaearclt Laboratory,

Navrangpura, Ahmedabad, India. tical satellites with similar orbits. The apogee of
449
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Explorer XII was about 13 earth radii and that of layed effects and these are also listed. Effects

Explorer XIV about 16 earth radii; thus, for more delayed by the prompt 2-day sun-to-earth tran-

than half the time in each orbit they were beyond sit of enhanced plasma and effects delayed by the
the outer edge of the magnct, osphere which varied rotation of the sun (27-day recurrent events) are

from about 7 to over 12 eart, radii. Gaps about listed separately.

8 hour- wide appear in the data as a result of dis- A calendar of all the solar particle events oh-
carding the observations made during the passes served during the intervals discussed here is

of the satellite through the magnetosphere. Vari- shown in Figure 1, in which the occurrence of
ous characteristics of the satellites are listed in

EXPLORER Xll EXPLORER XIV
Table I.

The detectors used for solar proton measure- ]

SE," ! SEPT _P_7_-_

ments in Explorers XII and XIV provided differ- *.,
ential energy measurements from 1.4 me-¢ to 500 _'*_ S0L_PROTONEENTS

mev and an integral measurement at about 600 l___[_ DEEI I:t.

mev. There were three detectors: a scintillation-

counter telescope, a geiger-counter telescope and

a single scintillation counter. The scintillation- - .... PLaS,A ASS0ClaTEOEVEUTS,

counter telescope with a 32-channel pulse-height _ .... [_-_ RECURRENTEVENTS I

analyzer provided the differential-energy measure- _ _PT OCT' _ '._C OCT' _ ' _
[

ments for energies above 50 mev and the integn. 19_l 196z

measurement at 600 mev. The geiger-counter FmURE 1.--Solar particle events observed with Explorers
tel_scope used in the single mode and in the coin- XII and XIV during 1961and 1962. The occurrence of
cidence mode gave integral measurements at 30 each primary solar proton event is indicated above the
mev and 100 mev. Low-energy measurements cosmic-ray neutron intensity plots with a flag which dis-

were made with the single scintillation counter plays the solar longitude and classification of the parent
flare and the existence of associated type IV radio

and an 8-channel integral pulse-height analyzer, bursts. Occurrencesof both varieties of delayed proton
The axis of the geiger-counter telescope was ori- events are also indicated; a plasma-associated event
ented parallel to the satellite's spin axis and the occurs with a delay of two days and a recurrent event

other detectors were normal to it. A summary takes place when a long-lived solar streamer passes cen-

of the dynamic range and resolution of each of the tral meridian on a succeeding solar rotation.

detectors is given in Table II. Corrections were
applied to all the data for particles penetrating
the detector shielding and for particles clipping mlaJ

the edges of the scintillators; only when these cot- _ z8 SEPT.19 I 29"E I
rections were small were the data used for _ moo. _ 6tU I

u_ /_....,..,,....,[--I0 NOV. 1961 90" W _ Janalysis. The detectors are described more fully

in a previous publication (Bryant et al., 1962). _ ,oo _ /:P

III. THE EVENTS _ '--
a- 7 SEPT. 1961 ' '/" f ]

In this paper we confine our attention to the _ _ NOVISIBLEFLARE-' / I
>. I0. 'V_ I0 SEP_ 1961 87" W [solar proton events following the flares of 10 _"

September, 28 September, and 10 November 1961 _ _2a OCT.1962 70*W tit MEV
I
/and the flare of 23 October 1962. Some details _" ,, ......... , ..... PROTO.,S

of these flares and the plage regions producing o s _o _s zo

them are given in Table III. The table also con- HOURSaFTERTYPEl_r RADIOEMISSION
rains comments on the flares (H. Prince and R.

Hedeman, private communication, 1963) and on Fmva_ 2.--The intensitie._:of 87-mev protons vs time after

the accompanying type IV radio emission (A. the type IV emimions during the five primary solar
proton events. The shapes of only two events, those of

Maxwell, J. Warwick, private communications, 28 September 1961 and 9_'_October 1962, are seen to be
1963). Some of the flares were followed by de- quantitatively similar, emmonitored in this manner.
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TABLE I,--SateUite Characteristics

_" Parameter Explorer Xh Explorer XIV
r

?
,i Dates of Operation 16 Aug. to 5 Dec. 1961 2 Oct,. 1962 to 1 Aug. 1963
f,

_ Orbital Period 26.5 hours 36.5 hours

Apogee, Geocentric 83,600 km. 104,800 km.

Initial G. Perigee 6,700 km. 6,700 km.

, Sun-apogee angle _0 ° min. to _70 ° to 180°
from earth _ 1 I0 ° max. and back to _0 °

t

_ Initial Spin Period 2.2 seconds 5. seconds

+47 ° rig _ ascension (Uncertain duc to
Direction of Spin Axis -27 ° decimation precession)

TABLE II.--Delectar Characteristics

Detector Plastic Scintillator Telescope Geiger Counter Telescope CsI Crystal

_. Proton Energy Range >55 mev >30 mev 1.4 to 22 mev

Information 32 differential channels Coincidence Single 8 integral levels
Recorded mode: mode:

Energy Energy Interval; Mean Energies Energy Lower Limits Mean Energies
Intervals Processed 55 to 118 87 mev _30 mev _100 mev 2.2 mev

118 to 150 135 mev 3.8 mev

150 to 200 175 mev (sensitivity is a 5.7 mev
200 to 255 228 mev function of energy) 7.9 mev
255 , 335 295 mev 14.5 mev
335 to 500 418 mev

( (above 600 mev)

Geometric Factor 150. 12. 7
13.4 2.85

(cm 2 ster) (at 100 mev)

(Corrections take into account variation of geometric factor
with energy)

Time Resolution 5 minutes of storage each 7 1.6 seconds of storage each mode 1.6 seconds of
minutes during 5 out of 7 minutes storage each

level for 5 out
of 7 minutes

Direction of Normal to spin axis Parallel to spin axis Normal to spin
Detector Axis axis
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TABLEIII._Details of the Flares

Event 10 Sept. 1961 28 Sept. 1961 10 Nov. 1961 23 Oct. 1962

Plage
Number ................. 6212 6235 6264 6581
Rotation Order ........... 2 3 4 2
Earlier, later ............. 6197, 6235 6212, ........................ 6563, ____
Flares Produced .......... 69 15 9 after 5 Nov .....................

Flare
Class ................... > 1 + 3 > 14- 2
Position ................. W87, N12 E29, N13 wg0, N19 W7O, N03
H a (UT):
Start, Max., Stop ......... 1950, 2020, 2054 2202, 2223, 2530 1434, 1444, 1450 1642, 1708, 1745
Type IV Onset (UT) ...... 1937 2212 1445 1656

Comments A very large, bright A very large, bright Accompanied by Occurs where there
flare, flare, unusual loop are no spots.

activity.

9ptical and Radio Loops at 2017, Type III bursts Limb prominence Type III G at 1649
Observations (UT) ..... throughout earlier on 27 at 1430. Loops and later.

2025-2055 Sept. for many hours
with max. at 1555

Considerable Type III G and Type IIl G and Type II
Type II Type II Type II

_-Day Delayed Effects
_osmic Ray Decreases .... 11 to 14 Sept. 30 Sept. to 5 Oct. None None

LowEnergy Particles ..... 12 Sept. max. 30 Sept. max. None None

3eomagnetic Activity ..... 11 Sept., 1606 U.T. 30 Sept., 2108 U.T. None None

RecurrentEffects
_osmic Ray Decreases .... None (central 28 Oct. to 1 Nov. 1 Dec. to 4 Dec. None

meridian passage
on 28-30 Sept.)

LowEnergy Particles......................... 27 Oct. max. 1 Dee. max. None

3eomagnetic Activity ......................... 26 Oct., 1940 U.T. 1 Dec. to 4 Dec. None
28 Oct., 0820 U.T.

primary events and delayed effects are plotted for all five primary events in Figure 2, indicating

against the cosmic-ray intensity measured by a the widely varying behavior of the events. The

sea-level neutron monitor (courtesy of H. Car- event of 7 September 1961, which does not lend

michael, private communication, 1962). Exami- itself to obvious correlation to any known flare,

nation of the data showed no evidence either for will be discussed in a later paper.

any other smaller discrete events or for any IV. THE EVENT OF 28 SEPTEMI_ER 1961
separate, continuous increases over the general

background level. The intensity of one energy The solar proton event of 28 September 1961

interval of protons, centered at 87 mev, is plotted was initiated by a class 3 flare. 29 ° east of central
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:_ meridian. Table III shows the pertinent solar decreasing energy. The data are less complete
_: and geophysical data. Some aspects of the event at the lo¢:er energies because at first the correction

were considered in an earlier paper (Bryant et al., due to high-energy particles which penetrate the

1962). shielding of the low-energy particle detector is
Intensity vs. time profiles of various energy large, and because the satellite entered the

components of the event are shown in Figure 3. trapped-radiation zone soon after the first effec_

; Time is measured in hours from 2208 UT, the time became small.
of emission at the sun of a brief x-ray burst ob-

served by Anderson and Winckler (1962) from

_( 2216 to 2217 UT. For the first few hours points IO 6 ,i ] I_E--FLARELEVELS J

e,re plotted at intervals of about 7 minutes, and ]i_. I ..............
later points are hourly averages. The energy

parameter is the mean energy of each interval as I0 5 _ . '_ PROTONS
outlined in Table II. It is clear that the time \_ '\ 9-20 MEV
taken to reach maximum iv'_ensity increases with \_

IO 4 "_'I\SEPTEMBER1961

_ 2,8, 29 ,30 , _ "

_ ",e-----2.2MEV 0 IOn "1 .................. ""_t--"E_---l-

• "' I-ii-_----3.eMEV

: ,o- i

, .v oI! I104 " "_"--14.5 MEV

_i " _ ......

/ i_ PROTONS Iio_ ,_
__ I0S

.I_= -_ .:'." ..............\ -.. _._,__,
10| q _ _;-"--87MEV

' . _ ]I'--175MEV
. i00 t: _'_".'-- 230MEV

t;t _ _'-295MEV 2829301 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
t ¢,.I430MEV. SEPT. 1961 OCT.I

I0 "|. _I 1.0 10 100 1000 FIouR_ 4.--Representative proton intensities between28
TIME(HOURSAFTER2208 fir. 28 SEPTEMBER1961) September and 7 October, showing the delayed intensity

increase of predominately lower-energy protons on 30
FIGuae &--The differential intensities of solaz protons September 1961. The energy spectra of these particles

duringthe 28 September 1961event plotted against time an_ relatively constant with t, e, unlike those of the
after the x-ray burst at the sun. The data are inter- velocity-ordered primary solar proton event, and their
rupted when the satellite passed through the magneto- arrivaltimes are essentially constant with energy, occur-
sphere and when the delayed increase occurred on 30 ring at the time of arrival of the enhanced solar plasma,
September 1961. two days after the flare.
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There is a departure from a smooth decay at io_ ..................................
about 48 hours. At that time an increase took

place in the intensity of low-energy particles

which was associated with the arrival of a solar 7= io7
plasma stream that produced a sudden-commence- ,.
ment geomagnetic storm and a Forbush decrease. _ ) 3 Mev PROTONS

T

This occurrence is described in detail in the earlier _ Io* -
paper, but for the sake of completeness it is , \
briefly described here. The details of this in- = ,\" Icrease, omitted in Fig_lre 3, are shown for some _ ios ,

energy intervals in Figure 4 on a linear time scale. __
E l0

Late on 30 September there is a sudden increase in t '_ ,
intensity which is more marked at lower energies. 104- \ I
The increase starts at about 1930 UT just before z

\ _"-"--OUIET TIM[-"""""-*

the sudden commencement of a magnetic storm .ldjztLI ILL _ LL: II il ill ,1 LI Lll J_ I _ I I
at 2108 UT. The maximum intensity of parti- I0'17 _ s , • _z 15 _• z_ z, rr 3o
cles of energy above 3 mev during the increase is szpT ocT.,961

more than ten times that attained during the main Fmuaz &--The intensity of protons of energy above 3
solar-proton event. Axford and Reid (1962) mev between30 September and 28October 1961. The
reported riometer observations of this burst of delayed increase on 30 September is superposedon the
low-energy protons and had previously observed primary solar-proton intensity decay and the recurrent
a similar event on 10 February 1958 (Reid and event on 27 October followsthe completely event-free
Axford, 1962). Other events of this kind have intervening period.

been reported by Charakhchyan et al. (1963).
After a full rotation of the sun, when the plage observation. We may then determine the dis-

region responsible fer the flare of 28 ,September tance a particle has traveled between acceleration
was again close to cc:,tral meridian, there was an- and observation by taking the product of particle
other burst of low-energy protons. This time the velocity and time from the beginning of the event.
increase was much smaller. Figure 5, which is a The time used here for the beginning of the event
plot of the total intensity above 3 mev on a fur- is 2208 UT, the time of the x-ray burst at the sun.
iher-compressed linear time scale, shows the full We then convert the intensity vs. time profile to
sequence of events. This recurrent event was an intensity vs. distance p_'ofile. The intensity
also associated with enhanced solar plasma re- vs. distance profile is effectively a distribution in
sponsible for a recurrent geomagnetic storm and distance traveled. This distribution is a property
a recurrent Forbush decrease. We have put of the medium through which the particles have
forward this event and a similar one fo_'owing the traveled. Figure 6 shows the result of this treat-
10 November 1961 flare as new evidence for the ment in which the distance traveled is measured

existence of long-lived solar streams (Bryant et al., in astronomical units. In constructing this figure
1963). the intensities of each component have been

scaled to give the best fit to a common curve.
a) Velocity Dependence The physical meaning of this normalization will
The energy dependence of the rate of rise of be examined further below.

intensity suggests that the propagation of the We note from Figure 6 that all components lie
particles is a velocity-dependent process. A very closely on a common curve, apart from small-
striking linear dependence on velocity is revealed scale deviations to be discussed later as a separate
by the following analysis, topic. The fact tha_ we have essentially a corn-

We assume that all particles were accelerated mon curve shows that particles of all energies
at the same time or, more strictly, that they were have traveled a given path length with equal
all accelerated within a time interval short corn- probability; this is true for all path lengths to the
pared with the interval between acceleration and extent that the various components of Figure 6 do
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__ iO+ , + the rel_tiee in*: asity of any two components
5.TMEV +,_q_-------2.2 HEY of the event. We have recorded tbe intensities

J_

_+ \?4_j_-_lk.----7.9 HEV not as a function of time but as a function of dis-

3SHE"'_''_v_ ....... ._..._ "-, --. tance traveled, and found that the relative in-

I0a ." " _z*-430HEV • 14.SMEV tensity is essentially constant over a range from 2
:+ /, \ to more than 100 astronomical units. There is

nothing to suggest that an extrapolation back to
:_ _ --175 HEY zero distance in invalid. The relative intensity

of two components at zero dhtance is, by deft-

_ ,].r----O7HE'_ _ nition, a measure of the shape of the source
M}|

I_'-- 295 HEY ._. spectrum.
,: _ } !**. The scaling factors used to produce Figure 6

1i'---135MEV _" provide these relative intensities and Figure 7
I_.---_ * shows the source spectrum obtained directly from

50 HEV _ ! them. The source spectra of t_o other events

10 ./. " ! analyzed in a similar way are also shown. Theordinate of Figure 7 is arbitrarily chosen to show
: { the maximum intensity reached at the earth,

EVENTOF2B SEPTEMBER1961 The differential intensities shown are proportional
__ , , to the absolute differential intensities of protons

l0 100 1000 produced at the sun and retain, therefore, the
I;3TANCETRAVELLED(ASTRONOMICALUNITS) same spectral form, but the constant of pr,)p_r-

FmusE &--The intensity vs time plots _f Figure3 con- tionality which depends on the geonmtry of
vertedto relativeintensityvs distanceplots. The dis- propagation is unknown. The spectrum is well
tahoeis computedforeach energycomponentby taking represented by a power law in kinetic energy with
the productof the correspondingparticlevelocityand a slope of about - 1.7.
time fromthe -,,<_t;the intensities are scaled to give We note that, apart from small-scale fluctua-the best fit "..)a co_,_monpropagationcurve. This fit
occursovera dy;mmicrangein energyof a fewhundred tions, this event is completely de._:cribed by two
and a velocityrangeof 14,and overa time durationof graphs: the source spectrum of Figure 7 and the
severaldays. distribution of path length during propagation of

Figure 6.
lie on a common curve. We note that the dis-

tance traveled by most particles is many astro- V. THE EVENTOF 23 OCTOBER1962
nomical units, which indicates that propagation The event of 23 October 1962 is the smallest

involved an important degree of beattering. Fur- discussed here and probably the lowest-intensity
ther, the degree of scattering is rot a function of primary solar-proton event studied to date. It
energy over the observed range. This suggests was initiated by a class 2 flare, occurring 70° west
that the mode of propagation ".sa diffusion-like of central met;dish; further details of the flare
process and that bnergy-dependent processes, such and associated phenomena are listed in Table III.
as drift across magnetic field lines, play a minor The event was also observed by the cosmic-ray
role. In fact, it has been shown that the equa- equipment on Mariner II (H. Anderson and V.
tion for simple diffusion descriLes the propagation Neher, J. Van Allen, private communications,
curve of this particular event through its maxi- 19C_3). e

mum (Bryant et al., 1962). It fails t_) do so, Figure 8 shows the intensity vs. time profiles of
though, during both the e-rly anisotropic phase various components of the event. We see that
and the later stages where boundary conditions again the higher-energy components reach a maxi-
are important, mum earlier than the lower-energy components.

b) Source Spectrum The intensity vs. time profiles, corrected for par-
We now discuss the physical meaning of the ticle velocity and superimposed in the same way

scaling factors used to construct Figure 6. Consider as for the event of 28 September 1961, are shown
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-- OCTOSE.,ge'_
> 106 J u 23 24

ql_ I04 , I , I ,
}L------ 6 MEV

I0 NOV.1961 D 103- i f'' I *"'--"ITMEV

1961!Z8 SEPT : ,o" -

,o' ,oNOV1 ,','I0_ o tu t ,
. • • '%r----03oMEV

- | ,oo _ "
io2 ] ,.---.,o ,,,E,,

_e ]--278 MEV
- 23 OCT ,o-' , ' ,
..J .I 1.0 I0 I00 I000
_<
I-- i01 -- TIME (HOURSAFTER 1648UT, 23 OCTOBER1982),Z
t_ FxQuaz &--The differential intensities of solar protons
ILl during the 23 October 1962 event plotted against time
M. after the onset at the sun of type IV radiation. TheM.
-- J behavior of this event is qualitatively similar to that of

J (_ _)0 jO l jO2 103 to the relatively low intensity of the event, the differen-
the early portion of the 28 September 1961event. Due

tlal intensities of protons of energy above 300 mev could
KINETIC ENERGY (MEV) _ot be measured,the protonsof energybelow 5 mev did

not arrive until after the satellite entered the magneto-
Fxcv_ 7._The source _pectra of three solar proton sphere.

events. The intensities plotted are arbitrarily chosen
to show the maximum intensities reached at the earth;

as explained in the text the relative scaling of the two in kinetic energy. The slope of the spectrum in
sections of the spectrum of 10 November is not neck- this case is about -2.3.
sadly meaningful. In the ease of the solar proton
events which totally conform to a velocity-dependent VL THE EVENT OF 10 NOVEMBER 1961
behavior, such as those of 28 September 1961 and 23
October I%2, the source spectrum is the unique differ- The solar proton event of I0 November 1961

ential energy spectrum of the protons at the time of their was one of two events observed by Explorer XII
escape from the mun;in each event the source spectrum resulting from flares on the West limb of the sun

;_ is'proportion_lto tlmt shown here with a constant which (Table III). A long-lived solar stream emanating"_'_ depends in an unknown way on the geometry of props-
gation, from the flare region produced a recurrent event

21 days later on 1 December (Bryant eta/., 1963).

Intensity vs. time profiles for this event are

in Figure 9. We find a good fit to a common shown in Figure 10. A feature of these curves is a

curve so again the observation that higher-energy sudden drop in intensity at 1.3 hours (1546 UT).

particles arrive earlier is explained quantitatively I_, occurs in all components that show a measur-

as a dispersion effect. The sour_ spectrum oh- able intensity at this time. A se_end drop occurs

taintd from the relative normalization used to at 3 hours (1730 UT). As we shall mention again

construct Figure 9 is shown in Figure 7. We note in 8oction VII, these fluctuations are very likely
that again it is well represented by a power law unusually large cases of a feature common to all
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;_ I00

i NOVEMBER1961

_ I0 II 12

-- 278 MEV

z 103MEVw

z _r--3.8 MEV- 130 MEV

> 73 MEV i1_
"",,, _5.7MEVi04J 165MEV

u t'--7.9 MEV; n,,
t.-.14.r,MEV

23-24 OCTOBER1962 _ I01

io ioo _ 87MEV

! DISTANCETRAVELLED(ASTRONOMICALUNITS) i 108 *"_ "_'• 'L,_ .,_,-175MEV

FI(,uRZ&--The intensity vs time plots of Figure8 con- ,a.s. _v \ve.qedto a relativeintensityvs distancepiotB,eealedto

four primary events discussed here, namely a | °,

periodic intensity fluctuation with a period of 100 _295MEV
about one hour. However, since these particular . *

changes are so unusually large and sharp they t
may be due to some other canse. The flare pro- t
ducing this event was accompanied by unusual 10"t I a i
loop activity, so it may not be by chance that the .I LO I0 I00 I000
solar-proton intensity exhibits unusual behavior. TIMEH)UR$ AFTER14Z6 UT. 10NOVEMBER1961)

We are unable to link any specific happening at F,_vaz 10.--The differentialintensitiesof solar protons
; the sun with the changes taking place near the duringthe 10November1961event plottedagainsttime

earth but we are able to deduce when it should after the flare. A muddendropin the intensitiesof the
occur. Figure 11 shows the integral intensitie_ higher-energy protons occurs at 1.3 hours; thim dis-

continuityin the slopesofthe propagationcurvesoccursabove 60 mev and above 200 mev plotted in a
before the arrivalof most of the lo_er-energyprotons.

linear scale to show how drastically the behavior
changed. The data are consistent with the
breakdown having occurred simultaneously at all radio information would reach the earth 8 minutes
energies, but the time resolution of the measure- later, somewhere between 1529 and 1539. Though
ments would permit a 15 minute dispersion and the flare showed great activity (see Table III for
_o is consistent with the dispersion to be expected comments) we have found no evidence for any
from the velocity difference acting over a distance drastic change of co_ditions in this period.
of 1 astronomical unit. The breakdown occurs

in the 87 mev component somewhere between a) V_loelty Dependence ami Source Slmctm
1546 and 1556 hours. Since 87 mev particles The complicated structure of this event defies

take 20 minutes to travel 1 a.u., the first ones to a description in terms of velocity dependence
bring information of a change would have left the alone. As will be shown below, there are occa-
sun between 1526 and 1536 if they traveled in a sions on which a velocity dependence is revealt.l.
straight line, but (more likely) between 1521 and Figures 12a and 12b show velocity-compensated
1531 if they traveled along a curved path defined intensity-distance profiles for ti,e higher and lower
by the interplanetary magnetic field. Optical or energies taken separately. The higher-energy
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i '5o,ooo moo _i._:,

.o.ooo.
p> 60 MEV

HEY

3C,0OO- __D0 I ,',.A

INTENSITY ! _ • • .1 ',_M -z SE£ -w STER -a E ..,.u

 o.ooofl \ •
>c _>2o_o _ ".:,.,

/ "'% _. lo %1 I_o,ooo- "_.._ xs 4 "_--ns MEV
#, "'"" :_---n4 UEV

1500 16_:)017()0 18'00 1900 10-13NOVEMBER1961 *"'
...--epmv

U.T.,IO NOV. 1961 , ,

FmunE ll.--The integral intensities of protons above 60 Ii I0 _ I000

wev and above200 mev during the first few hoursof IJISTANCETRAVELLED(ASTRONOMICALUNITS)
the 10 November 1961 event, plotted on a linear scale.
These. components are chosen so as to display the maxi-
mum dispersion of the times of peak intensity; since 100
measurements -'ere made every 7 minutes, the data are
consistent with the peak intensities having occurred I0-11 NOVEMBER1961
simultaneously.

)-

,_' _,;.,-;_-2.2.MEV
components are velocity dependent before th' z LtJb
sudden drop in intensity at 1.3 hours, and the z

lower-energy components are velocity dependent - 10 i '¢_--3.8 MEV"
"' ('iS *throughout the event. The fact that the lower- >

energy components do not show a measurable _ _ 4_'_" 5-7 MEVintensity unti! after the breakdown of velocity ,.,J ' t
dependence at higher energy introduces a further = 7.9 MEV
uncertainty in interpretation. 14.5 MEV-'_I

Two source spectra are shown for this event in

Figure 7, one for the higher and one for the lower I mI0 tO0
energies. Since the velocity-compensated inten-

sity vs. time profiles are different, the relative DISTAtlCE TRAVELLED(ASTRONOMICALUNITS)

normalization of the two sections of the spectrum Fmum_s 12s and 12b.--Tbe intensity vs time plots of
is not meaningful. The normalization for each Figure 10 converted to relative intensity vs distance
section of the spectrum is arbitrarily chosen to be plots. Two groups are separately scaled to give the

the maximum intensity reached st the earth. It best fit to a common high-energy curve before the 1.3-
may be that the common fit of the low-energy hour peak, and to a common low-energy curve after it.

A unique hitch-energy propagation curve does not exist
intensity curves is not significant, since the de- throughout the event, but appears to be approached
wation from a common propagation envelope asympto{ically with increasing energy. A commonlow-
increases as energy decreases among the energy curve is apparent, but it may relate more directly

high-energy groups, to a local modulation than to interplanetary propagation.

b) Time Dopendence spectrum and single propagation curve. Further,

Although this event shows a velocit_ depend- there are two sudden intensity drops that occur

ence that holds very well at certain times, it can- over a wide energy range with no dispersion.

not be completely described by a single source They almost certainly result from _udden changes
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in the propagation medium which probably take the event was dominated by intensity changes/

._: place near the earth but, from the above discus- occurring simultaneously at all energies. Only
! sion, which may also take place at the sun. Other gross features, such as thc fact that the lower-

effects of this kind are described in the next section energy components reach maximum intensity laterf

_ and discussed more fully in section VIII. than the higher-energy components, can be attri-
buted to dispersion. There are no systematicVII. THE EVENT OF 10 SEPTEMBER1961
changes of behavior with energy and conic-

The event of 10 September 1961 was initiated quentlv no quantitative fit to velocity depend-

by a flare on the west limb of the sun. The in- ence. A linear plot of three sample 'omponents
tensity vs. time profiles of Figure 13 show that (Figure 14) typifies the irregular be lvior of the

event. The high intensity reached by this and
SEPTEMBER1961 lower-energy components early on 12 September,

10 II 12 14 about 1 day after the flare, is probably due to the
:. 106 , i _ =. i i _ arrival of enhanced solar plasma that produced a

• _. ".'---3.8MEV small cosmic-ray decrease at about tbat time fol-
)_ ..,_ lowing geomagnetic activity at 1106 UT on 11

105 -_.'_ %- September. This increase is like the delayed
-i ® *" _- *'-6.3MEV arrival of low-energy particles seen about 48

"> ° e_" _', ,, hours after the 28 September 1961 event, but in
_: tu • • this case there is a much slower onset no doubt
, z tO4 " ".----14.5MEV,-,- having to do with the west limb location of _:.,oflare.

a) Fluctuations

c_uJ103 Supelimposed on thc large-scale features of the
&%l

Z intensity vs. time profiles are a series of fluctua-
c_ tions which are nearly periodic, with the same

!lO_ ,__ --_ frequency and pha_e at all energies. They take

place in all these events, but are most clearly
_87MEV marked in the event of 10 September 1961. Fig-

z_ 10! _ t ure 15, which shows the integral intensity vs. time
,,_ -w - profiles on a linear scale for the 5.7-mev and theI.U

= 3O_mev components of this event, illustrates these
z__ _'l' '_ _175 MEV

, _"t .. .= ., , ....
m° t" . 8°°1:..,,.. ' ' ....

_tI_295 MEV _l_ 4oo_-,,g",'_*_ #,,*-'-" J_1_ o" _ ,t,',_,', _
T=

r _ >600 MEV q

,.o to ooo ,ooL: -I
,\ -4

= . , -]TIME(HOURSAFTER1942UT,I0SEPTEMBER9e) :
_[_ hE" : 55-118 MEV
_,,_ v ' i _'_eA.," _'---J

FIGURE 13.--The differential intensities of solar protons =1o4oooo_ 9-20 MEV ,_% ,'r" W ,,'m_%. _-_
during the 10 September 1961 event plotted against _,., , L .-.--

L"zo.ooo_..,_._.,,,,"_'
time after the flare. There is a qualitative velocity l= Or' _, _ ' ' ' _ I = ' = =
ordering for the first 10 hours; during this time the tO It 12
higher-energy protons tend to increase in intensity be- SEPTEMBER1961
fore the lower-energy protons do, but there is no quanti-
tative fit to a velocity dependence. Later in this event Fmuaz 14.--A linear plot of the intensity of minimum-
the intensities of protons of all energies increase together ionizing protons and of two lower-energy groups during
in a manner qualitatively similar to that of 30 Septem- the 10 September event, displaying both the irregular
ber; this occurrence is also accompanied by cosmic-ray behavior of the intensity early in the event and the
and geomagnetic fluctuations associated with the arrival delayed increased on 11 September. Th,,se intensity
of enhanced solar plasma, variations dominate the pattern of this event.
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SEPTEMBER1961 j

8 . I0, ! ...... II , , ,

/' _, _%a,,, i O .... _,OSEPT.,gs,

6 't" >30MEV,_,

- ol..... ............ao,ov.,,i4 .t . .
Q

/ _" '" ':''_/' >5.7MEV _o
VV

" 0 ..... l _ ......... 28SEPT.196'"_2 ' " "W
"-" N 0 ........ 23OCT.1962

+20 _ _ _ _ _ _ MINIMA

0 _//_.,K/\ H_ ,]_ >5-7MEV I I i , i

_-20J- _ v _/ V RELATIVESCALE
,,2oL

t ._. _ V_ /' 14.5MEV FIGUIt_16.--The fluctuations of the 87-mev component oft_ 0 the solar proton intensities of four solar proton events.n
""-20 The period of the fluctuation is constant within an

¢j_+20 event but varies from 1. to 1.5 hours with the event.

fluctuation of the 87-mev component for all

2_ events. The sudden drops in intensity near the
_ ,_t /__ _ ,_, _ .J beginning of the 10 November 1961 event have

-J 0 v %1"_'__ 87 MEV the same frequency and phase as the other fluc-ta.

°2{ tuitions, so it appears that they may not be ,so-

' ' ' _ ' ..... ' _ ' _} luted happenings caused directly by activity at22 2 4 6 I the sun but the first two members of a series of

TIME(HOURSUT) fluctuations, although they were unusually large

FmuRE 15.--Linear plots vs time of two integral proton and very sharp. The amplitude of the fluctua-

intensities during the 10 September event; the devia- tions depends little on energy in any of the events.
tions from the running means of intensity of these and Table IV summarizes the periods and amplitudestwo differential intensities are also shown in order to

of the fluctuations.
illustrate the relative fluctuations. A regular modula-
tion appears having period and phase that are constant VIII. DISCUSSION
with energy; the ti_es of minimum relative intensity are

indicated to illustrate the approximate periodicity. The following general statements can be made

Since there is no disceruib]e velocity dispersion of this summarizing the results presented above.modulation within an event, these fluctuations are be-
lieved to have a local origin. (1) Solar proton events observed in the 2- to

600-mev energy region fall into at least three cate-

gories: the primary events have maximum inten-

fluctuations. To show the periodic fluctuations sity soon after the parent flare; these are some-

more clearly, the lower-frequency components times followed about two days later by secondary

have been removed by subtracting the running events that occur with the arrival of the solar

mean of one period length; the result for several plasma; they also are occasionally followed by

energy components is shown in the lower half of recurrent events that do not immediately follow

the figures. Fluctuations of this kind occur to solar aet;vity but occur when the parent plugs

some extent in all events: Figure 16, in which the region passes central meridian on successive 27-
relative time scale is in units of hoers, shows the day intervals.
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i
°_ TABLE IV.--Solar-Proton E_.ent Characteristics

Event 10 Sept. 1961 28 Sept. 1961 10 Nov. 1961 23 Oct. 1962
Low Energy High Energy

• Energy Range of Velocity (none
Dependence (racy) ............... detected) 1.4 to 500 1.4 to 22 55 to 500 4 to 330

Exponent of Source Spectrum ...................... - 1.7 - I. 5 -3.5 -2, 3

_eale of Source Spectrum at Max.
Intens. (cm _ see ster mev)- 1...................... 1.6 X 10_ 1.4 X 106 7. X 109 4. X l0 s

',. Most Probable Distance (a.u.) ...................... 12 8 9 8

M.F.P. (a.u._ from Diffsuion Theory ................ 0.04 0.06 0. 055 0.06

,t Fluctuation Peri*)d (.hours) .......... 1.4 1.3 (none 1.5 1.0
,. detected)

(2) The intensity vs. time profiles often show example, wc might have found an even closer fit
a linear velocity dependence. In two of the had we compensated the intensity vs. time pro-
events under discussion (28 September 1961 and files by velocity raised to the power n, where n is

_" 23 October 1962) this velocity dependence lasts close to but not equal to 1. We now show that
throughout the events. Exceptions occur in the the best value of n is indeed 1. To find the best

) event of 10 November 1961, which shows some value of n, the various intensity vs. time profiles
early departure from this behavior and in the were shifted horizontally and vertically to give
event of 10 September 1961, which shows no the best fit to a chosen reference curve. No ac-

'_ quantitative agreement with velocity dependence, count was taken of particle velocity at this stage.
(3) All events show a series of periodic intensity The factors by which the curves were horizontally

fluctuations with a period of from 1. to 1.5 hours, shifted were then plotted against particle velocity.
: These occur without dispersion. The result is shown in Figure 17a in which, for

If we convert those intensity vs. time profiles comparison, lines of slope unity have been drawn

i which show a quantitative, linear velocity de- through the points. The normalizations are arbi-
.* pendence to probability vs. distance profiles, we trary and depend on the curves chosen for refer-
_: are led directly to the following conclusions: ence. We find that the slopes of all lines are close
i; (4) Properties of the propagation medium and to unity, the mean value being 1.0_+0.1. The
• properties ef the source can be studied sepa- energy intervals over which this test could be

rately and, in particular, the shape of the energy performed are implied by the figure and are in-
spectrum at the source can be obtained, dicated in Table IV. The various parts of

(5) Propagation involves an important degree Figur _,17a have been superimposed in Figure 17b,
of scattering (since the most likely distance where, as in 17a, a line of slope unity h'ts been
traveled is about 10 astronomical units), drawn through the points for comparison. (The

(6) The degree of scattering is independent of energy range studied here does not extend suffi-
particle rigidity in the region below 1.5 bv (since cieptly far into the relativistic region to permit a
all the propagation curves are the same), test of rigidity dependence as opposed to simple

a) Velocity Dependence velocity dependence.)
Further evidence of velocity-dependent propa-

The analysis described in section IV, showing gation in solar-proton events was provided by a
the velocity dependence of these events, has con- comparison of alpha-particle and proton intensi-
stituted a necessary but insufficient test. For ties during the events of 12 November 1960 and
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I0 , b) The SourceSpectrum

We note from Figure 7 that a given source spec-
trum is well represented by a power law in kinetic

28 SEPTEMBER1961/ energy, although the event of 10 November 1961
is an exception in that two power-law spectra are
required. The 28 September 1961 spectrum is
remarkable in that it fits a power law over ao

./ dynamic range of nearly three decades in energy.

u. 23 00"01RRy The fact that there is no deviation from this
smooth, simple spectral representation, even at

_z the low-energy portion of this source spectrum,_J

< prompts us to put forward the argument, based
purely on aesthetic grounds, that the amount of

,7' matter traversed by the solar protons after accel-/ eration was less than the range of 1 mev proton,
PlIONOVEMBER196 that is, about 1 milligram cm -_. If we consider a
LOW HIGH beam of particles penetrating an absorber, we find

ENERGY ENERGY the emerging spectrum very much depleted in
, I particles with energies near that required to just

0.1 I I0
penetrate the absorber. There is consequently a

VELOCITY(A.U./ HR.) rapid change of slope at low energies. It seems

KINETICENERGY(MEV) unlikely, therefore, that an excess production of
lower-energy protons would occur in such a man-

==in' I , I0 , I00, I000 ner as to exactly compensate their absorption in

iJ an amount of material greater than their range

.<. resulting in so simple a form of source spectrum.
We can draw no conclusions here about the

-_ solar-proton acceleration process from the shape
_ of the source spectra, since there probably are a

number of processes tha_ would produce the ob-
- served spectra. Table IV g;ves the slopes of the
.j spectra observed in the events under discussion.

=:0.1 I
O.t I I0 c) The PropagationMedium

VELOCITY (A.U./HR.) For the purpose of this discussion we define the
Fmua_. 17a and 17b.--The scaling factors by which the propagation medium to be the medium through

differential intensity vs time plots of each event were which solar protons travel after acceleration and
shifted horizontally to give the optimum fit to a corn- escape from the acceleration mechanism. Let us
mon curve. This effort was made to determine the
natureof the dependencyon velocity; comparisonlines now consider where the scattering takes place.
of slope 1 are used to indicatethe closenessof fit to Meyer, Parker and Simpson (1956) suggested
a linearvelocitydependeuce, that during the 23 February 1956 event scattering

took place in interplanetary space beyond the
15 November 1960 by Biswas et al. (1962, 1963). earth's orbit. Parker (1963) has discussed a
Several rockets carrying nuclear emulsions were mechanism of simple diffusion throughout inter-
fired into these events, and the relative intensity planetary space; E. Roelof (private communica-
of alpha particles and protons having the same tion 1963) has found that scattering by magnetic
velocity was found to be the same at (ertain times fields in interplanetary space that are irregular in
even though the energy spectra of protons and space and/or time would produce a degree of scat-
alpha particles were changing with time. tering that is a function of particle rigidity.
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McCracken (1962) introduced the idea of small- the event. A convenient parameter, though
angle scattering caused by irregularities in an somewhat poorly defined, is the most probable
otherwise qu._si-radial interplanetary field to distance traveled--that is, the distance traveled
account for the onset of isotropy in several solar- by the particles arriving at maximum intensity.
proton events. Anderson et al. (1959) and Gold These distances are listed in Table IV. We notice
(1962) have suggested that the processes of scat- that the ordering of the propagation geometry in
tering and drift in the strong magnetic fields near the three events correlates either with the phase
the sun must play an important part in solar- of the solar cycle or with the displacement in
proton propagation. Bryant et al. (1962) and longitude of the flare from about 70 degrees west,
Hoffman and Winckler (1963) found that the in- the origin of the earth-intercepting garden-hose
tensity vs. time profiles of several solar-proton line. For example, the slowest event is that from
events are well represented by those to be expected a flare at 29 degrees east; it is also the first in time.
from a process of simple diffusion in interplanetary No significance is claimed for either correlation on
space, the basis of such a small number of events.

The propagation curves of the three velocity- We have mentioned that the intensity curves
dependent events are compared in Figure 18. which fit a common propagation curve in a given

event also fit the equation for simple diffusion.
i I i _ I , _Jl , i I'" i _,,_ The resulting effective mean free paths and other

EVENT parameters are listed in Table IV. In spite of
PROPAGATION this fit, it is difficult to see how solar protons couldCURVES

undergo a process of simple diffusion in interplane-
tary space especially since the garden-hose mag-

28 SEPT, 1961 netic field has been observed to play an important
I.oo - -J-- part in guiding solar protons away from the sun.

_, Another difficulty is that the observed velocity
I/I=ax \ independence of the scattering implies that thescattering takes place at discrete scattering cen-LOW-/"

ENERGY_/ [ _ \ ters, rather than as a continuous process, as would
II0 NOV. I [ \ \ otherwise seem more reasonable. The finding
|1961 I [ ........ \ that the degree of scattering is independent of

23OCT.Jge2 "• \ rigidity, combined with Roelof's result for con-

ENERGY _ _ \ tinuous scattering in irregular magnetic fields,

/ _ rules out such a mechanism at least for the events

\

under discussion.

In order to reconcile a diffusive propagation

I with the previously observed guiding by thef

.01 , , ]1 , , _,,,I . , I , I,_,, garden-hose interplanetary field, we consider a
3 Io 3o Ioo model in which scattering occurs near the sun and

DISTANCE (A.U.) the particles escape to the earth after diffusing
from the flare to the foot of a line of force provid-

FI(_uR_.18._The propagation curves of the three velocity- ing direct access to the earth (Gold, 1959). Wedependent events. These curves represent distribu-
tions in the distance travelledby solar protons from meet at once with two difficulties. Firstly, par-
releaseinto the propagationmediumto the point of ticle drift produced by gradients and curvatures
observation, in any general field near the sun would lead to a

Srigidity-dependent propagation. , econdly, there
Apart from that of the low-energy component of must be a certain amount of scattering in inter-
10 November 1961, the curves are geometrically planetary space to account for the onset of iso-
similar to a remarkable degree. It is meaningful, tropy (McCracken, 1962). Since any pitch-angle
therefore, to associate with each of the curves a scattering would in general be accompanied by a

parameter describing the rate of propagation of change of guiding center there would be some
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motion across the lines of force. The question filled as a result of scattering from magnetic ir-
then arises of the relative importance of motion regularities and, in fact, the magnitude of the
along the lines of force and motion across them. fluctuation does decrease with time. This mecha-
We have then reached a process of anisotropic dif- nism does not account for the regularity of the
fusion in interplanetary space instead of one of fluctuation unless there is postulated _, character-
simple isotropic diffusion. Anisotropic diffusion istic wave motion of interplanetary plasma. The
conceivably could account for the observations, wave motion is not a F :operty of all interplanetary
but there is no present theoretical treatment plasma but is confined to the region between the
against which to test the data. magnetosphere and the quasi-stationary bow

wave postulated by Axford (1963) and others.
d) The Stability of the Propagation Medium They pointed out that, interaction between the
One important consequence of a velocity- solar wind and the magnetosphere should create a

dependent propagation is that low-energy protons bow wave standing several radii from the mag-
travel through the propagatmn medium later than netosphere on the sunlit side of the earth; this
the high-energy protons and yet suffer the same phenomenon was recently observed with a plasma

degree of scattering. The average properties of detector (Bridge et al., 1964) and a magnetometer
the propagation medium can, therefore, rel,_ain (Ness et al., 1964) on Explorer XVIII. All solar-
constant for at least two days. It is important proton measurements reported here were made
to remember, though, that changes must have outside the magnetosphere but behind this bow
been occurring in the magnetic field structure wave. It is possible, therefore, that the modula-
during the period of propagation. During the tion of solar-proton intensity was confined to this
event of 28 September 1961, for example, there region alone: regular structure in this region may
was an enhanced solar plasma moving out from be due directly to regular structure in the solar
the sun. Where the solar protons are isotropic wind or it may be a natural frequenc:r of the
in interplanetary spacel _even gross changes in region.
magnetic field structure can produce only small Fluctuations with a period of approximately
effects if they take place many mean free paths one hour were noted in the Explorer X magnetic
from the point of observation. Only changes in field and plasma data (Heppner et al., 1963;
magnetic field structure occurring near the satel- Bonetti el al., 1963) where they were interpreted
lite could strongly influence the measured in- as a result of the passage of the space probe in and
tensity. We suggest that the character of the out of the pulsating boun_lary of the magneto-
10 September 1961 event was largely determined sphere. Mathews et al. (1961) noted fluctuations
by such effects, dominating the intensity vs. time with a period of 1.25 hours in neutron monitor
character more than the dispersion that other- records of the event of 12 November 1960. They
wise should have been present. One can only suggested that these fluctuations were a direct,
speculate at this stage on the details of the result of pulsating decreases in the bori2on_.ol
mechanism producing time-dependent effects, component of the earth's field me,,Lsured ,_t the

equator. Winckler et al. (1961) also observed
e) Local Disturbances of the Propagation similar fluctuations in balloon measurements of

Medium solar-proton intensity. All of these forms of
As was mentioned above, the periodic intensity fluctuation may have been due to the same cause,

fluctuations are almost certainly a resu]t of mag- namely, either a regular structure in the inter-
netic field structure in the region of interplanetary planetary plasma density or a natural frequency
space near the earth. The fluctuations could of the region between the bow wave and the
result from, for example, adjacent regions of magnetosphere.
strong field and weak field constituting a trapping
region or "magnetic bottle." Such regions would REFERENCES

exclude some incident particles, thereby lowering ANDZaSON,K. A.,AaNOLD_,R., HOrF_AN,R., Pr.Tr.RSON,
the particle density in the region of the weaker L., and WINCK_._R,J. R. 1959, J. qeophys. Res., 64,
field. Such regions might eventually become 1133.
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VELOCITY DEPENDENCE AND SOURCE SPECTRA
OF SOLAR PROTON EVENTS*

D. A. BRYANTt, T. L. CLINE, U. D. DESAI$ AND F. B. McDONALD

It has become clear from recent satellite meas- through interplanetary space and so varies with
urements 1,2that solar protons can be transported energy up to a number of hours. The typical
from the sun to the earth in three distinct ways in delay for particles in the third class is not a rune-
addition to the direct way sometimes observed tion of energy since particles of all energies arrive
with cosmic-ray monitors at sea level, a We wish with the enhanced solar plasma responsible for
to describe these four modes of propagation and Forbush decreases and geomagnetic storms; it is
then show how the velocity dependence of one of the transit time of solar plasma across one astro-
these modes makes it possible to determine the nomical unit, that is, about two days. The fourth
energy spectrum of the particles at the time of class event takes place near the time of central-
release from the sun. meridian passage of a plag,_ region responsible for

We classify solar particle events consisting of a flare and solar particle events ot the other
radiation with energy above 1 Mev into four dis- classes during the previous solar rotation. This
tinct classes. The distinction between the classes fourth class is closely associated with long-lived
depends upon the way in which the particles are solar streams. The delay between the parent
transported from the sun to the region of the flare and the arrival of these particles is not a
earth, The first two classes consist of particles function of energy since particles of all energy
that arrive at the earth in a manner determined arrive with the plasma stream. The delay de-
by particle velocity; the first class consists of pre- pends upon the solar longitude of the parent flare
dominantly higher-energy anisotropic particles and may therefore be as long as one solar rots-
that arrive after nearly a ,'irect transit and the tion, or 27 days. Figure 1 shows the times of
second class consists of those that arrive after a

diffusive propagation; the third class consists of rxl,l.ol_llXll EXlII.OIIEliiXlV
those that arrive in a manner determined by the i I

motion of enhanced solar plasma; the fourth class _"|l_"l _'I_ol "......'¢__-_1_1 I

consists of those that depend upon the rotation [l_'., I I,. I_' ”.... SOLARPROTONEVENTS

of the sun. Typical delays between the occur-_ S[__ ::_

rence of a solar flare and the arrival at the earth

of particles in these four classes are different, nl

The delay of the first class event is close to the l [r-__l_ u_..__l ..... t _tPtASiA_¢,A.rEDEV_Nis _.

rectilinear transit time for highly relativistic r,ir ,
particles and is therefore, only a few minutes, ts _.... [_]- _[5_11'-I_¢CURRCNTEYEWr$

I I I i / I

The arrival-time delay of the second class de- M i,, o¢,. _, o ocT. _ _<
pends upon the rate at which particles propagate lli_ i9$l

Fmuu 1.
*Published u Goddard 8pare Fliokt Ccnler Document X-811-#4--63o

and rleo pub|bched in the Proreedinll of the Internitiomd Conference
on Coemie Rays, Ja|pur, India. 1:70-82, April 1964.

*a_dd,_dS_,,oF_ht C_._,,,d D.S.La.a,ao R_,_h S_,Uo,. occurrence of events of the latter three duses seen

Slough, Buek., England. by Explorers XIl and XIV during parts of 1961
iGoddard Space Flight Center and Phyeieal Rcoeareh hborator#',

Narrangpura, Ahmedabad, India. and 1962. Four sequences of events are evident.
t66
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_' No events of the first class were seen with sea- ioa '""'"" '_Xr---_.l I I _=
level monitors during these time intervals. Fig- ¥ ¥

i' ure 2 shows the variation in intensity of inter-
! planetary protons of energy greater than 3 Mev _ l0T- l -_0T

ttJ

during a seqaence involving all the three classes g > 3 MtvPSOTONS
+ of events seen. Superimposed on the intensity T
i decay of the velocity-ordered e_,ent of 28 Sep- _ #- . -10'

tember is the plasma-associated event of 30 _
$

September, followed in turn after 27 event-free ,o
• days by a recurrenL event on 27 October. o_ ' '

We now confine our attention to several veloc- _ ; '_It 'I

ity-ordered events observed on Explorers XII and #- \ ? -f04

XIV. We show how it has been possible in these , !__...._+ _

events to determine separately the influence of the x
propagation medium and the for,_, of the energy Ios l03
spectrum of particles released from the sun, that naa_'12fsl4fsl I ,._. 9UIET_.... _t 2e

TIME
is, the source spectrum. These deductions were
made possible by the fact that differential energy SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 1961
measurements could be made outside the mag- Fmua_ 2.
netosphere with the equipment carried by these
satellites. SEPTEMBER1961

A striking velocity dependence was shown by , 28 , 29 ,30
the solar proton event of 28 September 1961. 106/ ' J

This is shown by } igures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows _ • "-- 2.2 MEV I
intensity vs. time profiles for various differential _I--3.SMEV J

oner+oom.one+in of .,' ._!
the behavior of the intensities of the same differ- _ . --7.9MEV
ential components of the event but this time g 104 _""

plotted not as a function of time but as a function _ "_.--14.5 MEV |of distance traveled. The distance traveled is

simply the product of particle velocity and time

fr°m the flare" The intensity curves °f the vari" _ 103I'_ • I _

ous components have been vertically scaled to
give the best fit to a common curve. The physi-

cal meaning of this normalization will be examined i0z

further below. We note from Figure 4 that all _ _ l
components lie very closely on a common curve. "_ t "|

We may interpret Figure 4 as a measure of the ""_'--8:'MEV

probability that havenparticle should travel a given _ I0 _

&, •
distance before reaching the earth from the sun. . ? _."--I_MEV. |

The f_ct that we essentially a common curve ;.-175MEV J

shows that particles of all energies traveled a given _ 1.0 "_.'+,".-- 2:_)M.(V4path length with equal probability. This is true _ _ _'-'295MI:V !

for all path lengths to the extent that the various 1 ¢ :_430MEV /--/ /components of Figure 4 lie on a common curve.

The statistical distribution of path length traveled 10_
I

1.0 I0 I00 I000

is clearly a property of the propagation medium TIME(HOURSAFTER2208 U1,28 SEPTEMBER1961)
of interplanetary space. We note that the dis-
tanee traveled by mast particles is an order of Fmmma.
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f04 ' , In fact,some solareven_ may therebybe com-

5.7MIV _ ._1k'-"'-2'2 MEV binations of events of our first three categories.
__-_ _¢Iie_____7.gMEV Althoughour observationsindicatethat solar
/_)'. proton intensitiesin some easesdepend very

|.OME__:-4_OMEV _ ""_14.St[V closelyupon thefirstpower ofvelocity,a choicelOS \ between velocity and rigidity dependence cannot

/_ _, be made from these data alone. There are indi-

/_---175 MEV _. cations from earlier emulsion measurements ofsolar proton and alpha intensities, 4however, that
e 7---07 MEV ]_ velocity dependence is preferable.

lO k"--295 MEV _. We discuss now the physical meaning of the_, scaling factors used to construct Figure 4. LetJ

_f1"--135MEV o" us consider the relative intensity of two compo-
----230MEV _ ". nentsof the event. We have recordedthe in-

F l tensitiee _ot as a function of time but as a function
I0 . _ of distance traveled and found that the ratio of

intensities is essentially constant over a range

from 2 astronomical units to more than 100 s_tro-
nomical units. There is nothing to suggest that
an extrapolation back to zero distance is invalid.

DISTANCETRAVELLED(ASTI_)NOM_,_t4L,UNITS) lO6 I I

magnitude larger than one astronomical unit.

This indicates that propagation involved an ira- [0 5
portant degree of scattering. Further, the degree _ _ 28 SEPT.61
of scattering is not a function _ergy over the
rangeexamined. Thissuggcslo(.natthemode of e_lt.)

propagation is a diffusion-like process and that _.] _ [04
energy-dependentprocesses,suc,as driftacross . IZ_ \ IONOV 6[magnetic field lines, do not play a do_,inant role.

\In fact, the equation for simple diffusion 5is the

propagation curve of this particular event thrc_ugh .__ I,__
its maximum. It does not fit, though_ _t the be-

ginningwhereanisotropyis dominantand at the
end where boundaryconditionsmust be taken z

intoaccount. _j [03
Some of the other solar proton events we have '_

olmerved with Explorers XII and XIV show the _- 2_ OCT.z
_ame degree of good fit to common, velocity- t_J

e_. =eompemmted, intensity vs. distance curves, but a ttJ [0 l
few contrast by not fitting at all. We believe tt.it.
that these exceptions do no*.weaken our argument
for velocity dependence but strengthen it by ilhs-
trating that there are times when the properties [0 0 I
of the propagation medium cannot, by this tech- [0 0 [0 ! [0 z [0 $
nique, be sorted from tt_e source characteristic8
becamm,for ex,unple,the mediumcouldbe chang- KINETIC ENERGY (MEV)
ing a_ the particles are propagating through it. Fmmu_&
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The ratio of tne intensities of two components at
zer9 distance is, by definition, a measure of the SEPTEMBER1961

shape of the source spectrum. Figure 5 shows it '0 ,_, .,,/,,?, I,I

, , ii , , .... -----r--_--the source spectrum obtained directly from the _ _,

sc_ing factors u_d t6 produce Figure 4. The _ _ %'d_'_= =':30 MEV

source spectra of two other events analyzed in a _ ?,,
similar way are also shown. The ordinate of _ _- d

Figure 5 is arbitrarily chosen to be the maximum _ [ '
intensity reached at the earth. The differ._ntial 4 ='

intensities shown are proportional to the ab,_olute __ /P _, . "• ,.,'.... _ ='5.7MEV
differential intensities of protons produced at the _ _ - .' ,.,
sun and retain, therefore, the sawe spectral form, _ 2 ..."./

,.

but the con_=ant of proportionality depends on
,_-

the geometry of propagation, which is unknown.

(For example, since simple diffusion theory fits _ _ _ _ _ _ MINIMA

sity, the numerical solution it gives for the source >5.TMEV

intensity is of the same spectral form, but that _-20_"
solution is for diffusion in an infinite, isotropic _+_.01.

sphere,wenoteandfromiSprobablYFigure5n°tthatameaningfulthesource one.)spectra _ 0_' [ _l_, _ _ [ 14_ MEVv V'are commonly very well represent_l by power "-20["
r-

laws in kinetic energy. This fact prompts us to t_*2 0[

put forward the argument, based purely on aes- _ Of __ _"30MEV
thetic grounds, that the amount of mat;er tra- _'_8f
versed by the solar protons after acceleration was

less than the range of 1Mev proton, that is, about _" _,_

1 milligram cm-:. It seems highly unlikely that __01"20f 87MEVan excess produotion of lower-energy protons
" v ould so exactly compensate their absorption in .... , ...... , , ,

22 0 2 4 6 8 IL/._ an amount of material greater than their range
such as to produce so simple a form of source TIME(HOURS01)

_ spectrum.
FzavRz 6.

• An interesting feature of these events is the
existence of small-scale deviations from a common

curve. Superimpo_: .d on the generally velocity- event, the fluctuations have the same period and
dependent intensity-time profiles are fluctuations are in phase at all energies shows that their origin
which are nearly periodic with the same frequency is local. We suggest, therefore, that they ,"effect
and phase over the entire energy range studied, the magnetic field structure in local interplanetary
These fluctuations are evident in the velocity- space, but we as yet have ,m explanation for their
ordered events discussed above, but are more periodicity.
striking in the 10 September 1961 event which ItEF|RENCES

showed no velocity dependence and was no doubt 1. New Evidencefor :_ng-Livvd 8olaf Streamsin later-
influenced by greater interplanetary disorder, planetarySpace, D. A. Bryant, T. L. Cline, U. D.
Figure 6 shows plots of some sample intensities Dessi and F. B. McDonald, Phl/e. R¢¢./_tt_ra, !1,
and indicates the periodic fluctuations. In this No. 144 ¢16August 1963)
event the period is about 1.5 hours; in other 2. Explorer 1;,Obevrvationsof Solar Cosmic l_sys sad

Ener_tlc _torm Pm'tidN after the Solar Flare of
events the period is slightly different. Since the 8ept_nber _8, 1961, D. A. Bryant, T. 1,. Cli_,
transit,-time dispersion over the energy range U.D. Dmsi sad F. B. McDonald,J. G_o_[=. R¢_.,
studied is significant, the fact that, in any given 67, No. 13, 4983,(Dcc_._r 19G2)
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3. Olmervation of a Short-Lived Cosmic-Ray Solar Flare _ Hydrogen, Helium and Heavy Nuclei from the Solar
IncrouewithaHigh-Counting-Rate Meso-iDetector, Event on November 15, 1960, S. Biswae, C. E.
R. A. R. Palmeira and IC G. McCracken, Phyt. R_. Fichtel, D. E. Guss and C. J. Waddington, J. G_phys.
Leflers, 5, No. 1, 15, (July 1, 1960). Res., 68. No. 10, 3190, (May 15, 1963).

i
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COMMENTS ON THE VANGUARD 3 MAGNETIC
: FIELD DATA AND ANALYSIS*

_ JOSEPH C. CAIN AND SHIRLEY HENDRICKS

The principal results of the Vanguard 3 mag- coefficients. This disagreement is not surprising,i'
:" netic field experiment are summarized i_ a report since the field line tracing requires a knowledge of

_ and a paper [Cain et al., 1962 a, b]. Since some of the vector field and since the nearest Vanguard 3
the material presented in these documents has observation was made more than 3000 tniles away !

!_ been used by several authors, it is worth while to One feature of the Vanguard 3 data relative to
clarify a few points and to report a modification the Vanga fit was the systematic variation of the

:, indicated by a later analysis, residuals with altitude. This fact was illustrated
_ The Vanguard 3 report gives a series of 63 in Figure 2 of Cain et al. [1962b] and led to the
: spherical harmonic coefficients fitted to the data conclusion that 'A smaller systematic variation

themselves by the iterative procedure of Jensen of the field was noted that appeared to require
and Cain [1960] (reviewed by Heppner [1964]). external _ources .... ' Subsequent analysis of the
This field, designated Vanga, used g_" and h, _ to n data using a slightly modified technique has
---m---7 and gave an rms deviation from the data changed this conjecture. This improvement was
of 21 _,. The data _elected for this fit were the to solve the whole set of equations simultaneously

/

2797 observations given by Cain et al. [1962a] as in the linear expansion of potential rather than
i L=0(=best data), excluding four such observa- using _he previously adopted technique of solving

tions with residuals (measured F-computed F) for small sets (up to 16) of coefficients at once,
:_ over 100 _. These observations were those re- holding the rest constant, and iterating so as to

corded at Blossom Point, Maryland, on October 4, correct all coefficients for a given n at a time.
1959, at Oh 47m 23s, Oh 47m 37s, 19h 50m lls and These methods were used, since difficulties were

19h 50m 29s. In the Vanguard 3 report we said originally found in finding stable solutions to the
'The Vanga field should be construed only as a Vanguard 3 .data, and it was thought that the

: smooth curve through these data and not neces- problem was one of losing accuracy in the solution
: sarily as a physically meaningful description of the involving large determinants.

._ geomagnetic field in regions remote from the Van- The results of using the improved techniques
guard measurements.' We should note here that are shown in Table 1, where ._e give the smallest
there is also no claim that the Vanga coefficients
provide a description of other than the total scalar TABLE1.---rms Residuals betweenVanguard 3 Data and
field [Pl within the spacetime volume over which 8eU of ,_phem'cal Ha.,_noaics'using Different Numbers of
the data are taken. The validity of these state- Coe._eienu
meats is amply illustrated by Leonard [1963] in
connection with the Johnson Island tests. In his Maximum No. of rms

n -m Coefficients Residuals,-y
paPer he shows that the observed auroral emission
seen at a point conjugate to the bomb explosions
could best be predicted by the set of 48 coefficients 3 15 83.2
derived by Jensen and Cain [1962] and that the 4 24 25. fl
worst agreement resulted from using the Vanga 5 35 17.66 48 16.9 Vangb

7 ¢_3 16.7
*Published in Journal o? Owpky_al Re, earth, 69(19):4187-4188,

October 1, 11964.
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rms residual to the Vanguard 3 data that could 4000
be determined with the specified number of co-
efficients. As can be seen in this table, it was
possible to obtain a fit to a rms of 17.6 y with only I : .I--e---f
35 coefficients, whereas the previous best fit of 3500-
21 y required 63 coefficients. Only spatial terms

are used here owing to the short period of 84 days _ : : :
over which the data are taken. However, an 3000- I - :
inspection of the isoporic charts in F over the b--e--4
regions of measurement show changes in the ! - :
earth's surface up to 15 _ in a quarter year. It : : :I - :
is thus likely that a somewhat better fit to the .. 2500- : : :

I ,- ;
Vanguard 3 data will be made possible by the in- _ I--e--4
clusion of secular change terms even over this w

short an interval. _ 200_ - : : :
The 48-term set designated 'Vangb' in Table 1 _ I - :

was used to re-evaluate the conclusions drawn
in the Vanguard 3 paper. The only change is
illustrated in Figure 1, which gives the average 150(3-
deviation with altitude of the observations from

this new field. The systematic shift with altitude
illustrated in Figure 2 of the original paper [Cain 1000- _
et al., 1962b] vanishes. Thus there are no longer 1=4==1 !
any detectable local sources in the volume of the __ i
Vanguard 3 measurements that contribute system- _ I
atically to the field at the level _-_6_. The ma- 500- b_4
jor conclusion of the Vanguard 3 paper that the
sour_ - of the D,t field must lie above altitude_ of
the order of 2500 km remains unaltered. The , I I I

positive correlations previously obtained between Oi0 -5 0 +5 +i0
D, at the earth's surface and the residuals to the AF (GAMMA)
new fit are not lessened. Instead, the correlations FmvR_. 1.--Average deviation of the Vanguard 3 mag-

netic data from the 48 coefficientVangb fieldplotted asshown in Figure 9 of the Vanguard 3 paper are
slightly more positive, a function of altitude. These average residuals aregiven with errorbars signifyingthe standarderrorof

Although the Vangb field gives comparable each mean.
results in serving as a tool for analysis of the Van-
guard 3 magnetic field data, its validity outside reported recently [Daniels and Cain, 1964] and
the regions of the data is even less than for Vanga. will form the basis of a publication in which a
This fact was well illustrated when we attempted realistic field will be presented. It is hoped that
to find the Vangb conjugate point for Johnson workers in the field of geomagnetism will mean- '
Island to compare with those computed and ob- while confine the use of the Vanga set of coefli-
served by Leonard [1963]. The result is that for cients to interpolations of the scalar field IPl in
Vangb the magnetic equator passes nearly the spacetime volumes enclosed by the Vanguard
through Johnson Island and thus the conjugate 3 data and not attempt extrapolations to other
point starting with an altitude of zero falls within regions where the result is likely to be fictitious.

100 kra_ REFERENCES
Further analyses of the main geomagnetic field

have been done which include the use of the CAxN,JosEPH C., IrA, It. SsAP_, John D. SVOLAmK,
and JAMESP. I'IEPPNZB, Measurementsof the geomag-

Vanguard 3 data as a valuable addition to the netic field by Vanguard3 eatellite,NASa Texh. Note
total data set. The results of this work were D.-l_tS, I962a.
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN CISLUNAR SPACE*

A. G. W. CAMERON

The recent discovery _ of a characteristic red photons of several MeV as by protons of 40 keV 4,
luminescence when evstatite achondrites are born- it appears likely that the above conclusions ear

barded by 40-keV protons led Kopal and Rack- not sensitive to the energy of the particles
ham S,3to observe the Moon in order to determine bombarding the lunar surface.

whether a similar luminescence might be excited Kopal ar,d Rackham 2have discussed a possible
in lunar materials by solar wind bombardment, interpretation that the above events resulted from

C., the night of November 1-2, 1963, Kopal and bombardment of the lunar surface by an en-
Rackham observed an enhatmed red emission from hanced flow of solar plasma initiated by the pre-
the vicinity of the crater Kepler. The duration ceding solar activity. They noted that the energy
of the red glow was of the order of 10 min or flux required was five orders of magnitude greater
longer, and it appeared twice within a 2-b period, than that normally available in the solar wind,
No repetition of this phenomenon was observed which must be considered a difficulty. Kopal 4
on the following night or at the next lunation, has suggested that an alternative mechanism

Among the circumstances which may be rele- might be required in which the lunar bombard-
vant to an explanation of this phenomenon are ment would involve particles, of energy greater
the following: the enhanced emission occurred than those of the solar wind, which had been
within one day of Full Moon. There had been a accelerated in the preceding class 3 flare and
class 3 solar flare on October 28 and two class 1 trapped by the chaotic magnetic field configura-
flares on November 1, and the Earth was in a tion then existing in interplanetary space. It is
magnetically disturbed region of space. Cosmic- the purpose of this communication to suggest a
ray neutron counts indicated that recovery from further alternative.

a Forbush decrease was occurring at the time of The region of interaction between the solar wind
the luminescence, and the Earth's magnetosphere is very complex;

Kopal and Rackham _ noted tha.t the red glow but the following general picture has emerged (see,
from the Kepler region approximately doubled for example, Hines 5). In the solar direction the
the brightness of the lunar surface there, so that pressure of the solar wind compresses the mag..
the amount of energy emitted in the red was ap- netosphere, but the solar wind must then flow

proximately 104 ergs/cm _ sec. They further around the magnetosphere, so that in the antisolar
concluded _ that since the highest luminescent direction a long cavity is formed into which the

efficiency (in the Bustee meteorite) had been terrestrial magnetic field can expand. Quite large
found to be 20 percent, t it was likely that the in- energetic particle fluxes are observed near the
coming energy responsible for the luminescence magnetosphere boundary in the antisol:.r diree-

was at least 5 X lot ergs/cm _see. The other two tion, and it has been suggested that the region of
enstatite achondrites examined by Derham and trapped radiation may extend to a distance com-

Geake ' had a luminous efficiency lower by a fae- parable with that of the Moon2 A recent analy-
tor of three, so it is not unlikely that the incident sis of terrestrial magnetic activity has shown that
energy exceeded l0 t ergs/cm _ sec. Because ap- the general level of activity is slightly changed for

proximately the same luminous efficiency is found several days on either side of Full Moon, suggest-
during bombardment of the meteorite powder by ing that the antisolar magnetic cavity may ex-

*Publi*hedinhratur.202(4934):785, M&y 23, 1964. tend to the lunar distanceY Since the solar wind
474
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exhibits supersonic flow with respect to the Earth, The luminescence near the crater Kepler ob-
it is necessary that a standing shock wave must be served by Kopal and Rackham may have been
formed beyond the magnetopause. The highly produced by these energetic particle streams. It
turbulent magnetic fields between the shock front may also have been produced by trapped radia-
and the magnetopause have been observed, s tion in the distant tail of the magnetosphere.

It seems to be the case that wherever turbulent Many more observations will be needed to evalu-
fluid motions and chaotic magnetic fields exist in ate the plausibility of these two possibilities. In
Nature, the acceleration of charged particles to either case, such luminescence can be expected to
energies much exceeding thermal energies takes occur principally at times near Full Moon and

place. This is inferred to be the case in strong during unusually large magnetic activity on the
extragalactic radio sources, in supernova rem- Earth. Because of the localized nature of the
nants, in solar flares, and in the magnetosphere incident particle streams, lunar luminescence ex-

itself. One accelvration mechanism which can be cited in this way is likely to be observed only in
very efficient in certain circumstances is the small regions of the Moon at any one time and to
second-order acceleration of charged particles exhibit variations with periods of a few minutes.

traversing time-varying fluctuations in a mag- Because of the complex character of the phe-
netic field system. 9 This is probably responsible nomena suggested here, it is not possible to sug-
for the acceleration of particles in the outer part gest the range of energies to which particles are
of the magnetosphere which are then dumped likely to be accelerated in the shock zone, and
directly into the atmosphere to produce aurorae, hence it is not clear whether such particle streams
The process will be enhanced at times of greater will constitute a radiation hazard to a manned

magnetic activity when the solar wind is exerting lunar landing or to manned spaceflight in the
varying pressure on the magnetopause, antisolar direction.

It is a logical extension of these considerations I wish to thank Prof. Z. Kopal for a stimulating
to expect that extensive particle acceleration will discussion of his observations.

take place in the shock zone beyond the magneto-
pause. The particles thus accelerated will be REFERENCES

discharged down the magnetic field lines in the I DERH,_M,C. J., and GEAKE, J. R., Nature, 201, 62
antisolar direction. By analogy with the auroral (1964).
discharges, it is possible that the particle beams in _KoPab, Z., and RACKHAM, T. W., Nat_re, 201, 239

the antisolar direction may carry an energy flux (1964).
a KOPAL, Z. and RACKHAM,T. W., Sky and Telescope,

large compared to that in the solar wind. How- 27, 140(1964).
ever, since the energy going into the charged par- ' KOPAL, Z. (private communication).
ticle beams must be derived from that of the solar 6 HINES, C. O., Science, 141, 130 (1963).
wind, it is evident that such particle streams will 6 FRANK, L. A., VAN ALLEN, J. A., and MaCAO,NO, E.,

be isolated in local regions of space, and that the J. Geophys. Res, 68, 3543 (1963).
7STOLOV,H., and CAMERON,A. G. W. (to be published).

integrated energy flux of plasma and particles to- _NEss, N. F., IMP Satellite Symposium at Goddard
gether cannot exceed the initial energy flux of the Space Flight Center(March 1964).
plasma flow. 9SH_N,C. S. (to be published).
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DETECTION OF INTERPLANETARY 3- TO 12-MEV
ELECTRONS*

T. L. CLINE, G. H. LUDWIG, AND F. B. McDONALD

In this Letter we report the direct observation the earth's shadow, causing failure of the detector.

of interplanetary electrons of energy above 3 During this time interval the apogee moved from
MeV with the IMP-1 satellite (Explorer 18). the sunli_ side of the earth beyond the magneto-

Electrons observed in the primary interplane- sphere (terminating at about 70,000 km) and

tary radiation in the BeV energy reg!on by Earl _ beyond the earth's shock front (observed with a
and in the 200-MeV energy region by Meyer and magnetometer s and plasma sensor s at about
Vogt 2are believed to be of galactic origin because 100,000 km) to the region behind the earth and
their energies are as high as those assumed to be inside the shock front. Electron data taken only
necessary for their penetration into the inner when the satellite was beyond 125,000 kilometers
solar system and because their measured intensity are reported here; throughout the life of the in-
agrees with that which was anticipated to account strument these data continued to be free from
for galactic radio emission. Support was lent to effects due to the trapped radiation.
this hypothesis when the modulation character- The detector was developed 7 to study low-
istics of these particles were observed 3 to be energy cosmic-ray protons, electrons and light
similar to those of cosmic-ray protons and their nuclei. It is composed of three scintillators: two

in coincidence, measuring energy loss and totalpositron-to-electron ratio was found 4 to be com-
patible with an origin of at least half of them in energy, and a guard counter in anti-coincidence.

meson-producing cosmic-ray interactions in the When a table of intensity vs. measured energy
interstellar medium. We feel that the existence loss vs. measured total energy is constructed from

of an interplanetary flux of electrons lower in data taken at apogee, there is seen a distinct
energy by orders of magnitude is interesting counting rate component of minimum-ionizing
because of the possibility that these too may have energy loss and of low apparent energy. An
a cosmic origin. If so, their study should yield analysis of the topology of distributions in energy
entirely new information about the galactic elec- loss and in total energy through this minimum-
tron sources and modulation characteristics. If ionizing component indicates that indeed it is

they are of solar origin, there are analogous ira- composed of three distinct particle groups: On
plications. We wish to demonstrate here that group with total energies corresponding to elec-

the flux of lower-energy electrons we observe is trons that stop within the detector, a much smaller
indeed a primary component of the int_rplane- group with a high apparent total energy equal to
tary radiation, and to discuss its properties in or exceeding the energy loss of a minimum-ion-
terms of its possible origin, either galactic or solar, izing cosmic ray traversing the detector, andathird

The observations reported here were made with group with very low total energies. We believe
a scintillator telescope on Explorer 18, a satellite that the latter two components are surely second-
placed in an elliptic orbit with an apogee height ary radiations composed of, respectively, cosmic
of 193,000 kilometers. Data were taken from rays that avoid detection by the guard counter

(for example, by turning into neutrals through
the launch, on 27 November 1963, until 6 May reactions within the detector) and gamma rays
1964 when the satellite passed into a long period in made locally in the spacecraft, producing random

and coherent coincidences between the energy*PubUlhedaa GoddardSpace Flicht CenterDocumentX-#I I-#_-$6J,
November 1964 loss and total energy detectors.
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;_ _ INCREAsEOFELECTRON(13ToINTENSITY16JAN. 64 orbit averages. The counting rate "C" of cosmic raysI_d ABOVE9 TO12JAN.64) into a thinly shieldedscintillatorand the times of one

- j_ recurrentminimumof the interplanetaryindex Kp areio_ 1 , , , a,!!l _ , , , ,_,al also shown. Recurrent Forbushdecreasesare seen in
2 5 I0 2 5 I0 20

the cosmic rays in early Decemberand January and a
KINETICENERGY small solar proton event occurs in March; other in-

(MEV) creasescan be largelyattributedto the electronmixture
FIGUR_1.--Differential e,mrgy spectra of electronsob- in the cosmicrays.

servedbeyond125,000_51ometersfromthe earth. The

first spectrumis fromthe apogeeof the first orbit; the the satellite (e.g., such as knock-on or cascade-secondis the differencebetweenmeasurementsfromthe
13th and 12th orbitsand indicatesthe first significant shower electrons produced in or near the detector)
increasein intensity, we consider their time variations. Figure 2 shows

the counting rate of these electrons, partially
corrected for slow gain drifts in the detector,

These secondary effects were eliminated to pro- plotted in the form of one-quarter-orbit averages
duce Figure la, which shows the energy spectrum throughout the active life of the instrument.
of electrons obtained during the first orbit (27 to (The gaps in the data occur at times when the
30 November 1963) at a time when the observed satellite is within 125,000 kilometers; the other
electron intensity was at a typical minimum and three points per orbit are plotted so that each
when there were no measurable time variations, center one represents data taken from beyond
Figure lb shows, for comparison, a spectrum of 185,000 kilometers.) Also shown are a eompari-
the difference between the first statistically sig- son plot "C" of the integrat¢d cosmic-ray flux into
nificant intensity increase (13 to 16 January 1964) a scintillator with about 0.3 gram cm-_ shielding,
and the immediately preceding intensity (9 to and the times of a recurrent minimum in the

12 January). No background corrections were interplanetary magnetic activity index Ke with a
necessary to produce the latter distribution since period of one solar rotation.
the electron intensity increase was unaccompanied A dominant feature of the electron rote is the
by an increase of either secondary gamma rays appearance of many statistically meaningful in-
or spurious cosmic rays; it was therefore possible tensity increases, including one series apparently
to determine the intensity to higher energies, coincident with the recurrent K_ minimum.
The nearly identical shapes of the two corrected These electron intensity increases were not accom-
spectra suggest that the electrons seen daily may panied by comparable increases in the integral
have the same origin as the extra ones seez_ on cosmic-ray intensity above 15 MeV: the magni-
days of increased electron flux. The integral tude of the electron modulation is 50 per cent on
intensity of electrons of energy between 2.7 and occasions, while the cosmic rays undergo modula-
7.5 MeV is 210. :[:10. electrons/m_sec.ster., and tions of less than 5 per cent. Further, follcwing
that of the increase between 3. and 12.5 MeV an the flare,of 16 March 1964 there wa_ a solar-proton
additional 100. + 10. electrons/m_sec.ster, event, accompanied by Type IV solar radio emis-

To den-onstrate that most of the observed sion, * during which the flux of pretons of ener_:y

electrons are not of local or secondary origin at between 15 and 75 MeV briefly increaaed by
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several orders of magnitude, while the 3- to 8- cosmic-ray intensity increases. Third, there ap-
MeV electron flux rose less than 50 4-25 per cent. pears to be a long-term increase of electron inten-
(Figure 2 shows the quarter-orbit average of the sity after a correction of the same order is applied
total integrated cosmic ray fl,x increasing at that for a slow, monitored drift in detector gain; if
time by about 10 per cent.) These comparisons this increase is real, it is similar to the ll-year
demonstrate that, at most, an insignificant frac- modulation of cosmic rays as solar minimum is
tion of the electron modulation results from approached. However, the fact that the differ-
modulations of cosmic rays of energy above 15 ential cosm;c-ray proton intensity is peaked at
MeV. about 1 BV/c rigidity and negligible below 150

Modulations of protons with energies below MV/c markedly contrasts with the fact that
15 MeV, such as 27-day recurrent solar proton electrons of rigidity _> 3.5 MV/c are more abun-
events similar to those observed 9 with Explorer dant than those of greater rigidity. Parker has
12, were not monitored with our apparatus; but recently pointed out" that particles with gyro-
these would be expected at the times of recurrent radius close to the idealized irregularity scale of
Forbush decreases and geomagnetic activity, the modulating medium should be deflected more
rather than at the time of our repeating electron than those of either extreme; thus these electrons
increases. Several such 1- to 10-MeV proton of low rigidity might originate in the galaxy and
intensity increases were observed early in the penetrate the solar system as easily as those of
life of the satellite by Fan, Gioeckler and Simp- great rigidity.
son '° but these were about two weeks out of In spite of the foregoing arguments for galactic
phase with our elqctron enhancements and appear origin, it is not impossible that the electrons came
to be accompanied by, if anything, decreases in instead from the sun. Several possibilities pre-
the electron intensity and in the galactic cosmic sent themselves. For example, relativistic elec-
rays. trons might be generated over most of the upper

Finally, a study of 3-hour averages of the ob- surface of the solar atmosphere, in which case
served intensity of these electrons indicates no regions of enhanced and expanded plasma (which
variations with distance from the earth, either contain recurrent proton fluxes) would tend to
during orbits of minimum intensity or during times contain fewer electrons while regions of quiet-time
of increased intensity; the electron rate is constant streaming would contain mor o, as we have ob-
through the shock front to a distance of up to 50 served. Further, the deceleration of the electrons
per cent beyond it. Further, the satellite's pas- in the enhanced plasma might be much greater
sage through the wake of the moon _ was unac- than that in the quiet-time streaming. Alterna-
companied by an electron intensity variation, tively, the electrons might be associated with the
Thus, these electrons are not secondary to cosmic development of new sunspot regions, which is a
rays or solar protons or due to geophysical characteristic of this phase of the solar cycle and
processes, appears to correlate weakly with the observed

We feel that the question of whether these pattern of intensity increases. _ We have not,
primary electrons originate at the sun or in the however, found a correlation with any solar radio
galaxy cannot be difinitely answered on the basis or optical activity.
of the available data; however, the following The results we quote here are preliminary: an
properties of these electrons are consistent _ith evaluation of the detector response, providing a
their being galactic. First, the differential energy more exact spectrum, and a detailed investigation
spectrum of this 3- to 12-MeV component fits of the time variations will be given elsewhere.
smoothly onto a spectral plot of the cosmic-ray We are happy to acknowledge the efforts of the
electron intensities _._. ' at much higher energies, many people who made the IMP-1 a success.
Second, the time variations of the electrons can

be compared to those of cosmic rays in that there REFERENCES
is a strong correlation between the electronint en-

1. J. A. EAa,.,Phys. Rev. Lettem 6, 12,5(1961).
sity increases and quiet interplanetary conditions, 2. P. MI_YEaand R. VoaT, Phys. Rev. Letters6,193
evidenced by Kp minima and very small sea-level (1961).
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TELEVISION CINEMAPHOTOGRAPHY OF AURORAS
AND PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF AURO-
RAL VELOCITIES

T. N. DAVISt AND G. T. HICKSt

During October 1963 a series o,' tests were per-
formed at Fort Churchill, Manitoba on the use-
fulness of an image orthicon closed-circuit tele- , _
vision system for indirect auroral photography.
The system used was similar to one described in a _;'
paper by Hicks (1963). It was equipped with an
f/0.75 lens providing an effective field of view of
16°. Recording was accomplished by photo-

graphing tile television monitor with a 16 mm _ _'cinema camera.

Operated at maximum sensitivity, the system , _,
euabled direct viewing of 8th and 9th magnitude
stars on the television monitor. At this sensi- ,"
tivity level, the system was somewhat better than

the unaided, dark-adapted human eye in the '_,tk_
detection of weak auroral structures. No difti- #"
culty was found in obtaining: auroral photo- _\i
graphs of even the weakest structures, with ex-
posures of 1/60 sec at the normal sound cinema
rate of 24 frames per second. For brighter forms

it was necessary to electronically reduce the sys- ,,k._
tern sensitivity. Examples of some of the #,photographs _:repre, ented in Figure 1.

Most of the photographs were recorded on ,\i
Eastman Plus-X black and white film. In addi-

tion, color photographs 'on Eastman High-Speed
Ektachrome film were obtained by sequer._]al in- VmVR--1.--From top to bottom, fourconsecutivephoto-
sertion of broad-band color filters into the optical graphsof a rayedarcwith evealy-_acod and relatively
system. A color cycle consisting of the placement stableray structures. The _ of eachphotograph

is 1/60 tN_,ond;the interval between adjacent photo-
of rt_l, green and blue filters into the system, was graphsis 1/24 see. The tq_dngbetweentim raystmc-
completed in 1/8 sec. The result was a cinema tur_ is near 1.8 Kin. Note the subtle temporal
film strip showing a frame with a red image, then changes in the aurm_that are evident by comparing

adjacent,photographs.
_Goddard Space Flight CAmter. NASA-National Aemiemy of

8elen_Natioul lqg_vmrch Cerumen Post-Deetond Rmtdvat Amo..

,ato o. _,,_ ot ,_-,_, f_o, o,ophra_ s,mut,, u._,,._ty of a frame with green image, and finally a frame of
Alaska, Co|leD, Alaska. blue image; the cycle was then repeated. Pro-

rE. O. ||ulburt C*n_r for 8plum _h, U.8. Naval ][ttmm_h
L_ho_,,r. W,_i_. V.C. jected at normal sound speed, the color film shows
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much flicker but the eye integrates sufficiently J2 , , , , , , , , , , ....., , .....,
so that the colors are additive. Since the spec-

++_ tral response of the system is broader in wave- _o
length than the eye, the color films show more
red (due to 0I),6300-6364 and N2 First Positive

bands) and blue (due mainly to N2+ First Nega- _ 0tive bands near ),4278 and ),4652) than one nor-
,+ really sees by direct visual observation. The ill- _16

ters used in the preliminary tests are very wide, ffi_
near 800_ at half peak transmission. In the _ 4

Mfuture much narrower filters will be employed in
+ order to isolate specific auroral emissions.

Both the color and black and white television 2 _

_inema-photography techniques provide data for _ _]
" the study of a variety of morphological aspects of o eo 40 60 oo _0 ' _eo _40

auroral structures. These aspects include auroral APPm,TSPt__,m _ S(C0W
motions, auroral pulsations, and the growth, Fxaun_. 2.--Range of 49 measurementso! horiTontai
decay and configurations of individual structures, speeds of auroral rays and regions of enhanced 'umi-

nosity. The speed spectrumbetween l) and 130 Km
The technique may allow the examination of the per/scois divid +_,_to 13eqtadblocksand the number
relative spatial distributions of the principal of measurementsfallingwithineachblockis shown.
auroral emissions in more detail than has been

possible previously, asst_mption and the limited precision of angular
Preliminary analysis of the data has been aimed calibration of the television system as used in

at the measurement of apparent horizontal veloci- October 1963 lead to uncertainties in the velocity
ties with emphasis on the faster motions. These magnitudes which are estimated a_ 10 percent.
fast motions are of folds within auroral structures, The measurements were performed on moving
oi ray bundles or of well defined regions of en- structures visible on consecutive film frames
hanced luminosity (streaming). In some cases ranging in number from 6 to 125 (tir_e duration
it is not clear which type of m,_tion is being ob- 0.2 to 5 sees.).
served. A summary of 49 _locity measure- REFERENCES

ments io presented in Figure 2. The values HscKs, G. T., Image orthicontechniques and sate:Jite
presented there are obtained by assuming an einenmphotography; ANNA l-B, Photographic ,.qcitnce
auroral lower border height of 100 Kin. This and Ewi_,_g, 7, 328-330, 19f,3.

L
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AN EXPERIMENTAL EXAMINATION OF LOW-ENERGY

COSMIC RAY HEAVY NUCLEI*

C. E. FICHTEL, D. E. GUSS, AND K. A. NEELAKANTANt

In a sounding rocket experiment flown from Fort Churchill on September 4, 1963, a finite
flux of cosmic ray nuclei with charges greater than _hat of helium w.-_sdetected at energies below
the experimental energy cutoff of balloon-borne experiments. The particles were examined by
extending large sheets of nuclear emulsions from the sides of the rocket during its period outside
the atmosphere. The flux of medium nuclei (6_<Z_<9; Z-nuclear charge) in the energy range
from 30 to 150 MeV/nucleon was measured as 0.67+.13 particles/(misr see), and abe flux of
(10_<Z<lg) nuclei in the energy range from 40 to 190 MeV/nucleon was 0.31 +.09 particles/
(m'-sr see). A finite flux of light nuclei (3_Z<5) was also seen in the 30 to 110 MeV/nucleon
region. The abundances of medium and (10<Z<19) nuclei relative to helium nuclei in the
same energy intervals were found to be significantly less than the relative _bundances previously
determined at high energies. However, within the statistical uncertainty, the relative differential
flux values observed in the vacantly of the earth are consistent with the helium, medium, and

t

(10_Z<_ 19) nuclei having the same source spectrum at least above about 0.2 BeV/nucleon for a
wide range of source spectral shapes and an interstellar path length of the order of those normally
assumed (i.e., 2.5 g/cm _or slightly larger). Other possible interpretations also are considered.

INTROI}UrTIOH certainly associated with the solar cycle. In the

Over the last decade the study of cosmic radia- measured energy interval, the variation of cosmic

tion has progressed considerably and has reached ray intensity is greatest at the lowest energies, g
" In an effort to increase our general experi-

the point where the fundamental properties are mental knowledge of the cosmic radiation and at
becoming reasonably well established. 1-3 The

proton energy spectrum now is being measured the same time obtain some new insight into some

from 0.01 BeV/nucleon to approximately 101° of these questions, an experiment was undertaken
to examine the intensity of the heavier nuclei in

BeV/nucleon, and the composition of the cosmic the cosmic radiation in the region below aboutradiation has been lveasured numerous times in

the energy region above approximately 0.2 BeV/ 0.2 BeV/nucleon. The first question to be
answered was whether or not there are any me-

nucleon. In this region, the composition appears dium or heavy nuclei in this low-energy region.

to be independent of energy, at least up to about A cosmic ray source with a very high energy
106 BeY/nucleon, with the possible exception of a

threshold for acceleration of the high charges

small relative increase of the light nuclei in the could create a near absence of these particles,

0.2 to0.5 BeV/nucleon interval. 4-8 In particular, since only some particles which have been de-the helium to medium nuclei and the helium to
giaded in energy in their interstellar travels would

heavy nuclei ratios are known to be the same to be present. However, if particles are present,
within about a 15 percent experimental uncer-

tainty in tne region from 0.3 to 7.5 BeV/nucleon. the measurement of their properties can provide
some restraints on the combined questions of the

The data also have revealed that there is a strong interstellar travel of cosmic rays and the spectra
modulation of the cosmic radiation which is fairly at the origin.

*Published _, Ooddard 8_ Flilht Center doclmeat X"611-64--$45, The local solar modulation has the same effect

No,_, 19@i on all the particles of primary concern in this
tNAS-NASA Research Fellow, on leave from Tata Institute of

FundamentalR.ewarch,Bombay.India. experiment--namely, He, C, N, O, Ne, etc.--
482
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because these nuclei all have the same charge cm, placed on top of each other and covered with
to mass ratio and hence the same velocity for a Mylar and black electrical tape to give a water-
given charge, and light-tight package. Six of these packs were

To measure the intensity of low-energy heavy placed in each tray and held in place by means of
nuclei, nuclear emulsions, which are detectors a small metal lip. A photograph of the emulsion
particularly suited for this purpose, were exposed section of the payload is shown in Fig. 1. The
to the cosmic radiation above the earth's atmos- trays in turn were kept inside of the payload until
phere on a sounding rocket at Fort Churchill, 61 seconds after launch of the sounding rocket, at
Canada. The use of a sounding locket rather which time extension of the trays was begun.

than a po!ar orbiting recoverable satellite has Before reentry and 411 seconds after launch, the
several advantages. First, several sounding retraction of the trays was begun. Extension
rocket shots can be spaced at desired intervals, and retraction each took about 7 seconds. These
wher_as--at least until now_it has not been pos- events and others are indicated in the time-
sible to obtain a single enmlsion exposure on a altitude curve in Fig. 2.
recoverable satellite under less than about 2 The rocket itself was an Aerobee 150, which had
g/cm 2of material in a region cf space where low- the capability of carrying the 17l-pound payload
energy particles are not excluded by the earth's of this experiment to an altitude of 151 miles. In
magnetic field. Also, satellite exposures are very addition to the standard Aerobee nose cone, there
expensive because of the cost of the necessary were two extension sections; the one closest to the
modifications to an existing system and the cost of rocket was a recovery section, and the other was
testing to meet the rigid design specifications.
The design of a satellite system is complicated by
the requirement that the emulsions must be pro-
tected from high temperatures and still be exposed
under very little matter. Further, the fact that
the geomagnetic cutoffs are uncertain demands * _ °IO
that a time resolution device be included in a

satellite experiment to obtain absolute fluxes, _'

since emulsions themselves integrate over time. _---_- ,
Finally, the high Van Allen belt radiation back- -¢( (- (

ground arising from the South Atlantic anomaly fl_" _ ":
is an additional disadvantage associated _lth a 1 _t1_. A£ !. ,_

satellite exposure, i_ _', _,
To overcome the principal difficult), associated I_

with the sounding rocket exposure--namely, hav-
ing only a short exposure time available, a large _ \"_
area of emulsion was extended from the side of

the payload during the portion of the flight when _
the rocket was above the atmosphere. The _"
rocket was fired from Fort Ci_urchill, Canada, so
that the particles of interest could reach the ex- --: " "
tended detector at full intensity without having
been excluded by the earth's magnetic field.

Q

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE

The nuclear emulsion detectors used in this FIGURE1.--Photcgraphof the rocketpayloadsectionwith
the emulsionsremovedand the emulsiontrays extended.

experiment were 600-micron-thick Ilford G-5 Six emulsion packs were placed in each of three sym-
emulsions which were assembled in eighteen packs metricallypositionedtrays. The angleof the trays with
consisting of eighteen emulsions, 6.5 cm by 9.9 respect to the rocket axis was 17.5degrees.
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900 well as a complete rescan to check scanning eiii-

aoo ciency. In the original scans, all tracks which
were dark and which either had delta rays or

700 were wider than a track formed by a single line of
grains were accepted, regardless of the angle the

coo track made in the cnmlsion. These tracks were

aLTiTUDE then analyzed by a scientist to separate the slow
(,ooo FT) aOQ proton and helium tracks from the partiles with

400 charges greater than 2. At this point, all tracks
which were within 20 degrees of the perpendicular

no0 to the emulsion were rejected. The method of
charge and energy analysis is essentially the same

zoQ as that used previously in other work and de-
-2 scribed in detail in a paper by Biswas, Fichtel,

Joo --, 5 and Guss 12and, therefore, will not be repeated
0 here. Only particles which ended in the emul-

0 ,00 200 300 400 soo 6oo 7oo sion were analyzed. When this work was corn-
TiME(SEe) pleted, it was found that the sample of particles,

FmvaE 2.--Rocket time-altitude trajectory, showing the although small, was sufficiently large to permit an
_equence of events: (1) rocket burnout (2) emulsion actual flux determination rather than simply to
tray extension (3) emulsion tray retraction (4) payload
separation (5) parachute deployment and SARAH set an upper limit.
beacon activation. The calculation of the solid angle of collection

involves a number of features which are indicated

in Fig. 3. First, there is the restriction on the

the section which housed the extension n,echa- angle with respect to the plane of the emulsion

nisms for the emulsion trays described in the pre- (called "dip angle") mentioned above, correspond-
ceding paragraph. The water-tight housing for ing to section A in the figure. Second, there is a
the emulsion in the retracted position extended very small solid angle, consisting of tracks of

up into the standard nose cone section. In add;- small dips and azimuthal angles in the emulsion
tion, the nose cone itself contained a radar beacon, which are closest to the rock t axis, which is ex-
battery power for the extension and retraction eluded because particles would have had to pass
motors, and a telemetry section. Magnetometer through the rocket to enter the emulsion within
data for rocket aspect, data on the extension and this solid angle. This solid angle segment varies
retraction of the trays, and rocket parameters with position oil the surface oi the emulsion, but

including acceleration and chamber pressure were a typical segment labeled "B" is shown in Fig. 3.
telemetered. The final and largest portion of the solid angle

The rocket was launched successfully at 1311 which was excluded or p_rtially excluded is made

U.T. on September 4, 1963, and all parts of the up of those angles which are forbidden to the
payload functioned properly. It was a quiet day particles by a combination of their paths along
geophysically _°and the Mt. Washington neutron the magnetic field and the earth's atmosphere.
monitor counting rate was 2318.1_ The nuclear The method of calculating the angle of a particle
emulsions were recovered, processed, and found with i ,pect to the vertical for a given altitude
to be in generally good condition. A total emul- above the earth after the particle has mirrored
sion surface area of 821 cm 2 was available for at a lower altitude has been discussed in an

analysis after elimination of the area held under earlier paper by Biswas, Fichtel, and Guss._2 Al-
the tray lips and the immediately adjacent area, .hough the details are complicated and will not
where the clear solid angle would have been be repeated, the net effect is to increase the angle

greatly reduced, with respect to the vertical in which particles may
A complete area scan was made under a micro- arrive from 90 degrees to a larger angle which

scope of the top emulsion of each of the packs, as increases with altitude above the earth. There
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where 0 is the angle with respect to the per-
,o._ ............. _.[.. _ ..... .] pendicular to the emulsion and ¢ tile azimuthal

,_,*°'_i:.":L. :" "'.;.' ]_- i::._'..:.i. ''i "./_..._-"_ij' :" " .. angle in the emulsion: f is a weighting factor
'°'_-_" • " • ".'/'// :c _-'X .\1 which is 0 in the shaded areas of Fig. 3 where no

• " " . C CZ C3 .

[. I _ • ! /_./:) ..-__ tracks were accepted ,d I in most of the rest of
_- ,i,. ,. ,i°. ,_o-,,0. ,;o.,,o. ,,o. ,oo.,o- ,o. the area except around C, where it varied l)etween

AZIMUTHAL ANGL([

0 and 1 with position, depending on the fraction

of the extended time that the primary particles
FIGUR_ 3._Distribution of ending Z >__6nuclei (indicated

by black circles) in the solid angle of collection. The could reach these angles. The cos O factor occurs

i "dip angle" is the angle with respect to the Diane of the because the emulsion collecting area is a flat sur-

emulsion; the "azimuthal angle" is that with respect to face• Since the area marked "B" in Fig. 3 varies
• the perpendicular to one of the edges of the emulsion with position on the emulsion surface, £ varies

measured in the emulsion plane. The shaded area "A" with position, but only very slightly because of
was excluded from analysis because tracks in tl.is seg-
ment had a dip too great to be analyzed. The shaded the small contribqtion of segment B. The collec-
area "B" was excluded from analysis because particles tion time also varies slightly with position be-
at these angles had passed through the rocket material cause of the small, but finite., time required to

before entering the emulsion; this area varied with posi- extend the tray. With all the above factors

tion in the emulsion and a typical segment is shown, taken into consideration, the effective primary
The curves Ct, C2, and Ca are the curves for particles
with space angles greater than 90 °, 70°, and 60 ° with area_collection time--solid angle factor, called

"A fiT,"respect to the magnetic line of force. These curves was 60.Trn 2 sr see.
varied somewhat as the coning angle of the rocket The major correction to the raw data is the one
varied, and the ones shown are typical• The shaded which accounts for the background tra('ks formed
area "C" is forbidden to the low-energy heavy nuclei during ascent before the trays are extended and
under consideration because they would be stopped by
ionization energy loss in the atmosphere between the during descent after the trays are retracted. In
rocket and their mirror point, a more recent version of this experiment flown in

July 1964, this correction was eliminated by in-
cluding a sliding plate mechanism which permitted

is only a very small solid angle in which particles separation of the tracks formed during the period
pass through a significant amount of atmosphere, that the emulsion trays were extended from those
but not enough to effectively remove them from tracks made at other times• The results of this
consideration. Further. the rocket was not quite experiment will be reported later when the data

i vertical but had a small coning angle in addition reduction and analysis is complete.

to its spin about the principal axis; therefore, The background consisted of particles of r¢'_-
there was a small variation in the position of the tively large ambient energies because they had to

set of angles in the emulsion which are at a given pass through several g/cm 2 of material before
angle with respect to the vertical during the reaching the emulsion, the exact amount of mate-
flight. This effect increases somewhat the solid rial depending on the angle and the height of the
angle in the emulsion in which primary tracks rocket in the atmosphere. An estimate of this
may appear but has essentially no effect on the background correction therefore could be made
total solid angle for collecting primary particles, from balloon flight data because the particles corn-
Some of the curves related to this problem are posing the background had initial energies which
shown in Fig. 3 near the area marked "C" and are were sufficiently great to reach balloon altitudes.
labeled C,, C_, and Ca. The explanation of these For this purpose, the flvx and the energy spec-
curves is given in the figure caption. No tracks trum of low-energy heavy nuclei were measured
should have been observed in the shaded area C in the nuclear emulsion plates carried on a balloon

of the solid angle diagram, and none were. flight made from Fort Churchill on July 15, 1963,
The effective solid angle is then calculated from when the cosmic ray flux le,_el was known to be

the equation essentially the same as on September 4, 1963, be-
cause the neutron monitor counting rates for these

fl=ff(f.cos O) sin 0 dO d_, days differed by only 0.2 perceht. The excellent
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correlation between low-energy cosmic ray in- ther, there is a finite flux of heavy nuclei with
tensities and neutron monitor counting rates energies at least as low as 110 MeV/nucleon.

has been shown previously by McD_-.-!d and In the rest of the paper, the heavy nuclei

Webber. 1_ In principle, the background correc- will be divided into two groups--nuclei with

Lion could be very complex; in practice, a good nuclear charges from 10 to 19, hereafter called

approximation is obtained by simple summations (10_<Z_< 19) nuclei, and very heavy nuclei

because the degraded spectrum changes slowly (Z>20)--because it is advantageous to keep the

in shape with increasing amounts of material variation in energy loss within a charge group to

present and, secondly, because the relative times within tolerable limits and because there were
of moving through variable amounts of residual very few nuclei with charges of 20 or more.

atmosphere and remaining under a constant Comments on light nuclei (3<Z_<5) will be

amount of a few g/cm 2 of material were about confined to the last paragraph of this section,
the same for the emulsions in the rocket and since they are a separate subject.
those on the balloon. The next subject of interest is the comparison

One final correction which had to be made to of the differential energy spectra obtained in this

the raw data was the increase in the number of experiment with the differential spectra at higher

collected particles by an amount which took into energies and with the spectrum of helium nuclei.

account the probability that the particles might In this comparison, it is important to remember
interact before ending or, in the cases of some of that the cosmic ray differential energy spectrum

the higher energy particles included in the analy- varies with the period in the solar cycle. Figure 4
sis, leave the stack if it entered the edge at an

unfavorable angle. The upper limit to the

energy was kept small in order to keep this

correction small. _NIMUM

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0.50-

After completion of the analysis outlined in the z _ \o
previous section, the results shown in Table 1 ta--I

U
D 0.20 --Z

TABLE 1.--Differential flu:_es for medium nuclei and
(I0 < g < 19) nuclei on September _, 1964. t_

¢) 0.10 --
6<Z<9 10<Z_<19 t_

Kinetic energy [p/(m _sr sec [p/(m 2sr sec
(McV/nucleon) MeV/nuclcon)] MeV/nucleon)l _"

m 0.05 --

50 O.0040 +0. 0015 ..................
55 .................. O.0005 +O.0006
90 O.0055 +0. 0018 0.0005+0.0006

130 0.1)072+0.0024 0. 0040 +0.0015 0.02 --
170 Not measured O.0028 + O.0014

I I I
were obtained. The first pointo to be made is 50 IO0 200 500

obvious: namely, that these fluxes are quite KINETIC ENERGY (MEV/NUCLEON)
clearly significantly different from zero. Hence,

FmuR_ 4.--Differential energy spectrum for helium nu-
n finite flux of cosmic ray medium nuclei in an clei at various times during the solar cycle. These
energy range as low as 30 to 70 MeV/nucleon has curves were calculated from data published by Webber
been observed in the vicinity of the earth. Fur- 0ee Ref. 1).
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_ shows the differential energy spectrum for he- for purposes of correlating the measurements

•_ lium for various periods in the solar cycle.' made here, an uncertainty of less than that will
_ The existing data indicate that the medium and be introduced by comparing tile results obtained
i: heavy nuclei have energy spectra similar to that here with helium spectra obtained when the
_J of the helium nuclei, only reduced in intensity.' neutron monitor was within I percent of the read-

!: The mediur" nuclei group, for example, is 0.063 ing at the time the rocket was in the air. The
times the helium particle intensity; and the authors know of four helium _pectra in the energy

charge group from Z= 10 to 19 is 0.021 times the region from about 80 to 600 MeV/nucleon that

:: helium particle intensity. The possibility of were obtained during the summer of 1963 which
,_ small differences of the order of 15 percent or less satisfy this condition. _-_7 An average of these

in the region from about 200 to 400 McV/nucleon spectra, which are in close agreement, was 'lsed
_ cannot be excluded; above 1.5 BeV/nucleon, they as the basis for the curve in Fig. 5.

probably are correct to within 10 percent. In addition. Fan et al _s and I,udwig and
°_ At the time of the firing of the sounding rocket McDonald _g have obtained a helium energy

from which the data under discussion were ob- spectrum in the 30 to 80 MeV/nucleon region on
,: tained, the cosmic ray flux had passed through Explorer XVIII during the period J'muary

the minimum value of the cycle a few years earlier through March 1964, when the neutron monitor
._ and was slowly increasing. The curve in Fig. 5 rate was typically from 1 to 2 percent higher th'm

shows the approximate shape of the helium par- the rate at. the time of the measurement of this
_ experiment. To compensate for a systematic
:: change in intensity in this region, the curve in

, , w a i Fig. 5 was extended below 80 MeV/nucleon by a

VAN., el smooth connection to data above 80 MeV/o.s _ LUDWIGendM¢0ONAL0 nucleon, by keeping the shape of the 30 to 80

-_ _ _ MeV/nucleon data but reducing the intensity

2_ o.z _ appropriately. This procedure could, at most,

_:e _/,t " _ introduce a noticeable error only in the lowest_, ,.o o.i medium nuclei energy interval.
W 0¢

,¢ _ Sil,ce no comparable data were available for

.. _ o.o_ the heavier particles at the time of writing of this
5 :_ paper, the helium particle curve was multipliedE"

by the ratios mentioned above to obtain the best
t _ _ _ t possible ap,roximation of the curves for the20 50 mOO 200 500

heavier particles at higher energies.
1, KINETIC ENERGY (MEV/NUCLEON) The results displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 indicate

•_ FIC,UR_ &--Helium nuclei differential energy spectrum that the low-energy spectrum of the medium
obtained as explained in the text. The. low-energy nuclei observed in the vicinity of the earth falls
points, from which the low-energy portion of the curve below that of Lhe helium nuclei multiplied by
was deduced, are those of Fan et al, (Ref. 18) and 0.063. Similarly, the (10<Z<19) nuclei curve

!: Ludwig and McDonald (Ref. 19). falls below the corresponding one for helium
nuclei multiplied by 0.021. Hence, the abun-

ticle differential spectrum at the time of the dance of helium nuclei relative to these higher
rocket shot. It has been shown: that the par- charge groups apparently increases in the ;ow-

title spectrum is a smoothly varying function of energy region until it is well above the fairly
energy and that for this period in the solar cycle constant value which it has from about 400

_: a 1 percent variation in the Deep River neutron MeV/nucleon to very high energies.
monitor rate, which gives an estimate of the The spectra which are observed at the earth

higher energy particle intensity, corresponds to represent the source spectra after they have
about a 10 percent variation in the helium particle passed through interstellar matter and have been
differential flux at 200 MeV/nucleon. Therefore, modulated within the solar system. Whereas
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z excludes, particles jo(i) by the relation
O

UJp I i I I !

x _ 0.02 J°(i)[_-_o=J'(')]e'",(') _ (o')f(', ,P),

°°T : I, where AE0 and AE, represent the small energy
,

o_ i_ -[_ increments containing the set of particles at the
_ °'°°_ F _"t_-_ I observation point and t,m source respectively, i

/ _ _ is the type of particle, h the solar modulation
_ 0.0o2-- I I I I I,o 20 _o ,oo zoo 500 function, f the interstellar intensity variation

KINETICENERGY(MEV/NUCLEON) factor, v the particle velocity, R the rigidity
(momentum/unit charge), and p the amount of

FIGURE&--Differential energy spectrum for medium intemtellar matter traversed between the source
nuclei. The curve is that for helium nuclei (Fig. 5) and the earth.

multipliedby 0.063. The expression f(i, v, p) is well known and is
given in detail in a paper by Hayakawa. 2° How-

z ever, the parameters to be substituted into the
O I I I I I
-, o.ol equations are not known exactly. The parame-J
o ters include the mean free paths of the differentX

_ o.oo_ ).._ elements in space, the probability of one type of

" > ,/_4_ _ particle emerging from an interaction caused
_ , by another particle and the amount of mate-

I

,.o o.ooz s rial traversed. Table 2 gives the values of
hJ O_ J

" , the parameters used in the calculation and theW _r I

M" (/) O'OOI I[l references from which the parameters were ob-5 • tained. _-24 When more than one reference is
o.ooos I I I Izo _o leo zoo ._oo

TABLV.2.--Parameters used for extrapolation through
KINETICENERGY(MEViNUCLEON) interstellarmatter.

FIGURE7.--Differentialenergyspectrumfor (10>_Z> 19) Refer- Refer-nuclei. The curve is that for helium nuclei (Fig. 5)
multipliedby 0.021. Forthe two lowestenergypoints, ence el_ces
only the upper limit correspondingto one standard "-

deviationis shown. X.ffi14.6 g/cruZ i Po. =0.07+0.07 21-24
X_= 6.0 g/cm_ P(_+_+_).=1.3+0.5 21-24

the solar system modulation affects only the xa= 4.0 g,/cm _ P_ruffi0.14+0.04 21-24P_u-O. 215:0. 10 21-24
intensity of the increment of flux in a given energy Pa, ==0.40:t:o.15 21-24
interval, interstellar space contains enough mate-
rial along the path of the particle to change appre-

ciably the particle energy as well as the intensity, given, the parameter listed in the Table is a
In the latter case, it normally is assumed that the weighted average. In Table 2, Pu gives the
intensity is changed significantly only by flag- average number of secondaries of type "j" formed
mentation in interactions and not by the corn- in an interaction of a particle of type "i" in an
plicated time-dependent magnetic effects which interaction with a hydrogen nucleus. X_ is the
cause the intensity variation in the solar system, absorption mean free path, which is given by the
Therefore, the differential energy flux at the equation

source for the i thtype of particle j,(i) is related to 1 1
the differential energy flux observed in the viein- _,T= (1 (2)x,
ity of the earth but outside the region where the
earth's magnetic field excludes, or partially where X_is the interaction mean free path.
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The above parameters are known to vary with discussion, it is sufficient to note that, since all the
energy; however, their exact dependence is not proposed modulation mechanisms involve only
well known. Above approximately 100 MeV/ magnetic or electric fields and the amount of
nucleon they are thought to be nearly constant material traversed within the solar system is
and not to vary appreciably until the energy/ negligible, particles with the same charge to mass
nucleon is below about 30 or 60 MeV. _325 To ratio and hence the same rigidity for a given
reach the earth at the observed energies after velocity will be depressed by the same amount
passing through several g/cm _ of interstellar for a given velocity.
hydrogen, the particles under consideration must The remaining term on the right side of Eq.

• _' spend either all or almost all of their time in in- (1), which multiplies j,(i, E), is (&E,(i)/&Eo).
terstellar space at energies above 100 MeV/ This term arises from the change in the width of

nucleon. Therefore, it seems reasonable to use the energy interval in which particlcs arc con-
the parameters obtained a_ higher energies in tained as they lose energy. Since the rate of

;" view of the above considerations and the lack of energy loss per nucleon varies with the nuclear
i sufficient information to calculate more exact species, this term will affect the different nucleon
/ values. Including the generally accepted par- groups in different ways. Further, because ot
' tially tested hypothesis that the energy per nu- the different rates of energy loss for a givc_.

cleon does not vary significantly in an inter'action E0, E,(i) will be different for different nuclear

leads, then, to the conclusion that f is not a func- species; and hence j,(i, E)]_-E,u) can vary for a
tion of velocity in the region of interest if p is not fixed E0 even if j,(i, E) is the same for all nuclear
a function of energy, groups.

The true modulation function h(v, R) is not Consider now the ratio of the differential flox
known. Many models have been presented, and values of two different nuclear types with the
each seems to have some advantages and some same charge to mass ratio. From Eq. (1), this
weaknessesYe: For the purposes of the present ratio is

jo( i,E)]_=Eo=j,( i.E)]E=E,(i) [AE,( i)/AEo] f( i,v,p) (3)
jo(k,E)]E=Eo j,(k,E)]E.E,(k) [AE,(k)/AEo] f(k,_,p)"

If p, the fragmentation parameters, and the mean free paths are independent of velocity, f(i, v, p)/
j f(k, v, p) becomes a constant independent of velocity. Hence,

jo(i,E)]_-_¢o j,(i,E)]_-E,(i) [5E,(i)/AE4,,,, ....
jo(k,E)]u-E, _',(k,E)]B-_,(k) [_[_tp,z,a)l, [K_ g(V)] (4)

Notice also that assumed first that Eq. (4) is valid, the expected

: ratio for jo(i, E)] _¢__oand jo(k, E)] E-_o can be
. AE,(i)XAE0 _ 1 (5) calculated for different values of o and the experi-

mental knowledge of the limiting value for the

and, for reasonable spectra, ratio at high energies, where Eqs. (5) and (6)
apply.

{j, (i, E)]_.._. (o}/{J, (k, g)]s.u. (k)} ,_._ _ The most commonly assumed source spectrum
is a power law in the total energy with an exponent

(Const.), for a fixed E (6) of 2.5 as given by

The implications oi the experimental results j_(i, W)=K_(i)/WN _'6, (7)
now will be examined by comparing the data with
the predictions based on several suggested source where W_ is the total energy/nucleon. In Figs.

. spectra and interstellar mean free paths. If it is 8 and 9 the observed ratios of the differential
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medium nuclei and the (10<:Z__ 19) nuclei to the

differential helium nuclei spectral points obtained .07

in the manner described earlier are plotted and .os [

compared with the ratio expected on the basis of .05 _B z.s

the observed high-energy ratio and an assumed _" I _-¢2.s.04

spectral shape of the form of Eq. (7). The best :_ __sSsrecent value for the estimate of the amount of _ .03
interstellar matter traversed--at least for high- _ .o_ _D

energy particles--is 2.5 g/em _, which is based on .o,

a calculation by Badhwar et al_ and Badhwar I I I I _ I I
and Daniel 2bwith heavy emphasis on the high- so _oo _so 200
energy (> 1.5 BeY/nucleon) composition data of KINETICENERGY(MEV/NUCLEON)
O'Dell et al. _7 The expected ratio has been cal-

culated for both 2.5 and 5.0 g/cm 2 of interstellar Fmva_. 8. -Ratio of the differential flux of medium nuclei

hydrogen. Notice that this ratio is relatively in- to helium nuclei expected after passage of the particlesthrough various amounts of interstellar gas. Curve A:
sensitive to a change of a factor of 2 in interstellar 0 g/cm 2 for all spectral shapes; curve B2.s and curve
matter in this range of values. Notice also that Bs: 2.5 g/cm 2and 5.0 g/cm 2, respectively, assuming the
the agreement between the experimental points source spectrum of Eq. (7); curve C_.s and curve Cs:
and the curves for these assumed conditions is 2.5 g/cm 2 and 5.0 g/cm=, respecti_l% assuming the

satisfactory, source spectrmn of Eq. (7) for particles with kinetic

As a second example, a source spectrum of the energy greater than 300 Mev/nucleon and the sourcespectrum of Eq. (8) for particles with kinetic energy less
form of Eq. (7) above 300 MeV/nucleon and of than 300 Mev/nucleon; curve D: passage through
the form of Eq. (8) below 300 MeV/nucleon is 2.5 g/cm ffifl)r relativistic particles, 6 g/cm 2 for particles
chosen: with kinetic energy less than 400 Mev/nucleon, assum-

ing the source spectrum of Eq. (7).

j2(i) = g_(i) / (E.) o.e7 (8)
025

The expected ratios for this source spectrum, T
the observed high-energy ratios, and 2.5 and o2o-

5.0 g/cm _ of interstellar matter also have been
calculated and are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Here _ .o_s

again there is a relatively small difference in the -_ T__ :[_
curves for 2.5 and 5.0 g/cm 2, and there is satis- _o olo

factory agreement with the experimental data, .oo_ __-T-- _i"'_D

Smooth changes in tbe source spectrum in general
have little effect on the resultant ratios unless the o t l ! ! I

variations are .very large, that is, appreciably o so ioo _ao zoo
greater than those selected here. K*NeT*CENERGY(MEV/NUCLEON)

Hence, the following conclusion can be drawn: FmuR_. 9.--Ratio of the differential flux of (10)_g_>19)

The experimentally observed helium to medium nuclei to helium nuclei expected after passage of the par-
and helium to (10<:Z<lg)nuclei ratios are con- ticles through various amounts of interstellar gas.

Curve A: 0 g/era _ for all spectral shapes; curve Ih.s andsistent with the assumption that the source spec-
curve Bs: 2.5 g/cm _ and 5.0 g/cm *, respectively, a_um-

tra are the same and that the particles have ing the source spectrum of Eq. (7); curve C,.s and curve
passed through the same amount of material, C,: 2.5 g/cm _, and 5.0 g/em _,respectively, assu:ning the
which is in the range of 2.5 to 5 g/cm _. This con- source spectrum of Eq. (7) for particles with kinetic
clusion is relatively independent of the exact energy greater than 300 Mev/nucleon and the source

shape of the source spectrum. On the other spectrum of Eq. (8) for particles with kinetic energy le_
than 300 Mev/nucleon; curve D: passage through 2.5

hand, differences in the source spectra between g/em _ for relativistic particles, 6 g/cm _for p¢rticle_ with
helium and medium nuclei would appear rein- kinetic energy le_ than400 Mev/,ucleon, a_umingthe
tively quickly in the form of a disagreement sourcespectrum of Eq. (7).
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•. between the calculated and observed helium to be quoted because a high scanning (letecliov. effi-
medium nuclei ratio as a function of energy, ciency was not achieved for these particles• Since

The results obtained here, then, suggest there these light nuclei generally are assumed to arise
is good reason to think that above about 0.2 from heavier nuclei, the type of theoretical analy-
BeV/nucleon the ,_ource spectra of all tempo- sis outlined above does not apply. There is,

: nents are at least similar. Information below however, the alternate problem of interest:
this energy is not forthcoming from this approach namely that, if the modulation effect is rigidity
because nuclei of the higher charges being con- dependent, light nuclei might be expected to have

:. sidered must have at least this energy initially to slightly different energy spectra from the medium

_: reach the earth, or heavy nuclei. If the rigidity dependence of
Next, assume that the particles have gone the modulation can be determined by other

through different amounts of interstellar mate- meal, s, the relative abundance of light and
.;. rial depending on their energy. Dahanayake et medium nuclei provide an independent estimate

al, 2s for example, suggest that the lower energy of the amount of interstellar matter traversed by
particles, belo_v about 400 MeV/nucleon, have the cosmic radiation at t..ese low energies. The

" passed through more material than the high- analysis was not pressed beyond the determina-
energy ones, which are assumed to go through tion of the existence of a light nuclei flux t)ecause

. 2.5 g/cm 2 on the basis of the work mentioned there was not an adequate number of particles to
earlier. In this case, f(i, v, p)/f(j, v, p) of Eq. (3) determine the light t(, medium ratio with sufli-

i_ is not a constant independent of energy. How- cient accuracy to see a deviation from the high-
ever, if the high-energy ratio of the observed energy ratio; and the additional work involved is
fluxes is known and if the parameters of Table 2 tremendous. With an improved technique and
are used, the additional expected suppression a higher flux rate, we hope to be able to measure
resulting from low-energy particles going through the relative abundance of light nuclei in the 1964
more material than high-energy ones can be cal- flight to be reported later.
culated. The results obtained, assuming that all

particles have a source spectrum of the type given CONCLUSIONS
by Eq. (7) and that the particles below 400 MeV/ The answer to the basic question of whether or
nucleon have passed through 6 g/cm 2 (as sug- not there are low_nergy heavy nuclei below the
gested by Dahanayake et al, :_) while the high- energy cutoff set by material above detectors
energy ones (kinetic energy>l.5 BeV/nucleon) flown on balloons has been seen to be "Yes."
have passed through 2.5 g/cm _, are also shown in There definitely is a finite flux of medium nuclei

;
_i Figs. 8 and 9. Here the agreement is poorer; in an energy range as low as 30 to 70 MeV/nucleon
_' further, these assumptions lead to a ratio in the and (10<Z<I9) nuclei with energies at least as

300. to 400 MeV/nucleon region which is appre- low as 110 MeV/nucleon. The abundance of
ciably more than one standard deviation below medium and (10_<Z<19) nuclei relative to
several measurements of the medium to heavy helium nuclei in the energy regions from 30 to
nuclei ratio in that region. In addition. Hilde- 150 and 30 to 190 MeV/nucleon, respectively, are

_ brand and Silberberg 2gand Webber a0 now have less than the relative abundances at higher chef-
shown that the existing experimental data on the gies. This difference can be explained quantita-

: Hes/He4 ratio probably can be reconciled with a tively by the higher rate of energy loss of the
mean free path in the low-energy region which is particles of higher charge in the inter, tellar mat-
the same or only slightly larger than 2.5 g/cm 2, ter. It also was shown that within the statistical

by taking into account the properties of second- uncertainty the resulting differential flux meas-
aries from interactions and the effects of the solar urements are consistent with the helium, medium,
modulation mechanism on particles with different and (10<Z_< 19) nuclei having the same source
charge to mass ratios, spectrum at least above about 0.2 BeV/nueh, on

Light nuclei also _,c,'e observed i, the low- for a wide range of source spectral shapes, inelud-
energy region from 30 to 110 MeV/nucleon, but ing ones normally assumed. }•or a mean free
no quantitative value for the differential flux will path independent of energy this result also is
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fairly iI_sensitive to the values of cross sections *F. B. MCI)o.UALDand W. It. WZnBZR, J. Geophys.
and fragmentation parameters assumed, prin- Res. 67,2119 (1962).DSee, for example, F. B. McDonald and W. R. Webber,
cipally because relative values of ratios are being J. Geophys. Res. 69, 3_7 (1964).
considered. The conclusion is independent of the _0j. VIRGINIAL|NCOLN, J. Geophys. Res. 69, 525 (1964).
solar modulation mechanism because, since all _ Courtesy" of tile Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear

particles considered have the same charge to mass Studies, Chicago.
1z8. BlSWAS. C. E. l:IcttT_:l., _nd D. E. f_,I',_s, Phys.

ratio, their relative abundances at a given velocity Rev. 128, 2756 (1!)6:_).
will be unaffected by the local solar modulation. _2F. B. Mcl)o.UALD'm,1 W. It. WEBnEn, J. Phys. Soe.
No information can be obtained about the source Japan 17, Supp A2, |28 (1962).
spectrum below about 0.2 BeV/nucleon because _ V. ]%. I_ALASUBIL_HMANYANand F. B. McDor_ALD,

the particles of high charge must have approxi- J. Geophys. lle_. 69, 3289 (1964).
tsC. E. FICJITI':L, I). E. Guns, D. A. KsIPP_s, and

mately this energy to reach the earth after K.A. N_:m,:._,ANTAS,work to Im submitted to Phys. Rev.
passing through interstellar matter. _0j. Onmzs and W. R. WwnnEn, Phys. Rev. Letters

It has been established that there is a finite flux l& 106 (19o4).
and that the differential flux is consistent with _7p. 8. FRmmt and C. J. WAomN(mm, Phys. Rev.

similar source spectra for helium, medium, and Letters 13, 108 (1964).
heavier nuclei and an interstellar path in hydrogen _*C. Y. FAN, G. GI_E(:KI,Ea, and J. A. SXMeSON,Trans.

of 2.5 g/em 2 within the relatively large uncer- Am. Geophys. Union, Vol. 45, 8 Sept. 1904.19G. H. I,VDWmand F. B. McDoN.J,l.W),to be submitted
tainties of these initial measurements. It now for publication in Phys. Rev. Letters.
seems worthwliile to measure these spectra again _08. HAV^KAWA,Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 15,

to look for a possible variation with the period in 111 (1956).

the solar cycle and to examine the matters dis- _ M. W. FnmDLAN_)Fm,K. A. NFFLAKANTAN, S. I
cussed in this paper in greater detail. This TOKUNAGA, G. R. ST_:W.USO,U,and C. J. WADmN(;TON, [Phil Mag 8, 1691 (1963).
problem is being pursued. _ lI. Atzv, Y. Fujimoto, S. tlasegawa, M. Koshiba,

q'. M_ro, J. Nzsmuva _. and K. Youo_, Progr. Theorct.
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MODULATION OF LOW ENERGY GALACTIC COSMIC
RAYS*

• C. E. FICHTEL, D. E. GUS8, D. A. KNIFFEN, AND K. A. NEELAKANTANt

The exact way in which the cosmic ray energy / ]spectrum changes with :olar activby has beep of _ McDONALDt WFBBER I

particular interest because the experimental deter" tn...":280- 11954"1959171

mination of thi,_ feature provides one of the most ^

severe test_ of any theory related to cosmic ray ""'

modulation. The helium and protor, components 240
in addition to being the most abundant also have _/[-Ju.t Ithe addit[,,_lal advantage of having charge to mass

ratio> which differ by a factor to two. Therefore, 200L
having a markedly different velocity for a given dOt.Y25, 1962

rigidity, these particles provide a means for E _KX JULY7, 19GI
1

_cparating rigidity and velocity effects. 160 / "-- --]

In order to continue the study of the problem

of the variation of the galactic cosmic ray proton

and helium nuclei spectra, a se,'ies of balloon 1_0

flights was made from Fort Chu-chill, Canada by
Goddard beginning in 1961. It is the aim of this

paper to present the results of the nuclear _._ I I-. I [ I
emulsion studies of the hydrogen and helium --, 1000 2005 2200 2400 2800ka.I
nuclei obtained in 1962 and 1963 and compare ::

them to those obtained in 1961 _ and the earlier MT.WASHINGTONNEUTRONRATE

results of many ext,erimentalists from the period F,,Jm'. l.--lntegrt I helium particle flux a_ a functiou of
of increasing solar activity, the Mt. W_hington neutron rate.

One method of comparing the period of rising

cosmic ray flux with the declining phase is to plot
the integral helium nuclei flux above 250 MeV/n A much more detailed an.'i stringent compmiJon
as a function of the neutron monitor rate which between the two periods is the comparison of the

gives some measure t_ the higher energy cosmic differential energy spectra of the helium nuclei
rays of all charges. Figure 1 showu the smooth in the present exl.enment with those obtained

curve determined from many points for this period for the same neutron monitor rate during the
by McDonald and Webber: Also shown on this declining phase of cosmic ray flux. Fi_,,., ?

figure are the points obtained by the Goddard shows the spectra for various neut.vn n,onitor
emulsion group in 1961, 1962. and 1963. As can counting rates during the declining phase of

be seen, the pok_ts agree well with the smooth cosmic ray activity p.s given in Webber's review
ca, ce. article: These curvea fit both the proton d_ta

and the helium nuclei data multiplied by seven.
•rut4m,d - o_,_ sp_, rl_ c,_# _,,,,,,,u x-sn-s_-ss. In general, the helium nt.elei data extended down
lGoddard 81m*e Ylbiht Center. _ leave of sheence from "rata

l,.ut,t, ofV,ad,,_ta a,_,_h. So=ray. Jnd_ to about 1.2 BV/Nueleon and the proton data
493
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L0- OL_A_ MINIMU,_ --I change in the helium particle flux below 250- s _ MeV/nucleon and relatively little above.- Turning now to the protons it is known that

_ there is a substantial secondary proton flux from

0.5 interactions in the atmosphere above the detector.
There is not space to describe the corrections in

U

detail here, but the discussion of the method
> i
,., along with self-consistency arguments has been .

• given in some detail in the earlier paper and will i

be treated further in the final publication of this i
0.2 -- _ work. Allowance has been made for the uncer-

nr AR_

ltainty in the interaction correction by drawing

,,_" o.I-- l/ 1f'/ _ /LIx/ _' / _ UM -- showsappr°priatelYthattherelargeiserr°rSageneralinfiguretendency2.ThiSforfigurethe

J OL proton flux to increase during the period from

_o _ 1961 to 1963, and that at least 1961 and 1962 theI--

< proton points lie above a reasonable extension of

o 15 ,,U,_E.la6z PROTONS a smooth curve through the helium nuclei dataO.05 -
X 7 JULY, 1961 (He NUCLEI) X V multiplied by seven.
0 28JULY,i961 (He NUCLEI) X 7

7 JULV.tg_l PROTONS There is another set of data for which the anal-
• 28 JULY,I962 PROTONS

I I I I , J I I J ysis has just been completed which bears on this

0.5 1.0 2.0 problem. Balasubraymanyan and McDonald _

RIGIDITY (BEV/C ] obtained a differential helium nuclei spectrum

' Fmva_ Z--Differential prot_)n and helium fluxes as a during the same period in 1963 as the proton
function of rigidity. The solid curves are taken from data of this work. It agrees well with curve C
figure 31a of Webber'_ review article and represent above about 1.5 BV, but falls more quickly below ",

either the differential proton flux or the helium nuclei this rigidity. These data are shown in figure 3,

flux multiplied by seven for solar maximum. Curves along with the results of this work in 1963 and
A, B, and C correspond to times when the neutron moni-
tor rate _ were the same as on July 7, 1961,July 28, 1962,

a:,d June 15, 1963, respectively. ,.o. , I w i

O,'q T_T /1 "_A o _ NUCLEll ? JULY7, IoAI (E)extended from 0.8 to 1.4 BV. As can be seen, _ L r_ • ,_oNs _,_,._,(E_

there is reasonable agreement between the heliunl _[_,,r"i _x/ ', - ,, N_cL_,,,Ju,E_s.,_3(c)
nuclei data and the curves for the d-clining cosmic _ . p,OTO, J_NE_S,,._,C)

I .PROTONS JUN(C,5,,_( F ,ray phase at the same neutroa monitor rates ' work
it) REFERENC,E 3

a'though there is a suspicion that the helium _ o._ ,'_' _)T,S

points from this work may fall below the curve i / i1'at the lowest rigidities where measurements were o.o, _ , , _ _ I
made. In order to obtain a more quantitative _s ,o ,o _oRIGIDITY( BV )
impression of the change in spectral flux from

1961 to 1962, the following numbers can be com- Fmva_ &--Differential proton and helium fluxes com-

pared. The integral flux for helium nuclei with pared to those of Balasubrahmanyan and McDonald. a

energies greater than. 250 MeV/nucleon was

206_+ 13 particles/(m _sr.sec.) in 1961 and 221 _ 18

particles/(m _ sr. sec.) in 1962. For the energy 1961. The 1962 results lie in between those of
interval from 75 to 250 MeV/nucleon the flux 1961 and 1963, and were not included only to

was 12.7± 1.7 particles/(m _ sr.sec.) in 1961 and avoid unnecessarily complicating the figure. All

32.5±4.1 particles/(m _ sr.sec.) in 1962. Hence, these data are seen to be consistent with there
between 1961 and 1962 mere was a significant being a difference between the proton differential
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rigidity spectra and the helium one multiplied by ment with the prediction of a modulation of the
_+ seven below about 1.2 BV. type proposed by Parker, since thc protons have
_+_ Hence, these combined results suggest strongly a higher velocity for a giv,.m rigidity than the
_+ "_hat there is a splitting of the proton differential helium nuclei and are therefore less suppressed.

_) spectrum and the helium nuclei one multiplied by
seven below about 1.3 BV. This result does not

contradict the earlier statements concerning the REFERENCES
agreement in the rigidity spectra with those of

1. C. E. FICHTEL, D. E. Guss, G. R. STEVENSON, and
i! the declining pha._e of cosmic rays because there C.J. WADmNGTON, "Cosmic Ray Hydrogen and Helium
• is not sufficient helium data below 1.2 BV during Nuclei during a Quiet Time in 1961," to be published ill

_his earlier period to justify a comparison in the the Physical Review.
0.4 to 1.2 BV rigidity region. Also, although 2. For a summary of this work, see W. R. Webber,

Progress in Elem,_ntary Particle and Cosmic Ray Physics
there is certainly the problem of not knowing Vol. VI, (1962). See particularly fig. 31a.
the particle spectrum outside of the solar system, 3. V. K. BALASUBRAIlMANYANand F. B. _[cDoNALD,

for the galactic spectra normally suggested, the preceding paper, International Conference on Cosmic
splitting effect is at least qualitatively in agree- Rays, 1963.
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MODULATION OF LOW-ENERGY GALACTIC COSMIC-
RAY HYDROGEN AND HELIUM*

-_' ' '_ ; FICIITEL, D. E. GUSS, D. A. KNIFFEN, AND K. A. NEELAKANTANt

f ,/,

' ) A study of the energy spectrum of the cosmic- during ascent and descent which must be sub-
ray hydrogen and helium nuclei as a function of tracted from the particle flux measured in the
the period in the solar cycle provides one of the primary stack, since nuclear emulsions are an
better means of gaining insight into the mecha- integrating device.
nism that modulates the galactic cosmic radia- There is not space here to describe in detail
tion. An examination of these nuclei in the the corrections which must be applied to the data,
low-energy region, where the modulation effects but the discussion of the method along with self-
are greatest., has the particular merit of permitting consistency arguments has been given in some
tl.e separation of velocity and rigidity effects, detail in an earlier paper [Fichtel et al., 1964] and
since for a given rigidity the helium nuclei have will be treated further in the final publication of

a markedly different velocity from that of the this work. It is appropriate to mention, how-
protons. Considerable information related to ever, that there is a substantial seeol,dary proton
this problem had been obtained before 1960 for flux from interactions in the atmosphere aboce
the most recent period of increasing solar activity the detector, and allowance has been made for the
[Webber, 1962]. uncertainty in the interaction correction in the

In order to continue the study of the problem calculation of the errors associated with the flux
of the variation of the galactic cosmic-ray proton values that are quoted below.
and helium nuclei spectrums and extend it to In earlier work during the years 1955 through
lower energies, a series of balloon flights, begin- 1960, McDonald and Webber had shown that
ning in 1961, has been made from Fort Churchill, higher-energy data at higher-rigidity geomag-
Canada. It is the aim of this letter to present the netic cutoffs suggested that the proton rigidity
results of the nuclear emulsion studies of the spectrum was the same as that for helium multi-

hydrogen and helium nuclei obtained in 1962 and plied by seven [Webber, 1962]. Figure 1 shows
1963 and compare them to those obtained in 1961 that in the present data there is a general tend-
[Fichtel et, al., 1964]. ency for the proton points to l,e above a reason-

The experimental data were obtained by carry- able extension of a smooth curve through the
ing sets of nuclear emulsions aboard high-altitude helium nuclei data multiplied by seven both in
skyhook balloons flown from Fort Churchill, 1961 and 1962. In Figure 2 the 1963 proton data
Canada, where the earth's magnetic field allows from the nuclear emulsions are plotted together
all particles in the rigidity interval being studied with the proton and helium data of Balasubrah-
to reach the top of the atmosphere. A second manyan and McDonald [1964] at higher rigidity.
nuclear emulsion stack is released at the time the Their data were obtained from counter expcri-
primary stack is rotated into the exposure posi- ments flown on June 24, 1963, when the high-
tion. The second stack provides the necessary latitude neutron monitor readings differed from
information on the background particles collected those on June 15 and 16, 1963, when the emul-

sions were flown, by much less than 1 percevL
*Publishedin Journalo$ Geophysical R_earch, 69(15):3293-3295, In Figure 2 the splitting between the rigidity SIX.C-

August 1,19414. trums of the two components is quite marked.
l(loddard Space _light Center NAS-NASA Reaea_h Fellow, on

leave front Tata Institute o¢ Fundamental Research, Bombay, India. Hence, these results suggest strongly that there is
496
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.s .4 .S .s .7 .e .t} I.O 2.o &o trums from 1963 balloon flight from Fort Churchill.
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FIGURE l.--Proton and He nuclei differential rigidity models predict that protons will be less sup-

spectrums from 1961 and 1962 balloon flights at Fort pressed because they have a higher velocity for a

Churchill. given rigidity than helium nuclei. Therefore,

unless the proton rigidity spectrum is very dif-

a splitting below about 1.3 bv between the proton ferent from the helium spectrum in free space, the

differential spectrum and that for helium nuclei type of splitting in the spectrum which is observed

multiplied by seven. This conclusion is not in- would be predicted by these models. A more

consistent with the earlier statements [Fichtel et complete discussion of modulation models can be

al., 1964] about the agreement in the rigidity found elsewhere [Webber, 1962; Fichteletal., 1964].
spectrums of the proton and helium components

during the declining phase of cosmic rays because REFERENCES
there is not sufficient helium data below 1.3 bv

during the earlier period to justify a comparison BALASUBRAIIMANYAN, V. K., and F. B. _|cDoNALD,

in the 0.4- to 1.3-by rigidity region. Solar modulation effects on the primary cosmic radia-
Although there is the problem of not knowing tion near solar minimum. J. Geophys. Res., 69(15),

the particle spectrum outside the solar system, August 1, 1964.

the splitting effect for the galactic spectrums FICHTEL, C. E., D. E. Guss, G. R. STEW_NSON,and C. J.

normally suggested is at least qualitatively in WADDINGTON, Cosmic ray hydrogen and helium nucleiduring a quiet time in 1961, Phys. Roy., 133, B818, 1964.
agreement with the prediction of the modulation WEBR_a, W. R., Prog. Elem. Particle Cosmic Ray Phys.,
mechanisms currently proposed. Most of these 6, 1962 (see particularly Figure 31a).

n
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MAGNETIC EFFECTS OF THE QUIET TIME PROTON
BELT*

_- _ R. A. HOFFMAN AND P. A. BRACKEN
J

// An analysis of the magnetic effects of the quiet time proton belt has been performed with
data obtained from a proton detector aboard Explorer XII. From the measured energy spectra,
intensities, al_d pitch angle distributions of the protons with energies above 100 key, the current
density on a magnetic meridian plane was calculated using the theory of Akasofu and Chapman,

modified to eliminate severM simplifying assumptions. The algebraic sum of all the currents
was 0.59 million amperes, and the magnetic moment of the current loop was 0.029M_. From the
electric current distribution the magnetic perturbations on the meridian plane were obtained.

, . At the magnetic equator on the earth's surface the proton belt produced a 9 _/ decrease in the
\ field in comparison with the 38 -/ decrease reported by Akasofu, Cain and Chapman based on

some preliminary (h_ta from the same detector. The maximum perturbation appeared at L = 3.6
on the magnetic equator, where the field attai,md a value of -23 _,.

I. INTRODUCTION magnetic effects with satellite borne magnetom-

The various motions which a group of charged eters. While the trapped radiation was dis-
covered over five years ago, the endeavor toparticles exhibit when trapped in the earth's mag-

netic field result in electric currents. The analy- observe any significant ring current has been

sis of these movements yields the observation unsuccessful until recently.
In an initial survey of data received from a lowthat the net currents are parallel to lines of mag-

netic latitude: in some regions of space they flow energy proton detector aboard Explorer XII
eastward, and in other regions westward. If one (launched August 16, 1961), Davis and William-

assumes longitudinal symmetry about the earth, son (1963) noticed that the energy density of the

these motions necessarily correspond to a toroidal 100 kev to 4.5 Mev protons amounted to an

ring current encircling the earth, appreciable fraction of the energy density of the

On the basis of geomagnetic evidence it has earth's magnetic field during a magnetically quiet

long been postulated that some type of ring cur- period, and from 4 out to 8 earth radii the ratio
rent exists. The enhancement of the current at of the two energy densities was almost constant.

times was thought to be one cause of magnetic It was of obvious interest to determine the mag-

activity, but even during magnetically quiet times nitude of the magnetic field produced by this

the current was never supposed to die away population of protons. On the basis of some pre-
completely, liminary data furnished by Davis, Akasofu, Cain

Thus, since, the advent o|' the satellite era and and Chapman (1962) calculated the magnetic dis-

the discovery of the earth's trapped radmtion, turbam'e for a model proto-, beit which resembled

there has been considerable expectation that the the measured proton distribution. The results

particles which constitute the ring current would predicted a decrease in the surface equatorial

be directly observed, and th,,ir species, energies field of about 38 _ due to the quiet time belt.
and spatial distril)utions determined. In addi- Davis and Williamson (1963) also observed a

tion, magneticians have sought the location of threefold increase in proton intensities at small

the currents by attempting to measure their pitch angles during a magnetic storm. Adopting
the assumptions that (1) this increase was applic-
able to protons of all pitch angles, and (2) the

*Published as Goddard Nlmce FIiOM Center Document .Y-611_64-.

J_,, 1_o4 average energy of the particles equalled the quiet
498
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time energy, Akasofu attd Cair_ (1962a) calculated light of the fact that at magnetically quiet periods
that an additional 80"),decrease would be observed the observed proton intensities remain stable to
at the equator of th_ earth, sufficient to account within a factor of two over a long period of time
for the -60 _, main phase of the aforementioned (Dm'/s, lloffma_ al_d lt'ilh'amso_ b 1964), tile elec-
magnetic storm, tric current resulting from (hem is considered to

A considerably more thorough analysis of the exist at all times and is described as a quiet time
magnetic effects of the quiet time proton belt has ring current.
now been performed from the data obtained from However, one must recognize the f._ct that an
the proton detector aboard Explorer XII, and the enhancement of the protons within the energy
results are transmitted in this paper. In addi- range of the detector might constitute the higher
lion to the fact that these protons produce the energy portion of the storm time particles. Since
greatest magnetic disturbance o| any known protons trapped at a given time do have finite

population of trapped particles, it is also of in- lifetimes, there must be a source and probably an
terest to study the effects of the ring current on acceleration mechanism for replenishing the popu-
phenomena related to the earth's main magnetic lation. In view of the insufficiency of our knowl-
field. The magnetic lines of force are distorted edge concerning such processes, it is possible that
from the shapes calculated by the spherical hat- the particular acceleration mechanism, and per-
monte analysis of the field at the earth's surface, haps others, may influence the lifetimes of the
There is a stretching out or strengthening of the particles. It has aiso been experimentally oh=
field at distances beyond the ring current which served that. during a magnetic storm some time
affects the location of the magnetospheric bound- variations do exist. For these reasons the storm
ary. Of interest to cosmic ray physicists is the time proton observations are being carefully
influence of the StSrmer cut-off rigidity for solar analyzed and will be reported in a later pal)or.
protons approaching the earth near the polar
regions. Finally, the quiet time particle distribu- III. t:I.ECI'RI¢ CORRt:NI'$

tions are established in order to acquire a basis Since the magnetic effects of the trapped pro-
for determining storm time variations, tons are due to the electric currents they estal)lish,

Thus, in this paper the proton data are also it is first necessary to deduce the current distribu-
interpreted so as to determine the extent which tion on a magnetic meridian plane from the
the magnetic perturbations of the protons effect experimental observations of the protons. For
the earth's main field, this calculation a slightly modified version of the

theory developed by Akasof_ at_dChapman (1961)
II. PROTON LIFETIMES,' is used. Essentially the same notation has also

The p,'oton ring current under discussion has been adopted and appears for reference in the
been described as a "quiet time" current, there Appendix.
being arguments against consideration that its In Alfv(_n's guiding center approximation de-
e, hancement during a magnetic storm is the scribing the motion of charged particles in a
cause of the main phase. If one assumes that strong magnetic field, the motion is apaiyzed into
the lifetimes of these particles are limited solely three parts: (at the gyration about and in a phme
by coulomb scattering and charge exchange, the perpendicular to a magnetic field line; (b) the
decay time of an enhanced current during a mag= oscillatio_ essentially ah)ng a line of fo_('e t)e.-
netic storm would be an order of magnitude larger tween two mirror points; and (c) the east=west
than the one day recovery time indicated by drift motion for positively charged particles on a
magnetograms at ground level (Liemohn, 1961). magnetic shell. All of these motions may con-
To obtain agreement between the observed decay tribute to the flow of an electric current, i. To

time and calculated proton lifetimes, it is neees= calculate the current produced in a gas permeated
sary to postulate that protons in the ene)gy region by a magnetic field, the gas pressure and the
1 to 100 key (below the threshold of the Explor_.r characteristics of the magnetic field must be
,,_v'Tdetector) constitu'.e the storm time ring cur- known at every point in the gas.
rent (Dossier, Hanson and Parker, 1961). In We now limit the discussion to the steady state
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case with a proton distribution symmetrical about associated with the motion along a curved field
the axis of the magnetic poles. While the experi- line.
mental data will be analyzed in the B/B6 (or equa- The second term also arises from the curvature
torial pitch angle), L coordinate system, the of the lines of force. The circular orbits due to

computations will assume a geomagnetic dipole the gyration are more crowded together on the
field. If _ is the eastward unit vector normal to concave side of the line than on the convex side.

a magnetic meridian plane at a particular point, This is illustrated in Figure. !a, where between two
the volume current densities arising from the

three motions are obtained from the following a "_
formulae (Parker, 1957):
a) The current produced by the gyration:

. ._ c lop. 1 p. Op.,\ c "]

. (1)
where

.

C03

h_= (1+3 sin2_) t cos'¢\Be] (2)
and

R-_= aL cos _(1+3 sin 2 _o)| "
HIGHER DENS

b) The current due to tile oscillations: INTO PAGE

io= enw, = 0, (4)

FmUaE la.--The source of the current due to the second
because as many particles are passing through a

term in equation 7. The eascward current between the
unit area perpendicular to B towards one mirror two cm-ced lines of force is caused by the crowding to-
point as are moving towards the other mirror gether of the circular orbits on the concave sides of the
point, at least over a short period of time. lines.
c) The current produced by the drift motion:

\ adjacent lines of force there is a higher density of

- ^ c p. Op. c

iD= k 2a-Bh2 p,, OL B-_?') (5) particles per unit area moving into the page than
out of it. For protons this results in a net east-

The total current is then ward current at all points. Surprisingly, this
term is larger than the term due to the drift

= - ik (6) motion if the pitch angle distributions are reason-
with a )ly steep, as they are for the proton_ in the belt

. c c Op, being discussed.
z=_ (p,-p,) aBh20L (7) The final term is due to the fact that the radia-

tion exists in a belt: the intensity increases with

The negative sign in equation 6 signifies that a radial distance to a certain point, and then de-
positive term in i is a westward contribution to creases. The effect in producing currents is
the current density, and a negative term is an illustrated in Figure lb, in which the particle
eastward contribution, intensity is larger on the line of force at a greater

Let us briefly consider just what details in the distance from the earth, causing a more intense
motions of the particlesgive rise to the three cur- mo,'^_ent of charged particles in a direction
rent terms of i. The first term involving p, is into _ne page than out of it in the region between
due to the westward drift motion of protons which the lines of force where the two currents inter-
depends upon the centrifugal force mw,_/R_ sect. On the inner side of the belt the current

I
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_ , _ that of Akasofu and Chapman (1961) in that it

_ _ _ o__ includes a differential angle in azimuth. Fortu-

.i {EAR'T_ nately, we can also adopt Parker's special pitch

_ _ angle distribution (Parker, 1957) for the func-
_ tional form of the distribution in pitch angle, but

with the conditions discussed in Section 4

NET EASTWARDCURRENT "Proton Data" of this paper:

FIaURElb.--The source of the current arising from the _-
last'term in equation 7. If the particle intensity about F(L,S.9= ca(B*_ sin= 8. (s)

"2' the iineof forcefurther away fromtLeearth exceedsthatC'

about the closer line, indicated by the relative weights

.( of the gyrationcircles,a net eastward current results in This distribution has very useful and curious
: the regionbetween the two lines of force, properties. It can be divided into two parts: the
_ second part, sin a a, is the local pitch angle distribu-

( will be eastward, and on the outer side it will tion and has a form independent of BJB. Hence

be westward, the ratio of p, to p, remains the ._ame at every
: The calculation of the current at all points on a point on an L shell. Because the form function,
/

:_ meridian plane first requires the determination sina 0, is independent of B,/B, the integral over
: of tile pressures p, and p, at each point. To all pitch angles, which would be evaluated to

simplify the equations we first consider protons obtain the omnidirectional intensity at any value

: of a single speed w. of B,/B, is independent of this ratio of fields.
Hence, the omnidirectional intensity varies down

. The longitudinal pressure p* = Nmw, _. a line of force only as (B,/B)_.

_,_ _ _rmw _ The constant C. can be expressed in terms ofThe lateral pressure t,_ -_,, , •
-: the total density at the equator N,(L):

_: While it would be possible to calculate these 7r
_. pressures at each point in the magnetosphere from N,(L) = C_ fsm 8(27r sin 8)d# (9)

_ the experimental data, considerable simplifica- 0

tion is obtained if they can be expressed in terms The integral in N,(L) will arise again in the
of a few parameters determined by the particle theory and can be expressed in terms of gamma
distributions. This is accomplished by first functions:

fitting the data to a special equatorial pitch angle (a__2+2)distribution function With which the local intensi- _ _£

.• ties and pitch angle distributions can be obtained Jsin°+_0d0 = _/_ _(a+3\ (10)
from the equatorial intensity and distribution 0 r_-_-)
by means of a single parameter depending enly Hence

upon L. Then the current equation is integrated £[a+3\l-_tover the energy spectrum of the particles of in- _, I -3n _,o--_--/
terest at each L value; this integral turns out to t:°=_r _Nt(L) =A(a)N,(L) (11)
be actually the tot:" momentum flux at the 1_--_--]
equator. Hence, _h coal current at a given Therefore
latitude depenas only upo_. the two parameters a

representing the pitch aL'gle distribution and F(L,s,O)=N,(L)A(a)(-_)_sin=O. (12)equatorial momentum flux.
Let F(L, s, e) denote the number density of

Since a particle detector measures a flux rather
protons at a point s on a magnetic shell L, whose than a density it would be well to express all
speeds lie in dw at w, whose pitch angles lie in dO equations in terms of fluxes.
at e, and whose azimuth angle is arbitrary, since

we assume symmetry in azimuth. Note that this Vsin=_
definition of F(L, s, _) is slightly different than F(L,s,e) = A(a) (13)
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where It(L) is the omnidirectional intensity at the where H0 is the field strer.gth on the equator at
magnetic equator as a function of L for protons of the earth's surface, and

speed w. It must be noted that a is a function _3__B,_+ 4 a (1+sin2¢)
of L, and could also depend upon w. D*(a,_)-2\-B] _-3 cos_9_ 'Inserting this expression into the formulae for

Bthe gas pressures yields for protons with speed w: • 1 a+2[ ,'_ 3
E cos

1_=m/o (w' cos' O)I_-_L)-A(a)(_) _ F* (a,¢)-E* (a,¢)[ (a+2)-(a+3,1 _ln(ff,)]lB (2i,
sin* 0(2r sin O)dO (14)

and Equation 20 corresponds to equation 52 of
Akasofu and Chapman (1961) with the added

f,_m " _ • 2 _ term depending upon_(L).
P" - 2 (w sm 8) A (a) It is now necessary to integrate the current over

the energy range measured by the detector. Since
0 sinaO(2r sin O)dO (15) the scintillator has a low energy cut-off near 100

Evaluating the integrals with the aid of equation kev, the current density distribution arising from
10, we have protons with energies greater than 100 kev will

be calculated. This low energy limit must be

1 (_)_ kept clearly in mind in what follows.
p* =.mwI_(L)_2(a)\../ (16) We next make another simplifying assumption:

where that a is independent of energy, or the energy
spectrum is a function only of L, not of pitch

_l(a) a+2=aT3 (:.7) angle. The validity of this assumption will be
discussed in Section 4, "Proton Data." This

and allows D*, E*, and F* to be independent of

. 2 . energy.
p, =_-_p,, (18) The only terms remaining in the current equa-

tion 20 which depend upon energy as the veloc-

which indicates again that the ratio of partial ity w and the equatorial omnidirectional flux of
pressures is constant on an L shell, this velocity, I(L), which is actually the omni-

dN
The current can now be expressed in terms of directional differential energy spectrum, _-_. Let

I,(L) and a:

,/,ffi c a. c Op* ,t,(L):fraw_E:2mf.v/-E-d.___d_ E,BR< a-_ p" aBh2 OL
c a 1 , g

- BR¢ a_-3 _mwl,(L) -_ which is a momentum flux, or twice the energy
density of the protons.Ot Ot

c 1 r_. fB,'_uOI,(L), [BA.. ,.,

aBhi '-2mwLuCa)_k'-B} _*t'B } "t_' Then

•-I-1I(L)li(a,(_) ln(_)_] (19) _ (a,,)IA'i(L)-l-E,(a,,,#_:,.-_-._

or +FC",,_)Lai(L)£ =(L) ](23)

rower , , _ , IOl,
i*ffi--_oLD (a,_)_ I,(L)+E (a,_)L _(L) Hence, the current at any point in space, L, _,need be expressed only in terms of the pitch angle

O. "1 parameter a and the momentum profile _ at the

+F*(a,,_)L'I,(L)_(L)j (20) equator.

I
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.!_ IV. PROTON DATA

; The data relating to the low energy protons
from which the current distributions have been

_ calculated were acqu;red from one orbit ot the I PASSOOA I PASSOOB I
satellite, pass i0A (outbound) and 10B (inbound)
on August 27 and 28, 1961. At this time the --,
major axis of the orbit was lying in _he meridiaa • '

plane which included the sun (see Figure 2). Kp _j'-- _-- _ I

_' +i m

SUN o-- ,

•_ 0
0 3 6 9 12 15 16 21 24 3 6' 9

-: AUG. 27 AUG. 28

( 1961

=_ FI(]_RE 3.--The planetary magnetic three-hour-range in-

_: dex Kp for the period during which the data used in this

study were acquired.

magnetic equator in the heart of the belt than any

_: L= 7 other orbit. Also the telemetry coverage was
complete. When this study was initiated it was

_ PASS I0 B PASS IOA expected that a very typical proton distribution
"_ would be observed during the pass 10, since Davis

_. L = 7 and Wilhamson (1963) found no temporal varia-
= tions larger than 30 percent during nineteen passes

. L= 3 EARTH of Explorer VII distributed before and after this
., NORTH pass, but not including it. However, later com-

L • 3 parisons with thi_ t.'iginal dgta indicate that the
•i proton intensities were enhanced by as much as a

[ factor of two at L values smaller than the maxi-
mum intensity at L of 3.5 during pass 10. The

Fmva_ 2._The projection on the earth's equatorial plane maximum was also somewhat sharper than
of paMnumber10on August27and 28, 1961. observed on the average pass with a more rapid

: decrease in intensity with increasing L beyond
Since the heart of the proton belt (L=3.5) lies the maximum. This means that the belt was
at a relatively low altitude in comparison with lying at slightly smaller L values than the average
apogee (L ffi13) much of the data were collected belt.

" near the twilight regions, although the outer edge The details of the low energy proton detector
of the belt was traversed on the sunlit side of the have been described by Davis and Williamson
earth. (1963). Let it suffice h_re to produce a table con-

The planetary magnetic three-boar-range index taining the spectra employed in calculating the
Kp, plotted in Figure 3, indicated that no major momentum integral (Table I), as well as some
disturbances were in progress. In fact the first examples of pitch angle distributions. In gen-
appreciable magnetic disturbance during the eral the energy spectrum was described as a
lifetime of Explorer XII did not occur until doubly doped exponential spectrum, illustrated
pass 12. in Figure 4 in the integral forra wbich was aetu-

This particular pass was cL.o_n for thorough ally measured by the detector. At L values below
anailysis because the orbit lay closer to the geo. 2.2 the data points wero best fit with power law

|
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TAnLE l.--Proton Energy 8_ctra

30° -90 ° Equatorial Pitch Angles 0° -30 ° Equatorial Pitch Angles

1.8 POWER LAW POWER LAW
2.0 SPECTRA SPECTRA

2.2 ............... i ........... J.......... 6621 4.69×10 _ 625 1650 ... _4
2.5 2.04×10' 635 1000 ... i 1.46X10' 515 1650 ... 8
2.8 2. 17×10' 456 1000 ... z 3.07×10' 390 900 725 6
3.0 4.20X 10' 303 900 550 1 4.15X I(P 255 900 320 s
3. 25 5.07 X 10' 222 1000 480 4.22 × 10' 205 900 480
3. 5 6. 10 × 10' 193 880 300 4.64 × 10' 185 900 226
3.7 4.88XI(P 196 880 196 3.40×10' 176 _ .........
3.9 3.60X10' 195 880 247 2.50X 10' 145 900 260
4.6 3.00XlO' 110 255 187 1.68×10' 105 _ ........
5.0 2.80 X 10' 73 255 1.89 1.73 X 10' 61.5 255 90
5.5 1.62X10' 68 350 ":,, 1.14X 10' 52 = .........
6.0 2.05×10' 50 375 _7" 2.20XI(P 36 _" .........
7.05 1.35X10' 33.5 ......... ¢o 6.13×107 33 ® .........

h

Notel: All energiesin key.

sEl -609 key from 470 to 1000key; for/r > 1000key. power law with _ forintegral_m -4_. From 140 to 470key, no protons.
s For B > 1000kay, powerlaw with _,-4.2. 4P_low/_ -255 lusv.no protons.
s For/[ > 1650key, powerlawwith 7 -4_. s For/[ >2000 key, powerlaw with -y-4.2.

trum was included for the higher energy protons,
as suggested by the data of Bame et al (1963) and

N°x _ Naugle and Kni_en (1963). The spectra listed in
Table I were differential before insertion into the
momentum integral.

' In the derivation of the tormulae from which the
I [ current distributions may be computed, consider-

able simplification was attained by employing as

N ( > E ) the Cuncti,mal form of the pitch angle distribution,
sin" 0. The measured angular distributions w_re
found to fit this form reasonably well provided
the entire range of pitch angles, 90° to 0., was

divided into two regions, 90° to 30°, and 30° to 0°,

each with an independently determined value of
a. Some sample fits of the data to this function
appear in Figure 5.

tO0 _' , Figure 5a illustrates the extrapolation to 90° of4500 the distribution based on data points with pitch
angles only between 30" and 56°. At low L

E (kov) values the orbit carded the satellite away from
the magnetic equator making the measurementFmvu 4.--Double sloped integral proton spectrum em-

ployed in the esleuhtion of the momentum integral, of protons with large pitch 8rgles impossible.
Figure 5b is an excellent example of the necessity

spectra, and up to L of 3 a steep power law spec- of using the two independent values of a. An

l
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t L,Z$ L.$O

'*++ 3¢-9¢nT..,,,-""""- 30e-_0° EQUATORIALPITCHANGLES

; ,o' _ ,o' s

,,_lO"-+lO*tlt _)
- " \ ':..-'-- 4

+++ _ 10' I0" l"r 0

*+ -_ a 3 e
o'-]o"t_t X X X

+ x

IO i0j 2
++

// O L,2.:I
o 3o I_ 10 30 I_ N X L • 4

'_+ [OUATGIIIIL PITCH licit r lO(|lll[,ql

+ Ftou,m 5.---Samplefits el the equatorialpitch angledis- 0 , , I , , j j 1
' tribu+ionto the functionBina for the regions90° to '_° IOO IOO0

and30° to 0°. E (kev)
++

Fzounz0.--The pitch an_lepsr'+,metet-, as a functionof
+ attempt at a least squares fit o[ all data from 0° energyforL va|.leeof 2 and 4.

to 90° produced a curve (solid line) with a large
hump at the middle pitch angles and a very low , , , , , ,"
value at large pitch angle+.

Another assumption wh;.ch considerably sim-
plified the de,ration of the current distribution

formulae involved the independence cf a upon 4
energy. In reality the value of = increases as a
function -f increasing energy, as illustrated by
the data in Figure 6 for protons of equatorial a
pitch angles between 90° and 30°. The data in _o"-_"
the figure were obtained from the output of the z
detector which measured the incident energy flux d'-:
of protons rather than the particle flux. The
energies at which the points are plotted are the
effective low energy cutoffs for the integral energy

• a I I, +.,,J_____.__. i.
spectrum measured at this value of L. By ,hoes- e z 3 + +, ,+ -+,
ing a constant value of = for a given L, the fume- L
liens D*, E*, and F* (equation 21) became energy
independent and could be removed from the FmuRm7.--The valuesof a as a functioncf L for the two
integration over energy. Hence, the value of o pitch anglerangesderivedfor the particleshsvinll the
(L) selected is approx:mately the value derived =versle momentum on the given L abel4.
for the particles having the ave_-nge momentum

on the given L shell. This value of ++as a rune- tegral omnidirectional intensity alive mere en-
tion of L is plotted is+l,Pigure7 for each of the two erlD', is equivalent to the directional intensities
pitch angle rangt% 90" to 30°, and 30° to 0°. at 100 key integrated over all pitch angles, which

The calculation ,)f No+, employed in the deter- can be actually messt.'ed by the detector, multi-
ruination of the momentum integral tt (see Figure plied by the fs_tor exp (100/Eel. However, the
4 for spectral _mpe of tLe _ integral), required counting rates o( the lowest energy channels of
some special attention. Th,'._ ,+,,sntity, the in- the detector aboard Explorer XII passed into
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saturation about one earth radius on either side TABLEII

of the maximum intensity at 3.5 RE, at least at
large pitch angles. Hence, it was necessary to E,(kev) 0_ a Eo(kev) Noz
compute Not by either of two less direct methods.

If (1) a directional intensity above an energy
Eo J(>E,), is measured at a pitch angle 0,, (2) to5 40° 2.5 222 5.OlxlO _i7o 30° 2.5 222 5.34 x 10I
the pitch angle distribution characterized by the _80 7o° 2.5 222 4.87 x 1{_
parameter a is known, and (3) the energy spec-
trum (E0) is measured (the latter two parameters
could be determined by the current channels of
the detector, which did not pass into saturation), various calculations of an Not at a given L value
then the value of Not can be calculated from the was within + 15 percent.
formulae From the two sets of values of a (L) necessary

\ to describe the protons over the entire pitch angleJ(>Ec) r ,+__2) range from 0° to 90°, a double set of Not is calcu-
0 2_/_ _ 2 z lated, since this quantity is a function of a through

Nr(>E)=G°sina" (_) equation 24. Hence, we obtain two independentI" profiles of _b(L), one to be associated with protons

Xexp [(E_-E)/Eo], (24) having pitch angles 30° to 90°, the other with
protons from 0° to 30°. These two profiles appear

where Go is the telescope factor= 5.85 X10 -3 in Figure8.
cm2-ste_'., the expression 2_/_ times the gamma

functions arises from integration over the pitch 16_ , , , , , ,
angles, (sin_ 0_)-_ is actually an extrapolation of
the directional intensity measured at 0_ to the

intensity at 90° equatorial pitch angle, and _,_.
exp[(E¢-E)/Eol is an extrapolation in energy

from the integral point at E_ to the energy E.

The quantity N_ is then the integral omnidirec- i" _', \\_ition flux above the energy E, so Not would have [ 30.-9o"

E=O. ,o-:- _ ',,:_

Therefore, 'ran the counting rate channel at _i, ',100 key was i- :aturation either of two extrapola- o,_ao. _
tions __3_,_dbe used to acquire Nor: A higher en- _, _

chahael (for example, the 880 kev step) wmlld • /_ ', \ergy

provide a non-saturated counting rate at a ._c:_r _'_ _, _,
90° pitch an2:le, making (sin" 0c)-_-----1but requir- x\"
ing an extrapolation in energy exp[(E_-E)/Eo], 15t - \_

or a smaller pitch angle measurement from the 100 _\: \\ \..
kev channel would provide a measurement of
J( > E_) out of saturation, allowing exp[(Et- E)/
E,] to be near one, but incl_asing the value of
(sin_ 0_)-t. Obviously _he accuracy oi either \_x
method depends upon hew well the data can be _

characterized by the parameters a and E0. The _o_.---_t__._a_ .... _ _ i i
values of Not empieved in the computation of _ z 3 4 ,_ 6 z 8
_b (L) were acquired by utilizing both methods. L

Table II shows a sample set. of intensities calcu- Fm_a_- 8.--The omnidirectionalmomentum flux _ (bt)
l ated for _n L value of 3.25 for particles with pitch for eachof the two pitch anglerangesin units ofgin/era-
angles 30° to 90°. The agreement between the see_(or ergs/cmt).

i
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:- V. ELECTRIC CURRENT DISTRIBUTION the set of parameters describing protons with

The data have now been compiled in a form equatorial pitch angles from 30 ° to 90°, and the
sufficient for the calculation of the electric current calculation of i for latitudes grea'.er than 32 ° will

_i distribution from equation 23. One must keep utilize the parameters for protons of pitch angles
0°

_: in mind that the current at a particular L, _ is to 30 °. There will be a discontinuity in i as a
function of latitude at 32 ° because as this latitude

actually a function of the local partial pressures

p, and p_ (equation 7), but we have replaced the is approached from the equatorial side, the

problem of calculating them by utilizing tbe parameters less accurately describe the actual
parameters _ (L) and _b (L). The set of these radiation.

parameters which is applicable to the radiation Two other discontinuities which arise in the

at the point of calculation of i must be used. distribution of i over a meridian plane are due to

_ Since a proton with an equatorial pitch angle of the approximation of a (L) and _b (L) by the sim-
s.: 30° mirrors at a magnetic latitude of 32 °, the cal- ple mathematical expressions listed in Table III.

culation of i for latitudes less than 32 ° will employ Except for _b (L) in the region L = 2.25 to 2.75 for
$

TABLEIII
30° to 90° E.P.A.

a L Region _ L Reyion

- 1.07L-t-6.36 1.5 to 3.7 2.95 X 10-11exp (L/O. 256) 1.5 to 2.4
-0. 12L-k2.84 3.7 to 10.0 1.98X10 -7 exp (L/4.12) 2.7 to 3.5
................................................ 3.50X10 -a exp (-L/0.810) 3.5 to 10.0

•_ 0° to 30° E.P.A.

-1.62L-_6.57 1.5 to 2.5 2.06×10 -12 exp (5.18L) 1.5 to 2.0

0. 52L_- 1.22 2.5 to 3.0 4.23 X 10-'° exp (2.52L) 2.0 to 2.75
( 27.5L -2"n_ 3.0 to 5.3 5.91X10 -6 exp t-l.476L) 3.2 to 10.0

-0.053L _1. J6 5.3to 10.0 ..........................................................

_' In the regions of $ not included by these formulae, t&bulated valuee from the curves of Figure 8 were u, ed.

'_ protons with 30° to 90 ° pitch angles, and L--2.75 were terminated at a latitude within 2 ° of the lati-
to 3.25 for 0° to 30 ° pitch angles, both a and _h tude where the line of force attained a height of

could be well approximated by either straight lines 1000 km. This convention was adopted so that
or exponentials. While the approximation curves a constant latitude increment could be used in

are continuous, their derivatives contain discon- the numerical integration involved in the mag-

_ tinuities between the segments of the curves, netic t_e'J c_lculations. A contour plot ot the

Hence, since i depends upon the derivatives, it will current distribution on a magnetic meridian plane
contain discontinuities, appears in Figure 9.

The calculations of i in both pitch angles ranges The contributions of each of the terms in equa-

have been performed for the region of L from 1.5 tion 23 to the total current are displayed, i_ Figure

to 10 in intervals of 0.1 and latitude from the 10 for two different L shells, one on the inner side

equator down an L shell to approximately 1000 of the bel_ where the total current is eastward, the

km above the surface of the earth in 2° intervals other on the outer side of the belt where the total

: by utilizing an IBM 7094 computer at Goddard current is westward. One notices from an inspee-

S_ace Flight Center. Actually the calcluations tion of Figures 9 and 10 that the westward portion

!
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FIGmtv. 9.--A contour plot of the total electric current in FICURE II.--A smoothed version of the electric current
a magnetic meridian plane derived for protons with contour plot to illustrate the dominant features of the
energies above 100 key. The currents, expressed as electric current distribution.
X y signify X. 10v. To convert currents from esu/cm L

sec to amps/km l, multiply by three, to_al eastward and westward currents, their alge-
braic sum, and the magnetic moment of the ring

,.25 current. These values are tabulated in Table IV.

i-Tolol:...i esu/sec amps
i ........ ,_ ........_ ' ' '

:_ %.
£ 6

"W, Eastward Current ...... 0.57 X 10_6 0.19 X 106
4 I_",. L-SO Westward Current ...... 2.34X1015 0.78X106

E _. EART.'S Total Culrent .......... 1.77 X 10_ 0.59 X 106
._._ SURFACE

0 -JJ - - - _ .... I
- - Magnetic Moment 0.029MB (MB = 8. l X 10" gauss-cm _)

• / JI

I0 I00

%. Vl. MAGNETIC FIELDOF THE RING CURRENT

Fmtra_ !0.--The contributions of each of the terms in The magnetic field due to the ring current may
equation 23 to the total current for two dWerent L shells, be denoted by its components H_ and H, respec-

tively perpendicular and parallel to the dipole
axis. These components refer to a point (r, _)

of th o ring current, producing a southward per-
turbing magnetic field on the earth's surface, specified by its polar coordinates (_ is latitude) or
arises from the second term J_, which depeuds alternatively by a point (af, _) in L space where
upon the gradiant of the momentum flux on the f= L cosec.
outer side of the belt. The ring current _egion is then divided into

Since the discontinuities in i appearing in these elements dSa specified by (r', _') in polar coordi-
figures originate in the mathematical expressions nates or by (af', ,g) in L space, where f' = L'cos_¢ '.

Then (Stratton, 1941),used to fit the parameters appearing in the equa-

tion f°ri,asm°°thedversi°n°fthecurrentc°n" H.= 2 H [tour plot to illustrate the dominant features of the (acf. cos _) (f sin _-f' sin _') E(k _)

current distribution appears in Figure 11. -.- ,_E(k_) "]- K(k _)T (2f.f' cos ¢. cos _ )-_-_/(i/F)dS, (25)An integration has been performed to obtain the
_._" j
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and A discontinuity in the components Hp and H,
arises when L = L' and _ = _', since in this case

(a_)ll[K(k2)--E(k2)+2f'cos_;(f'cos_'cjjk F__=0, which appears in the denominator of the
Hz=

argument for each field component. The con-

_)_|(i/F)dS3 (26) tribution to the components from the element of_f
COS

integration causing this discontinuity was taken

Here K(k _) and E(k 2) denote the complete elliptic to be zero each time such a discontinuity appeared.
The coordinate system used indicates a nega-

integrals of the first and second kind respectively, rive Hz is in a southerly direction and a negative
and Hp points toward the earth.

k2 = (4f.f' cos _' cos _)
F2 ' VII. DISCUSSION

F_2=f2Tf'2-2f.f'cos (_--q_'), (a) Vector Field of the Ring Current

F2=f_+f'2+2f.f'cos (_+_'). At the magnetic equator on the surface o:' the
earth the magnetic field due to the ring current

An element of cross sectional area of the ring cur- attained a value of 9 _, in a southern direction, a
rent region in the meridiun, dS_, is expressed as value considerably smaller than the 38 _ ob-
dSs-=a_L'cos4_'dL'd_', tained by Akasofu, Cain and Chapman (1962) from

The foregoing formulae appear as in Akasofu the preliminary data from the same detector. A
and Chapman (1961)except for the correction of reasonable error :malysis on the field strength
several misprints, appears virtually impossible to perform. Purely

The components Hp and Hz were calculated an estimate would place a confidence of about 50
separately at each point in the specified current percent (_+5 _/) on the field calculations.
region for particles in both pitch angle intervals. The d,_cribution of field vectors from the ring
The results were then combined to give the total current which appears in Figure 12 indicates a
field components at each point in the current field fairly uniform on the inside of the proton belt
region for all ring current particles, and parallel to the dipole axis as expected. In

The integrations inv61ved in calculating these the region of the belt the field shows cnnsiderable
field components were performed numerically on curl and achieves a maximum value of 23 _, on the
the IBM 7094 computer at Goddard, and the equator at an L of 3.6. Outside the belt the field

,I results appear in Figure 12. As with the current becomes parallel to the earth's field, but has the
calculation, increments of 0.1 in L and 2° (0.0349 extremely small value of 2.5 _,. Hence, the ring

_ indian) in latitude were used. current field due to thesex protons aboTe an energy
._ of 100 key would have little influence on the shape
_* _ of the boundary of the magnetosphere.

! / / / _ - (b) SecondOrder Calculation

:! I _ / _ - While these protons with energies above 100

L I 1 / key are showing some magnetic influence, the

_* I [so 13o l,o ,5o '6o % 'so 9o ',00 magnitude is not sufficient _o perturb appreciably
I I ,, _ the magnetic field of the magnetosphere which

arises from sources internal to the earth, In fact

1l I [ \ "- it appears that the distortion of the field even at

l \ \ " _ the altitudes of the ring current due to the com-
.: t \ "- pression of the field by the solar wind is compara-

I_ ble to the disturbance from the ring current
_*_ J (CahiU and Amazecn, 1963). Hence the assump-

,_ FI(]URl_12.--_Vector magnetic field on a meridian plane tion of analyzing the data in the L, equatorial
dueto the protonringcurrent, pitch angle coordinate system for the ring current
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calculations will produce results as accurate and this more thorough study.
physically meaningful as would an attempt at a

second order calculation (Beard, 1962; Akasofu, TABLE V
Cain and Chapman, 1961), in which the trapped
protons are assumed to move in a magnetic field

Value in Current Revised
differing from the interaal field by the field of the Parameter Literature Value
ring current itself.

(c) Cut-off Rigidity of Solar Protons r0 ...................... 3.0 and 3.2 3.5
gl ...................... 2.990 1.0

In order to explain the observations of low- g2...................... 0.419 0.90
rigidity solar protons near the earth at latitudes _...................... 2.0 2.5
well below those predicted by normal StSrmer no ..................... 0.6/cc 0.46/cc
theory, investigators have included the magnetic E ...................... 500kev 300key
effects of a ring current as well as the termination
of the geomagnetic field (Kellogg and Winckler,
1961; Akasofu, Lin and Van Allen, !963; Ray,
1964). Ill order that a _ing current contribute (e) Lower Energy Protons

significantly to a reduction in the cut-off rigidity, One must keep clearly in mind in this discussion
its magnetic moment must be some appreciable of the magnetic properties of the trapped protons
fraction of the magnetic moment of the e:-rth, that only those with energies above 100 kev, the
However, the moment due to the quiet time pro- low energy cutoff for the direct detectioa of pro-
tons with energies above 100 kev is calculated to ton particle fluxes by the detector, have been

be only 0.029 that of the earth, a value much too considered. However, in another mode of opera-
small to affect solar proton trajectories, tion the detector could measure proton energy

fluxes down to energies of some tens of kev, de-
(d) Model Belt Parameters pending upon the steepness of the spectrum.

On the basis of some very preliminary data from Beginning at about an L of 5, large fluxes of pro-
the proton detector aboard Explorer XII, the tons were apparently present with energies ex-
magnetic effects of a model belt that resembled tending down to at least 50 kev, and the ratio of
the measured belt were calculated (Akasofu, Cain the flux between 50 and 100 key to that above 100
and Chapman, 1962). Since then the properties kev became increasingly large with range.
of a similar belt have been applied to various While a complete saturation of the field beyond
problems of a geophysical "_ature (see especially five earth radii with very low energy protons
the later articles by Akasofu; Vestine, 1963). For would significantly contribute to a quiet time ring
this work the following parameters have been current, the maximum field produced at the
utilized to characterize the distribution of protons: earth's surface by such a p:_rticle distribution is

r0: distance where the number density attains insufficient to .account for large magnetic storms.
its maximum value, For a rough estimation of this maximum field

g_: Gaussian parameter for the inner side of first assume that the particle energy density is

the belt: n = no exp (-g_z_), where limited by the energy density of the field on the
z= (r-ro)/a, magnetic equator of an L shell. Next assume

g_: Gaussian parameter for the outer side of that the particle intensity is isotropic (a =0) and
the belt, hence constant everywhere on an L shell to lati-

a: pitch angle parameter, tudes of 60°, which is essentially the surface of
no: maximum number density, the earth for L>_5. Using equations 23 with
E: average energy of al" protons in the belt. 1/h_ add 1/R_ evaluated at the equator, their

maximum values, and with
In table V are listed the values adopted in the

l:cerature and a set of suggested values which H_
more accurately produce the results obtained in @(L) -- 28_-_
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i" the current is by Davis and Williamson aboard Explorer XII

_ clio c°s 3 are the first group of particles discoveled in the
i(L) =_ _ trapped radiation region with intensities sufficient

to produce significant magne%ic effects. How-
i This produces a field at the center of the earth, ever, for applications to other geophysical prob-
_ and approximately at the surface, of lems, such as the distortion of field lines, the
_" change in the StSrmer cut-off rigidities, and the.; 1X 104

H,=----L-y-% quiet time remains of a storm time ring current,
the observed particle intensities are probably

where L is the minimum distance of the belt from disappointingly small.
_ the center of the earth. For L--5, H_ is -76 % For future studies of the proton ring current

which is one, and probably two, factors of two too two improvements in the data acquisition would
; large if compared with a field derived from be desirable. The orbit of the satellite should be

any realistic distribution of particles exactly more nearly equatorial over all L values, and the
: calculated, detectors should be capable ol measuring protons
"_ To account for a large storm of 300 _, (exclud- down to nearly one key in energy.

ing inductive effects in the earth) the field would While this detector has provided information
have to be saturated down to at least an L of 3.2, which has aJvanced our knowledge of the ring
and probably more like 2.5 for a more reasonable current problem, it appears that the complete

:i particle distribution. The apparent necessity understanding of the phenomenon will require
_. "or such a high intensity, low altitude belt leads some years of continued research with new par-
* one to question whether the current equation 7 ticle detectors and possible complementary meas-

_: includes all the necessary terms to account for the urements of electric fields or a more complete
: ring current as it naturally occurs. One is understanding of other source mechanisms for the
i_ tempted to suggest that electric fields may assist electric currents.

in the production of an increased westward move-

ment of the protons already observed. It ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

certainly would seem reasonable to attempt a The authors appreciate the opportunity of
measurement of electric fields in this region of working with the excellent data collected from the
space, proton detector flown aboard Explorer XII by

It is interesting to n)te that the lifetime of 50 Mr. Leo R. Davis and Mr. James M. Williamson,
kev protons at 5 earth radii is only on the order of and for very helpful discussions with them. One
a week (Liemohn, 1961). In order to sustain a of us (R. A. H.) performed most of this study
quiet time belt of such particles it would be while the recipient of a NAS-NASA Resident
necessary to have a source which operates Research Associatesdip, the support of which is
continually, gratefully acknowledged.

In passing it is perhaps well to mention that the

trapped electrons observed to date produce neg- NOTATION
ligible magnetic fields. Since the magnetic
properties of a particle depend upon the square a earth's radius, m cm.

_, root o,' its mass, electron fluxes of the order of c speed of light, in cm/sec.
10_°electrons/cm_-see would be required to pro- r radial distance from the center of the earth

duce magnetic effects equivalent to those of the to a point ,_ interest, in cm.
protons observed. This flux is two orders of L McIlwain's coordinate, in earti, radii.

_i magnitude grc,_ter than any reported in the B magnetic field vector, in gauss.
literature. Pm magnetic pressure = B_/8_ ".

m mass of a trapped particle in grams.
VIII. CONCLUSION

e magnitude of charge of a trapped particle,
The protons with energies above 100 kev ob- in esu.

served by the low energy proton detector flown w velocity of a particle, in cm/sec.
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" AURORA*
BENGT HULTQVISTt

1. INTRODUCTORY DESCRIPTION itismore aptlycalled"The Merry Dancers,"the

Descriptions of aurora, of great antiqu;ty are name by which it is known in the northern isles
known. Some of the most famous are thos_ by of the Britain" (after Jacka and Paton, 1963).

Aristotle (Meterologica, Book I, Chap. 5 (ca 340 In the last years, aurora has been made by man,
n.c.)), Pliny (Historia Naturalis, Book II, Chaps. with the use of high-altitude nuclear explosions.
27 and 33 (ca. 77A.D.)), and Seneca (Quaestiones The first artificial aurora was observed in 1958
Naturalcs, Book I, Chaps. 14 and 15 (ca. 63 A.D.)). (CuUington, 1958, Fowler and Waddington, 1958).

This review will concentrate on auroral char-
In central Europe the rare auroras were con-
sidered as warnings for comir.g calamities and the acteristics which are influenced by the geomagnetic

field and on results obtained in the last few years.descriptions from the Middle Ages, especially, are
characterized by superstith;ns and fears. In Excellent extensive reviews of auroral phenomena

have appeared, (Harang, 1951; St6rmer, 1955;northern Europe where auroras are more common
such superstitions did not ir_fluence the objective Chamberlain, 1961) some fairly recently, and the
observation to the same exter.t. A remarkably reader is referred to them for details _a, e.g., the
good description can be found in the Norwegian auroral spectrum, older morphological studies,
chronicle The King's Mirror of about 1250. It is correlations with other phenomena, etc. The
partly quoted by St6rmer (1955) and he also emphasis here will be on the morphology, which

is largely determined by the geomagnetic field.quotes some good descriptions of auroral events
of more recent time. Rocket and satellite studies of primary auroral

The name aurora borealis, or .northern dawn, particles will also be treated in some detail, since
seems to have been first used by the French philos- they are not contained in the extensive treatises
opher Gassendi in 1621, (Jacka and Paton, 1963) mentioned above. Finally, proposed theoretical
and is an appropriate description of the usual models for various auroral phenomena will be
appearance of the northern lights when they are briefly discussed in relation to the observations.
observed in medium latitudes. In analogy with In this fi,_t subsection a short description of
aurora borealis the southern lights have been some auroral characteristics will be given.

called aurora australia. "The northern dawn 1. Intensityand EnergyConsiderations
seen from middle latitudes is mostly the upper Aurora is one of the most intense luminous
portion of a display which is overhead at higher
latitudes.Itisonlywhen auroramovesequator- T^ntmI.
wards on the rareoccasionsofthe greatevents

Source Flux(ergscm"*sec-l)
thatmiddlelatitudeobserverscanseethoseparts

of thedisplaywhich,beingbelowthe horizon, Sun........................ 1.4 .t0a

areso frequentlyconcealedfrom them. Aurora Fullmoon................... 3000.I0-a
thenbeliesitstitle,sinceitisnolongeran unspec- Strongaurora................ 1000.I0-_
tacula_glow on thehorizon,likethedawn, and Totalstarlight............... 1.8•I0-*

Airglow(visible)............. 16 •10-_
•Publbhed _ Goddard 8_'t Fli¢_ Center Document X-.6! I--04-97, OH (infrared) ............... 19 .19 -a

Aprill_. Lymsn--a................... I0 •I0-_
tOoddsrd 81mee Flight Center. NASA-National Aeademy of Sei- Celestialsources (1230-1350_.)_ 0. 1 • 10-j

eneet--National Reeesreh Couned Senior Pmt-Doetorsl Resident Cosmic rays ................. 3.8 .10-a
Research Amoei&te on leave of almenee [rom Kiru:m Geophysieal
Observatory, Kiruns, Sweden.
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phenomena in the sky, as is illustrated in Table 1 flux of the solar wind within a cylivder of radius
(after Friedman, 1960, except for the aurora 10 earth radii is of the order of 1020 ergs/sec.
value). The very strongest auroras are even Thus in the average about 1 per cent of the solar
more intense than the value given in Table 1. wind energy has to be transformed into particle
They are fully comparable to the full moon. precipitation. However, during very strong au-
The majority of auroras are, however, weaker and roras an appreciable fraction of the relevant solar-
the whole scale down to the intensity of the air- plasma energy flux must be converted into kinetic
glow exists, energy of precipitated particles, and the energy

For estimation of brightness of aurora by visual density of the solar beam may even be unsufficient
observers, the following four classes of all Inter- on some occasions (Mogilevskiy, 1963). Large
national Brightness Coefficient (IBC) are used: auroral events thus contribute much energy to
I, the briglltness of the aurora is equal to that of the upper atmosphere. Most of this is probably
the Milky Way; II, brightness equal to that of radiated away (only some 15 percent transformed
thin moonlit cirrus clouds;III, brightness equal to to heat according to Chamberlain, 1961). It
that of moonlit cumulus clouds; and IV, the seems quite possible that the temperature of the
aurora provides a total illumination at the ground upper atmosphere in the auroral zones is primarily
equivalent to full moonlight. These definitions determined by the particle influx (Bates, 1960b;
are extremely crude. Seaton (1954) made a first Chamberlain, 1961; Maeda, 1963).
effort to place the IBC scale on an absolute basis. Recent observations of the drag on Injun 3
His results have been slightly modified by Hunten indicv.te that the upper atmosphere temperature
(1£55), who proposed the following definitions in in the auroral zone is essentially the same as at
terms of number of photons of X5577_ (generally the equator on geomagnetically disturbed days
the most i,,_portant emission in aurora) per cm2 (Jacchia and Slowley, 1964). The heating ac-
(column) an_ sec. companying geomagnetic perturbations in the

auroral zones seems to be 4 or 5 times greater
IBC I 10° ffi1 kR than the heating experienced during these pertur-

II 10_°= 10 kR bations in low latitudes.
III 10u = 100 kR

2. Definition and Classification of Aurora
IV 1012-- 1000 kR

In connection with intensity the definition of
10, photons/era _ (column) sec is called I Ray- aurora has to be considered. It has been fairly

leigh (1R) in accordance with the proposal of common to mean by aurora sporadic emissions of
Hunten et al. (1956). (For a discussion of the ilitensity at least a few times the airglow inten-
Rayleigh unit see also Chamberlain, 1961, Ap- sity but not to include emissions weaker than
pcndix II). The Rayleigh unit is not limited to that. From a physical point of view this is not a
a special wave length as is the IBC. good definition. Airglow and aurora, the produc-

The energy influx required to produce visible tion mechanisms of which are different, may well
aurora has been measured (McIlwain, 1960; be thought of as being of similar brightness.
O'Brien and Taylor, 1964) and has also been A definition based on the mechanism of excita-
computed from optical emissions (Omholt, 1959; tion and emission would certainly be preferred.
Chamberlain, 1961). The results show reason- Along this line aurora is often defiv.ed as emissions
able agreement. 0.2-1 percent of the input en- in which the intensity ratio between the 3914 ._,
ergy seems to be converted to visible light. The nitrogen band--which is produced by collision
input energy required to produce an IBC I aurora excitstion--and the oxygen atom lin_ at 5577 _,
is of the order of a few ergs/cm 2 see (see e.g. is of the order of unity. In airglow it is "sually
Hultqvist, 1964c). Measurements by means of much less than unity. Unfortunately, however,
the Injun 3 satellite show that the average energy the excitation mechanisms are complex and are
input rate required to sustain auroras around the not well-known, which makes it impractical to use
world is of the order of 10_aergs/sec (10_"watts) them in definitions. One parameter seems to be
(O'Brien and Taylor, 1964). The average energy of widely different importance for airglow and for
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: aurora: the geomagnetic field. Roach and Roach 6300/_ line is the most prominent spectroscopic
12

.*_ (1963) have defined aurora as emissions, the feature. For more details see StSrmer (1955).
_- geographical location of which is determined by The so-called ordinary auroral displays arc, byi

the geomagnetic field. The auroral phenomena far, the most common type of aurora and the rest
_ then also include the stable red arcs, which are of this review will deal mainly with them. Not
3'
: mostly subvisual and located in middle latitudes only visual light is emitte,l by the aurora but

(see the review of Roach and Roach, 1963). We emission also takes place in the ultraviolet (see for
_ will in this review consider as aurora all emissions instance Chamberlain, 1961) and at radio-fre-

_ which are produced in one way or the other by quencies (cf e.g. Hartz, 1958, Murcray and Pope,
2 particles of energy well above thermal and we 1960, Egan and Peterson 1961, and Martin and
_':_: will also include the above mentione, medium- Helliwell, 1960).7
_ latitude red arcs (m arcs), for which J_ is not In this review we will include among the au-
; known whether they are produced by particles roral phenomena not only emissions of electro-

(of very low energy)or not. magnetic radiation but also the so-called radio:_.

The aurora is an extremely complex phenome- aurora. The term radio-aurora refers to the effect

_ non. The various types that occur can be grouped on the propagation of radio waves, especially in

_= in the following six classes, for instance (due to the VHF and UHF frequency ranges, by the
o_ Elvey, 1964) ionization in the atmosphere produced simultane-

ously with the excitation. Such ionization gievs
: 1. Polar glow rise to radio echoes of a special '_ype.

2. Discrete polar cap auroras

; 3. High red aurora (StSrmer's type III) 3. The Developmentof an Auroral Display
_" 4. Intermediate red arcs (StSrmer's type II)
•_ The auroral displays show an enormous variety

5. M-arcs in theirtemporal development. One can, however,
; 6. Ordinary displays (StSrmer's type I) talk about typical sequences of events (see e.g.

The polar glow aurora was discovered by Sand- Heppner, 1954, Akasofu, 1963d). Equatorward

ford (1961b). It is produced by the same solar of the auroral zones the display may begin with
protons in the energy range from some 10 Mev a glow along the poleward horizon. The glow
to several 100 Mev, which give rise to polar cap then rises from the hori'...,,_ and forms one or

_ absorption. This type of aurora is thus fairly more quiet and mostly homogeneous bows of
rare and has a pronounced maximum of occur- light (arc), oriented approximately east-west.
rence frequency at solar activity maximum. The An "arc" may remain relatively quiescent for
glow is distributed over the whole polar caps and hours, drifting slowly towards north or south.
is often subvisual. Suddenly it may brighten here and there and

_ The discrete polar cap auroras have several "ra_s" begin to appear acres3 the arc. The arc
characteristics which are quite different from ordi- is then likely to fold and so to lose its regular bow

- nary auroral-zone aurora (St6rmer's type 1). shape and to form an irregular "band." If the
Their occurrence frequency is higher at low solar rays are very long, the band assumes the appear-
activity than at high and they also show a negative ance of a great "drapery," waving like a curtain
correlation with magnetic activity. The spec- in the sky. Rapidly moving and fading in,,gular
trum is, however, similar to that of ordinary forms may appear and disappear all over the
auroral displays, sky. As the display dies down, waves of light

- Class No. 3--high red aurora--is the most corn- may surge upwards from the horizon in quick
men type in low latitudes but it also occurs in succession causing existing auroral forms to
the auroral zone sometimes, brighten as the waves pass over them (flaming

The intermediate arcs are very ram. They . aurora). A continuous glow (veil) may extend
often look grey due to faintness. The average over a large part of the sky, serving sometimes as

-_, lower hei, _ limit is 196 km (which is between a background to the active forms. At other
the val' ,_.._for ordinary a_'roral displays and high time_, diffuse patches of light, closely resembling
red aurora; there-from their name). The red clouds, appear here and there in the sky. These
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may come and go, often with regular pulsatio:,s, ent. This will be discussed in section 3. For
until twilight sets in. There is a tendency for some good descriptions of individual auroral
reformation into arcs after the diffuse surface events, see for instance St6rmer (1955).
phase. The development pattern is closely cot- 4. Auroral Forms
related with the details of the coincident magnetic
disturbance. The described sequence is typical In the last few decades the auroral forms have
equatorward of the auroral zone, as mentioned, mostly been classified in accordance with the
On the poleward side, and especially over the recommendations of 1930 of the International
centred polar caps the develo _ment is quite differ- Ul_ion of Geodesy and Geophysics. These recom-

' So

o

•t 4

t

Y_

Fmvn 1.1.--Auroral arc.
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mend_tions were worked out by St6rmer (1930a, by the appearance within them of ruys which are
b) and are described in detail also in his book aligned along the lines of fore.e of the geomagnetic
(St6rmer, 1955). field (Fig. 1.6).

The Committee L)r the "International Quiet _, ,, .
Sun Year" (IQSY), 1964-1965, of the ':Comit_ j
International de G_ophysique" (CIG) has adopted [ •

a new scheme of nomenclature for describing _._qLauroras It will be briefly reviewed below, _. ,_
following .]_cka and Pa_.on (1963). *' (.._

An aurora is described in terms o¢4 parameters
(6 if brightness and color also are to be included).

I, Auroral formsare dlvld.d into three groups

1.1. Band-l:ke forms: These are characterized /

by a continu,,as lower border. -

(i) When the form appears as a simple, slightly __,w, _:_

curving arch (Fig. 1.1)or part of an arch, with_ \_-_legular lower border it is called an are (A). 't
(ii) When the lower border is irregl:!ar and t ,

1

cor.tains kinks or folds (Fig. 1.2) the form is
called a band (B).

1.2. D_ffuse forms: These may take me form . './._,, ._
_1).of a patch (P) or a veil ' ' I °

(D The patch is simply a blob o_ illumination _ , , ,,_

with an ill-defined boundary; it often t_sembles o e_ xi_ \qL'_"_ \_. \_ll_
an isolated cloud. .

(ii) The veil refers to the uniform luminosity .. _, ..,_ ,_that may cover a large part of the sky. It may
occur alone or as a backgrou-d to other forms. *" ,

1.3 Rays (R): These are shafts of light aligned ' " .I 4, _..,_
in the direction of the earth's magnetic field (cf. " , ' _ . (" -
Fig. 1.3). There may be a _ingle ray, a bundle ,,

of rays close together or many scattered rays _ \,\._l_ _ ,
(subscripts 1, 2, 3 may be added to R to indicate

short, medium, and long rays respectively). "_ _ : t o. ". o
r

2. _¢u_, is dexc/bod br _ /dbw/_ _ .._ °

2.1 Homogeneous (H): This term implies an _ _
apparent lack of internal structure in the form. ,_

The brightness is uniform or it changes only _ _gradually across the form. A h_mogeneous arc _ _ _\ -(HA), and horse_.oe. _haped ban, is are _hown in _
Fig. 1.4. , ,. \ "

_.2. Striated (S): The fo_'_ contains rather *" • " ,# .. _,
irregular striatiovs or filaments aligned rou_,hly "
parallel with the lower border (Fig. 1.5). Stria- .
tion is usually reccgnizable only when the form Fmt,_z 1.3.--Auroralraysphotographed withan exposure
is nearly overhead, timeof 1/60 see. 24 picturesperBee. (Cc_trtmyT. N.

2.3. Rayed (R): Rayed forms are characterised Davis and G. T. Hiek_).
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Nl
..... ,. ,_--4.'_.

Fmun_ 1.4.--Homogeneous auroral arc and bands.

FIGURE 1.5.--Striated auroral arc.

3. Qualifying parameters:One of throe qual/fying indicates the actual number of forms, e.g. m_HB
Ooromemrs may', ,_,hen r.levon¢, Im added to the signifies two closely situated homogeneous bands).
doserlption 3.2. Fragmentary (f): This term is used when

only a portion of an arc or band is present.
3.1 Multil)le (m):This term is used when there 3.3 Coronal (c): When any i_yed form is

occur two or more associated and roughly parallel viewed in the direction of the lines of magnetic force
forms of the same kind. (A subscript nt,,meral the rays appear to converge. Itomogeneousforms
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.... may also present a similar coronal appearance
; where they pass over the magnetic zenith•

4. Cond/tiondescribesthe behavior of a form or of

the whole display

4.1 Quiet (q): The form undergoes only very
slow changes in position or shape.

4.2. Active (a): is a form which moves or

changes its shape rapidiy. Such forms are
frequently bright.

(i) a_--refers to the movement of folds or
irregularities along the boundary of a band.

(ii) a2--refers to the rapid change of :_hape of
the lower bgrder of a form while the form itself

may also move rapidly across the sky.
(iii) a3--indicates the occurrence of a rapid

movement of rays horizontally along a form.
" (iv) a,--refers to a display as a whole in which

t

forms fade rather quickly, while new, similar or
L different forms appear in other parts of the sky.

A photograph of such an event is seen in Fig. 1.7.
4.3. Pulsing (p): this describes a condition of

fairly rapid and often rythmic fluctuation in
brightness. The period of the fluctuation may
range from a fraction of a sec,')nd to the order of

I _ minutes.
(i) p_--pulsating forms: The affected form or

...... forms display a variation in brightness, the phase

Fmva_, 1.6.--Rayed bands, of which is uniform throughout the forms.

FIGURE1.7.--Photographof an active aurora. The formsmove and fade rapidly and new formsappear continuouslyin
other parts of the sky.
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(ii) p2--flaming aurora. This kind of pulsing meters in latitude and in height. Present evi-
extends over a large area of the sky which appears dence suggests that they may occur in complete
lit by surges of light sweeping upwards over it. rings around the world (cf. Roach and Roach,

(iii) p_-flickering: A large part of the display 1963).
undergoes very rapid and more or less irregular The rays are characterized by great length and
changes in brightness as if lit up by flickering thinness. The length has been extensively stud-
flal,es. This occurs only rarely, ied by StSrmer (1955). It may amount to several

(iv) p_--streaming: An irregular variation of hundred kin, but a more common value is between
brightness that progresses rapidly along the 100 and 150 kin. Especially the sunlit rays can
horizontal extent of homogenous forms, be very long and have been found to extend up t_

Most auroras can thus be fairly well described 1100 km sometimes. The diameter of the rays
by four symbols--or sometimes five--with sub- is of the order of 1 km (see e.g. the recent study
indices. For instance a3cfR_B signifies a fragment of Akasofu, 1963b).
(f) or a rayed band (R_B) whose rays are of Wileke (1777)firstnoticed that the auroral rays
medium length (R2) are moving rapidly in a hori- are aligned approximately along the earth's mag-
zontal direction along the form (as) and form a netic field lines. Vegard and Krogness (1920)
corona in the magnetic zenith. Symbols indicat- found that the elevation of the "radiant point,"
ing the brightness and color may be added after i.e. the point towards which the rays in a corona
the symbol for the form (for details see Jacba appear to converge, is systematically one degree
and Paton, 1963). or so lower than the magnetic zenith. Thi_ differ-

The auroral arcs and bands at the auroral zo J_ ence'is too great to be due to the curvature of the
are characterized by very long extension in field lines. (The rays would have to be at about
east-west direction and a remarkable thinness in 1000 km to show a one degree displacement).
north-south direction. From the photographic StSrmer (1938) found the auroral zenith to wander
recordings of aurora made during IGY continuous around a little in the sky. Abbott (1958) inca-
auroral arcs of lengths 4000-5000 km have been sured a rate of motion for the radiant point of at
reported (Feldstein et al., 1962, Akasofu, 1963). least 1° in 5 minutes of time. The radiant point
The values mentioned were limited by the cover- was found on either side of the normal (undis-
age of the net of recording cameras, so arcs may turbed) magnetic zenith, but measurements of
be still longer. Recent measurements of the the disturbed field showed that the instantaneous
thickness of 40 zenithal arcs have given values magnetic zenith was 7 or 8° lower than the ra-
varying between 3.5 and 18.2 km with an average diant point. No relationship between the mo-
value ofg.1 km (Kim and Volkman, 1963). The tions of the magnetic zenith and the auroral
thickness was found to increase with increasing zenith was found. Cole (1963) has studied in
magnetic activity. On the other hand, for an detail the geometry of the radiant point and
active auroral curtair, the thickness has been found that it commonly differs by 0.5 ° from the
measured to be as narrow as 150-350 m (Akasofu, "local auroral zenith," defined by him as the
1961). No significant diurnal or seasonal varia- direction of a (hypothetical) ray, regarded as a

tion was found. The vertical extension of the segment of a straight line, passing through the
arcs and bands is generally a few ten kin. It h_s observer. The difference may amount to as much
been found to vary with solar activity, the exten- as several degrees. Observations of the local
sion being smaller and the atmospheric depth auroral zenith have not yet been reported. Pre-
greater at the end of a solar cycle (Elvey, 1957). suming the rays are oriented along the field lines
When the sunspot activity starts to increase such observations would give valuable informs-
again, the auroras often appear less deep in the tion about the detailed direction of the geomag-
atmosphere and have extension to great heights-- netic field lines at auroral heights, which is difficult
the red auroras of type A. to obtain with comparable accuracy in other ways.

The stable midlatitude red arcs, discovered by Detailed studies have shown that fine structures
Barbier (1958), differ completely from ordinary exist not only in auroral forms seen rayed to the
auroral arcs. They cover some hundreds of kilo- eye or the camera but also in what is normally
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called homogeneous forms (Nadubovich and Star- one of three types, between which the bound-
kov, 1961). Dark filaments of a minimum width aries are, however, not very sharp (Krasovskii,
of 150 m and an average length of about 20 km 1;}61). The first type is the low-latitude spectrum
have been found. They have been observed most mentioned above, in which the ratio of the inten-

often in the morning hours. The duration is sities of the 6300 _ and 5577/_ lines is high, and
several minutes, where these two emissions strongly dominate over

There is a fine structure in aurora not only in e.g. the nitrogen molecule bands. In the next
space but often slso in time. Rapid variations in type, lines of neutral and ionized atoms dominate
auroral emission rate have recently been observed but in addition emissions of ionized and neutral

and studied by Campbell (1960a, b), Campbell nitrogen molecules are seen. This type of spec-
and Rees (1961, Campbell and Leinbach (1961), trum is observed in both high and low latitudes.
Iyengar and Shepherd (1961), Omholt (1962), Finally, the third type is characterized by numer-
Skrynnikov (1962), Berger (1963), ai_d Gustafsson ous intense molecular bands. It is remarkable
(1_64). that in such spectra the green line of atomic

For a more detailed review of older investiga- oxygen and the first and second positive and
tions of the characteristics of various auroral negative band systems of N2 are correlated in
form_, see e.g. StSrmer (1955) and Chamberlaii great detail. This third type of spectrum most
(1961). frequently appears in high latitudes. The differ-

ence between the spectra are apparently accounted

5. Emission Spectrum for by the depth of penetration of the exciting
But for a very brief introductory survey, the agent into the atmosphere, the depth increasing

auroral spectrum will not be dealt with in this from the first to the third type.
review. For a detailed review see e.g. Bates Auroras located at great atmospheric depths
(1960) and Chamberlain (1961). usually have a red lower border (red aurora of

The aurora seen in high latitudes is usually type B). This is due mainly to the first positive
green to the eye. The colour is due to a forbidden bandsystem of the neutral nitrogen molecule.
transition (rS-,'D) in the oxygen atom. The The reason for the domination of the N2 emissions

wavelength is 5577 _, which is close to the maxi- at great depths is probably that the 'S level of OI
mum sensitivity of the eye. The transition prob- is deactivated by collisions to an appreciable
ability is very low corres_)onding tn a lifetime of amount.

the excited level of about 3/4 sec (Omholt and The sunlit auroras have a spectrum different
Harang, 1955). from that of the auroras located irLthe dark atmos-

In lower latitudes the aurora is often seen to be phere. They have a bluish-white color which is

red (high red aurora in the ,.- _,enclature used), produced by resonance emission of primarily the

The s_ectral characteristic is then the 6300, 6364, first negative band-system of the positively
6391 A triplett of O, which is produced in cascade charged nitrogen molecule (N2+).
(ZD--.sP) after the 5577/_ line. The 6300 line is Of special interest are the hydrogen line emis-
also forbidden with a lifetime of the excited level sions. They were first found by Vegard (1939).
of about 110 see (Omholt, 1960). Due to the long Analysis of their line contour showed that protons
lifetime, deactivation is important for this line are entering the upper atmosphere with velocities

and it is therefore mostly seen in auroras at high up to 4000 km/sec (Meinel, 1951). They are
altitudes. The long lives of the metastable levels seen mostly in homogeneous forms. More re-
from which the h 5577/_ and h 6300/_ lines are cently, weak hydrogen glow has been observed
emitted give rise to colour variations in active preceding the appearance of bright auroras

: auroras as these lines are emitted for some time (Romick and Elvey, 1958, and others). Auroras
after the excitation has ceased, have been observed in which the Ha line was so

There exist auroras even in high latitudes with strong compared to other spectral emissions that
._ anomalously increased 6300 _ emission. One fa- this aurora might have been produced by proton

mous example of this was the one on 11 Feb. impact alone (Omholt et al. 1962). In any case
1958. Most other auroral spectra belong to it appears certain that in those auroras the
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protons supplied, relatively, _t least one order of begun to be used (Sandford and Heiser, 1959;
magnitude more energy than in other types of Gadsden, 1960; Sandford, 1961). The committee

aurora, for which electrons are certainly the main fcr the "Internatiopal Quiet Sun Year," 1964-65,
energy contributors. The hydrogen glow is barely of CIG has recommended the use of 35 mm film,
visible or even invisible to the eye. It occurs which plovides more details of the aurora. For
before the electron aurora and, when this has detailed synoptic studies over large areas it is
started, on the equatorside of it before midnight, highly desirable that the net of cameras will be
Mter midnight no hydrogen emission is observed denser in the future than it was during IGY.
south of auroral forms but rather north of these. Experience has shown that for most part of the

A distinct dark region is often seen between the polar regions the possibilities of obtaining large
proton aurora and the main forms (Stoffregen and sca|e synoptic patterns from the IGY records are
Derblom, 1962). For more details see the reviews very limited. A most important contribution to
of Chamberlain q961), Krasovskii (1961) and the solution of the morphology problem n.ay be

Galperin (1963). given by very high altitude satellites, taking
In the midlatitude stable red arcs, mentioned photographs showing most of the polar caps and

earlier, no other spectroscopic feature than the auroral regions. Automatic devices for analyzing
6300/_ line has been clearly identified. The loca- allsky-camera films have been constructed (Elvey
tion of these arcs is definitely controlled by the and Belon, 1957; Nagata and Kaneda, 1961).
geomagnetic field. They are namely lined up Davis, Deehr, and Leinbach (1960) have made
along projections of circles from the geomagnetic an evaluation of allsky-camera observations by
equatorial plane to the earth's surface along the comparing them with simultaneous visual and

geomagnetic field lines. It is not clear how they photometric observations. They arrived at the
can be pro(luced, by collison excitation without any following conclusions, among others.
other spectroscopic features being excited. Ac- (a) The US model allsky-eamera operated dur-
cording to Dalgarno (1964), the excitation may ing IGY (and probably most other types as well)
be a heating effect caused by low energy particles, was slightly less sensitive than an experienced
On the other hand, if the excitation is chemical visual observer in detection of very weak diffused
it is difficult to understand how the magnetic forms and is about equal in detecting very weak
field control comes in. Megill and Carleton but well defined forms.

(1964) have proposed that local electric fields (b) The allsky-camera is much superior to
may be responsible for the excitation. A number the visual observer in accurately locating and
of other proposals for excit_,tion mechanisms are recording the shape of most auroral forms.
reviewed by Roach and Roac;; (1963). (c) The eye is more able to see the details of

6. Methods of Recording Visual Aurora for very bright or fast-moving forms. If the observer
Morphological Studies were to watch only a small part of the sky, his

observations would, in general, be superior to
Almost all data concerning the morphology those of the allsky-camera in that small region.

of aurora was taken by visual observers up However, if the entire sky is to be observed, the
to IGY. During IGY a large net of so called allsky-camera is superior in the sense of (b)above.
allsky-cameras, photographing the whole sky (d) A greater degree of continuity in auroral
automatically every minute, was in operation, forms is often indicated in the compressed image
Various allsky-cameras have been constructed and of the sky on all-sky photographs than is apparent
used by Gartlein (1947), Lebedinskii (1955), Stoff- to the visual obse_'er.
regen (1955), Park (1957)and Davis and Elvey (e) During the times when visual observers

(see Elvey and Stoffregen, 1957, for a detailed report pulsating aurora, the o,'er-all appearance
description). A set of allsky-camera pictures are of the display seems to be quite distinctive and
shown in Fig. 1.8. Most allsky films taken hither- often readily identified on the adaky film.
to have been 16mm black and white film. The The exposure time of the urdinary allsky-
Soviet and Canadian cameras used, however, cameras is generally around 20 see. By means
35 mm film. In the last few years color film has of image intensifier and TV camera it is possible
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:!. to take auroral pictures 24 times a second. Such of aurora was used successfully fo_" the first time

'_ films allo_ studies of two to three orders of magni- in the autumn of 1963 (Davis and Hicks, 19(53).

_' rude more 'apid time variations than has earlier It has recently become possible to observe vist_al

been possible• An instrument for rapid filming au_'oro in daytime (Noxon, 1963).
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Fmua_ 1.8.--Allsky camera pictures taken at Kiruna on 29 Jan. 1957. (Courtesy W. Stoffregcn)
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2. MORPHOLOGY OF VI,;UAL AURORA Both the width and the location of the center of

1. Geographical Distribution of Auroral Activity the auroral zone is liighly dependent on the type
of activity-measure employed. The most corn-

(a) Introduction monly used measure is the occurrence frequecny

That the auroral activity does not increase con- of auroral activity, generally defined as the ratio
tinuously towards the poles seems to have been of the number of half-hour (or full-hour) intervals
noted ir_ print first by Muncke (1837). The in which aurora could be seen overhead to the
dependence of auroral occurrence frequency on total number of half-(or full-) hour intervals.
latitude was studied by Loomis (1860, 1868) in The intensity of the aurora is not taken into
USA and by Fritz (1868, 1873, 1874, 1881) in account in this measure. Davis (1962 a, b) also
Germany. Fritz (1881) made a detailed analysis employed auroral incidence, defined by the total
of a large amour; of data on aurora originating number of auroral lower borders appearing each
from very old timeb up to about 1878, from which hour--as determined by counting the lower bor-
he could delineate the first detailed map of the ders at 5-minute intervals--in a 1° latitude band
location of the northern auroral zone. passing through the station. It gives similar but

Fritz's auroral zone was defined as the locus of somewhat sharper distributions.

points where the probability of seeing an aurora The following terminology on auroral geogra-
in any part of the sky during any part of the night phy, suggested by Chapman, is widely used. The
was maximal. It is thus a line, having no width, auroral regions (north and south) extend from
The curve connecting points with equal probabil- geomagnetic latitudes (_b,) 60° to the poles; the
ity of seeing aurora in any part of sky at any time subauroral belts between 45° and 60° magnetic
of night is called an isochasm. The auroral zone latitude; and the minauroral belt between 45° N
is thus the maximum isochasm. It has been and 45° S. The auroral regions include the auro-

ra,commended by Chapman (1953) and others to rol zones and the auroral caps (the polar regions
us_ the probability of seeing aurora overhead in within the auroral zones). Alternatively, the
e_ aluating geographical statistical distribution regions on the equatorial side of the auroral zones
curves. Lines c_)-aecting points of equal prob- are named cis-auroral regions, while those on the
ability of auroral occurrence in the zenith are polar side which cover the polar cap, are called
called isoauroral lines or isoaurores, the transauroral regions (Jacka and Paton, 1963).

It has become customary in recent years to
think of the auroral zone as having a finite, but _) Observed locations of the auroral zones and

generally unspecified and variable, width. In latitudinaldistr_utlonof vlsua/auroralact/v/ty
this review, we will use the definition by which The northern auroral zone delineation of Fritz
the width of the auroral zone is equaled to the (1881) and Vestine's (1944) modification of it
distance between the points of half-maximum are shown in Fig. 2.1 together with a zone deter-
amplitude of a particular measure of auroral mined by Feldstein (1960)on the basis of photo-
activity. The position of the peak of the auroral graphic recordings taken at 39 Arctic stations and
zone will be taken as that position at which there visual observations made at three sites during the
is maximum occurrence of overhead auroras, as IGY, 1957-5&
determined by observations taken over a period While Fritz's auroral zone was ba_l almost
of several months. With this definition we cannot entirely on unsystematic auroral ob,_rvations
talk about variation of the location of the auroral from several hundred years s.c. up to about 1878,

zone through one night or from one night to Yes'Sne had at his disposal more systematic obsero
another, as is often done in the literature. One vations, particularly those from the two polar
is then using thf notation auroral zone for the area years 1882-3 and 1932-3. Both delineations,
in which aurora exists at a given moment of time. however, are based on material obtained over very
Below, "auroral precipitation area" or "zone" or long periods of time with secularly changing geo-
"momentaneous auroral occurrence zone" will be magnetic field, varying solar activity, partly
used for this unique-time distribution of visual unknown meteorological conditions, etc. In con-
auroral activity, trast, Feldstein's curve is based on observations
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FmUR_2.1._Northern auroral zones determined from Fmu_ 2.2.--_uthem auroral zones determinedf_m
:' observations(on a map with geomagneticco-ordinate observations(on a map with geomagneticco-ordinate

system). Curve 1 is that of Fritz (1881), Curve 2 is system). Zone 1 is according to White and Geddes
Vestine's(1944) al_l Curve 3 Feldstein's(1960). (1939),Zone 2 to VestineandSnyder(1945),7_me3 to

Bondand Jacka(1960)and Zone4 to Fe|dstein (1960).

made within a few years with the use of a fairly _'[
uniform technique at all stations. The auroral

indices employed in his determination are more _|
accurate than ._.:_,,'epreviously used, as only the |,,

• aurora in the zenlt_, has be-n utilized.
The greatest difference between Vestine's and !

Feldstein's northern auroral zo=es is iu the region

of Hudson Bay, in North America, where Feld- ,, _ ,. _.
stein's curve reaches about 4° farther south than u_,_,_ _,,,.,
Vestinc's. FmuaE 2.3.--(AfterDavis, 1962b)Theincidenceof auroral

The first attempt to investigate the auroral formsat geomagnetic latitudes 60-88".
statistics in the southern hemispilere was made
by Boller (1898). White and Ge_!des (1939)esti- Davis (1962 b), shown in Fig. 2.3. It refers in
mated the location of the zone on the basis of time to the solar activity maximum in i957-58.
scattered visual ob_rvations of aurora australis, The "incident" of auroral forms, as defined
and Vestine and Snyder (1945) defined a zone above, was deduced from allsky-camera records
based on geomagnetic observations in the Ant- taken in Alaska (for the geomagnetic latitude,
arctic. These two zones are shown in Fig. 2.2 _,, less than 69°) and in northern Canada (for
together with Bond's and Jrcka's (1960) and _,>69°). The indicated spread for the points
Feldstein's (1960) zones. The IGY material used representing incidence at high latitude is due to
by Feldstein was taken at 20 stations on the the uncertainty involved in coanocting the Alaskan
Antarctic continent and at ! vo stations on islands data with those of the high-latitude Canadian
situated south of Australia. The technique era- stations.
ployed in the evaluation was similar to that used The curve has its maximum between 66° and
in the Arctic. 67° geomagnetic latitude in Alaska. The width

A recent study of the detailed latitudinal varia- of the zone, as defined above, is about 6° in lati-
tion of auroral occurrence frequency is that of tude. The scale for the ':incidence" in Fig. 2.3
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is a relative one. The hourly occu rence fro- of that at the center of the auroral zone. Instead,
queney was found by Davis (1962 a) to be be- these mediuni and low latitude auroras are gen-
tween 60 and 70 percent ,',t _bout 66° geomagnetic erally very spectacular and have often been noted
latitude at solar activity maximum. Already at and recorded also in ancient times. Recent sum-
_m=60 ° it was down to 10 percent, while on the maries of older observations of auroras extending
inner side of the auroral zone, the decrease was into the minauroral region have been made by
slower (c.f. Fi_. 2.3). Feldstein and Solomatina Schove (1955), Matsushita (1956) and Chapman
(1963) found tha t the frequency of auroral occur- (1957 a, b). Several auroras occurring at very.
rence in the zenith during IGY was abol:t 55 low latitudes hoe bec,_ described rathel fully
percent on magnetically quiet days and about 90 by Chapman (1953, _957 c), Abbott (1951), and
percent on disturbed days in the auroral zones. Abbott and Chapman (1959 a). A type of red
The index of activity used was the radio of the auroral arcs occurrihg rather regularly in sub-
number of half-hour intervals with auroras in the auroral latitudes w_il be discussed later in this

zenith to the total number of half-hour intervals chapter.
of observation, as recorded in the form of ascap-
lots. The last mentioned investigators also found (¢) Com_rlson of ob, orv_#_ aurora/zones w/thvarioustheoretka/¢uryes
that the probability of auroral occurrence in the
boreal and austral auroral zones are very closely There are good reasons for postulating circular
the same. symmetry in the geomagnetic equatorial plane

Nothing was known before IGY about the outside the earth's surface of distance parameters
detailed relations betw_n auroral phenomena in representing statistical averages for corresponding
the two hemisp_,eres, but in the last few years variables of those processes, in and nea: the equa-
some results on this have appeared. They are, torial plane, which are associated with _h? occur-
however, not consistant. While Jacka (19_1)did rence of auroral phenomena in or near the two
not find any correlation between the occurrence auroral zones. Only the dipole field affords a
of aurora at College and MacQuaire Island, which measurable contribution in the equatorial plane at
are nearly conjugate points (off by 600-700 _ a distance of several earth radii from the earth's
and Fillius (1960) reported correlation between surface, and the dipole field is circularly symmet-
the general auroral activity at Ellsworth Antarctic ric. Thus the configuration in the geomagnetic
station and the conjugate a_a in USA, but very equatorial plane will not be influenced by the
small correlation (if at all significant) between the earth's rotation, provided minor effects of the
detailed pictures in the two areas, DeWitt (1962) different directions of the geomagnetic and the
observed good detailed correlation of form p.nd rotation axes are disregarded. The equatorial
motion and of variation of luminosity between plane process will therefore be seen in the same
auroral events observed at Campbell Island and average distance range at a given geomagnetic
MacQuaire Island in the southern hemmnhere and time from all geomagnetic meridians on the earth.
at Farewell and Kozebue in the northern one. It follows that--if the processes in the equatorial
Breakup of the auroras was found to be _imul- plane and in the auroral zones are connected by
taneous in the conjugat_ areas. The conjugacy the real magnetic field lines, _ seems physically
of the observation points employed by DeWitt plansible--the only longitudinal dependence of
was certainly better than for any of the other two e.g. the averages of a great many auroral locations,

investigations quoted above. It seems therefore observed at fixed points on the earth and equally
most probable that auroras usually occur as con- distributed with regard to geomagnetic time, will
jugate pairs at either end of geomagnetic field be that introduced by the deviation of the earth's
lines, as has long been suspected. More observa- magnetic field from a dipole field. This deviation
tional data would be of great value, i_ appreciable at and near the earth's surface.

The occurrence of aurora in ve, y low latitudes What has been said here should be true, even
(subtropical and tropical) is extremely rare. Even if the geomagnetic field is heavily distorted in its
in central Europe and southern USA the prob- outer regions. If that is so, the distance at which
ability of seeing aurora is only a few thousandths the procem in the equatorial plane take place may
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_ be quite different from that of the intersection
_ with the equatorial plane of that dipole line which

intersects the earth's surface at the same place as
t. the real field line connecting the auroral processes in
_ the earth's atmosphere and in the equatorial plane. _ /

According to this view the configuration in one
hemisphere will correspond to the projection of
the corresponding one in the other hemisphere
along the geomagnetic field lines.

The only assumption m_de in the foregoing is
that an electron or an ion moves from the equa-
torial plane to one of the auroral zones along a
geomagnetic field line or on some surface defined
by field lines. Such an assumption seems to be
well founded. No other details of the actual
physical processes are involved.

The projections of circles in the equatorial _ e,
plane to the earth's surface along the real field
lines, were calculated by Hultqvist (1958) for F_Gumc2.4.--Comparison of Feidstein'8 (1960)northern
purposes of comparison with experimental iso- observationalzone (Curve 1) with a numberof "theo-
chasms. The projections are practically identical reticsl" auroralzones: 2 is accordingto Gartleinar,d
with the L curves of McIlwain (1961). Hultqvist Sprague(1960),3 to Quenbyand Webber(1959) and4a and b are projectionsof two circlesin the geomag-
used a perturbation method consisting of inte- rteticequatorial plane (corresponding to colatitudes22
gration along the dipole line of the deflection from and 25 degrees respectively; Hultqvist, (1958).

a dipole field line of the higher approximation
line due to the effect of the _cond to the fifth having radii of 7.13 and 5.60 eart_ radii, for which
terms in the spherical harmonic development of the projections along the dipole lin_s are the geo-

, the earth's magnetic field. The calculations magneticcolatitudecircles29,°and25°respectiveiy.
yielded deflection vectors for a large number of Hultqvist pointed out that the experimental
dipole lines. These gave the deflation for the llorthero auroral zone of Vestine accorded well
point of interqection of the higher approximation with the circle projections except over the North
field line--coinciding with the pertinent dipole American continent, where the calculated curve
line in the equatorial plane well outside the earth's extended about 4° farther south than the obser-

: sudace--and the earth's surface from the corre- vational one. The IGY data as presented by
sponding point of intersection of the dipole line Feldstein and illustrated ;n Fig. 2.4 show that the
itself, configurational agreem_nt between the IGY nor-

"_ The calculations were carried out for 36 equidis- them auroral zone and the projections of circles
tant longitudes for each of 15 geomagnetic colat- is gotxi. The maximai difference in latitude be-
itudes, most of them less than 30 degrees. The tween Feldstein's zone and that projection which
results of Vestine's et al. harmonic analysis of the conforms best to it amounts to about one degree.
earth's magnetic field for epoch 1945, the most Since the network of observation stations in and
recent epoch for which data were then available, near the northern auroral zone was quite dense
were used in the computation, during the IGY, it seems probable that the error

The projections of equatorial plane circles are in location of the experimentally determined au-
ovals with the longest diameter approximately in roral zone is only of the order of 1° in latitude.
the plane containing the 170° and 350O geomag- The geomagnetic data used in the calculations are
netie meridians. Two circle projections are shown for epoch 1945, which may account for minor
in Fig. 2.4 (northern hemisphere) and Fig. 2.5 inconsistencies with the observations of 1957-58.
(southe_ hemisphere). They correspond to the It is probable, however, that thi_ error also is less
two circles in the geomagnetic equatorial plane than one degree of latitude. It is thus evident
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of the g,'._magnetic data, used in the computations,
are certainly greater for "he Antarctic than for
the Arctic. As mentioned earlier, the computa-
tions were based on Vestine's et al. harmonic

analysis of the geomagnetic field for epoch 1945,
when the southern hemisphere data were very
sparse. Although this fact may partially account
for the discrepancy, it seems likely that only a
minor part of the 6 latitude degrees difference
over the sea is parimarily attributable to errors
in the harmonic analysis of the geomagnetic fidd,
especially as a comparison with recent numerical
computations by Dudziak et al. (1963) on the
basis of the spherical harmonic coefficients for
epoch 1960 by Jensen and Cain (1962) show only
minor deviations.

All observational stations in the discrepant
region were situated on or close to the coast of
the Antarctic continent far inside the auroral zone.FJ_uRv.2.5.---Comparisonof Feldstein's(1960) southern

observationalzone (Curve 1) and that of Bond and This means in effect that the auroras occurring in
Jacka (1960) (Curve 2) with different "theoretical" the auroral zone were visible from thee stations
auroralzones: _ is accordingto Gartleinand Sprague at low elevation, a circumstance which implies
(1960),4 to Quenbyand Webb_r(1959) and 5a and b considerable error in the observational results.
areprojectionsof _wocirclesin the geomagneticequa-
torial plane (correspondingto colatitudes 22 an.d 2-_ Indeed, since publication of Feldstein's paper,
degrees,respectively;Hultqvist,1958). The numbere- Bond and Jacka (1960) have communicated a
points show the approximate locations of the stations report in which they note that the latitude of the
at whichthe IGY observationalmaterial---thebasisof auroral zone in the region of MacQuarie Island,
Feldstcin'sauroralzoae---wascollected. The number- south of Australia (point 15 on Fig. 2.5), is only
ing is that of Feldstein (1960). one or two degrees more than that of the station.

A small part of their auroral zone--the one near
that the IGY northern auroral zone is, within MacQuarie Island--is shown in Fig. 2.5 as cucve
the limits of probable error, in ful/configurational No. 2. Taking this and the above mentioned
accord with the calculated projections of circles considerations into account, it would appear that
in the equatorial plane, the auroral zone is fairly consistent with the com-

Feldstein's auroral zone in the southern hemi- puted curves, with which it shows agreement over
sphere is shown in Fig. 2.5 together with the pro- the Antarctic continent. This seems so much the
jections of the circles of radii 5.60 and 7.13 earth more plaucible in view of the close accord between
redii. The experimental curve differs quite signi- observed auroral zone and circle projections for
ficantly from the computed ones. While it follows the northern hemisphere. Indeed, it would be
the course of the latte," in the geomagnetic longi- surprising if the two hemispheres showed entirely
rude range of 320° E--90 ° E, it is much nearer to different degrees of agreement between the two
ttle Antarctic continent for the rest of the longi- types of curws.
tude circle where it is located over the sea. In fact, Although, as mentioned above, there are good
Vestine's and Snyder's (1945) auroral zone agrees reasons for postulating circular symmetry in the
better with the computed one thanFeldstein's does. geomagnetic equatorial plane for the processes

A question of interest is whether the discrep- producing aurora in the ea_h's atm_phere, it is
aney between the IGY southern auroral zone and certainly not the only possible approach. If e.g.
the projections of circles is a real one or attribut- the drift around the earth of the primary auroral
able merely to inaccuracy of the observational particles is accordance with the adiabatic invari-
data and/or of the computed curves. The errors ants is the determining processfortheeonfiguration
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, of auroral occurrence curves, it is perhaps reason- curve would be expected. This is not observed.
*_ able to expect that the isoaurores should be identi- That the drift motion is not important in this
;_ cal with the lines of constant second adiabatic respect is also expected because of the fact that

invariant. Vestine and Sibley (1960) computed most primary auroral electrons need a time very
such curves. They are very nearly identical with much longer than the time scale of auroras in
the projected equatorial-plane circles and it is order to drift around the earth.

i! therefore not possible to judge between the two There are other statistical parameters than the
_' approaches on that basis. Vestine and Sibley isoaurores that may be. expected to show circular

also calculated, using the spherical harmonic symmetry in the equatorial plane. (_ne is the
_ analysis of Finch and Leaton (1957), the mirror average southern extent of the aurora _ a definite

height of electrons for which the second adiabatic degree of magnetic disturbance. Such curves
invariant, J=fndt/v, has thevalue 15.7. Their have been evaluated by e.g. Gartlein et al.
heights range from 57 km to 420 km in the nor- (1960) and Feldstein (1963). A comparison of
thern hemisphere and from - 15 km to 633 km in
the southern hemisphere.

Figure 2.4 and 2.5 include, for purposes of
comparison, curves showing two other types of
more or less theoretical auroral zones: the zones

• suggested by Gartlein and Sprague (1960), which
are almost identical with the isoclines 76°, and
Quenby's and Webber's (1959) curves, wh.ch are
based on calculations of vertical cut-off rigidities

; for cosmic ray particles in the earth's magnetic
field, and take into account both the dipole and
non-dipole parts of the internal field. Neither of
these two curves conforms as closely to ol)served
data as do the circle projections.

What conclusions can be drawn from the simi-

larity between observed isoaurores and projections
-- --- ??omognetic

of circles in the earth's geomagnetic equatorial l.c,ir_tic_
plane into the earth's atmosphere along the geo- .... 6o._
magnetic field lines? Not too many, in fact, ,ot,l.cts
since no details of the actual physical processes Fmuar. 2.6.---Southernextent of aurora borealis for two
are involved. The geomagnetic field can be differentlevels of geomagnetic activity (after Gartlein,

Strongly distorted and we still expect to find the Gartleinand Sprague, 1960).
circular symmetry for the statistical data.

However, it can be concluded from the data the curves in Fig. 2.6 with the circle projections
-_ presented above that local conditions close to the in Fig. 2.4 shows a good agreement. The souti_-

earth probably play a negligible role for the ern extent increase with increasing Kp."i
average auroral distribution over the earth's sur-
face. The adiabatic drift of the primary particles (d) I_peade_e oF auroral zone location on the
around the earth seems not to be important for so/c."cycle
the shape of the insoaurores. If this process were The pole distance of the auroral zone has been
important, one would expect the mirroring height found to be dependent on the phase of the solar
to have a profound influence on the precipitation activity cycle. Sheret and Thomas (1961) made
rate of particles and therefore on the frequence of a detailed analysis of the auroral observations
occurrence of aurora. Since the mirror height varies made at Halley Bay, Antarctica, in the years
very much with longitude for one J= eonst shell, 1956-59. The position of the auroral zone, oh-
important variations in intensity and auroral oc- rained from observations of quiet arcs, was the
eurrence frequency for various points along such a following in the four years.
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TABLE1. "proton aurora" and the main forms. One would
therefore expect the isoaurores and the auroral

Year 1956 1957 1958 1959 zone for "proton aurora" alone to be located one
- or a few degrees farther from the poles than the

mediansouth 70.8 71.8 71.9 71.0 ordinary auroral zones (which certainly are the
geomagn,lat electron precipitation zones).

As mentioned in section one, there are several
different types of auroral phenomena. The lati-

The auroral zone was thus closer to the pole tudinal distribution of the occurrence probability
at the solar-activity maximum in 1957 than before for high red arcs, for instance, certainly has its
and after. This result is opposite to that of maximum in the subauroral regions. No detailed
Feldstein (1962), who compared the location of statistical studies of their geographical distribu-
the auroral _.,onein the Asian Arctic at solar activ- tion exist as yet. Stoffregen (1962) has investi-
ity maximum (1957-58) and at solar minimum gated the occurrence of different auroral forms in
(1954-55). He found the auroral zone to be the geomagnetic latitude band 58-76 ° N (at the

2.5--3 ° clo._er to the geomagnetic pole at the longitude of Scandinavia). His results, which he
minimum of the solar cycle than at maximum, considered as a rough approximation, are shown
These variations in the location are discussed in Fig. 2.7. As can be seen in the figure, the
also in subsection 6 on motions.

The distribution of auroral activity described • .a, .t

above refers to all types and forms of aurora, x / • • _A.aS.a
Most of the basic data are obtained from black and \ /
white allsky-camera films of fairly long exposure _ • • A
times, which makes it impossible to distinguish _ m' ]k

between various spectroscopic characteristics _ i/ _ ,.,s
as well as between quiet and rapidly varying

auroralforms, ca )_'////..,Z-,'/-_, ,f /._

It is, however, of great theoretical interest to f . _ _ _......_

know whether there are significant differences in _ 6s'
location between different _ypes of aurora, espe- I
cially between auroras caused by positive and
negative primary particles. This is because rela-
tions_at least qualitative--between the loca-

tions of proton and electron precipitation areas 60":
is contained in several theoretical models. For f
instance, it seems difficult to think of electro-
magnetic acceleration processe_ if possitive and _0 I_0 I_0,
negative particles are precipitated together along n • NUMSea 0V aua_Te_ .our
the geomagnetic field lines. OSS_AvaT_OUS(_9 S_- 1SSS)

In fact, it has been found that hydrogen line Fmva_ 2.7.--(After Stoffregen, 1962) Approximate lati-
emitting aurora (see p. 13) usually is located on tudedistributionfordifferentauroraltypos.

the equator side of the electron produced aurora
before midnight (cf. the reviews of Omholt, pulsating auroras occur most frequently some 5
1963, and Galperin, 1963). (After midnight no degrees south of the auroral zone. This was also
hydrogen emission is observed south of auroral found by Heppner et al. (1952).
forms, but rather north of these; Stoffregen and The h)w latitude aurora mentioned above is
Derblom, 1_J62). There is often a distinct dark different from the stable subauroral red arcs
region (up to 1" wide in latitude) between the described on p. 10. The red ares populate sub-
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auroral mid-latitude regions with shape very simi- On the other hand Lassen (1959), observing at
lar to the projections of circles along the field Godhaven (about 80° geomagnetic latitude), could
lines from the equatorial plane, described above not find any magnetic evidence for an inner zone
(see Roach and Roach, 1963). The regions have of high activity but instead he observed a type

_0 their centers somewhere bet_veen the circle pro- of zenithal aurora occurring around 6 h. local
'_ jections corresponding to equatorial plane circles time, which seemed not to come up from south

of radii 2.5 and 3 earth radii (i.e. L--2.5 and 3 (i.e. from the main auroral zone) but to be pro-
respectively). These red arcs seem not to exist duced sporadically at great elevation in the sky
in the auroral zones, seen from Godhaven. The elevation did not

:_ There certainly exist still other differences in the change significantly in the course of the morning.
latitudinal distribution of the occurrence fre- Lassen found that the morning-type of aurora is
quency for different types of aurora. The aurora uncorrelated not only with the local magnetic
inside the auroral zone has several characteristics activity but with the planetary state of disturb-
that distinguish it from the aurora seen at and ance too. Analyzing data obtained in other
outside the auroral zone. In general, the high- parts of Greenland and in the northernmost

latitude forms are relatively weak in intensity Canada, Lassen concluded that morning aurora
and more fleeting than those seen at the auroral of the described kind is observed in the zenith nnly
zone. The forms consist, in part, of weak diffuse along a curve coinciding with the projection of
arcs and of bands that frequently show ray strue- the circle with radius 20 earth radii in the geo-
ture. Ray bundles are common, and these are magnetic equatorial plane (L=20) on the earth's
usually arranged so as to appear as part of arcs, surface.
bands or draperies with variable in_nsity (cf. Witham et al. (1960), for instance, investigated
Davis, 1962 b). the magnetic disturbance characteristic,, They,

and many other investigators of various param-;' (f) Ir_norauroralzones
eters, could not reach any definite conclusion

Alfv_n (1955)proposed on theoretical grounds about the existence of an inner zone of high
that there should exist secondary auroral zones disturbance.

: inside the ordinary ones, at geomagnetic colati- Davis (1962 b) analyzed allsky-camera films
tudes between 5.and 10 degrees. Since this pro- taken at Thule (_=88°), Alert (_b_=86°), Reso-
posal was made, a large number of attempts have lute Ray (_b, = 83°), Baker Lake (_ = 74°) and

: been made to determine from observations if the Churchill (_b_= 69°). The scaling was made by
i inner auroral zones exist or not. At this time, it counting the number of auroral forms within

does not seem possible to draw firm conclusions, zenith distance 80° on each fifteenth frame of the
: It is clear that the zone, it if exists, is much less film from each station. The total number of

pronounced than the main zones (which is not forms was recorded. The result can be seen in
! unexpected from Alfv_n's theoretical point of Fig. 2.3. There is no indication from this dia-
l' view), gram of an inner auroral zone. However, the

Observations in favor of and against the exist- lack of stations in the critical region between 74°
ence of the inner zones will be briefly reviewed, and 82° prevents the making of a strong state-

i Nikolskiy (1963) has discussed the Soviet data ment of the absence of a zone there. It appears
relevant to the existence of inner auroral zones, that if there is an inner auroral zone, it must lie
Most data is geomagnetic. What is generally between 76° and 81° latitude over northern
found is a morning maximum in magnetic activity Canada, and that the enhancement of the number
between 75 and 80° N geomagnetic latitude, most of auroral forms within this zone must not be
pronounced in the summer. The shape of the great.
zone, found by Nikolskiy, is a spiral in a circular

2. Diurnal Variation of Visual Auroral Activitylatitude-time coordinate system, unwinding in a

clockwise direction. Meek (1957) found that As does the geographical distribution of aurora,
• the maxima of ionospheric disturbances are the diurnal variation of auroral activity varies

concentrated along a similar spiral, considerably with the measure of the activity
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used. In addition, it depends on the type of forms stand out sharply above the low intensity
auroral display and perhaps on season and phase of the background, but after midnight the inten-
of the sunspot cycle. Very much still remains to sity of the background is enhanced so that in-
be done before our knowledge of the diurnal dividual auroral forms are not easilydistinguished.
variation of auroral activity is consistent and Davis and DeWitt (1963) have evaluated the
complete, per cent of hours in which aurora was observed

The most widely used measures of auroral at Byrd, Antarctica, close to the southern auroral
activity are "occurrence frequency" and "inci- zone, for every hour of day and night in a two-
dence," defined in the previous subsection. Fig. months period of southern winter. Their result
2.8 (after Davis, 1962 a) shows the occurrence is shown in Fig. 2.9. The auroral occurrence

LOCAL TIME

|

s4-es* ]] i I

, --t.... 1"!
: _.i...'='--T-=r i * * , i I I I l 0

12 O0 _ 04 OQ • ......... • • * • • • ' .......
I.OCAI. TIME 4 • ol ul !0 •

UNIVEI_AL TIME

FICURE 2.8.--(After Davis, 1962a) Percentage hourly FIGURE 2.9.--(After Davis and DeWitt, 1963) Diurnal
occurrence in a latitude belt of width 1° centered over variations of hourly occurrence of visual aurora within
each of the stations: Barrow (68°-69°), College (64 °- 150 km of Byrd Station for all clear, dark hours in May
65°), and Farewell (61°-62°). The curve (3914) is and June 1960.
drawn from data by Mureray (1959) and represents

relative all-sky 3914_ intensity over College during frequency has a maximum around geomagnetic
1955 and 1956. midnight (at about 2200 local time) and a deep

minimum around geomagnetic noon.
frequency of visual aurora in a latitude t_ It of Reports on diurnal variation of aurora have
width 1° centered over each of the Alaskan sta- also been given by Tromholt, 1882; Carlheim-
tions Barrow (68-69°), College (64-65°), and Gyllenski61d, 1886; Paulsen, 1893; Vegard, 1912;
Farewell (61-62°). Geomagnetic midnight oc- Chree, 1927; Sverdrup, 1927; Lee, 1930; Fuller,
curs I to 2 hours after local midnight, the displace- 1933, 1935; Currie and Edwards, 1934; Davies,
ment from local midnight being largest for Barrow 1935 a, 1950; Stagg, 1937; Stetson and Brooks,
and smallest for Farewell. These curves demon- 1942; Jacka, 1953; Elvey et al., 1955; Murcray,
strate a shift of the auroral occurrence toward 1959: Hale, 1959; Lassen, 1959, 1961; Malville,
earlier local time with increasing latitude. In 1959: Chamberlain and Thorson, 1960; Feldstein,
Fig. 2.8 there is also a curve marked 3914. It is 1960; Feldstein and Solomatina, 1961; Loginov,
drawn from data by Murcray (1959) and repre- et al., 1962 and others. A large number of these
sents relative allsky 3914 _ intensity over College investigators have found diurnal variation curves
during 1955 and 1956. As can be seen in the similar to the occurrence curves in Fig. 2.8 and
figure, this curve has its point of gravity located 2.9 with miximum fairly close to geomagnetic
several hours later than the others. This is due midnight.
to an important difference between the auroral There have been many suggestions of a less
intensity distribution in premidnight and post- pronounced, secondary maximum in the early
midnight hours. Before .zidnight the auroral morning hours but it has not been possible to
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find at some stations (Hulbert, 1931). Studies of On the basis of their observational results,
ascaplots for IGY by Feldstein (1960) and Feld- Feldstein and Solomatina (1961) and Khorosheva
stein and Solomatina (1963) have resulted in the (1961, 1962) (see also Feldstein, 1964) have pro-
curves of Fig. 2.10 showing the geomagnetic time posed that the precipitation curve for aurora at a
of maximum auroral occurrence frequency as given time has the shape of the two combined
function of the distance of the observation place spirals in Fig. 2.10. An instantenous auroral zone

: from the observed auroral zone (curve 3 in Fig. of a similar shape has been proposed by Akasofu,
2.1), which distance is an approximately linear (1963 d). Support for this shape are among other
function of the geomagnetic latitude, corrected for observations those of Khorosheva (1961), who

_ the higher terms in the spherical harmonic expan- mapped 17 cases of momentary auroral distribu-
sion. There are two spiral-shaped curves in Fig. tion over the eastern hemisphere and found parts
2.10 unwinding in opposite directions. At the of oval-shaped curves similar to that in Fig. 2.10.
auroral zone, Feldstein found only one maximum However, the simple regularity of Fig. 2.10 was
(around geomagnetic midnight). Also, at geo- not found by Davis (1962 b) and the results of
magnetic latitudes around 78° only one maximum the case studies of some strong auroral events
occurred (on the dayside) and at latitudes in made by Akasofu (1960, 1962, 1963)and Akasofu
between there were two maxima. The same re- and Chapman (1962) gave instantaneous con-

suit has been presented by Malville (1964). Simi- figurations of the aurora, which were very closely
lar functions of latitude have been found for the similar to the projections of equatorial-plane cir-

_ time of maxima of various other disturbance cles on the earth's surface along the geomagnetic
:: measure_: e.g. for geomagnetic distrubances by field lines (see previous subsection). The exten-

Meek (1955), Burdo (1957) and Nikolskiy (1957), sive auroral studies by Morozumi (1963) at the
for sporadic-E ionization by Hagg et al. (1959), South Pole (geomagnetic latitude 78° S) did not
for redio aurora by Forsyth et al. (1960) and show one, but two peaks i_ the diurnal variation

*t Egeland et al. (1962) and for radio wave absorp- curve for auroral occurrence. Instead for a
tion by Thomas and Piggot (1960). maximum a_ magnetic noon there was a minimum.

i A theoretical motivation for an oval auroral

: IO 12 14 zone, being at higher latitude at noon than at

_ _ _ _ midnight, is obtained when one considers the_ 80 -|6 drift motion of particles around the earth in a
_ 8 magnetosphere, which is compressed by the solar
:_ wind on the dayside. The mirror points are at
: lower latitudes in the night than in the day. On
; 18 this theoretical basis oval instantaneous auroral

i zones have been proposed by Rees and Reid (1959)
and by Liemohn (1960). Detailed calculations

i by Malville (1960) show, however, that the ex-
"_ pected effect is much less than the observed (less
_ 4/k2 / 'O_" _ lt_20 than 20 as compared with 8" observed). O'Brien

_i 2__X: x (1963) therefore, concludes that if the diurnal

variations are related at all, it is only in the sense
that they are effects of a common and as yet
unknown cause. More observational data are

X evidently needed before a conclusion about the
_x -"-- ' existence or nonexistence of the oval instantaneous0

: auroral zone can be reached.
FmmaB2.10.--(After Feldstein and Solomatina, 1963) That the main maximum in the diurnal distil-

Geomagnetic times of maximum frequency of auroral
bution of auroral activity occurs close to geomago

occurrence in the zenith as function of geomagnetic lati-
netie noon at geomagnetic latitudes of about 78°,tude corrected for the non-dipole part of the geomag-

neticfield, as Feldstein found, need not necessarily mean
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that the corresponding processes in, or close to, -,._

the equatorial plane take place on the dayside, :_[/__ I _ i

namely if the topology of the geomagnetic field is
the one proposed by Johnson (1960) and others.
A fairly evident hypothesis is that the neutral eo

points or lines of that model are responsible for _,_
the daytime maximum in auroral occurrence.

Two spiral arcs of a kind described above are
incorporated in the quahtative model for magnetic
disturbances and associated phenomena proposed
by Axford and Hines (1961).

That the diurnal variation differs for different

auroral forms has been found by e.g. Fuller (1935)!___1

at College, Alaska, which is close to the auroral
zone (cf. Fig. 2.11). Strong and brilliant forms
have some predominance during the evening hours,

and the faint and quiet forms in the mornivg. _" w.. _,mn t,_
The hydrogen glow generally precedes the appear-
ance of bright auroras, as first found by Romick Fmvn_. 2.11.--(After Fuller, 1953) Diurnal variationof
and Elvey (1958)near the auroral zone, and the different auroral forms and of auroras of different

intensititiesat College,Alaska.
diurnal variation curve for this type of aurora
therefore has its maximum well before midnight.
Pulsating auroraoccursmostofteninthemorning . _ . . . am w --up, _ _
hours (Heppner, 1954).

3. Other Time Variations of Visual Auroral
Id

Activity ! "

_a) 27 day recurrencetendency as
|

Auroras tend to repeat with a period of about |.
27 days, which is the synodic rotation period of |. w
the sun. As the moon considerably influences the "
possibilities of observing aurora, the apparent
repetition tendency of auroral activity is enforced N

by the synodic lunar period (29.5 days), which is
fairly close to the solar one. When the analysis I _ . a,
is corrected for the lunar effect, a small but deft- "b
nite indica6on of a recurrence maximum around |

|
26 and 27 days remains, which evidently is due to f

the rotation of the sun (Meinel et al., 1954). By _ "
the second and third solar rotations, no recurrence _ ,,
tendency remains. | : _"

m

(b) Seasons/wr_io.

In the subauroral regions the annual curve of
aurorel occurence frequency has two maxima at Fmva_ 2.12.--(After Meinelet al., 1954)(a) Fractionof
the equinoxes. Fig. 2.12 shows the monthly all aurorasobservedin each calendarmonthat Yerke8Obeervatory;(b) monthly frequencydistributioncor-
aurora occurrence frequency distribution found rectedforcloudinemandnumberof darkhoursin each
by Meinel et al., (1954) at Yerkes Observatory. month.

le,

l"

I
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_._ The existence of springand fall maximawere :t _i!,:, _ _ /T_ _ 1

*_- known already to Mairan (1733). It was pro- ,,_ _...........
_ posed by Cortie (1912) that the similar maxima " "

it_ i_ geomagnetic disturbances are due to the earth ._,..!v__ _ __
,3 being at highest heliographic latitudes in March ._e

and September. If this is true, the angulardiam- _s0 _ _0 ,_ _ _'_ g_ _ ._,_0:_ _._
_ eters of the solar plasma beams do usually not
._, exceed about 5° as seen from the sun. This is FmURE2.13._(After Tromholt, 1902) Variation of the
¢ number of auroral days, N, in eacL year, observed in

certainly not so for the very largest solar events, Norway, and the sunspot number between 1761 and
*_* however. 1877.

d The dependence of the seasonal variation on

latitude is obscured by the change with latitude of years after the sunspot maximum. Egedal (1937)
'_ the ratio of the lengths of day and night. If this too, found a time delay of the maximum occur-

change is ignored, as it usually is, then the summer rence frequency of aurora in relation to the solar

_, minimum becomes progressively deeper with in- activity in Denmark during the 3 solar cycles from
":_ creasing latitude, while the winter minimum be- 1897 to 1929, but the delay was only 1 year.
_ comes progressively shallower, disappears and is

replaced by a maximum, which is then the only 4. Orlen_tion of Auroral Arcs
',, one in the distribution (cf. e.g. Chree, 1911). ttitherto various characteristics or auroral "ac-

Gartlein and Moore (1953) found that the ratio tivity," i.e. of statistical parameters describing the
i* of the mean of the numbers of overhead auroras probability of occurrence of aurora, have been
' in North America occurring in June and December describe,]. Now we will go somewhat more into
: to that for auroras in March and September is a detail. In this section the orientation of auroral

steadily increasing function of geomagnetic lati- arcs, which can be readily measured from photo-
tude. Between about 58 and 60° N the level of graphic recordings, will be discua_d.

_' activity appears to be constant throughout the
year. Feldstein and Shevnina (1961) investigated (a) Averse orlem_tlon
the seasonal variation in auroral occurrence fre- There exist fairly much data on the average

;_ quency in two hours centered on local midnight-- orientation of auroral arcs. Even the very early
,. thereby eliminating the influence of the diurnal studies of aurora showed that quiet auroral arcs
_. variation_for six stations between 63 and 83° tend to beorientedinapreferreddirection, approxi-
:_ geomagnetic latitude in the uorthern hemisphere mately perpendicular to the horizontal component
: and for five stations between 66° and 90° geo- of the geomagnetic field. A number of these

magnetic latitude in the southern one. They early investigations were discussed by Fritz
found the same seasonal variation as described (1881). Vegard and Krogness (1920)referred the
above at and close to the auroral zones, but directions to the geomagnetic meridian and the

' no perceptible seasonal variation in auroral Norwegian school made a large number of accurate
, frequency on the central auroral caps. direction determinations in northern Scandinavia.
: In the majority of the pre-IGY investigations

(c) Sunspotcycle variation average values of all observed quiet arcs and bands
Fig. 2.13, after Tromholt (1902), shows the were estimated. The fact that the observations

correlation between the number of days with were often made only during a certain period
aurora per year, observed in Norway between of the night--and in different periods for
1761 and 1877 and the sunspot number. The different investigations--was not considered.
correlation is good and the maxima seem to coin- A fairly extensive collection of such data is
cide. Meinel et al., (1954) found a similar corre- contained in Fig. 2.14 (after Hultqvist, 1962 b).

::_ lation when analyzing auroral observations made Also included are a number of computed projec-
at Yerkes Observatory between 1897 and 1951. tions of circles iu the equatorial plane on the

, The maximum auroral activity occurred, however, earth's surface along the geomagnetic field lines
during those 5 eleven year sunspot cycles some 2 (Hultqvist, 1958).
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,nd western coasts of Greenland the observed

average azimuths deviate in opposite directions
from 90 °, as do the azimuths of the circle

projections.
Starkov and Feldstein (1960) and Evans and

Thomas (1959) investigated the alignment of arcs

at two places where the isoclines and the geomag-

netic latitude circles differ greatly (Dixon near

the northern auroral zone and Halley Bay near

the southern one). They found that the pro-
ffered direction of alignment is far more consistent

with geomagnetic latitude circles, and therefore

with the higher approximation circle projections,
than with the isoclines.

The available observational results for the south-

ern hemisphere are relatively exiguous. A col-
lection of IGY and subsequent data is contained

in Fig. 2.1_ The arrows indicate results;of
Fxotut_. 2.14.--Directions of quiet auroral arcs in the

northern hemisphere. 1. Haldde and Bo_ekop; 2.
Cap Thordsen; 3. Jan Mayen; 4. Nain; 5. Kingua Fjord;
6. Fort Rae; 7. Sagastyr (the data for points 1-7 are
after Vegard and Krog_e_, 1920); 8. Chesterfield' 9.
Coppermine; 10. Cape Hope's Advance; 11. Sukatoon;
12. CoralRapids; 13. Aroostook; 14. Gj&ahavn(the data
for points 8-14 are taken from Currie and Jones, 1941;
the dott_i lines at Chersterfie|d and Coppermine referto
all types of aurora); 15. Baker Lake; 16. Churchill; 17.
Barrow; 18. Fort Yukon; 19. College; 20. Farewell;
21. Choteau (the data for points 15-21 are after Davis,
1961; the values are averagce for the hour around
geomagnetic midnight); 22. Codhavn (the data are
after Lassen, 1959, and refer to vheearly morning hours);
23. the region of Micardbu (approximate data after
St6rmer, 1944); 24. Troms6 (the data are after Harang,
1945, and refer to geomagnetic midnight); 25. Wiese;
26. Dixon; 27. Cape Schmidt (data for points 25-27 are
after Feldstein, 1960, and refer to local midnight);
28. Thule (data of Harsng, taken from St6rmer, 1955);
29. Kiruna (refers to geomagnetic midnight). The map
has a geomagnetic coordinate system.

Flotrn 2.15.--Directions of quiet auroralarcs and sighting
Despite the above-mentioned reservations con- directions to the highest points of quiet arcs and bands

cerning the observational material, it is evident (arrow,) in the southern hemisphere. 1. Ma_quarie

from Fig. 2.14 that, in general, the alignment of Island. 2. Mawson (data taken from Bond and Jacka,
the ares conforms to the direction of the relevant 1960); 3. Vastok; 4. Oasis (The data, after Peldstein,

circle projection quite closely, and that the agree- 1960 refer to local midnight); 5. Halley Bay; 6. Shackle-ton (data from Eva_ and Thomas, 1959); 7. Eikworth;
merit with the circle projections is better than with 8. South Pole; 9. Byrd; 1O.Little America;11. Scott Ba_
the geomagnetic latitude circles. The observed (the long arrows at points ll and l2 are after HaQm_on

arc azimuth is in most cases, gre_ter than 90° in and Thomu, 1959);12. Hallett (short arrow); 13. Wilkes

thcc_ quadrants where the azimuth of the circle (the data for points 7-13 are from Gartlein etal., 1960,

projections exceeds 90 °, and less than 90 ° in the two arrows at points 8 and 13 show the averagedirections for the two years 1957 and 1258, the 1957
quadrants where this is under 90° . Thus, it has arrow being the one nearest the meridian at both
been verified experimentally that on the eastern points); the map has a geomagnetic coordinate system.
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TABLZ2

Geomagn. Azimuth Diff. obs.
Coord. Observed Approx. of circle azimuth

No. Station azimuth measure projection and
(degr.) of deviation ("theor. "theor.

°N °E azimuth") azimuth"

1 Baker Lake.............. 73. 8 314.8 94 Diff. max-rain 93 1
,,,60 o

2 Churchill................ 68. 8 322. 5 99 Diff. max-min 95 4
,,,60 •

3 Barrow.................. 68.6 241.2 92 Diff. max-min 84 _ 8
• ," t_.l_0°

_ 4 Fort Yukon .............. 66. 6 256.8 90 Diff. max-rain 87 ' 3
,_ _80 °

_*." 5 College .................. 64.6 256. 5 86 Diff. max-rain 87 - 1
_60 °

'_ 6 Farewell................. 61.4 253. 2 83 Diff. max-min 86 -3
._ ,,,60 °

7 Choteau ................. 55.5 306.0 88 Diff. max-min 95 -7
,,_70°

8 Schmidt ................. 62. 6 226. 6 80 Diff. max-min 80 0
•-_30 °

9 Dixon ................... 63 162 98 Stand. deviat. 98 0
< _-10° for magn.
quiet periods

10 Vise..................... 69 176 103 N ± 15° 100 3
11 Pyramid ..................................... 111 ,-_± 15° 113 -2
12 SP-7 1957-58 ................................. 96 ................. 96 0
13 SP-7 19,58,59............................... 0 ................. O 0
14 Troms6 .................. 67 117 98 Diff. max-min 106 -8

,._27 °

15 _iruna .................. 65. 3 115. 6 106 Stand. deviat. 105 1
±5 °

obeervationsofdireetions, as sighted to the auroral for a short period (e.g. 1 hr.) of the night _re

point of highest elevation. Two arrows for any compared. The results of such a comparison lor

single station represent the results of observations local midnight at twelve stations, most of them

during each of the two years 1957 and 1958. The in or near the northern auroral zone, are presented

differences in direction of the arrows for the two in Table 2 and Fig. 2.16. A comparison with

years demonstrate the uncertainty of the results. Fig. 2.14 clearly shows that the concordance of the

As will be seen from Fig. 2.15, the agreement arc directions with the circle projections is better

between observed directions with those of the for the selected material of Fig. 2.16 than for the

projected equator plane circles is fairly good for uneeleeted values of Fig. 2.14.

all places except Byrd (No. 9), and the agreement Table 2 contains azimuths of quiet auroral arcs

is certainly better than for the geomagnetic at local midnight in _he northern bemispherc

latitude circles. (measured from northern geomagnetic meridian
Because of the existence of a diurnal variation towards the east). The observed azimuths for

in the orientation of the auroral arcs, increased stations 1-7 are after Davis (1961), tho_c for

accord between the directions of the arcs and of statiens 8-13 are after Feldstein (1960), and that

the circle projections is to be expected if values for Troms6 is after Harang (1945).
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FzouItz 2.17.--Observeddirectionsof quiet auroralarcs
at }_im_a _s function of MET and of approximate
geomagnetictime. Foreachhourthe averagedirection

FsoupJ 2.16.--Directionsof quiet auroralarcsand bands and the standard deviation are given. The lower,
at localmidnightin the northernhemitphere. 1. Baker dashed curve is Alfv_n's theoreticaldiurnal variation
Lake;2.Churchill;3. Barrow;4.FortYukon;5. ColJ¢_.e; cm_,e(_e Alfv_n, 1950).
6. Farewell;7. Choteau(datafor poir_s 1-7taken f._m
Davis, 1961); 8. Cape Schmidt;9. Dix¢:n;10. Wiesc
(data taken from Feldstein, 1960); _I. Trorns5(_/ter value of each arc wax weighted with the arc's dura-
Harang, 1945);12. Kiruna.The map ha. &geomagnetic tion. The durat:,t_t_svary over a wide range-
coordinatesystem, from less than a mil_,_e to about an hour.

The total aver.,g_- _imuth for the whole ras-

(b) D/urna/vur/at/on/n the wkm_ /n and mmr terial is 109°. A _y;,_,_l standard deviatic,n for
Jbe aurora/zoos a I hr. period is 5_

At the top of Fi_. 2 _7 is shown the number of
Although it was evident from the ubselvations arcs used for each i_,,_;. The number is maximal

of Br_vais at Bossekop in northcr_ Y3r_vay as around geomag_4i,. _n_dnight. In the morning
early as 1938-40 that the direction.,: _f t_e arcs hours the auro_ i. _ually unsuitable for direction
and bands show a diurnal variation,, _ery little determinativ_ -_,,_-'_ rule, it is diffuse and situated
attention was paid to this phenomenon until the far to th_ rt_,_:. That is the reason why the
nineteen-thirties, and even now only fe_ studies observati_,t_:_l:_utterial is smallest for that part of
exist, the nighL

From allsky-camera recordings taken at Kiruua T]_e azim_,th charge in the morning is so rapid
(_,- 65.3° N) in the period December 1958 to as to rese:v.ble a discontinuity of the type predicted
end of 1962, the directions of 559 quiet auroral by the Alfv6n theory (see e.g. Alfv_n, 1950).
arcs were estimated. Only arcs reaching from In fact, the "discontinuity" can probably be

horizon to horizon or, in the case of the most observed only in longitudes where geomagnetic
distant ones, covering an azimuth angle of view time rum ahead of local time, since daylight will
of about 100° were used in the analysis. The preclude auroral observations in or close to the
error in the meamired direction of an arc probably auroral zones until 8 or 10 o'clock geomagnetic
does not exceed 4". time in other longitudes.

The result of the alignment investigations is A number of similarly obtained diurnal varia-
_own in Fig. 2.17. tion curves for auroral arc orientation, based on

For each horn of Mean ]_;urop_anTime _MET) observations in or fairly near the northern auroral
the average direction and the standard deviation zoue (up to a geomagnetic latitude of 80°), are
were computed, for which procedure the direction shown in Fig. 2.18.
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_ r,_ _o. 2 10 of Evans avd Thomas (1959) for Halley Bay, is

lzo.'------/--_.-.._.__ __._. _., //" i, .'-----. sLown in Fig. 2.19. From this curve it can be

- 3_,___.j._.. .. :_ seen that at the southern auroral zone the r._imuth._ ,o_ _'_.-./..---_-_, I_ --measured east from geomagnetic north--in-£

_ ____:.,_. _/,/--._ creases w;th time instead of diminishing as in the

I_ ,o 5( iv.._._._ _ nort_ern hemisphere. The range of variation
_ | (about 15°) is sim,ar to that for the stations of

; | ,e "__--:" lowes_ latitude m Fig. 2.18. This lends support_ to the as_umptior, tha_ the northern and southern
40 ,, ........ _- .

• ,', " 2e _z 24 _ t I _ momelqtP._eotls auroral occurrence curves are
L_o,I,_. geomagneticelly conjugated.

_' FmuaE 2.18.--_bsorved (smoothed) diurnal variation Comparison of the curve for Halley Bay in Fig.
eurves for the orientation of quiet auroral arcs and bands 2.19 (No. 1) with that for Oasis (No. 2 in

_ in and nearthe northernauroralzone. 1. BakerLake Fig. 2.19) of geomagnetic latitude 78° shows that
_ (geom. lat. 74"); 2. Churchill (geom. lat. 69"); 3. the range of variation increases with latitudebt

Barrow(geom.lat. 69");4. FortYukon(geom.lat. 67");
5. College(geom.lat. 65°); 6. Farewell(geom.lat. 61°); the southern hemisph,_,realso.
7. Choteau(geom.lat. 56°) (curves1-7are after Daws,
1962b);8. Dixon (geom. lat. 63°); (after Starkovand

• Feldstein, 1960); 12. Godhavn (geom. lat. 80") (after m
Lamen, 1959); 13. Troms6 (geom. lat. 67°) (after _ /1
Hating, 1945); 14. Kirun_(geom.lat. 65°). .- m] S.._._. _

The wide dispersion of the location and form | i
:; of the different diurnal variation curves is striking.

The amplitude of the diurnal variation also i _'
variesgreatly.Here a regularityeme_es, the _ ............... _
amplitude increasing rapidly with latitude. Thus, I, , _e _ _, _ , ,
the auroral arc direction varies at Baker Lake _1 _,

(geomagnetic latit,_de 74°) over a ranze of 70°,
waile at Choteau (geomagnetic latitude 56°) the Fmum_ 2.19.---Observed(emcethed) diurnal variation

curves for the orientationof quite auroralares in t_e
range is only 20° (and at Kiruna, 65° N, 15°, if southern hemisphere. 1 Halley Bay ({_.'_m.lat. 66"8;

_ the final rapid increase in azimuth is ignored), outside the auroralzone) (after Evan_ and Thomat,
A "discontinuity" in the morning hours has 1959);2. Oasis (geom.iat. 78°S;far inside the auroral

been observed only at Gedhaven and at Kiruna. zone) (after Feldstein, 1960).
: As mentioned above, observation is likely to be

possible only in tlx eastern geomagnetic hemi-
sphere, where the geomagnetic time is running (¢_ tNmmhm d _m d/rind ved_/m mer @mmmmd
ahead of the local time. The difference between zeros

geomagnetic and local times is greatest in the In order to ascertain the degree to which the
region of northern Scandinavia (about 2 hours), differences between the c xes in Fig. 2.18 could
where it is possible to observe aurora up to 1000 be attributed to referral of the direction of the
hrs. geomagnetic time. The reason why such geomagnetic meridiav, i.e. to overlooking of the
"discontinuity" has not been observed at the effect of the non-dlpole part of the geomagnetic
Siberiar. stations could be that t,he geomagnetic field, Hultqvist (1962 b) made a correction for this
times differs lees from local time at those sites factor in respect of several stations near the north-
than it does at Godhavn and Kiruna. ern auroral z_me. The direction, instead of bein#r

For the southern hemisphere there is still a referred to th,. _eomagnetie meridian, was referred
paucity of published observational data concern- to the perpendicular to the projection of e_rcles iv

. ing the diurnal variation of arcs in and near the the geomagnetic equatorial plane on to the earth'_
auroral zone. One such diurnal variation curve, sudace along higher approximation geomagnetic
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field lines. The azimuths of these circles at a where 0 is the geomagnetic colatitude,
number of stations are given in Table 2. By ), is the geomagnetic time angle,
changing the time scale to the geomagnetic one, a is the azimuth of the auroral arcs
the curves of Fig. 2.20 were obtained, measured from geomagnetic north

A comparison of Figs. 2.18 and 2.20 shows that towards east,
the agreement between the North American sta- ),o is the geomagnetic time angle at the
tions on the one hand and Cape Schmidt ancl start of the observational curve,
Kiruna on the other, was much improved by this and
modification. 0o is an integration constant that deter-

Fig. 2.20 also includes the theoretical curve of mines thepolardistanceofthecurve.
Alfv_n (1939, 1940, 1950). A comparison shows
that the time derivative sign is the same, but that This curve is Alfv_n's theoretical I curve. It is
all the experimental azi_.mths are higher than the defined by the orientation of the auroral arcs
theoretical ones before midnight and that the around the auroral zone, considered to be fixed in
amplitude of the diurnal variation for most sta- relation to the sun.
tions is greater than theoretically expected. From the Kimna diurnal variation curve of Fig.

The "discontinuity" observed at Kirnna has 2.20 the I curve ofFig. 2.21has been derived. The
the same amplitude as that on the theoretical whole curve is situated outside the circle with
curve but is displaced about 1_ hour in the vosi- which it coincides at 1800 hours, in contrast to
tive *Jme direction. Alfv_n's theoreticalcurve, whichis inside the circle.

From the observed diurnal variation curves of The difference is due to the fact that the observa-
Fig. 2.20, a third type of auroral precipitation tion curve in Fig. 2.20 is situated almost
curve can be evaluated by integration according completely above azimuth 90°. The difference
to formula (1) between the experimental and theoretical curves

|i_. ,
" ' '--

s .... Z..... --."

_klu,

_ls|_: . . ........

_o_nall_ hmo

FxQ_ 2.20.--Observed diurnal variation curves
(smoothed)for the directionof quietarcs, correctedfor
the non-dipoiepart of the geomagneticfield,givenas a
functionof geomagnetictime for a numberof stations _,,
situated in or near the northern auroral zone. 1. go l
Barrow(geom.Int.69");2. Fort Yukon(geom.Int.67o);
3. College(geom.lat. 65"); 4. Farewell(geom.lat. 61°); Fmumn2.21._Curve 1 is the auroralzonecorresponding
(curve81-4arebasedon data taken fromDavis, 1961); to Alfv_n'aI curve,evaluatedfromthe Kirunacurveof
S. Cape Schmidt (geom. Int. 63°) (based on a curve Fig .17 fordiurnaivariationin the orientationof quiet
presentedby Feldstein,1960);6. Kiruna(geom.lat. 65"); auroralarcs. It k correctedfor the non-dipolepart of
7. Alfv_n'ztheoreticaldiurnalvariationcurve(of. e.g. the geomagneticfield. Curve2 is Alfv6n'stheoreticalI
Alfv_n, 1950). curve(see Alfv_n, 1950).
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varies between 7 and 9°, which means that the

t theoretical curve is situated outside the standard 3SO;,_._, /f

_ deviation "region" of the observational material. ,20' _ /_The very high amplitudes of the diurnal varia- 2e0'

_, tions found for high latitude stations are not con- 240,

tained in Alfv_in's model, according to which the _'_. _._/,\

200' _ e
greatest deviation of the arc azimuth from 90° _:

should be at 0600 hours geomagnetic time, where "_£le0. _./_
the I curve has a singular point and the azimuth _ 120. 6 .._'_/ x_/1
changes from 105° to 75° in the auroral zone. eo

Even for L= 70 earth radii, corresponding toe 40 "Y 7\ 2/ " "_'''_-s --
: geomagnetic auroral latitude of above 80°, the _ 7 ,-_

azimuth is only 76°at 0600 hours. 0 , . , . i
Khorosheva (1961, 1962) investigated record- 12 16 20 24 4 e 12

ings ot aurora made simultaneously at widely Local time
different longitudes in tim arctic of the eastern FzGua_. 2.22.--Observed diurnal variation curves

hemisphere and found that the auroras form a (smoothed) for the directionof quiet arcs at stations
single, physically related band which changes syn- deep inside the auroral zones. The azimuth is measured

chronously in brightness, width and latitude over towardsthe east from geographicnorthfor curves 1-5
its entire extension. On the basis of these observe- andfromgeomagnetic north forcurves 6-8. 1. Dumon

d'UrviUe (geom. let. 76°S) (after WeiU, 1958); 2. Wilkes
tions, Khorosheva and Feldstein proposed that the

(geom. let. 77°S); 3. Dumont d'Urville; 4. Scott Base
momentaneous auroral precipitation zone forms (geom. lat. 79°S); Hallet (geom. let. 74°S) (the curves for
an oval-shaped curve around the geomagnetic axis points 2-5 are after Denholm and Bond, 1961); 6.

; pole, at the normal distance of the auroral zone Thule (geom. let. 88°N); 7. Alert (geom. let. 86°N);

(about 23°) on the night side but only 10--12° from 8. Resolute Bay (geom. lat. 83°N) (the curves for
the pole on the day side, i.e. the zone is similar in points 6-8 areafter Davis, 1961).

: shape to the combination of two spiral arcs shown
: in Fig. 2.10. The proposal (Feldstein, 1964) also If the azimuth in Fig. 2.22 is taken from geo-

implies that the auroral arcs are lined up along graphic north, the diurnal variation curves imply
the momentaneous precipitation zone of the de- that the arcs are continuously pointing to the sun
scribed shape. This would explain the existence while the earth rotates below the auroral pattern.
of two maxima in the diurnal variation curve for The first to report such a 360° diurnal variation of
auroral occurrence at latitudes inside the ordinary the auroral arc direction seems to have been
auroral zones. It would, however, mean that the Mawson (1914), but it was forgotten and redis-
aximuth of the auroral arcs, measured from the covered by Weill (1958). In the last few years
perpendicular to the auroral zone (curve 3 in Fig. it has also been reported by Davis (1960, 1961,
1), would be smaller than 90° after midnight, with 1962 b), Feldstein (1960), and Denholm and Bond
the most rapid change in direction around mid- (1961). Consistent data showing this 360 degrees
night. That is usually not observed, rotation of the arcs during the 24 hours of day and

night have thus been presented by several investi-
gators and there seems to be no doubt that the(d) Diurnalvariation onthe centralaurora/caps
effect is real. There are, however, a number of

On the central auroral caps (inside about 80° inconsistencies between observational results found
geomagnetic latitude) the diurnal variation of the by different observers (see Hultqvist, 1962 b) and
orientation of quiet auroral arcs has been reported there is, therefore a need for more observations.
to be entirely different from the one described It has been suggested by Cole (1959, 1960) and
above. Observed (smoothed) diurnal variation Davis (1960, J961, 1962 b) that the geometric pat-
curves are shown in Fig. 2.22 for both the northern tern of aurora over the polar caps is the same as
and southern central caps. Curve 2 in Fig. 2.19 the pattern of the ionospheric current system
also belongs to this category, which is equivalent to the local-time-dependent
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___/_ _ remembered that the horizontal geomagnetic dis-

turbance component shows the direction of the

l ionospheric current only forsimple current patterns.

t Jensen and Currie (1963) found a pronounced• seasonal variation in the auroral are orientation in

the years 1949-51 at Saskatoon (lat. 52.1 ° N) and

Chesterfield (lat. 63.3 ° N) Canada. The peak to

peak variation in azimuth over a year amounted
to about 30*, with a maximum azimuth of 115" in
February at Saskatoon and minima in October-
l_ovember and April-May. The seasonal-varia-
tion investigation of Jensen and Currie (1953)

FIGURE 2.23._(After Davis, 1962b) Thc alignment of seem to be the only one made.
auroral formsin a polar coordinatesystem with geo- Those authors also studied the dependence of
magnetic colatitude and approximate geomagnetic time the arc direction on the activity of the auroral dis-as polar and azimuthal coordinates.The dashedlines
represent the discontinuous post break-up aurora, play. No significant difference between quiet and

act;ve displays could be found. When grouping
their observational material forauroral arc orients-

component of the geomagnetic disturbance--the tion with regard to magnetic disturbance level,
DS current system (see Fig. 2.23). These views Jensen and Currie obtained for Saskatoon an
were incorporated as important constituents of average azimuth of 93°+ I° (standard deviation)
the qualitative model of geomagnetic storms and for the highest degree of activity, 100°+ 1° for
associated phenomena by Axford and Hines median disturbance and 100°+2 ° for the lowest
(1961). According to this model the DS currents degree of disturbance. More investigations of the
and the auroral arcs should have the same diree- kinds undertaken by Jensen and Currie, made for

tion over the auroral caps. different geomagnetic longitudes, would be of
The angle between auroral arcs and the direc- great value.

tion of the horizontal currents, corresponding to No theoretical models of aurora contain any
the observed magnetic disturbance, has been seasonal variations in the auroral activity at all.
evaluated by Sobouti (1961), Davis and Kimball The difference in direction between the earth's
(1962), Pudovkin and Yevlashin (1962), Feldstein rotation axis and the dipole axis has been neglected
(1964) and others for auroral and transauroral so far.

latitudes. Near the auroral zone, all investigators 6. The Height and Verflcel Extent of Visual Aurora
found the directions being identical within meas-
uring accuracy. While Feldstein's results in the The height of auroras was studitd extensively
near polar regions were that the directions men- especially in the first two to three decades of this
tioned form an angle of, in the average, about 50°, century by the Norwegian school of auroral
Sobouti (1961) did not see any difference at physies, with St6rmer as the originator. Detailed
Resolute Bay (geomagnetic latitude 83.2 ° N). A reports of the methods used and the results oh-
disagreement between directions of auroral arcs tained can be found in the books by Harang (1951)
and the ionospheric current lines has also been and St6rmer (1955). Observations in Canada and
found in the Antarctic (see Cole, 1963). A differ- Alaska have been reported by McLennan et al.
ence between the two directions introduces diffi- (1931), Currie (1934, 1955), Fuller and Bramhall,
culties for theoretical models which require that the (1937), and McEwen and Montalbetti (1958).
geographical pattern of auroral arcs and of the DS Southern hemisphere observatmns have been pub-
current system should be identical (like the model lished by Geddes (1939). Only a very short
of Axford and Hines, 1961). It is, however, to be revi._w will be given here.
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The height can be measured only if the auroral in height between weak and very strong arcs.
:: form contains some well defined features w_.ich Harang found a similar but less strong dependence
_: can be identified on photographs taken from two on intensity also for other forms.

places at a distance from each other comparable The results described above were obtained in or
totheheightoftheaurora (paralacticphotography). close to the northern auroral zone. The height of

Y In most auroras the lower border is well defined subauroral zone aurora has been extensively
_ and the height given in most reports is the b_ight studied by StSrmer (cf. St6rmer, 1955) over south-

of the lower limit of the aurora, as seen on photo- em Scandinavia. Compared with the auroral
_. graphic pictures. Fig. 2.24 shows the height dis- heights determined in the vicinity of the auroral

tribution of lower limits for different auroral forms zones the height diagram for southern Norway
; (after Vegard and Kr0gness, 1920). The differ- shows a far greater extension towards increasing
_ ences between the various types represented in the heights. The lower limits are, however, the same

i figure are fairly small, in both cases. According to Barbier (1963) the
_ The dependence of the heights of the lower majority of auroras seen over central Europe have

borders of auroral arcs on their intensity is shown lower limits situated above 250 km altitude.
_ in Fig. 2.25 (after Harang, 1951). ._ can be In addition to the type effects shown in Fig.
_' seen from Fig. 2.25, there is a difference of 20 km 2.24, there are a number of others. StSrmer (see

StSrmer 1955) determined the height of the lower
H, limit of sunlit auroras and found a height distribu-

• _ ! tion completely different from those in Fig. 2.24.
._ The distribution was very extended in height,• ,

( _ : with its maximum ef probability at about 300 km.
_ Aurora of type B, i.e. aurora with the lowest

• _o0 part red due to emissions from the first positive
2t_ band system of N_ and first negative system of+

. _ _ 0 _, usually occurs at altitudes for the lower border

j_ffi_mj[ _ ( '.__..,_._,_ of between 80 and 100 km. The lowest height of

_j _._.f .: _ _ aurora reported was found by Harang and Bauer

_*l (1932) for a type B display. Numerous measure-

_ ments were made on an intense arc and they
! obtained some points extending down as low as

"35km with an average height of 70 krn.
. On the other hand, red aurora of type A (with| t i i a I * I t , | | t J i i

_ " " _ ;* " %_,," _ '_ the 6300/_ 0 line dominating) is observed mostly
at heights greater than those shown in Fig. 2.24.

FmuP._2.24.--(After Vegard and Krogness,1920)Distri- The medium latitude aurora mentioned above,bution of lower limits for differentauroral forms.
which has a lower limit greater than 250 km, is

•: _ mostly of this kind.

_''' [ .............. _'.'' ...... i StSrmer has reported a type of homogeneous

_ _ ___ L __._ arc, lying in the dark atmosphere near 200 km,

which may be of a different kind from the aurora

_,._ observed at 100 km level (Barbier, 1963; see also

, f._ ' _ p. 6)._ Fbmlly, the quiet mid-latitude rtxi arcs have¢ V J,/ /_" been found to occur at heights between 390 andOC | 3 4 $

.m,t.... _,"4"&_J" !'_ _'Y""_ .... _" w" IN 560 km, but most.often in the interval 400-450 km
_,_ _,a_ (see the review by Roach and Roach, 1963).

The extent along the field lines of an auroralFIOUR_2.25.--(After Harang, 1944) Lowering of the
height8of arcswith increasinginten_itien,a_ observed form is quite different for different forms. Fig.
fromTroms51929-1938. 2.26 (after Vegard; cf. Harang, 1951, p. 35) shows
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limit of faint luminosity, respectively. It is evi-
l" dent from Fig. 2.26 and Table 3 that the rays

differ entirely from the other auroral forms in
Kin respect of luminosity distribution with height.
80 There is a solar-cyclevariation in the height of

the lower boundaryof aurora as well as in vertical
extent (Elvey, 1957). Both height and vertical
extension are lower in years with solar-activity-

70 - minimumthan at high solar activity.

iii TABLE 360 1 "

Type Ii 1_ lz

| : arc_................... 6,4km 14.0km 14.0kin
50 | " arcs with ray-str,'tcture,_ 5. 8 km 13. 6 km 46. 7 km

" draperies.............. 19.1kin 16.3km 63.4kmrays__ 137.0 km
• i

! •

_ 11\ _a___." 6. Mot|_ns

I !--_r,_ I There are many different types of motions._ es associatedwith the auroralactivity andindividual

observational data are available will be discussed
here. From the point of view of the theoretical

lares _tb _y_ models of aurora, we ar_ interested in how the2
auroral precipitation zones change location with
time under various conditions as well as in how
individualcomplete forms, or irregularities in the
forms, trove. These types of motion wil) be dis-
cussed in this subsection, where we will deal with
the statistical properties. In subsection 7 exam-
ples of motion in connection with changes of
momentaneous auroral geographical distributions

--ti_VDt ,nt_n_W will be discussed.

FI(_un_ 2.26.--(After Harange, 1951) Dktribution of Dight
intensity along different auroral form_. (a) C_lmges in the geograpbka/pattern d aurora/

actIv/ty

the mean variation of light intensity in vertical It has been mentioned already before in this
direction for different auroral forms. An o indi- review that the location of the auroral zone shifts
cates the upper limit of photographic impression, towards lower latitudes when the solar activity
Some average numerical parameters have been increases (although inconsistency exists in the
collected in Table 3 (after Vegard and Krogness, available data). The first one who deduced this
19,_0). motion from observational data seems to have

•]ere lz, 1rand laarethe distances from the lower been Tromholt (1882). Davies (1950) evaluated
limit to the height of maximum luminosity, the a change of about 3 degrees of latitude between
upper limit of strong luminosity, and the upper solar maximum and solar minimum. Tromholt
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(1882) and Davies (1950) also arrived at a seasonal studied. The latitude variation with the ring
variation in the polar distance of the auroral zones, current amounted to more than 10°, the southern
This is large around the equinoxes and small at limit reaching 49° geomagnetic latitude for the
solstizes. This is supported also by the recent strongest storms investigated.
study by Feldstein and Shevnina (1961), but the The southern border of auroral activity in
opposite result was found by Sheret and Thomas Alaska, taken to be the lowest latitude position at

(1961). which defined auroral forms appear, was found by
With the statistical definition of the auroral Davis and Kimball (1960) to move regularly in

zone adopted earlier in this section, seasonal-:aria- the course of the night in the manner shown in
tion in its location are the shortest that can exist. Fig. 2.27. The extreme southern extent of the

We will, however, now consider briefly the average smoothed curves occurs, as can be seen in Fig.
behavior of the momentaneous auroral precipita- 2.27, around geomagnetic midnight (which is 1-2
tion zone as a function of geomagnetic disturbance hours after local midnight in Alaska). Davis
level (this momentaneous region of auroral activity (1962 b) states that the decrease in the number of
is often called the auroral zone in the literature), discrete forms in low latitudes in the morning must
There exist two types of data of relevance in this be due to the actual disappearance of the forms in
respect: those which concern the equator-ward place--either because of a decrease of auroral
boundary Of the region where auroras occur, and luminosity or to a tendency for the for,ns to diffuse
those referring to the region of maximum occur- --and not to withdrawing to the north.
rence frequency for the aurora at a given moment Jacka (1953) studied the location of the region
of time. of maximum auroral occurrence around MacQuarie

Gartlein et al. (1960) found the southern Island in the southern hemisphere. He found
boundary of aurora in the northern hemisphere to that the southern auroral precipitation zone moves

be at almost 10° lower latitude for K_--5 than for towards the equator _ith increasing Kp as A_#
Kp---1, the Kp--5 boundary passing through =2.95-0.605Kp, where A_bis the latitude depar-
Stockholm, southernmost Alaska and the Great ture of the homogeneous arcs from MacQuarie
Lakes in North America (see Fig. 6). Akasofu Island. From Jacka's t_lation, it can be seen that
and Chapman (1963) found the southern limit of the latitude of the auroral precipitation zone can
latitude of northern quiet auroral arcs to be vary with as much as 5-6 °. This is the same

approximately a linear function of Dst(H), i.e. of amount as found by Feldstein and Solomatina
the ring current field, for 16 magnetic storms (1961).

A question of interest is the following: is the

__, detailed shape of the distribution of auroral
"k _ activity within the auron_l precipitation zone

• " " changed when its center or southern boundarya tl z

: ._ .._ ...- moves in latitude. Studies of this have been
m t reported in the last few years. Some investiga-

te/ tions of individual events will be reviewed in. subsection 7, below. Here the average behavior
will first be discussed.

Feldstein and Solomatina (1961) reported that
• 110t_rtqRN LI_0T TO No (IS NNIIrrs)

• Nv,.:_ u.. _ _. m ._,_1 at the same time as the auroral precipitatio, zone
• _-.,, u_, .K_ .. (.._,_! withdraws from the pole, there is an expansion ofi i i i i i I I I I I i i i i i

• - . _ _'_,_ . o, . " the zone, also towards higher latitudes, but they
did not present quantitative results. Davis and

Fxetm_2.27.--(After Davis, 1962a)Diurnalvariationof Kimball (1960) and Davis (1962 b) give some
average southern extent for each of three groups of details. Fig. 2.28, after Davis (1962 b) shows
displays extending to geomagnetic latitudes 65 °, 64 °,
and beyond 64°. The n-tuber beaide each point gives several measures of auroral activity vs. geomag-
the number of displays ,:ontributing to that particub,,, netic latitude for weak and strong displays. For
mean po6ition, curve A the maximum K index at College during
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"r __¢ made on the basis of the total number of forms

I _ E observed in Alaska between geomagneti_ latitudes

60° and 70° during each display. In Fig. 2.28 D

_ the total number of auroral forms moving north
5 or south through the zenith of the station has

'_ [. "...AX. K¢oSS been taken as measure of auroral activity.0 i l i I i i l r"_D.- _.,t i

Fig. 2.28 clearly indicates that the position of
9Or-

} ST,ONa the maximum activity is at essentially the same
L . _ PtRCeNrOCCuRrEnCE geomagnetic latitude (66° to 67°) for both small

§_ _ and large displays, but at the lower latitude posi-
cro

30 tions the relative increase of activity for the large
displays is ".onsiderably greater than at higher

o ol , , , , , , , _---7"*"r_ , latitudes.

A drift of distinct luminous auroral features
I0

must be due either to a drift or change of the
source of the impact particles or to a change in
the electric and magnetic fields experienced by the

' , , , , , , ,-'r'---- _ particles on their way to the atmosphere. The
studies of the drift motion of auroral forms is

therefore, of course, of considerable interest.

The available observational data in general give
the motion in N-S and E-W direction. Consider-
ing the deviation from the E-W direction of both
geomagnetic isolatitude lines and the average
orientation of the aurora! forms, it would be

7o e8 _eOMA_N_TN:eeLAT,TUOEa4,a co" preferable in the future to have the motions meas-

FmvaE 2.28.--(After Davis, 1962b)Several measuresof ured parallel and perpendicularly to the observed
auroral activity versus latitude for weak and strong auroral zone or to the individual aurora[ arcs. In
displays observed in Alaska in the season 1957-58. this review the mo_ion will, however, have to be
(A) Curves of total incidencefor 25 displays during divided into N-S and E-W direction.

whichthe maximumK-indexfor Collegedid notexceed With regard to the motions of individual auroral
5 (dashedline)andfor 25displaysfor whichit exceeded5 forms there are two cardinal observations, which(solidline). (B) Averagepercentagehourlyoccurrence
of overheadauroras(local time interval 19-05h) during are valid irrespective of direction. First, all parts
24 strong and weak displays. (C) Total incidenceof of rays, which can be several hundred km long,
formsduringthe 24strongand 24weak displaysused to appear to move at the same velocity, aligned with
draw curves B. (D) Total south and north moving the geomagnetic field in the first approximation,forms observed throughout 31 r'rong and 30 weak
displays, and secondly, auroral forms and inhomogeneities

have not been reported to overtake one another.
the display has been the criterion for classing.
Davis points out that the small difference between (i) Meridional Motion

strong and weak events at high latitudes, shown The motion of individual auroral forms varies
in Fig. 2.28, does not mean that there is no con- with latitude and local time.

nection between magnetic and auroral activity in Davis and Kimball (1960) found, when scaling
those latitudes, but only that the highest K index allsky-camera films from Alaska to determine the
achieved during a display at an auroral-zone sta- meridional motions, that the direction of first
tion is a poor indicator of the auroral activity at motions observed each evening at the various
the auroral zone. In Fig. 2.28 B, C, and D the latitude positions followed definite trends. On
division of the displays into strong and weak was many nights, there existed a geomagnetic latitude
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: between 60° and 70°, north of which the first equatorward boundary of auroral activity ana
_. motions were to the north, and south of which the actual meridional movement of individual forms.

first motions were to the south. This latitude Kim and Currie (1958) analyzed the N-Sf

they referred to as the "latitude position of origin." motion south of the northern auroral zone with
_ According tc Davis (1962 b), the auroral forms do regard to velocity. They found the velocity to be
. not necessarily form at this latitude. Rather, greatest (about 160 m/sec) at the latitude of the
) they seem to develop within a few degrees of the auroral zone. The number of occasions of equator-

"latitude position of origin" and have a direction ward movement exceeded those polewards in
of first motion determined by whether the forms every 50 m/see speed range up to 670 m/see
develop on the poleward or equatorward side of except in the range 0-50 m/see.
the "latitude position of origin." Davis and
Kimball found the "latitude position of origin" to (ii) L..mgitudinal Motion
be between 60° and 70° on 86 of the 180 nights At the auroral zones and in subauroral latitudes
when aurora was observed over Alaska during the both east and west longitudinal motions of auroral

_. 1957-1958 season. On 58 other nights the aurora forms occur during the night, westerly predomi-
first moved south across the whole latitude band hating early in the night and easterly in the morn-
60o-70 °. Approximately 10 nights were found on ing. (Meinel and Schulte, 1953; Meek, 1954;
which either the first motions were without pat- Bless et al., 1955; Malville, 1959; Evans, 1959,
tern or there were more than one latitude of origin. 1960; Kim and Currie, 1960; Bond, 1960; Stoff-

The regularity mentioned was for the first diree- regen, 1961 ; Davis and DeWitt, 1963). Most
tion of motion seen in the evening. Later on in investigators are agreed that east-west motions
the night both northward and southward moving are in general much faster--by at least a factor of
forms are observed. In fact, Davis and Kimball 3_thaa north-south motions, amounting to sev-
(1960) and Davis (1962 b) found that during IGY eral hundred m/see for average disturbance levels.
the number of auroral forms moving southward Kim and Currie (1960)observed a general increase
within the geomagnetic latitude band 60° to 70° of speed with proximity to the auroral zone and
over Alaska was greater than the number of also withincreasinggeomagne_icdisturbancelevel.
north-moving forms at any time in the night. Davis (1962 b) and several before him found
Bhattacharyya (1961) observed near Ottawa, that during the simplest type of auroral display,
well to the south of the auroral zone, that the one accompanied by positive disturbance of the

number of equato ward moving forms outnum- horizontal magnetic field in the evening and nega-
bered those in the reverse direction only up to tive disturbance in the morning, the auroral motion

02001tours (75th meridian time). Fillius, Gartlein is westward during the positive disturbance and
and Sprague found a similar result at the southern eastward during the negative. The reversal from
auroral zone (according to Cole, 1963). The data westward to eastward auroral motion is abrupt to
presented by Davis (1962 b) differs from those of within 30 minutes and occurs at the time of, or
Bhattacharyya and Fillius et al, in that Davis some minutes after, the change of sign of the
gave the number of forms within a 10° latitude horizontal magnetic disturbance.

: range, whereas the others presented observations Mawson (1914) and Stoffregen (1961 b) observed
from one place, inside the southern and northern auroral zones,

Older observational results of local time depend- respectively, that the longitudinal motion in
ence of meridional motion in subauroral latitudes auroras was, in general, from the daylight to the
have been _viewed by Harang (1951) and dark side of the earth, i.e. opposite the general
StSrmer (1955.) They can be roughlysummarized trend outside the zone.
in the following way: the motion is on the average According to Davis (1961, 1962 b), the moderate
equatorwards before midnight and polewards after, evening aurora at the auroral zone is typified by
The apparent disc_pancy between the results of the existence of a partial or complete array of
Davis and Kimball (1960) and most older results west-opening loop structures along which clock°
may be du_ ¢o the difficulty to d_stinguish, without wise (as seen from above) motions of irregularities
the use of allsky films, between motion of the occur. These motions are superimposed on tue
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general westward drift of the auroral forms. Fol- The disturbance periods studied are the very great
lowing the change from positive to negative hori- ones. (Sept. 22-23, 1957, Feb. 11, 1958, Feb. 13,
zov'al disturbance, broken forms are prevalent, 1958; March 24, 1958).
b'_ now counter clockwise motions occasionally .. A short report of the time history for the Feb.
can be seen. Auroral displays accompanied by 13, 1958 aurora, given by Akasofu (1963), will be
magnetic disturbance of variable sign have cot- included here, because it illustrates better than
respondingly complicated auroral motion, has been done before the development of a large

The motion pattern observed by Davis agrees aurora on a world-wide scale. Fig. 2.29, a-e,
with Mawson's and Stoffregen's observations in- shows snapshots of the situation at five different
side the auroral zones and it also fits well to the moments of time.
theoretical model of Axford and Hines (1961). Three arcs extended across Alaska at 0830 UT

Recently, Omholt (1982) has reported east- but only one to the north of eastern Siberia (Fig.
west speeds of rays in a very active auroral curtain 2.29 a). Five minutes after the break-up, the
as high as 30 kin/see. These observations were auroras nver Alaska were completely disrupted.
made with a new technique. The data reported A few arcs rapidly moved northward and one of
are only preliminary and more measurements of them went to the north of Barrow (Fig. 2.29 b).
this kind will certainly add much to our knowledge To the west of Alaska a remarkable loop formation
about the auroral mechanisms. Still higher veloc- can be seen in Fig. 2.29 b. It seemed to be pro-
ities of irregularities along auroral forms (up to duced at the time of the breakup over Bering
124 km/sec) have been observed by Davis and Strait. There is a great difference in the lati-
Hicks (1963) with the use of image amplifier tude range of the aurora between Alaska and
technique, pe.rmitting g0 exposures/sec or more. Canada in Fig. 2.29 b. This is because the zone

with aurora did not expand siniultaneously over
7. Dynamic Morphology of Individual Auroral

the longitude range shown. It st_.rted over
Displays Alaska. There was, however, a strong increase in

A few synoptic studies of auroral displays have brightness also over Canada when the breakup
been published since IGY (but much fewer than began in Alaska.
would be desirable). This type of investigation is At 0900 UT the expansion had,spread to central
certainly one of the most important that can be Canada (Fig. 2.29 c). A new breakup started at
made at the present stage of our knowledge about 0907 UT in Alaska and the broi:en bands became
aurora. Those published have revealed several much brighter also in central Canada. At 1030
previously unknown characteristics of the auroral UT the auroral forms in Alaska and the Siberian
morphology. A brief review will be given here. Arctic Sea were quiet again and there were several

Khorosheva (1963) found that auroras observed faint arcs. The aurora was, however, still irregu-
simultaneously at different longitudes in the east- lar in Canada and did not recover to this quiet
ern hemisphere form a single, physically related phase, although it became fainter. The auroral
band, which changes synchronously in brightness, precipitation zone was still expanding to the north
width, and latitude over its entire extension, there.

Davis (1962 b) and Davis and Kimball (1962) Some of the observations made by Akasofu in
analyzed synoptic auroral maps for Alaska and analyzing synoptic sequences similar to the one in
evaluated the results reviewed earlier concerning Fig. 2.29 are summarized here.
auroral motionandauroralconfigurations. Cood (1) The auroral precipitation zone starts to
evidence for the configuration pattern of aurora move away from the pole when the ring current
being similar to that of the DS current system was starts to build up. It may reach latitudes 10°
found. (or more) less than that of the auroral zone. The

Synoptic maps covering still larger areas than width of the precipitation zone in quiet periods
those of Davis (1962 b), namely eastern Siberia, (between polar magnetic (DP) substorms) is not
Alaska, and western and central Canada; have increased (5° wide or less).
been prepared and analyzed by Akasofu (1960, (2) The breakup occurs when a DP subetorm
1962, 1963) and Akasofa and Chapman (1962). starts. It is characterized by a sudden increase
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c d
0900 0907

Fxotmz2.29.--(AfterAkasofu,1963)The distributionof the aurorason February13, 1958. The fieldof view of each
aliskycamerastationis indicatedby acircleofradius500kin. The darkdoton the top of each mapshowsthe direction
of the sun. L-curves4, 6 and 8 arealso shown.

of the brightness and rapid and complicated fold- (6) Complete breakup of the quiet auroral
ing or wavy motions of all arcs and bands over a forms are not so common on the auroral caps as
large area on the morning side, together with a in the auroral zones or on their equatorward side.
rapid expansion polewards of the precipitation (7) An are extending at least 5000 km in E-W
zone. The northward expansion often starts direction was seen on March 24, 1958.
around midnight or in the early morning and It :_sevident that a large number of the charac-
propagates into the morning side. It mayamount teristics found by Akasofu do not fit into any
to more than 10°. theoretical model, in most cases because the exist-

(3) Breakup with poleward expansion has been ing models are not detailed enough. Some of the
observed in the auroral zone already 4 minutes remits presented above seem to disagree with
after the sudden commencement, some proposed models. The disrupted auroral

(4) At the breakup, westward traveling folds forms shown in Fig. 2.29 are not similar to the I)S-
are often formed. They propagate with velocities current pattern to be expected on the basis of
of 300--600 m/sec and have characteristic lengths Axford's and Hines' (1961) model for magnetic
of a few hundred kin. Akazofu thinks it is peed- storms and aurora, just to mention one of the

II ble the folds are identical with those observed and meet recent ones. Also, the observation of large
studied by Davis (1962 b). scale _tivation of auroras with breakup and

(5) Some of the auroral forms in the auroral northward expansion of the auroral precipitation
saps move up there from auroral zone latitutles zone already 4 minutes after a sudden eommencz-
during and after the breakups, mer .., seems not fit their model.
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Akasofu (1963 d) has worked out a model of planetary K indices (Davis, 1963). In the region
simultaneous auroral activity over the entire polar between geoma_,netic latitudes 75 and 80° the
region in terms of the auroral substorm, which relationship between auroral occurrence and geo-
corresponds to the polar geomagnetic substorm magnetic activity is more complicated and of a
(DP). transitional nature. Feldstein (1962 b) found

that auroras are observed in the zenith at Murchi-

3. CORRELATIONWITH SOLAR AND son Bay (geomagnetic latitude 75°N) most fre-
GEOPHYSICALPHENOMENA quently when there is a weak magnetic disturbance

In this section observed statistical relat;ons (Kffi2-3). When auroras appearing to the south
between visual aurora and solar and geophysical were also taken into account the auroral occurrence
phenomena will be briefly reviewed, frequency increased with the K-index up to high

values of it. Morozumi (1963) found positive

1. Solar Disturbances correlation between auroral occurrence and mag-
netic disturbance even at 78° geomagnetic latitude

Except for the investigations of the variation of (at the South Pole).
the occurrence frequency of aurora with the solar There is not only a correlation between the
cycle, which have been mentioned in Section 2 general occurrence of aurora, but a fairly detailed
(see page 32), detailed investigations of the corre- relationship exists between the development of
lation between visual allrora and solar disturb- the visual aurora, as seen in auroral zone latitudes,
ances seem not to have been made. A large and thedevelopment of the associated geomagnetic
number of studies of relations between solar events disturbance. These _lations have been studied

and geomagnetic disturbances exist in the litera- by Meek (1953, 1954b), Heppner (1954a, b, 1955),
ture and are reviewed in Chapter 00 of this book. Zaborshchikov and Fediakina (1957), Fan (1958),
Since the correlation between occurrence of aurora Bless et al. (1959) and Akasofu (1963d).
and planetary magnetic activity is good (cf. Iteppner (1954b)sumnlarizes his observations
below), most of the relevant conclusions reached at College (geomagn. lag. 64.5°N) in the following
for magnetic storms are also valid for aurora, way. The magnetic disturbance and simultane-
The 27-day recurrence tendency seems to be less ous auroral activity on a large majority of, and
pronounced for aurora than for magnetic disturb- perhaps all, nights may be represented by means
ances (Chamberlain, 1961). of two patterns, which apply individually or in

combination. This is a consequence of recogniz-
2. Geomagnetic Disturbances ing that magnetic disturbances are made up of

That worldwide magnetic disturbances occur individual bay disturbances and that coincident
at the times when aurora can be observed was with each bay there is a distinct sequence of
discovered in t741 by Celsius and Hiorter in auroral activity. The two patterns differ in
Uppsala, Sweden (of. Chapman and Bartels, 1940). respect to what happens when the disturbance in

A detailed investigation of the correlation be- the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field
tween the occurrence of aurora avd the planetary changes from being positive to being negative.
magnetic activity has been made by Bartels and In the first pattern the aurora undergoes a distinct
Chapman (1958). It has been known for long to chaltge in form and in the second it disappears at
aurora investigators that the start of a magnetic this time or recedes very far northward. The
storm in the day almost invariably leads to the first pattern is more frequent than the second.
occurrence of aurora in al,roral zone latitudes in In the early part of the night the aurora is
the following night. This is true in subauroral generally far north _s seen from College and has
latitudes only when the storm is a strong one--in quiet forms (arcs and glow). The luminosity
which cases very little aurora may be seen in the advances slowly equatorwards. A positive mag-
aurm.al zone (see Section 2). netic bay is generally observed in this period.

Over the central polar cape (geomagnetic lati- Close to the moment when a negative bay sets in,
rude above 80°) the visual aurora is negatively the aurora becomes active, moves southward and
correlated with the local as well as with the breaks up (first pattern) or disappears (second
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pattern). In the first patter, l of Heppner the The diurnal variation of radio aurora as observed
recovery of the horizontal component takes place in the auroral zone has an afte_oon m.xximum as
during the appearance of diffuse and pulsating well ass night maximum (Fig. 3.1). The_- sonal
aurora. In the majority of cases there is a shor_ variation in the auroral zone has _'axima at the

period following the negative bay in which the equinoxes. The long term occurrence frequeacy
horizontal magnetic disturbance component is variation has its maximum about 2 years after the
positive. A homogeneous arc is frequently formed solar activity, as is the case with visual aurora.

again during this period. Radio aurora is observed in the same general
A close correlation between rapid variations in regions as optical aurora. With high pu,ver radars

the auroral luminosity and geomagnetic micro- auroral type echoes can be recorded very often
pulsations has been found by Camp_ll and Nebel even in latitudes far from the auroral zo,les.

(1959), Campbell (1960 a,b,c), Campbell and Rees The reflection process ha_ heen found to take
(1961) and Berger (1963) (see also Chapter )" place in a fairly narrow height interval with mean

3. Earth Currents value between 90 and 110 kin, i.e. in the same
height range as the lower border of visual aurora,

The occurrence during the day of induced volt- by a large number of investigators. Also the
ages in long telegraph wires was used by St6rmer motions of radio ,..urora correlate quite well ¢dth
in his extensive program for paralactic height those of visible aurora, de.scribed in 8ectioa 2
measurements on aurora with good success for (see p. 44). Fi'. ".2 shows an exan.ple of simul-
many years as a warning that aurora would occur taneous recording of visual and radio a'lrora. As
in the next night. As the electric conductivity of can be seen, there is a significant bat not perfect
the ground is generally not known with adequate correlation. The correlation is, however, good
precision it is difficult to relate the details of the only at low elevation angles in a sector centered
induced electrical field and the resulting earth somewhere arourid geogravhic or geomagnetic
currents to the aurora in individual cases. The north, in the northern hemisphere, and south in
c, rrelation of occurrence of the two phenomena the southern hemisphe_ (ef. Fig. 3.3). Even
is, however, good (cf. e.g. Hessler and Weseott, extremely strong aurora overhead does not give
1959). Freier (1961) has rep,,rted evidence for any echoes at all.

the accumulation of negative ch_,,_es at _he earth's The mentioned limitations of the regions in
sudace during auroras, corresponding to an influx which auroral echoes are found is due to the fact

of negative charges into the upper atmosphere, that the reflection mechanism is aspect sensitive:
reflections occur predominantly from a direction

4. Radio Aurora perpendicular to the magnetic field lines at the

Reflections of radio waves of frequencies well reflection point. This can be understood if the
above the critical frequencies of the ionosphere reflection mechanism is one of weak scattering
from ionization associate[ with aurora--radio from small irregularities strongly elongated along

aurora--were first investigated in 1938 by Harang _he lines of force, as well as if it is a critical rtP,ec-
and 8toffregen (1938, 1940). That radio wave tion fror_ larger magnetic-field-aligned irregular-
")ropagation via auroral ionization is possible was, tries. Recently it has been s,Jggested that the
however, discovered car,'ier in the 1930's by irregularities may be ion sound waves (Bunemazl,
amateur radio operators. After the ,_cond world 1963). The fine structure of the receiv. _ echoes

shows that a large number of reflecting centerswar and particularly during the last ten years

radio aurora has been studied by a number of are active at the same time.
researchers in North America, Britain, N(,,_vay, As radio aurora has been obs_rved for frequen-
Sweden, Germany, Russia, New Zealand and the eies up to 2850 Me/s (Groth et al., 1964) it seems
Antarctic. For a review of radio aurora with most probable that weak scattering from small
detailed references, see for instance Egeland irregularities in the electro.l density distribution
(1962), Hultqvist and ,Egeland (1964) and is the most inLportant process at higher frequen-
Leadabrand (1964). eies, whereas critical reflection--i.e, reflection
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Fmuxz &L--Diurnal variationof the occurrencefrequencyfor radio aurora at about 90 Me/s, observedat Kiruna
Sweden(geomagneticlatitude65.3°). AfterEgeland(1962a).

from an electron density so large that the refrac- extremely well (see Fig. 3.4, after Anderson and
tive index is zero--may be of importance in the DeWitt, 1963). This seems to be fairly excep-
lowermost part of the VHF band. How the tional in auroral zone latitudes.
irregularities are produced is far from clear. See In subauroral latitudes strong x-ray events
the above mentioned review papers formore details, occur almost only during strong magnetic storms,

and the correlation between the occurrence of

5. Bmmsstrahlung X-rays at Balloon Altitudes visual aurora and bremsstrahlung at balloon
heights is quite good (see the review by Winclder,

In the auroral zone the probability of occurrence 1962, for instance).
of x-[_ys has been found to be fairly well corre- The balloon observations thus show that the
lated to large scale magnetic activity. But the high-energy electrons responsible for the brem-
detailed correlation between aurora and precipita- sstrahlung production in general do not constitute
tion of the energetic electrons, which generate the high energy tail of the electron spectrum pro-
bremsstrahlung, is in general quite poor there (cf. ducing the visible aurora in auroral zone latitudes,
Anderson, 1960, 1962; Anderson and Enemark, whereas they usually do in subauroral latitudes.
1960). It does, however, happen that auroral The spectrum of the primary electrons is discussed
luminosity and x-ray flux follow each other in some more detail in Section 4.
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..-,,_-.,. Rates of increase and decrease may be as high as
'° ° '* ,° 3-2 db/minute, and the magnitude of the absorp-

- tion can be 8-10 db at about 30 Mc/s for short

periods. The character of the record differs

"_; definitely from that seen during SIDs or polar

cap absorption events (PCA) (cf. Chapter ).
This type of absorption is usually called auroral
absorption. Thus, the auroral absorption (AA)
is defined as all absorption observed when there is
no SID or PCA. It is then not surprising that

--_ .-, "" "_"'_" ,,_.,,_,,m Ansari (1963) has been able to show that AA con-
sists of more than one type of absorption phenom-

FIGURE&&--Mass plotof 398/Mc/s echocsasafunctionof enon, different with regard to the energy spectrum
rangeandazimuth,College,Alaska,March26, 1957.The of the ionizing particles. One type, primarily
points represent observations. The numbersattached occurring in the pre-breakup phase of aurora, is
to the variouscurvesgive the off-perpendicularangle
withregardto thegeomagneticfieldlinesat thereflection well correlated with the visual aurora (see also
point. After Leadabrand, et al. (1959). Gustafsson, 1964). It is limited approximately to

the luminous forms and its intensity is generally
w°_' ' ' ' ' fairly low (_<1 db at about 30 Mc/s). During

¢Otu_t_gA the break-up of the visual aurora the AA is
atamm&_ intensified and is still mostly limited to the

xaa_ _bv luminous forms.
After break-up, and practically only after mag-

netic midnight at College, strong fairly slowly

u_ varying absorption often occurs. It is sometimes

associated with faint and diffuse aurora all over

the sky, but there is no detailed correlation

between light intensity and AA.

i t _J ____t_o_r,_i, Even if there, thus, is a good statistical correla-

s.o tion between auroral absor'_tion and visible

u_ aurora, bright coronas may appear without being
associated with any measurable amount of absorp-

Ij ,_, _j _ tili tion (see e.g. Kavadas, 1962). Ansari (1964)

reported cases in which the absorption even
decreased when an auroral form brightened up.

The auroral absorption has been found to have

w I_ _m _**o,,,_ ,i, ,_ its maximum average value in a zone located a few
tav_ latitude degrees further from the pole than the

visual aurora (Gorbushina, 1962; Hartz, 1963;
Fmua_ 3.4.--C_mparison of auroral luminosity obtained

from allsky-camera pictures with x-ray flux at balloon Holt, 1963; Basler, 1963).
altitude. After Andersonand DeWitt (1963). The height where the auroral absorption takes

place is a parameter of great importance for the
understanding of the electron reactions in the

6. Auroral Absorption lowermostionosphere(seeHultqvist1963b,1964).
Duringauroraand magneticstormstheiono- The observationthatthe effectof sunriseand

sphericabsorptionof radiowaves recordedby s,'Iseton AA ismuch lowerthanexpectedon the
means ofriometersmostoftenshowsan irregular basisofexistingmodels(seee.g.Hultqvist,1963a)
timestructure.Althoughtheperiodofabsorp- has been interpretedas indicatingthatallAA
tionmay lastseveralhours,individualpeaks takesplaceabove 90 km (Brown and Barcus,
oftenhave durationsof only a few minutes. 1963). Such an interpretationis,however,in
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? contradiction with a large body of other experi- ,4o . . ,

_ mental data (see Hultqvist, 1963b). Recent ex- ,_o • 2,_ ,'ltc,,'-_-J _ ,.o_,,c,,_,-_ /
tensive multi-frequency riometer measurements ,go ® ,,_%-J ,. ,, ,,c_,_.*J

(Little et al., 1963) which provide height informs- ,o _ 3a g," t ,. o_,, )/

tion for the AA in the interval 35-75 km, have oo

shown that in some 40 percent of 112 studied _" ,o /
cases the height distribution of the absorption per __ )'
km had its maximum at or below 72 km. In *_

some 10 percent of the cases the peak was even ,o
at or below 60 km. ,o

The multi-frequency riometer technique cannot _o

tell about possible existence of appreciable AA in 4o,o' ,o" ,o" ,_ ,o'
the E-layer in the pr(.sence of AA also below the ,_ect_,s/¢_'

D-layer, for instance. Analysis of recent satellite FmvaE 3.6._Equilibrium electron density profiles due to
__ measurements of electron precipitation has shown three ener&y spectra of precipitated electrons. The

= that most of the auroral absorption in general is spectra as well as the total absorption, A, at 27.6 Mc/s?

located between 60 and 90 km (Hultqvist 1964a, are _iven in the figure. Curve No. 2 gives an upper

_. b) in good agreement with the riometer measure- limit for the equilibrium electron density distribution
: ments mentioned. The satellite data show that prozluced by the spectrum 3.8-104e-_/3° electrons (cm2

sec ster key) -1 which is the equivalent spectrum for the
- AA is due main'y to electrons of energy above average fluxes when Kp>4 as found by McDiarmid

40 ke% whereas the visual aurora is caused by et al. (1963) a lower limit for this spectrum is curve
_ electrons of energies between a few kev and a few No. 1. After Hultqvist (1964b).

ten key (see the review by Hultqvist 1964c).

This is illustrated by Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Fig. 3.5 shows an estimation of the height

, distribution of the absorp',_a 9roduced by the pri-

:_ mary electrons of a strong visible aurora of Inter-140 . , 0 .

! 0Av national Brightness Coefficient (IBC) between III

,_ _ ar,:l IV (curves nos. 1; spectrum of the electrons

:_ _ being that observed by McIlwain, 1960). The
J absorption due to the bremsstrahlung of those

_ _i_ i r primary electrons (curves 2) and the absorption

.: due to high energy electrons observed in the

auroral zone with satellites by Mann eta]. (1963_,.

(curves 3). In Fig. 6 the equilibrium electro_:

density profiles produced by the average precipita-

_, ..... _ _ _ . . . tion fluxes of electrons in the auroral zone, as
o _ 4 , , ,o _ ' ' _ '_ observed by means of the satellite Alouette

:, _,,_ _L) "_ (_) (icDiarmid et al., 1903) and Injun 3 (O'Brien,
•: 1964) are shown. For electrons of energy above

'_ FIGURE3.5. -Curves 1 show the height distribution of the 40 kev data are available for low (K_ <4) and

absorption produced by the differential energy spectrum high (K_>4) magnetic activity. Curve 1 gives

N(E) _5.10 _ e-_/_ electrons (era_ sec ster kev)-_. The the average distribution for low magnetic activity,
total absorption under the curve amounts to 1.04 db in
the day and to 0.89 db at night. Curves 2 give the while curve 2 gives only an upper limit for the
absorption due to the brem_strahlung of the mentioned electron density profile when K_>4. Curve 3
electron spectrum. Total absorption in the day is 0.27 finally is due to the average electron flux in the

db and in the night 0.061 db. Curves 3, finally, repre- energy range 1-40 key.

i sent the absorption distribution prod-ted by the dif- The total absorption values computed from the
i ferential energy spectrum N(E)_7.10_e -s/_ electrons
• (cm_ _ec kev)-_ comiug in along the field lines. Total satellite measured electron fluxes (0.3 db, < 1.4 db,
: daytime absorption is 1.9 db and the nighttime one is and 0.09 db fcr curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively)

0.52 db. After Hultqvist (1964a). for the two ranges of magnetic activity are in quite
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good accordance with the average absorption dur- Abso_tm in thefirst minuteof eachhour
ing the five most disturbed days and five most 2 . .
quiet days in each month, as observed over several _b ,,_

/ , a.
years at College by Basler (1963). For the dis- / .

o

turbed days he found a daily average of about 1db / ,

in the summer and between 1 and 2 db in the , , _

at equinoxes. This should be corn- ,_ ,", "k_)f:_
winter and

pared to the value --_ 1 db of Fig. 3.6. For the i / '__, ,-_ :,

quiet days the daily average observed by Basler .7-._ • f;_ _ ^ ,

was 0.3 db, which is identical to the value ob- _"/'/ "'_,_',x _tained from the satellite data. , :¢'"
The bremsstrahlung x-rays are most probably _ f-_

always negligible as compared to the primary elec- (_) ".
trons for producing AA (Ansari 1963, Hultqvist
1963, 1964, Brown, 1964). 0 3 6 s 1_ _ ;e 21 24 N,rT

The fluxes of the high-energy electrons causing
AA and the low energy electron._pr_xiucing aurora
vary independently of each other. This explains p_ .bsorp,_,_ ,w .._ _r

,2, b Ithe variable degree of correlation between aurora 2

and AA. One can expect to observe aurora with- db i_, _\ [

out AA and AA without aurora and all combina- /!\,\, 7".1tions in between. Ansari's (1963) results indicate ,.
that the electrons of energy above 40 kev are _ f ,'_ ,'_'-x _ (_ * "

precipitated mainly after magnetic midnight. In , , .y , ,\ "t., k/X'

the same way it is also understandable why auroral ' _/ _?k : //(
absorption has its maximum in the morning (Fig. . \ _ ./..
3.7), while aurora is most frequent in the middle ' "_'" _" _"

of the night. The good correlation that has been _ .... , ,
found between AA and bremsstrahlung x-rays k'
(see Brown, 1961, and Pfotzer et al., 1962, for
instance) fits also well into the picture.

From the data presented above it seems reason- 0 _ 6 S I_ _ le 2_ _, _"
able to conclude that the absence of a significant
influence of sunlight on the auroral absorption Fmunz 3.7._Diurnal variationof the average intensity of

27.6 Mc/s cosmic noise absorption for the equinoxes at
cannot be explained by the absorbing ionization Kiruna. Months in which PCA's occurred are excluded.

being located, as a rule, above 90 km altitude. Curve1represents"_heaverageforthe followingmonths:
For a discussion of other aspects of auroral ab- April1959,September1959,October1959,March 1960,

sorption see e.g. the reviews of Ansari (1963), October1960,March1961,April1961,September1961,
Holt (1963), and Hultqvist (1963c) and Chapter and October 1961. Curve 2 is for September 1961

alm,e and curve 3 for September 1959. After Hultqvist
0 of this book. (1963a).

7. Other IonosphericDisturbancesAssociated
has usually well pronounced ordinary and extra-with Aurora
ordinary components. Multiple reflections are

The first phase of an auroral situation in the quite common, thus little absorption below this
ionosphere is usually characterized by increasing layer is often observed. In the second phase
height of th_ _2-1ayer. In about 100-110 km more absorption takes place, the minimum fie-
height an auroral sporadic E-layer is formed, quency of the E-layer increases and less multiples
which is quite similar to the daytime E-layer but are recorded. Auroral forms with ray structure
has greater vertical extension. The critical fre- is often seen at this time. The third phase is
quency of this layer may rise up to 7-8 Mc/s and characterized by high absorption of radio-waves,
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often resulting in black-out and strong aurora with higher when the waves pass through the aurora
ray-structure (after Stoffregen, 1958). than when they do not. This has been found both

During the second and third phases low-fro- for ordinary aurora (Little and Maxwell, 195_p-;
quency reflections are often observed at abnor- Benson 1960; Morcroft and Forsyth) and for the
really low altitudes of down to 60 km (Stoffregen, subauroral-latitude red arcs (Roach, 1963).

1958; Stoffrea;en et al., 1960; Gregory, 1961; 9. Radio-NoiseEmission
Pedersen, 1962; and others.)

Only few detailed studies of the correlation be- There is some evidence for VHF radio noise
tween visual aurora and sporadic E in the auroral being emitted by the auroral primary electrons.

zones have been reported (Heppner et al., 1952; The situation is still somewhat unclear. If the
Knecht, 1956; Hunsucker and Owren, 1962). reported emissions are of auroral origin, a strong
The most recent one is that of Hunsucker and solar cycle variation in their occurrence frequency
Owren. They compared auroral type sporadic-E seems to exist. Observations have been reported
recorded with ionosondes in Alaska during the only for solar activity maximum. Leadabrand
IGY with simultaneous allsky camera observa- (1964) has given a review of published observa-
tions and other data for times of auroral activity, tional results. Synchrotron radiation from the
They found a high correlation between zenithal auroral primaries seems to be a possible mechan-
aurora and the critical frequency of the sporadic-E ism of generation (Hower, 1963).
layer (fEs). From detailed studies of simultane- Whereas, thus, the association of aurora with

_ ous visual aurora and ionospheric sounding data significant VHF noise emission still must be con-
Hunsucker and Owren drew the following con- sidered as somewhat doubtful or at least as of rare
clusions: occurrence, observational results showing a close

The motion of an auroral arc or band from a low relationship between visual aurora and a type of
elevation angle to a position near the zenith is very-low-frequency noise emissions, the so-called
accompanied by an increase in the value of fEs. auroral hiss, have recently appeared. Hiss differs

fEs is more than two times as great when there from the other types of VLF emissions in that
is aurora in the zcnith as when there is not. discrete emissions are not distinguishable in the

The highest value of fEs is observed when an emission spectra. A class of hiss known as "au-
auroral arc or band is present at the astronomical roral hiss" has been shown to be closely associated
zenith (not the magnetic zenith), with the occurrence of aurora on the basis of

A general survey of existing knowledge con- ground observations (Martin and Helliwell, 1960;
cerning sporadic-E phenomena of all kinds can JSrgensen and Ungstrup, i962; Morozumi, 1962)
be found in the paper by Thomas and Smith although VLF hiss emission is sometimes und_
(1959). For other ionospheric disturbance ef- tectable on the ground even in the presence oi an
fects associated with aurora, see Chapter 0. intense and active aurora. Morezumi (1963) has

found that VLF hiss usually occurs in the pre-8. Scintillationof Radio Waves from Radio Stars
and Satellites breakup phase of aurora and is well correlated

with homogeneous auroral arcs and bands. He
Although no statistical studies of the correlation observed, however, also that intense auroral hiss

between auroral occurrence and scintillation of sometimes occurs unaccompanied by auroras.
radio-waves from point sources outside the iono- Fig. 3.8 shows simultaneous records of VLF noise,
sphere have been made, it can be said that a good visual emission, and precipitated electrons ob-
correlation certainly exists. A correlation exists tained on board Injun 3 (Gumett and O'Brien,
namely between scintillation and geomagnetic 1964). The agreement between the time func-

_: activity (d. e.g. Little et al. 1962, and Liszka, tions of the various variables is quite good. The
- 1963), as well as between occurrence of visual satellite was between 250 and 350 km while the

aurora and geomagnetic activity (see above) and records in Fig. 3.8 were taken. The photometer
a few detailed studies of situations in which the was looking along the field lines, and the measured
radio waves have propagated through an observed electrons were on their way down into the atmos-

! visual aurora have shown that the scintillation is phere. The antenna on the satellite received the
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10. Auroral "Sound"

A number of of aural observations
large reports

1 (EARTH RADII) of sound in connection with aurora exist. A re-

il_ view has recently been presented bY Camp bell and

Young (1963). According to these reports, some
of which have been given by experienced auroral
researchers, a sound is hea.d in a few per cent of
the active auroras, mainly in the years of maxi-

mum in the eleven-year solar activity cycle. The

__J !.....,.::':':"_"2:_-::..'"_:-..__1 sounds are said to be at the upper frequency limit_..:..... of the observers' auditory response.

I__--" ] "-'["iii ._ Chapman (1931, 1932) has pointed out that the..'-.'--.':'-.-Y'-:::--_ mean free path in the height interval where aurora

_l_l!_'_'_"'"-':""'"'"_:"""'-"_':".':""_ occurs is too large compared with the wave length

of sound waves in the audible frequency range, for
transmission down to the earth's surface to be

m_/,;........FA_4 -../_,---_ ['--I'"" .-:" possible. The aurora has to reach down below

65 km for the sound waves to be able to propagate
to the earth's surface. But if this occurred, the

__.._ 8&p____....:" t.!.:_ __aT__ variations in luminous and acoustic intensity

• could not be simultaneous, as has been reported,
• because of the low sound propagation velocity

_ , ..." _. '-'.....,......., (unless the aurora extended to the ground level).
It seems probable that the reported acoustic ef-
fects are due to the electric fields that are induced• .o .

flv L in any suspended wire connected to the earth by

!' the geomagnetic variations associated with strongmq

,_ [-_?¢_ ,q.uroras, as proposed by Harang (1951), St6rmer

_ t_ t_ ml_ttt,_ ! IEt._llUt Ft._l,_] (1955) and others. During very strong auroras
_!'-- • _t_ producethesevoltageSdischarges.maybe of sufficient magnitude to

_c_**. _,,tt For infrasonic waves in the period range 10-110

' '_ ' y41 'm ' .... II seconds the ratio of wavelength to mean free path
A _ is large, and propagation to the ground from the

auroral altitudes is physically possible. SuchFmvaE 3.8.--A simultaneousobservation of VLF electro-
waves have also been observed (Chrzanowski etmagnetic emission,auroral luminosity and precipitated

electronson board Injun 3 on March 3, 1963,0720-0725 al., 1961, 1962). Maeda and Watanabe (1964)
UT. After Gurnett and O'Brien (1963). have pointed out that auroral activity is expected

to be associated with the appearance of infrasonic
waves due to periodic heating of the ionosphere by

VLF magnetic component perpendicular to the the primary auroral particles. Such correlation
geomagnetic lines of force. The emission spec- was found by Campbell and Young (1963) in
trum of the auroral hiss record in Fig. 3.8 is Alaska, where they observed that every night of
essentially a fiat noise spectrum starting below bright visual aurora, or ionospheric evidence of
2.7 kc/s and extending above 8.8 kc/s. The aurora, was associated with 10-110-see-period
injun 3 measurements suggest that, at least some- pressure oscillations of about 1 to 10 dynes/era t
times, the same precipitated electrons cause both amplitude. Nights of no auroral activity showed
visual aurora and VLF hiss emission, no infrasonic effects.
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:_' 4. DIRECTOBSERVA11ONSOF ENERGETIC 10-100 kev. Some two dozen rockoon launehings
': PARTICLESASSOCIA'I,:D WITH AURORA at various latitudes showed that the latitude

1. Introduction dependence of the radiation intensity was very
: similar to that for the occurence of visual aurora

The first definite observational evidence for (Van Allen, 1957).

i fast charged particles entering the earth's upper X-rays directly coincident with auroras were

atmosphere along the geomagnetic field lines was first observed at balloon levels in 1957 (Winckler
obtained from a spectrogram taken by Meinel et al., 1958). A few rockets were launched
(1950a, b, 1951). He pointed his instrument through visible auroral forms in 1958 (Davis et
toward the magnetic zenith during a strong al., 1960; and McIlwain, 1960). The first proof
aurora and obtained an Ha profile that was that electronsareprecipitatedintotheatmosphere
shifted--as well a_ broadened--with its peak from altitudes of 1000 km or more was obtained

corresponding to a doppler velocity of roughly from Sputnik 3 in a period of about one minute on
500 km/sec, but the short wavelength tail of the May 15, 1958, by Krasovskii et al. (1962). A
profile extended to more than 2000 km/sec. In number of reports of measurements on electrons
the direction of the magnetic horizon the profile precipitated into the atmosphere have been col-
was not shifted but only broadened to about 500 lected in Table 1. Nos. 1-3 are rocket measure-

km/sec en either side of the center. The broaJen- ments, no. 4 refers to the rockoon results of tke
ing on the red side arises probably in part from Iowa group, nos. 5-9 are measurements obtained
scattering of light from other parts of the sky and by means of balloons (only x-ray maesurements
in part from motions of protons away from the for which the existence, or nonexistence, and
observer. '/he latter may be due to many small- characteristics of visual aurora in the period of
angle scatterings of protons that initially were measurement have b_n reported are included in
moving nearly perpendicularly to the magnetic Table 1), nos. 10-21, finally are satellite results.
field. The early rocket measurements (Davis et al.,

Proton fluxes as high as 108 (cm _ sec)-_ with 1060; McIlwain, 1960) as well as the satellite
velocities below 500 km/see have been deduced results (e.g., O'Brien, 1962a, 1964) have verified
from spectroscopic measurements (Malville, 1960). the conclusions of Omholt (1957, 1959) based on
That proton velocities much above 2000 km/see spectroscopic observations of aurora that the
have not been observed, does not mean that protons play a very minor role in the excitation of
higher velocities do not exist in the incoming most auroras.
proton beam. The observed limit is due to the The first somewhat detailed satellite studies of

effect that much more rapid protons cannot take particles that were definitely precipitated into the
up electrons to form neutral hydrogen atoms atmosphere were made by means of Injun 1
which then can emit the hydrogen lines on its (O'Brien, 1962a, b). O'Brien and others working
continued way. with satellite data define precipitated particles as

In this section will be given a brief review of such which would mirror at or below 100 km

some recent direct measurements of particles re- altitude (if the atmosphere had not been present).
lated to aurora which have been made by means of The satellite results have also show._ that electrons

balloon-, rocket-, and satellite-borne instruments, on the average carry much more of the energy to
the lower ionosphere than do protons (O'Brien,

2. Observed Fluxes and Energy Spectraof Elec- 1962b).
trcmsPrecipitatedInto the Upper Atmosphere

In the summer of 1953 a group from the State (a) LatitudinalDistributionand Other SpatialCharacteristics
University of Iowa when carrying out a program
for study of the low-energy end of the primary The recent simultaneous measurements on
cosmic-ray spectrum recorded an anomalous soft Injun 3 (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964) of flux of
radiation by means of rockoons launched from a precipitated electrons and of auroral light emis-
ship west of Greenland (Meredith et al., 1955). sion below the satellite have shown that above
The radiation was identified as x-rays of energy auroras there are electron fluxes several orders of
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Fmua_. 4.2.--Samples cf precipitated fluxes over North
II LATITUO[ • America in January 1963. Each point is an 8-sec

average of thirty-two measurements made at half-in-
FmURE 4.1.--Data from a northbound pass of Injun 3 over tegral values of L. The solid line gives the average

North America, which shows simultaneous detection of flux. (After O'Brien, 1964.)
an aurora, of the precipitated electrons (pitch angle
N50 °) partially responsible for causing it, and of

trapped electrons. Note the approach to isotropy of !_m_!if _t_cT_s

the particle flux over the aurora. No attempt has been .,4o.,,.$ .4S' gp s4" ?'al_t,l* ._
made to subtract the low-latitude contamination of the ,_._s,_om

photometer signal, part of which was the detection of
Cleveland, Ohio, and its surrounds. (After O'Brien and

magnitude larger than outside the allrora (see :f_'_"
Fig. 4.1). }-_-

Fairly extensive statistical data on the spatial L ' • ' - ,' ' -' ' : '
characteristics of precipitated electrons have re- _.m_R

cently been published by O'Brien (1962a, b, 1964) Fmua_ 4.3.--Percentageof passesin whi,h the intensity of
and McDiarmid et al. (1963). Fig. 4.2 shows the precipitated electronswith energiesgreater than 40 key
scatter diagram of the Injun 3 observations of is greater than 1.5 x 10_ em-t sec-_ plotted against
precipitated electrons of energy above 40 key for invariant latitude. (After McDiarmid et al., 1963.)

the range of the invariant latitude A (defined by
h=cos-_(l/L) _/_and at the most a few degrees al. (1963) for electrons of energies above 40 key

different from geomagnetic latitude in the latitude and above 250 key. Fig. 4.3 shows their data
range of interest here) between 45 and 76 degrees, presented in a manner different from that of
As can be seen from the figure, the precipitated O'Brien (1964).

flux of electrons of E_40 kev has a maximum of The histograms give, for two different ranges of
about 106 (cm_sec ster) -_ for h between 60 and 70 magnetic activity, the percentage of passes in
degrees. The flux is 2-3 orders of magnitude which the intensity of precipitated electrons with
lower in subauroral latitudes. Fig. 4.2 also shows E_40 kev was above 1.5.10 _ (cm _ sec ster) -_
that some 10 degrees inside the auroral zone the (corresponding to 0.2 db absorption at about 30
precipitation rate is down by 1-2 powers of ten. Mc/s). The flux of 1.5• 10_ (cxn_ sec ster) -a was
Similar results have becn found by McDiarmid et one half of the maximum average intensity for
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¢ Kp<4 and 1/20 for Kp>4. Fig. 3 shows that _ ; I

during quiet geomagnetic conditions the precipi- . i_1101t_" _ ._ tated intensity was greater than half the average I t_ .

value during some 25 percent of the passes through I ': I I _ " :" :"

" " o.: , ". ."
A = 65°, while for moderately disturbed conditions " I I , t : • • _s .

• • p •

--there were no strong storms represented in the _ I I * , • '. ,. •

data--the intensity exceeded 1/20 of the average _ I 1 '-
value in about 72 percent of the passes over that : . : .'', "I" :

I $ i e • | °. .

latitude. I . • • | i., ,
- _ lie -

Simultaneous observations on two satellites -I'' i, . . 0• 'il:'l v.-.l:..: -"
indicate that at least sometimes the area of pre- J I -I " ' " ' I'.'n_

u , , / _ • _ "- • " I°et-" •
cipitation has a fairly limited longitudinal extent u¢ .__4 | . , _ I : ., :"0.: ;=-
(O'Brien a_d Laughlin, 1962). On the other :_ " I : • ! : :'::: :

--_--f'l--f--r-r-i-l-rrr--lni_-
hand the precipitated flux seems on occasions to be -4, / ,,e ., ,u ,_ .. ,. _., --4...-

. 0

uniform over as much as 80 degrees of longitude, I m I
i. e., over more than 4000 km (O'Brien, 1964). N" e0" ,r m. is.

The flux of precipitated electrons has its maxi- I _ • (t.COSaA • 0)

mum close to the poleward boundary of the region FmvaE 4.4.--Intensity of 3914 /_ auroral light averaged
: of trapped electrons, as observed on the same over 4 see at half-integral values of L in about fifty

satellite (McDiarmid et al., 1963, O'Brien, 1964). passes of Injun 3 early in 1963. (After O'Brien and

_ Electron precipitation occurs simultaneously Taylor, 1964.)
- in magnetically conjugate areas at least some-

times, according to balloon observations of x-rays observed any flux lower than about 80 electrons
(Brown et al., 1963). This is in accordance with (cm _sec ster)-L

observations of aurora (cf. e.g. DeWitt, 1962). The corresponding continuous photon emission
_ A 100 fold change in the flux over two km has in the auroral zone is evident from Fig. 4.4. The

often been observed by Injun 3, which is in agree- minimum emission rate is, however, below visual
ment with results of rocket measurements in threshold even in the auroral zone.

aurora by Davis et al. (1960). They found the Figs. 4.2 and 4.4 also give a good impression
." electron flux being concentrated in the visible about the enormous variability of precipitation

auroral forms, whereas protons were found over and photon emission at all latitudes, but especially
a much larger volume than that occupied by the near the auroral zone. At L = 6 there are values
aurora, of about 6.10 e electrons (cm 2sec ster) -_ shown in

The statistical latitude profile of the intensity the figure. This i./some 10_ times the minimum
of dumped electrons with E>40 key has been value observed there
found by O'Brien and Taylor (1964) to have its The latitudinal extent of the precipitation can
maximum at a few degrees lower latitude than be very restricted (e.g., over L_._I earth radius)or
the frequency of occurrence of visual aurora as very extensive (over L>20 earth radii). This is
observed on the same satellite. Sometimes tbe illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
visual emission has been found to extend to higher
latitudes than the precipitation of electrons with (b) TimeCharacteristksof Precipitation
energy greater than 40 key, indicating electrons of It is not possible to differ between time and
E<40 kev are being precipitated up to higher space variations in satellite measurements. Bal-
latitudes than the higher energy ones. The lower loon observations show, however, that time varia-
latitude limit of the aurora coincides with the tions as rapid as of periods of a tenth of a second
lower latitude limit of appreciable precipitation can occur in the electron flux (Winckler et al.,
(O'Brien, 1964; O'Brien and Taylor, 1964). 1962).

Precipitation was found all the time in the No systematic variation in the intensity of
auroral zone by Injun 3 (O'Brien, 1964). It can electron precipitation over periods aJ long as a
be seen in Fig. 4.2 that at L=6 there was never day could be found by O'Brien (1964) from the

S
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IOVF INJUNZZ of precipitated electrons has been higher than the
/ COMPARISONOFLATITUDEPROFILES corresponding value of trapped electrons. The/ oF PRECl PI TATED EL (CTRONS

l]_ E=40KEV mentioned observations were made fairly close to
Io'_-:1_io4mU•T.JAN.,4.less the earth's atmosphere.

i ,I The tendency to isotropy seems to indicate that

="io, _A_/_ the acceleration of the e!ectrons--if it is directed

/- r k. along the field lines--takes place far away fromthe atmosphere. This, as well as the mentioned1945 U.T.

,o' !/V ._l.u. _ m,i..,4.,Ns observations of precipitation of electrons from
y FLUCTUATION'__ above 1000 ]ranin auroras, suggest that the role of

__ i_ • ' "_A the ionosphere in the production of the energetic,o, _'_'t electrons is not important. O'Brien (1964)found

__ ; l _ _s i_l_ U_ a flux upwards along the field lines, which was
,o. some 10 percent of the precipitated electron flux.

' He interpreted these observations as backscatter-
66 ° 70 ° 75 ° INVARIANT L&TITUOE 80 e

I I I ing of electrons from the atmosphere•
loll I I I I , I I I , I , I I I I

4 o iz J* 2o 24 ze _ (d) K, Dependenceof Preclp/tat/on
L ( EARTH RADii)

The K_ dependence of the precipitation of elec-FIouBB4.5.---Comparisonof the latitude, or L profile,of
precipitationfor two successivepasses at about the trons of energy above 40 key is illustrated in Fig.
same localtime. Arrowsillustraterangeof fluctuation 4.3. The average intensity was ten times higher
of intensitie__.*given !oc._..ti,m_ (After O'Brien, 1964.) near the auroral zone when Kp was above 4 than

when it was below 4. The data material for the

Injuns I and 3 measurements, in contrast with the higher Kp range in Fig. 4.3 does not contain data
case for trapped electrons. Sharp et al. (1964) from any strong magnetic storm, so still higher
observed a higher nighttime than daytime pre- values may be expected.
cipitation flux of electrons in the energy range O'Brien (1964) found that the flux of precipi-
0.08-24 key--as well as of protons---during the tated electrons above 40 key increased on the aver-

5 days lifetime of an oriented polar-orbiting age by a factor of 5 for every step of Kp. A close
satellite. They also found the energy distribution correlation between precipitation intensity was
of the electrons to be harder on the dayside than also observed for the 0.8-24 key energy range by
on the nightside of the earth (Johnson eta]., 1964). Sharp et al. (1964). O'Brien's results, obtained
With the enormous variability of the precipitation on Injun 3 in a low orbit, are shown in Fig. 4.6
phenomenon a large amount of data seems, how-
ever, necessary for deducting statistically signifi-

cant diurnal variation curves. "] m ,, . _'1 [w_nzn=(¢) PitchAngle Distribution "•', : -""

Figure 4.1 shows that over the aurora, where the J-_'t__,_ ] I_" "_!:I _

precipitation is intense the directional flux of _,_
precipitated electrons becomes equal to the flux of '_
trapped electrons, which also is increased over the ]--_[ :: : _ "

:;: .aurora. Figure 4.1 illustrates a general rule that :,.. .
I_ LF:_]
II.-I..I..I..I.,1,,I,

F-=. 7r _ I

has been found by O'Brien (1962a, b, 1964)

namely tl:at for electrons of E_L3 kev the pitch • ' " 4 " " • • ' " _ " " •
angle distribution approaches isotropy in the
regions of intense precipitation. An isotropic FzGu_z4.6.--Illustration that the flux of precipitated
pitch angle distribution in regions of strong electrons (in A) varies more with K, than does the

omnidirectionalflux(mainlyof trappedelectronn)in the
precipitation has also been observed by Krasovsk'" equatorial IJane (in B). Each point shows the maxi-
et al. (1962) at an energy of about 10 key. No _mnrespective'fluxencounteredon an outer-zonepeas.
cases have been found in which the directional flux ..LfterO'Brien,1964.)

I
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: together with the dependence of the omnidirec- and O'Brien (1963) also found that the poleward
tional flux above 40 kev as observed in the eqau- edge of strong radio wave absorption followed the

i torial plane far from the earth by Explorer 12 L, quite closely during the storm.
(Freeman, 1963). As can be seen, the K_ depend- The effect of K_ on L. is similar to the equator-

_; ence is very much larger close to the earth (at one ward movement of the region of visual aurora dur-

_ end of the field line) than in the equatorial plane ing strong magnetic storms, which has been stud-
:_: (at the middle of the field line). If one assumes led in the last few years in detail for some storms

that both increases are due to a common accelera- by Akasofu (1962, 1963a,b) Akasofu and Chap-
: tion mechanism it follows that it acts preferenti- man (1962) and Davis and Kimball (1962).

aUyparallel to the geomagnetic field lines (O'Brien, (e) 11wSpectrum d Precip#otedElectrons
1964).

!'_ The change of omnidirectional flux above 40 kev Up to now only rough measurements of the
° with Kp, shown in Fig. 4.6b, is opposite to what energy spectrum of the precipitated electrons have

has mostly been observed for electrons of E_2 been reported. In most cases the proposed spec-
Mev (Amoldy et al., 1960; Hoffman et al., 1962). tra have been obtained from two instruments with

_ The dependence of the poleward boundary of different energy characteristics. They thus are to

precipitation on magnetic activity has been stud- be considered as rough equivalent spectra for
led by Maehlum and O'Brien (1963). They used measurements made in a defined way. In addi-

data for trapped electrons, but since O'Brien tion, it has been found that the equivalent spec-
(1964) has shown that the precipitation has its trum is highly variable both in space and time (cf.

i maximum close to the poleward boundary of the O'Brien et _!., 1962). Nonetheless the available
J region of trapped electrons, their results may be spectral data are of great interest at the present
_ interpreted in terms of possible extension of stage of knowledge in the field, and they even

precipitated electrons, make it possible to draw some interesting con-
'i Maehlum and O'Brien (1963) found that during clusions about ionospheric effects of the precipi-
: magnetic storms there was a very sharp boundary tated electrons (see Section 3).

of the region where trapped electrons of energy Most spectra that have been reported hitherto
_: above 40 key could be observed at about 1000 km can be divided in two categories if they are ex-

altitude. For this boundary, measured in L, they pressed in an exponential form. On one hand, the
used the symbol L_. It can be seen as a function e-folding value, b, in the spectrum of precipitated
of the Kp index during one geomagnetic storm in electrons, written in the form a exp (-E/b), has
Fig. 4.7. When Kp reached its maximum value been found often to be in the range 2-8 kev (Mc-

_ of 9, L, had its m;nimum value of 4. Maehlum Ilwain, 1960; Stilwell, 1963; Sharp et al. 1964
a,b,c.) This is a very steep spectrum, but evenN

_. ,_ ,_ n _ "." _, _ _ qnr steeper ones have been observed. McIlwain in-i_"l • , • t • i • _ • i - i • _ "-e'l

t • trons with an energy of about 6 key. Krassovskii

'°L J - -,, _ /TL," ', _,-i _- I et al. (1962) has observe,.., _t._p spectra for pre-
ar_ _ _- _/ f i _A.,' _,: 1" cipitated electrons with a most common equivalent

_L -_: _ . N: _] _ "/ ; j, energy value of 14 key.

/ 1: The majority of the existing measurementshave
been made with Geiger tubes, for which the mini-

/ _' 1' mum detectable electron energy is about 40 key.'_' _ These measurements have mostl,, given e-folding
............... ' " '_ values much higher than those mentioned above

namely between 20 and 45 key. (Davis et al.
l_(_vm_ 4.7.--Yariaticn of the northern boundary of 1960; McDiarmid et al. 1960; O'Brien et al. )962;:, trapping with K_ during a geomagneticstorm, as

observedby Injun 1 at a height of about 1000 kin. Mann et al. 1963; McDiarmid et al. 1963; O'Brien
_ (AfterMaehlumandO'Brien,1963.) and Taylor, 1964). Mann et al. (1963) found
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from measurements during only some 20 orbits et al. (1963). While the flux above 40 kev had
that the values within this range were grouped in its maximum at an invariant latitude of 65 degrees,

two classes, 25 :[:5 kev and 42 :t:3 kev. the flux above 250 kev was maximal at about 60

The balloon measurements of x-rays at 30-35 degrees. McDiarmid et al. (1963)did not present

km altitude also, in general, give spectra of a any details for the latitudinal variation of this
fairly flat type, corresponding to e-folding energies latter integral flux. By applying a rough coro
in the range 20-45 kev mentioned (see e.g., rection factor of 0.1 for the latitude variation of

the average flux above 250 kev from 60 to 65Anderson and Enemark, 1960), although power

law spectra often are found to fit the observations degrees invariant latitude the following approxi-
somewhat better than exponential spectra, mate equivalent spectra for the energy range

40-250 kev can be derived for two ranges of rang-

Recently the first direct measurements of pre- netic activity in the auroral zone, if isotropy is
cipitated electrons below 1 key energy have been assumed for the _,pper hemisphere:
reported (Sharp et al. 1963, 1964c; Evans et al.

1964). They showed that there is generally not Kp<4:n(E) = 1.2.104e-E/4'
very much energy flux below 1 key. This is also electrons (cm2 sec kev)-',
evident from observations of the luminosity distri-

bution with height in aurora. (O'Brien and _p>4:n(E)=2.4.1OSe_E/_
Taylor, 1964). It therefore seems probable that electrons (cm _ sec kev) -I
the spectrum, in general, does not increase very
fast below 1 kev, which means that it is not of the (cf. Hult, l_. !_64b). The applied latitude cor-
power law type at these low energies, rection is probably too large and the resulting

Sharp et al. (1964c) reported a significantly spectra are thus too steep rather than too flat.
harder spectrum on the dayside than on the As mentioned, the spectra of precipitated electrons
nightside of the earth. This observation agrees are very variable. There is also an important
with multifrequency riometer measurements of latitude variation in the steepness which increases
auroral absorption by Lerfald et al. (1964) ac- with latitude (O'Brien et ai. 1962; McDiarmid et
cording to which the absorbing ionization is al. 1963; O'Brien, 1964). On the other hand
located lower down in the atmosphere in the day there seems to be no significant dependerce of the
than in the night, spectrum on pitch angle or on the intensity of

Of special interest are the statistical data on precipitation (O'Brien, 1964). The averaging on
electron precipitation, published recently. As which the equivalent spectra given above are
mentioned earlier the precipitation is most in- based has been made over a large number of
tense near the auroral zone. O'Brien (1964) measured fluxes. With a variation of a factor of

found an average flux of 4.10 b electrons/era 2 sec 106the use of averages may be questioned. It is
in the precipitation cone at an invariant latitude also questionable whether average integral fluxes
of 65°. Inj_,n 1 had a CdS detector, measuring are the best values to use when the interest is in the

electrons of energy above about 1 kev (O'Brien, average electron density produced by the particle
1962b). O'Brien and Taylor (1964) stated that influx. The average electron density is then de-
the flux of 4.165 electrons/era _ sec of energy fined by the averaging process, and this method of
greater than 40 key was associated with an energy averaging is not identical with the averaging
flux of 4 erg/cm _ see for electrons of E_I key. made in measuring the ionospheric absorption, for
These data should be considered as accurate to ,_ instance. It can, however, he shown that the
factor of about three. Using these two values an average electron density produced by the pre_

equivalent electron spectrum in the range 1--40 eipitated electrons can be expressed in the average
kev can be duduced. It is found to be n(g) =7.8 integral fluxes measured on satellites (Hultqvist,
•107e-_/_'7 electrons (cmI sec kev) -l 196/" Since only two experimental integral

For the energy values 40 and 250 key similar flux values are available one has to fit a two-param-
average fluxes have been obtained from the eter energy relation for the average flux to these
Alouette measurements reported by McDiarmid experimental data, as has been done above.

I
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b

"_ 3. ObservedFluxesand EnergySpectraof Protons 4. Quaetitative Relations Between Electron Pre-
_ PrecipitatedInto the Atmosphere cipitation and Photon Emissionin Aurora
i
:. The number of observations of protons on their There are two direct measurements reported of

way down into the atmosphere is much less than the quantitative relations between precipitation

that for electrons. Some rocket results observed and photon emission which will be discussed here,
._ in passing through aurora or close to distinct namely those of McIlwain (1960)and O'Brien and
_. auroral forms, or from launchings made under Taylor (1964). It is of interest to compare their

quite disturbed upper atmosphere conditions witb results with what is expected on theoretical
no auroral information available, are collected in grounds.

Table 2. McIlwain did not use any filter, but measuredi
i While electrons were observed only within the the photon flux integrated over the transmission
':. auroral form in the case of no. la, protons were curve of the photomultiplier. If we assume that

found over much larger volumes. In the flights _ of the light was X3914 _, the measured photon

i lb, c, and d, when no auroral form was penetrated flux corresponds to an emission rate of about 3
and no electrons were recorded, protons (and/or kilorayleigh ut. this wavelength. The fraction

i heavier ions) were found in appreciable amounts, is fairly arbitrary, but it seems reasonable (cf.
• The proton precipitation thus seems to have that e.g. Dalgarne, 1964) and is probably in error by
i_ wide spread and diffuse character that the hydro- less than a factor of 2 and _, respectively, for an

gen emissions generally show. This may possibly ordinary auroral-zone aurora. McIlwain's (1960)
: be due to protons taking up -" electron also well measured electron flux corresponds to an energy

outside the atmosphere. As _ neutral atom it is flux of 20 erg/cm _ sec if the spectrum obtained

:_ not locked to the magnetic field lines and the was extrapolated to E--0. Thus, the resultin_
: particle flux may be spread out before reaching electron energy flux required per unit of X3914 A

the atmosphere (Shklovskii, 1958). In all cases emission rate is 7 ergs cm-2 sec -l per kR.

of Tables 1 and 2 in which both electrons and O'Brien and Taylor (1964) reported an average

'i protons were measured, the energy flux of the X3914._intensityof2/+4_k_l )_kR at the maximumelectrons was about two orders of magnitude, or .5
more, greater than the proton energy flux. of the latitude distribution i.e. in the auroral zone.

The satellites Injun I and Injun 3 did not meas- As mentioned before the electron measurements
* ure any auroral event in which the electrons were gave a corresponding average of the electron flux

not ,*he dominant constituent in radiation of a above 40 kev of 4.10_cm -2 sec-' and an average

: given penetrability (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964). energy flux for E,_>I kev of about 4 ergs cm -2
The possibility that there were as many protons/ _c -_, which values they consider as accurate to a

; cm_sec with an energy about 40 kev, say, as there factor of about three. In order to get a value
were electrons/cm _ sec with the same e_ergy directly comparable with that of McIlwain one
could, however, not be excluded on the basis of would have to extrapolate the energy spectrum

: the Injun measurements. Such protons would be from 1 key down to E-0 and evaluate the total
: stopped above the normal auroral heights and energy flux. Using the equivalent exponential

one would expect hyd "en emissions well above spectrum, we find 5 ergs cm -_ sec -_ for E>0.
the ordinary auto-r,. :'bey could, however, be Thus the Injun 3 results give 2.5 ergs cm -_ sec -_
quite weak, especi_,ly as the protons flux g_nerally per kR. Considering the uncertainties in meas-
is spread out over a much larger surface than the urements and the method of evaluation, this is
electron flux, as mentioned above. It seems a good agreement.

difficult to judge on these things on the basis of What energy flux per kR does one expect on the
ground observations, as the hydrogen emissions basis of existing knowledge about the emission
are mostly diffuse and therefore unsuitable for processes? Omholt (1957, 1959) Chamberlain
height determination with standard ground tech- (1961), Rees (1963) and Dalgarno (1964), among
niques. Rocket measurements of the height distri- others, have discussed this. It has been _hown

• butionofthehydrogenemissionswouldi:evaluable, by Stewart (1956) that the ratio between the
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excitation cross section for the _,3914 ,_ band of weak and perhaps independent processes of injec-
N _+ and the total ionization cross section is con- tion and acceleration required to replenish t_e
stant at least up to 200 ev energy and has the particles in the radiation belt, and the occurrence
value 0.02. Assuming that this value is true over of which is necessary to be assumed in any case for
the whole energy range of interest, one finds that understanding the existence of the trapped radia-
50 electrons=ions pairs are produced for each 3914 tion. This picture has been completely changed
,_ photon. Since the mean energy expended by recently, through the investigations by O'Brien
fast electrons in nitrogen per electron ion pair is (1962b, 1964) of the measuring results of Injun 1
35 ev (at least for ener:,ies down to a few hundred and Injun 3 and also through a number of balloon
ev; it is assumed the figure is correct down to studies of x-ray fluxes in the lower atmosphere
zero energy) we find that 50×35=1750 ev is (Winckler et al., 1962; Anderson, 1964).
dissipated per3914 ,_ photon. Since each photon O'Brien (1962b) estimated the lifetime of the
has an energy of 3.2 ev. the efficiency with which trapped electrons in the outer radiation belt assure-
energy is converted into 3914 _ radiation is ing that the source was stopped but the loss mech-
1.80.10 -8. When the initial energies of the fast anisms operated at the same rate as observed by
electrons fall below perhaps 100 ev, th_se eflicien- Injun 1. He found that the outer zone beyond
ciesmust decrease sharply (Dalgarnoand Griffing, L_2 would drain empty of electrons in a few
1958; Dalgarno, 1964). lkR of 3914 _ photons hours. Similar average lifetimes have also been
corresponds to an energy influx of 2.8 erg/cm _ evaluated from x-ray measurements (cf. e.g.
sec, if the efficiency figure 1.8.10 -s is employed. Winckler et al. 1962 and Anderson, 1964). Some-
Dalgarno (1964) has used the value 1.10 -s. With times precipitation rates several orders of magni-
this conversion efficiency we find the energy tude above the average (more than 1000 ergs/cm 2
flux requirement to be 5.1 erg cm-_ sec-_ per kR. sec) have been 9bserved (Krasovskii et al 1961;
The agreement between these values and the O'Brien and Laughlin, 1962, Winckler et al.,
experimental ones of McIlwain (1960) and O'Brien 1962). Thus Winckler et al. (1962) recorded an
and Taylor (1964) is much better than expected, electron burst reaching 10u electrons (cm _sec) -_,
when the uncertainties in the analysis are taken a flux which would have used up the total energy
into account, of trapped particles in the field tube in half a

The totvl efficiency of converting particle energy second, but yet it persisted for about 100 _econds.
into photons of any energy is expected to be O'Brien (1964)has also shown that the flux of
about 1 percent on theoretical basis (cf. Chamber- trapped radiation increases when precipitation
lain, 1961). McIlwain found from his rocket takes place instead of diminishing, which would
measurements a value of only 0.2 percent, while be expected if the trapped particles were simply
preliminary Injun 3 results point towards 1 dumped into the atmosphere. An acceleration
percent (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964). mechanism seems to influence precipitated and

trapped particles simultaneously.
5. Relation of PrecipitatedElectronsto the Outer Finally, O'Brien (1964) has demonstrated that

Radiation Belt the precipitation is highly energy dependent.
. The idea about the relations between the elec- There was no significant ( < l0 percent) precipita-

trons that are precipitated into the atmosphere in tion or change in the flux of electrons of energy
auroras and elsewhere and the trapped radiation greater than 1.5 Mev observed in the middle of a
in the radiation belts, which was prevailing one or strong burst of electrons of energy above 40 key.
two years ago, was roughly that the precipitated This demonstrates that the precipitation could not
particles were dumped from the large storage of be due simply to a lowering of the mirror point
energetic trapped particles in the magnetosphere through a decrease in the geomagnetic field, since
through the influence of disturbing etfects caused such a mechanism would be _ rive over the whole
by the solar plasma, as, for example the magnetic spectrum.
disturbances. The number of trapped particles Taken together, this new evidence clearly dem-
was thought to be sufficiently large to allow the onstrates that the precipitated electrons which
precipitation rates ob_rved to occur with only produce aurora and ionospheric ionization are not
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produced by simple dumping of trapped electrons of magnitude greater than the total energy content
into the atmosphere. An acceleration machanism of the particles trapped in the corresponding field
must be involved. This mechanism must be one tube. Both virtually monoenergetic electrons and

that can act with full strength very quickly (in a exponential and power Jaw spectra have been
fraction of a second) and it should not change the observed in aurora. Evidence has accumulated
flux of Mev electrons more than 10 percent when that the local properties of the geomaglletic field
the simultaneous changes for trapped electrons of in the upper atmosphere is not very important for

energy above 40 key is a hundredfold, and of the the aurora. This indicates that drift motion
precipitated electron flux _bove 40 key is more around the earth of the particles which at some
than three orders of magnitude, stage are precipitated into the atmosphere is not

an important process. It has been proven that
5. THEORETICALMODELS discharge acceleration within the ionosphere is

not necessary for auroral production (O'Brien,1. Introduction
1962b).

In the last few years many new ob_rvational Special chapters in this book are devoted to the
facts have been added to the picture of the aurora, description of some theoretical models of the
Important new information has been obtained relations between solar disturbances and gec-
primarily from satellites, but also through detailed physical effects, thereamr,ng aurora. The reader
synoptic studies of individual auroral storms on r_.. "cd to them for details about the models.
the basis of ailsky camera recordings taken during _ _ development of our experimental knowl-
IGY. edge about the aurora and of our und,_rstanding of

Some important examples of such new informa- the physical processes in i_ is very rapid at
tion, some of which have been mentiox,M earlier preseut. It is, therefore, not a suitable stage for
in this review, are the following. Electrons are summing up and comparing experimental data
precipitated into the atmosphere over a very _,de with theoretical models. In this section only a
latitude range, with the maximum intensity in the very short summary of some main lines of pro-
auroral zone where some precipitation always posed theories will be given in connection with a
takes place. The flux of trapped electrons of comparison of the models with some observational
energy above 40 key increases simultaneously with data which seem to be significant today.
the precipitated flux. The increase is such that
isotropy over the upper atmosphere is approached. 2. Some Spedflcation$ of the Theoretical
The precipitated flux has never been found to be Problem
greater than the trapped flux. There is a general agreement that auroras, as

The precipitation mechanism has been found to well as magnetic storms, are caused by plasma
be energy _ependent. During strov_ precipita- streams which are emitted from disturbance cen-
tion of electrons of energy greater than 40 key ters on _he sun. The problem of the interaction
the flux of Mev electrons was not significantly between the solar plasma and the geomagnetic
changed. During strong storms the poleward field is one of great complexity, which has not as
boundary, LN, of the precipitation zone is very yet been solved in quantitative detail in a rigorous
distinct and may be located at L-values as low way. Simplified models have been used an_ the
as 4. During the quiet pha6e no aurora is seen on broad picture obtained differs very much depei_d-
the poleward side of a certain L-value, probably ing on the theoreticai approach.
identical with the L_ boundary. Following the Observations by Mariner II (Snyder and
break up, the aurora may extend rapid'y pole- Neugehauer, 1963) and other space vehicles have
wards from the pre-break-up position as far as 10° shown that the interplanetary space usually has a
of latitude or even more. Then it rcturns slowly number density, N, of charged particles of the
toward the low L boundary again. It has elso order 10 cm-s, the equivalent temperature, T,
been definitelyestal_lishedthat the energycontent obtained from the velocity dispersioa of the
of the particles precipitated into the atmosphere plasma, for instance, is typically a few times 10J
in a period of the order of a minute may be orders degrees Kelvin, there exists a magnetic field, B, d
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the order of a few gamma, mostly directe{: about 3. ClosedMagne0osphereModels
45_ from the sun-earth line in the equatorial Chapman and Ferraro (1930, 1931, 1932, 1933)
plane (see e.g. Ness, 1964). This means that the first discussed a model containing a confinement
mean free path for Coulomb coh,sion is a few of the geomagnetic field lines in a finite volume
astronomical units (see e.g. Parker, 1962, Kellogg, around the earth. They considered a neutral
1962, and Alfvdn and Fiflthammar 1963). In the unmagnetized plasma besm approaching the earth
plasma beams from disturbance centers on the with a vt 'city of about 1300 km/sec and applied
sun somewhat higher values (but less than one the boundary condition that the magnetic pressure
order of magnitude higher) of N, B and T have is equal to the dyw-m_c pressure ,-f the plasma.
been observed. A plasma of the mentioned Their model did not contain any details aoout the
characterist_co is a "low density plasma" when generation of aurora. The basic concept treated
the system sun-earth is considered (of. e.g. by Chapman and Ferraro has in recent ycar_ been
Alfvdn and Fglthammar, ;,963). For such a further developed. Accurate calculations of the
plasma the ordinary fluid theory cannot be at}- shape of the boundary of the magnetosphere have
plied, as the statistically defined parameters have been made, the most recent and accurate one
no meaning. Especially, the electric conductivity being that of Mead and Beard (1964). Extensive
is not defined and the hypothesis that the mag- qualitative models of the geophysical effects
netic field lines are "frozen" into the plasma may caused by the solar plasma have bee, worked out
possibly not be applicable. Electric fields may on the basis of the Chapman-Ferraro model.
exist along the geomagnetic field lines (Persson, The most comprehensi:'e one i_ that of Afford and
1963, Alfvcn and Fiflthammar, 1963). No mac- Hines (1961). In this model the acceleration of
roscopic theory for the interaction of a low density the particles is due to the plasma in the interface
plasma with the geomagnetic field seems to have between magnetosphere _nd solar beam being
been developed, convected into the interior of the magnetosphere,

The plasma contained in the magnetosphere is during which process it is adiabatically corn-
probably also a low-density plasma, at least pressed. The theory is described in detail in
during disturbed conditions according to Alfv¢n Chapter
and F/ilthammar (1963) and Alfv_n et al. (1964). The closed magnetosphere models are eharac-

Although the theoreticalbasisforfluid-dynamic terized by a dis:inct boundary between the
models of the interaction between the solar plasma magnetosphere and the interplanetary medium.
and the geomagnetic field, which have been pro- No model contains any details about how particles
posed, thus must be considered as weak at the can enter the magnetosphere. For stable flow no
present time, some of the characteristics of these particles can pass the boundary, except possibly at
models agree well with observations. They air the neutral points. As the energy of the particles
require that the geomagnetic field shall be en- precipitated into the _.tmosphere with all proba-
closed in a finite region around the earth, the so- bility must originate in the solar beam, one has
called magnetosphere. A discontinuity in the made hypothesis about how the energy tra,_sport
magnetic field has been observed by Explorers takes place over the boundary. Magnetohydro-

• XII, X1V and XVIII (Cahill apd _mazeen, dynamic waves have been proposed. Axford and
1963; Freeman et al., 1963; Ne_s, 1964) at dis,. Hines assumed that some type of viscous interac-
tances of about 10 earth radii on the side facing tion takes place at the boundary of the magneto-
the sun, where it is ex[_cted to be according to sphere. Other types of instabilities have also been
the fluid-theory models, invoked (cf. e.g. Gold, 1962). It seems to b_-

The discussion below will be limited to a corn- common to all of the proposed ways of energy
parison of _ome observations with results of two transpurt over the magnetospheric boundsry that
fundamentally differen_ types of theoretical ap- only a minor fraction of the en,-rgy content in the
preach, namely the fluid-dynamic (macroscopic) sobr wind is trande_vd to the nmgnetospherio
one, leading to a clo_d magnetosphere, and a plasma.
microscopic model in which the plasma penetrates The existing fluid theories all are based on the
into the geoma.gnetic field to some extent, ammlption that the magnetic field lines are

II
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equipotential lines and are "frozen" into the atmosphere, were those of Chamberlain et al.
plasma. Therefore, acceleration of particles in- (1960), Kern and Vestine (1961) and others.
side the magnetosphere must in these models be The recent observations mentioned in the intro-

due to other effects than electrostatic fields along ductio_ to this section have completely changed

the lines of force. Of known acceleration proc- the picture in regard to the impo_ance of the
1 esses the Fermi and bc_atron mechanisms and trapped radiation as source for the aurora.

possibly electromagnetic radiation in the VLF
The fact that precipitated energies have been

band may be of importance in the magnetosphere found sometimes to be several orders of magnitude

(see Kaat'mann, 1963, for a review). All these greater than the total particle energy in the cor-
mechanisms require a large number of accelera-

responding magnetic field tube (see previous sec-
tion steps, and therefore fairly long time, and tion) shows that dumph,g without acceleration
they produce a wide energy spectrum due to

cannot be the important process fnr precipitation
statistical fluctuations in the process, it has also of electrons into the atmosphere, at least on some
been proposed that electric fields perpendi'ular to occasions. The observations cf O'Brien (1964)
the magnetic field lines may cause acceleration of

that the flux of trapped particles always increases
electrons and ions along neutral lines, i.e. lines

when precipitation takes place and is never less
where the geomagnetic field is _ro (see Kaufo

than the precipitated flux demonstrates clearly
mann, 1,063). The existence of neutral lines has that the trapped radiation is not the source of the
been proposed and their prol_rties discussed by precipitated ones but is rather produced by the
Dungey (1958, 1961, 1963) and Akasofu and same acceleration mechanism that accelerates the

Chapman (1961). precipitated electrons.
Since the discovery of the rar:_ation belts and up

till recently it was fairly generally believed that The observation of energy dependence of the
• the trapped radiation was the source of those precipitation mechanism (O'Brien, 1964) demon-

strates _hat the precipitation is not due to a
particles which produce the aurora, as was men-
tioned in the previous section. The density of lowering of the mirror point by some geomagnetic
trapped radiat':cn was then thought to be three or disturbance, since such a lowering would affect the
four orders of magnitude greater than now (cf. e.g. whole energy spectrum, contrary to what has been
O'Brien, 1963b). It was considered possible that observed.
some of the slow acceleration mechanisms men- "Iae acceleration mechanism responsible for the

tioned above might be responsible for the accelera- production of trapped as well as precipitated parti-
tion of the particles from their energy in the solar cles according to this menticued picture is un-
_vind to that ob =fred inside the magnetosphere, kno_m. An electrostatic voh 2ge of the order of
althou_,h no qu_ Jtative theories existed neither 10 kilovolt along the magnetic field lines was men-
for the particle transport into the magnetosphere tioned as a possible source of acceleration by

._ nor forthe accelerationof the particlesiu .*L:. O'Brien(1964).Thatelectrostaticfieldaccelera-
outerradiationbelt..4n importantunsolved tionisimportantin auroraissupportedby the

problemwas ahd isstillhow theelectrons,which observationby McIlwain.1960)ofmonoenergetic
aremostimportantinaurora,areenergized,since electronsof6 kevenergyinstrongaurora.Inthe
most of thementionedaccelerationmechanisms closedmagnetospheremodelsthathavebeenpre-

givemostenergyintheions. sentedelectrostaticfieldsalongmagneticfield
The precipitationoftheprimaryaurorapatti- linescannotexist.The mechanismmust there-

clesintotheatmospherewas thoughtto be pro- forebe an unknown one.
duced by more or lesstransientinstabilitiesof In the described"splash-catcher"model of
variouskinds. A number ofsuchwereproposed O'Brien(1962b,1964)theprecipitatedelectrons

by Akasofuand Chapman (1961),Chamberlain are"fresh,"i.e.theyhave existedwiththeener-
(1961,1963),Kezn (1762)and others.Other gy theyhaveatprecipitationonlyforaveryshort

studiesofpossibleauroraleffectsassociatedwith time. Thismeans thatdriftmotionaroundthe
._,habaticallyinvariantmotionsoftrappedcharged earthofthesourceofauroralprimariesisnotim-
pa-ticles,some of which areseattezedintothe portant,which isinagreementwith the earlier
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:_ mentioned independence of the isoauroral curves Akasofu and Chapman, 1962 and Hultqvist,
_" on the mirror height. (1962). This corresponds to high degree of order

The recent observations described above have also in the equatorial plane with the processes
_ thus modified the early closed magnetospheric taking place at about constant dmtance from the
._ models considerably. Some of the observations earth, if the field is axisymmetric. If such an
_ are even difficult to accommodate in such models, auroral arc is projected to the equatorial plane

This is true for the very high energy fluxes of along the field lines in the closed magnetospheric?
4 precipitated electrons which have been observed, model, the equatorial cross section of which is

While, in the average, only of the order of one shown in Fig. 5.1, curves are found which seem to
: percent of the solar wind energy has to be con- have no relation to simple physical processes.
_; verted into kinetic energy of precipitated electrons They differ significantly from particle drift suro

(O'Brien and Taylor, 1964) an appreciable frac- faces, for instance (Hones, 1964).
tion of the solar wind energy has to be given off in

electron precipitation during strong magnetic
: storms. This is difficult to associate with a closed _om.\

! magnetosphere, where energy is transported over _"___

the boundary by second order effects.
: Another important difficulty with models of the _om.

closed magnetosphere type which have been pro- _'_ _ ''mm_'rlrl_'r '1

posed hitherto, is that the solar plasma is supposed
to be unmagnetized, whereas observations by a *'_

: number of space vehicles have shown that the J_/Tfl_.]///_/_/j]/
! interplanetary plasmas are magnetized. Alfv_!n

; (1964) has pointed out that the difference between
;, the two cases with unmagnetized and magnetized
: solar plasma is more than a question of mathemat-

.:: ical method. As the magnetic flux passing /

:_ through a certain mass of gas must be fairly con- FIGURE5.1._Projections of auroral arcs along the geo-
+ stant during the motion, a plasma with an initial magnetic field lines to the equatorial plane in a closed

magnetization may be brought into a stronger magnetosphere model. The letters a-h in the two
field if it is compressed. Thus a plasma with any figures indicate corresponding points in the earth's

atmosphere and in the geomagnetic equatorial plane
i_ value of the initial magnetization may be brought (Courtesy,Dr. E. W. Hones, Jr.).
_ into a strong magnetic field. If the initial mag-
i, netization is zero thi_ is not the case. The

4. Model with the Solar Plesma Penetratinginto
assumption B=0 leads theref "e to conclusions
which are fundamentally different from the the Geomagnetic Field
assumption B_0 even if B is very near zero. Alfv_n (1939, 1940, 1950, 1955; Alfv_n and

,:. The entire surface of the closed magnetosphere F_tlthammar, 1963; Alfv(!n et al., 1964) has

! maps into one neutral point in each hemisphere, po;nted out that a low-density magnetized plasma
These are not in the auroral zones and there are no can penetrate into the geomagnetic field through
obvious reasons for the precipitation of particles the action .'f the electric field that is associated
taking place preferably in the auroral zones, with a nmving magnetic field. The depth of
Some complicated mechanism, like the une devised penetration is determined by the electric and
by Axford and Hines (1960), is needed to get the magnetic fields and the temperature in the incom-
aurora in the proper regions of the earth, ing plasma and not by the d+'namic pressure a,_in

The topology of the magnetospheric field lines hydromagnetic models. The penetration is
is very complicated in some regions of the closed stopped at a forbidden region, from which elec-

= models. Aurora shows a fairly high degree _f trolls and protons may be accelerated down into
order on the earths surface with arcs often being the atmosphere by an electric field. The aecelera-
aligned along L-curves (see e.g., Akasofu, 1963; tion field is thought to be due to charge separation,
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which takes place during the invasion of the geo- respect. On the other hand it does not contain
magnetic fidld. The particles from the forbidden the observed dk.continuity in the geomagnetic
zone moving along the field lines reach the auroral field at about 10 earth radii from the center of the
latitudes, if the properties of the plasma are in earth, which have been observed by means of
agreenlent with space vehicle observations. The Explorers XII, XIV, and XVIII. Alfvdn's model
particles may be accelerated to energies of tens or was made with the magnetic field of the solar
hundreds of key. _ plasma parallel to the earth's magnetic field in the

In the first model of Alfvdn it was assumed equatorial plane. This direction was originally

that no space charges are collected aroupcl the chosen in order to have the model fit observed
earth, but that immediate discharging takes place diurnal variations in auroral occurrence. Dungey
along the magnetic lines of force as soon as space (1961, 1963) has discussed the case with the
charges start to build up. Karlsson (1963) has magnetic field of the solar plasma being anti-
investigated the case o! maximal space charge ac- parallel to the geomagnetic field in the equatorial
cumulation. He assumed that no discharging at plane. In that case neutral points or lines occur.

The plasma does not penetrate further than to tbeall takes place along the field lines. In that way
he found the general picture derived by Alfvdn is neutral line _nd is precipitated from there along
preserved when space charges are taken into the field lines into the atmosphere. Recent labo-
account. The forbidden zone is, however, smaller ratory experiments with magnetized plasma beams
and more nearly circular than in the ease studied moving towards and interacting with a dipole
by Alfvdn. The general picture is thus not in- magnetic field (Alfvdn et al., 1963) have verified
flueneed ve.ry much by the amount of space that there is a fundamental difference between the
charge accumulation, cases with parallel and antiparallel magnetic fields

in the equator plane.There seems to be no basic difficulties in in-

corporating the above mentioned large fluxes of The observed discontinuity in the magnetic
field may thus be due to Dungey's mechanism.

precipitated particles, observed by Winckler et al.
(1962) and others, in the Alfvdn model. This Magnetic field measurements on space vehicles

mechanism may well be active in the presence of seem, however, to indicate that the interplanetaiT
simultaneous dumping of trapped particles due magnetic field lines mostly form only a small angle

with the geomagnetic equatorial plane and theto disturbances of the geomagnetic field. For the
mechanism to meet the requirements that O'Brien component parallel or antiparallel to the geo-
(1962b) has derived from the Injun 1 data, it is magnetic field lines is generally small and variable
necessary that a rapid diffusion of particles in magnitude and sign (Ness, 1964). In spite of
scattered into trapped orbits takes place from the this the discontinuity in the field seems always to
forbidden zone into the inner part of the radiation have been observed by Explorer XVIII, at least on
belt. If the quantitative requirements can be met the side of the earth facing the sun. This does not
is not known to this author, seem to fit Dungey's model.

It is probable that within the near future space
Together with other large-scale charge-separa- vehicles will provide experimental information

tion mechanisms, Alfvdn's has the difficulty that that will make it possible to determine which of the
electroas and protons v"'_,expected to be preciDi- two above-mentioned types of approach is rele-
tated in two distinctly separated areas over the vant to nature--if any.
earth. Spectral observations from the ground as The theories discussed concern the large scale
well as satellite observations of particle precipita- configuration of the auroral precipitation pattern.
tion (Evans et al., 1964) show that elections and For the breakup of aurora and the extremely corn-
protons often are precipitated simultaneously in plicated phenomena that then occur on a global
the same auroral form. scale (see p. 49) no comprehensive tbo.oretical

Electrostatic acceleration of electrons and pro- models exist. The theories for this certainly will
_ons into the atmosphere is an inherent feature of have to be sought in the realm of plasma insta-
Alfvdn's model. The observations of O'Brien bilities, a field where the theoretical understanding
(1962b, 1964) thus fit well into his model in this of many basic phenomena still is poor.
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AUROF_A AND THE LOWER IONOSPHERE IN RELA-
TION TO SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF PARTICLE
PRECIPITATION*

BENGT HULTQVISTt

The direct observations of electron precipitation by means of rockets and satellites is
reviewed. Upon comparison of the observed energy fluxes with those expected on the basis of
optical measurements of aurora, the agreement is found to be good. It is demonstrated that the
satellite observations make urAerstandable the observed varhtble degree of correlation between
visual aurora and auroral absorption of radio waves. The precipitated eloctrons contribute
significantly to the night time ionosphere not only in the auroralzone but also over the polar caps
and in sub-auroral latitudes. It does not seem impossible that the observed precipitation of
electrovs is the main source of nighttime ionization in the lower ionosphere. The airglow is
briefly discussed in relation to observed particle precipitation. Finally, the recentdemonstrations
of the insufficiency of the Van Mien belt as a source for the precipitated electrons is briefly
reviewed.

INTRODUCTION which the satellite was located. The measure-

The first rocket investigations of particles pre- ments have recently given very valuable informa-

cipitated into the atmosphere were made by the tion about detailed relations b_tween electron

Iowa group in the early 1950's. In IGY and precipitation and photon emission rate (O'Brien
thereafter a few more direct rocket measurements and Taylor, 1964).

of high energy particles in auroral altitudes have One primary purpose of this review is to sum-
marize some of the knowledge about relations be-been reported. Although of extreme value as
tween particle influx into the atmosphere and theexploratory studies, these few rocket measure-

ments suffer from the weakness of being very resulting aurora and ionospheric effects. It

limited in space and time. Some data about the should be said, however, that most reports on

rat/ of precipitation of electrons having energies satellite observations published hitherto concern

greater than about 25 kev have been obtained particles of fairly high energies (g_ater than 40

from balloon observations of X-rays, but it is only kev for electrons). For particles in the lowest

in the last two years that systematic satellite energy range (i.e., from a fraction of 1 key for

measurements of precipitated particles, primarily electrons and some tens of key for protons) the

by the two Injun satellites (O'Brien, 1962, a, b, available experimental results are still scanty.

1964) and Alouette (McDiarmid, et al., 1963) What is going to be said about the influence of

have provided statistical data, on the basis of observed precipitation on the ionosphere above

which some rough estimates of the average influ- 100 km will therefore be most preliminary.

ence on the ionosphere can be made. In addition OBSERVATIONS OF PRECIPITATED ELECTRONS
to precipitated electrons Injun 3 also measured
the emission rate below the satellite of 3914_ and The early rocket measurements (e.g., Davis et

5577_ photons along the magnetic field line upon al., 1960; McIlwain, 1960) as well as the satellite
results (e.g., O'Brien, 1962a, 1964) have verified

*Publhhed u Geddard Space Flight Center Document X-611-64- the conclusions of Omholt (1957, 1959), based on
107, May 1964.

l_oddard Space Flight Center, NASA--Natlonal Academy of spectroscopic observations of aurora, that the

Seiencce--National R_arch CouncilSeniorPoet-DoctoralP_ddent protons play a very minor role in the excitation of
Remezch ANociate on leave of abeence from Kiruna Geophylical

Oblervatory,Klnma,Sweden. most aurorae and in producing ionization in the
588
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INVARIANT LATITUOE (A)

lower ionosphere. Therefore only electrons will so. ss. 70- 7_-
be discussed in this review. I . 1

The first somewhat detailed satellite studies of _o'l INJUNm IPRECIPITATIONOF
particles that were definitely precipitated into the , • ELECTRONSE&40K_

VERSUS L

atmosphere were made by means of Injun 1 ,o, . ,.
(O'Brien, 1962a, b). O'Brien and others work- :.. :

• : ° ,

iwalliaaeno
cles as those particles which would mirror at or
below 100 km altitude (if the atmosphere had not FLUX . ,

been present). .T_.. _ : i ; ; _, ;. :, :L,_.. :__j-
ili

°'' ': i!i! i:iliThe recent simultaneous measurements on i_; ' ''" _; :
Injun 3 (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964) of flux of ,oa ..• ._..;:-" ::::::-: .....

precipitated electrons and of auroral light emis- . •, .....................

sion below the satellite have shown th.. above '°'2 4 6 _ ,o ,_ ,4 ,_
aurorae there are electron fluxes several orders of a ((..T.._,,)

magnitude larger than outside the aurora. (Fig. 1). F_GURE2.--Samples of precipitatedfluxes over North
Fairly extensive statistical data on the spatial America in January 19&3. Each point is an 8-sec

characteristics of precipitated electrons have re- average of thirty two measurementsmade at half-
integralvalues of L. The solid line gives the average

L EARTHRADII flux. (After O'Brien, 1964.)
!_ |,0 4.0 _0 141 _0 H

_-' ' ' ' ''' I
- _ INJUN m' I AtmO_tt.EVENTI cently been published by O'Brien (1962a, b, 1964)

_ _____'_a_.m t _° SP'AS" !. and MeDiarmid et al. (1963). Figure 2 shows the

; x_ scatter diagram of the Injun 3 observations of
- precipitated electrons of energy above 40 kev for

_'__ _--_._" if ....... ,o',_ the range of the invariant latitude A (defined by
r, --- -'_-_ _'t, ._ _ A=cos -_ (1/_/L) and at the mos_ a few degrees

- _u_.J-_ - G" different from geomagnetic latitude in the latitude

" --,_==-,.-_, I- 1 _ _' "_, range of interest here) between 45 and 76degrees.
_--I -- m O.eo. --_ e4(_- _ r_I / - .a As can be seen from the figure, the precipitated

- _ - _-" flux of electrons of E_40 key has a broad maxi-
mm m_m=)'i mum of about 10_ electrons/cm _sec ster for A be-

b-_--

- tween 60 and 70 degrees. The flux is 2-3 orders

'_"""_ J _ of magnitude lower in subauroral latitudes. Fig-

!__ _ME_#Cb._b_ _ ; Ure 2 also shows that some 10 degrees inside the

auroral zone the precipitation rate is down by 1-2
powers of ten.

_" E Similar results have been found by McDiarmid
IN_t,qm_Tt.ATITUOEA et al. (1963) for electrons of energies above 40 kev

Fiovs_. 1.--Data froma northboundpass of Injun3 over and above 250 kev. Figure 3 shows their data
North America,whichshowssimultaneousdetectionof presented in a manner different from that of
an aurora,of the precipitated electrons (with pitch O'Brien (1964). The histograms give, for two
angle 50°) partially responsiblefor causingit, and of different ranges of magnetic activity, the per-
trappedelectrons. Note the approachto isotropy of centage of passes in which the intensity of pre-
the particlefluxoverthe aurora. No attempt has been cipitated electrons with E_4O key was abovemadeto subtractthe low-altitudecontaminationof the
photometersignal, part of which was the detectionof 1.5.10 _ electrons/cm _ sec ster (corresponding to
Cleveland,Ohio,and its surroundings. (After O'Brien 0.2 db absorption at about 30 Mc/s). The flux of
and Taylor,1964.) 1.5.10_/cm _see ster was one-half of the maximum
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u _L(c-,o_s -j mY- _ Z --(,_x,, _ OFL_l11U_ mOFU3
;,_ ¢.4s. x,,,- r,x,.,.._ CF PR(CIPIT&TE9_T, _,LT.•_.51ZO kR,

_'_o

"
FIGURE 3._Percentage of passes in which the intensity of # -

precipitated electrons with em_gies greater than 40 key l _ I [ _ _ s m 6Aut/ _/was greaterthan l.SXlO_cm-_ sec-l sterad-I cdrre- - _::

sponding to 0.2 db of 30 Mc/s absorption,plotted em_ '_

against invariant latitude. (After McDiarmid e'_ al., _* m- vs. mVAmA_ tATm_ _*
I i I 1

1963.) io,l , I , I , I , I , I , l , I , l
Ill ZO l_l si N

average intensity for Kp<4 and 1/20 for Kp>4. • s m L maim aaa.)

Figure 3 shows that during quiet geomagp_tic Fmunz 4.--C_mparison of the latitude, or L profile, of
conditions the precipitated intensity was _- • precipitation for two successive passes at about the

than half the average value during some 25 :_r- same local time. Arrowsillustrate range of fluctuation
cent of the passes through A= 65°, while for mod- of intensitiesat given locations. (After O'Brien, 1964.)

erately disturbed conditions--there were no
strong storms represented in the data--the in- aurora by Davis et al. (1960). They found the
tensity exceeded 1/20 of the average value in electron flux being concentrat_l in the visible
about 72 percent of the passes over that latitude, auroral forms whereas protons were found over

Simultaneous observations on two satell'tes in- a much larger volume than that occupied by the
dicate that at least sometimes the area of precipi- aurora.

tation has a fairly limited longitudinal extent The statistical latitude profile of the intensity
(O'Brien and Laughlin, 1962). On the other of dumped electrons with E>40 key has been
hand the precipitated flux seems on occasions found by O'Brien and Taylor (1964) to have its
to be uniform over as much as 80 degrees of maximum at a few degrees lower latitude than

longitude, i.e., over more than 4000 km (O'Brien, the frequency of occurrence of visual aurora as
1964). observed o_ the same satellite. Sometimes the

The latitudinal extent of the precipitation can visual emission has been found to extend to
be very restricted (e.g., over a range of L_-_I earth higher latitudes than the precipitation of electrons
radius) or very extensive (over an L interval > 20 with energy greater than 40 key, indicating elec-
earth radii). This is illustrated in Figure 4. trons of E<40 key are being precipitated up to

The flux of precipitated electrons has its maxi- higher latitudes than the higher energy ones.
mum close to the poleward boundary of the region The lower latitude limit of the aurora coincides

of trapped electrons, as observed on the same with the lower latitude limit of appreciable
satellite (McDiarmid et al., 1963; O'Brien, 1964). precipitation (O'Brien, 1964; O'Brien and Taylor,

Electron precipitation occurs simultaneously in 1964).
magnetically conjugate areas at least sometimes, Precipitation was found all the time in the
according to balloon observations of X-rays auroral zone by Injun 3 (O'Brien, 1964). It can
(Brown et al., 1963). This is in accordance with be seen in Figure 2 that at L=6 there was never
observations of amora (cf. e.g. DeWitt, 1962). observed any flux lower than about 80 electrons

A 100 fold change in the flux over two km has (era2 see ster) -_.
often been observed by Injun 3 which is in agree- The corresponding continuous photon emission
ment with results of rocket measurements in in the auroral zone is evident from Figure 5. The
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I tion of the electrons to be harder on the dayside
INJUN_lI . than on the nightside of the earth (Johnson et al.,

_ lii° I t r _964). The I°wa gr°up has recently rep°rted the

! . :. ! existence of a diurnal variation in the precipitated
• " o ; I • : * -

" . , ! : • • z : flux of electrons of energy above 40 kev at high
•* e ° s e." "

" I ' • ' ! '| I': - latitudes. The maximum in the diurnal varia-
• $ .

_i _ t • . i, _, tion curve was reported to be on the dayside of_- I t " ' ''I : :. , • " -_- - the earth (Frank et al., 1964). It is not clear if- , • • : _ -

I_ = --- I ., ,I I!I the difference in the results found by various

:;I, :

= - _ I " : ' " ] ! !!I li: ': - observers is due to the diurnal variation being

[i - 1 " • : ' [ "' ]" ii::_" - different for d;fferent or if it is due
energy rangesi 4 " • TI'*," : .

{ .... r l- the precipitation phenomenon.

_" 6o" _. to- _. (c) PitchAngle Distribution
LATTIllJDE A (LCOS s ,t • I) Figure 1 showsthat over the aurora, where the

__ FIGURE&--Intensityof 3914/_aurorallight averageover4 precipitation is intense, the directional flux of
so: at half-integralvaluesof L in about fifty passesof precipitated electrons becomes equal to the flux
Injun 3 early in 1963. (After O'Brien and Taylor, of trapped electrons, which also is increased over
1964.) the aurora. Figure 1 illustrates a general rule

that has been found by O'P,rien ()962a, b, 1964),
minimum emission rate is, however, below visual namely that for electrons of E')40 kev the pitch
threshold even in the auroral zone. angle distribution approaches isotropy in the

Figures 2 and 5 also give a good impression regions of intense precipitation. An isotropic
about the enormous variability of precipitation pitch angle distribution in regions of strong pre-
and photon emission aL all latitudes, but espe- cipitation has also been observed by Krasovskii
cially near the auroral zone. At L--6 there are et al. (1962) at an energy of about 10 kev. No
values of abou_ 6-106 electrons/cm 2see ster shown cases have been found in which the directional

in the figure. This is some 105times the minimum flux of precipitated electrons was higher than the
value observed there, corresponding value for trapped electrons. The

mentioned observations were made fairly close to
(b) Time Characteristicsof Precipitation the earth's atmosphere.

It is not possible in sateii:_ measurements to The tendency to isotropy seems to indicate that
differ between space variations and time varia- the acceleration of the electrons--if it is directed

tions short compared to the period of revolution, along the field lines--takes place far away from
Balloon observations show, however, that time the atmosphere. This, as well as the mentioned
variations as rapid as of periods of a tenth of a observations of precipitation of electrons from
second can occur in the electron flux (Winckler above 1000 km in aurorae, suggest that the role
et al., 1962). of the ionosphere in the production of the energetic

No systematic variation in the intensity of electrons is not important.
electron precipitation over periods as long as a O'Brien (1964) found a flux upwards along the
day could be found by O'Brien (1964)from the field lines, which was some 10 percent of the
Injun 1 and 3 measurements in contrast with the precipitated electron flux. He interpreted these
case for trapped electrons. Sharp et al. (1964) observations as backseattering of electrons from
observed a higher nighttime than daytime precipi- the atmosphere.
ration flux of electrons in the energy range
0.08-24 key-as well as of protons---during the (d) Kj,--Dependence of Precipitation
5 days life time of an oriented polar-orbiting The Kp dependence of the precipitation of elec-
satellite. They also found the energy distribu- trons of energy above 40 key is illustrated in
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Figure 3. The average intensity was _n times (1964) has shown that the precipitation has its
higher near the auroral zone when Kp was above maximum =lose to the poleward boundary of the
4 than when it was below 4. The data material trapped electrons, their results may be interpreted
for the higher Kp range in Figure 3 does not in terms of possible extension of precipitated
contain data from any strong magnetic storm, so electrons.
still higher values may be expected. Maehlum and O'Brien (1963) found that during !

O'Brien (1964) found that the flux of precipi- magnetic storms there was a very sharp boundary 1
tated electrons above 40 key increased on the of the region where trapped electrons of energy
average by a factor of 5 for every step of Kp. A above 40 key could be observed. For this bound-
close correlation between precipitation intensity ary, measured in L, they used the symbol L,. It
has also been observed for the 0.08-24 key energy can be seen as a function of the Kp index during
range by Sharp et al. (1964). O'Brien's results, one geomagnetic storm in Figure 7. When Kp
obtained on Injun 3 in a low orbit, are shown in

.,. P';_-,, , , , , , : , ,,,I,

- r - -_ _ I _ ,T_ p, •

_,,/ -

Kp , . i . a • i . n . i I . i . a • lol_FIGURE6,--ILlustrationthat thefluxof precipitatedelec-
trons (in A) variesmorewith Kp than doesthe omni-
directionalflux (mainlyof trapped electrons) in the FIGURE7.--Variationof thenorthernboundaryof trapping
equatorialplane (in B). Each point shows the maxi- with Kp duringa geomagneticstorm, as observedby
mumrespectivefluxencounteredon an outer-zonepass. InjunI at a height_"about1000kin. (AfterMaehlum
(AfterO'Brien,1964.) and O'Brien,1963.)

Figure 6 together with th,.: dependence of the reached its maximum v_iue of 9, L, had its mini-
omnidirectional flux above 40 kev as observed in

mum value of 4. Maehlum and O'Brien (1963)
_-,, the equatorial plane far from the earth by Ex- also found that the poleward boundary of _rong

plorer 12 (Freeman, 1963). As can be seen, the radio wave absorption followed the L. quite
K_ depen_lence is very much larger close to the closely during the storm.
earth (at one end of the field line). If one as- The effect of Kp on L, i_ similar to the equator- ,

sumes thatbothincreasesaredue to a common ward movement of the regionof visualaurora i
acceleration mechanism it follows that it acts during strong magnetic storms, which has been
preferentially parallel to the geomagnetic field studied in the last few years in detail for some
lines (O'Brien, 1964). storm3 by Akasofu (1962, 1963a, b) and others.

The change of omnidirectional flux above 40

kev with K_, shown in Figure 6b, is opposite to (o) The Spectru,nc _ProcipitatedElectrons
what has mostly been observed for electrons oi

E_2 Mev (Arnoldy et al., 1960; Hoffman et al., Up to now only very _ough measurements of
1962). the energy spectrum of the precipitated electrons

The dependence of the poleward boundary of have been reported. In most ca_es the proposed
precipitation on magnetic _ctivity has been spectra have been obtained from two instruments
studied by Maehlum and O'Brien (1963). They with different energy characteristics. They are
used data for trapped electrons, but since O'Brien to be considered as rough equivalent spectra for
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measurements made in a defined way. In addi- sages through the auroral zone Sharp et al, (1964c)
tion, it has been found that the equivalent spec- found the integral fluxes above 0.18 and 10 key to
trum is highly variable both in space and time correspond to equivalent exponential spectra with
(cf. O'Brien et al., 1962). Nonetheless the avail- e-_olding values between 2 and 5 key. On other
able spectral data are of great interest at the occasions they .lid not find any energy flux at all
present stage of knowledge in the field, and they below 1.5 key. That there is not very much
even make i_ possible to draw some interesting energy flux below 1 kev is also evident from oh-
conclusions about ionospheric effects of the servations of the luminosity distribution with
precipitated electrons. These will be discussed height of amorae. O'Brien and Taylor (1964)
in the following sections, give an example of measurement results obtained

Most spectra that have been reported hitherto on board Injun 3, according to which less than
can be divided in two categories if they are ex- 0.1 percent of the auroral light originated above
pressed in an exponential form. On one hand, the satellite, that was at 250 km altitude. From
the e-folding value, b, in the spectrum of precipi- this they conclude that the number of 10 ev elec-
tared electrons, written in the form a exp (-E/b), trons in the precipitated flux was no larger than
has been found often to be in the rango. 2-8 key the number of 10 key electrons. It therefore

(McIlwain, 1960; Stilwell, 1963; Sharp et al., seems probable that the spectrum, in general, does
1964a, b, c). This is a very steep spectrum but not increase very fast below 1 key, which means
even steeper ones have been observed. McIlwain that it is not of the power law type at these low
interpreted his rocket measurements in a strong energies.

aurora as indicating a monoenergetic flux of elec- Sharp et al. (1964c) found a significantly harder
trons with an energy of about 6 key. Krasovskii spectrum on the dayside than on the nightside.
et al. (1962) has observed steep spectra for pre- This observation agrees with multifrequency ri-
cipitated electrons with a most common equiva- ometer measurements of auroral absorption by
lent energy value of 14 key. Lerfald et al. (1964), according to which the

The majority of the existing measurements absorbing ionization is located lower down in the
have been made with Geiger tubes, for v,h;ch the atmosphere in the day than in the night.
minimum detectable electron energy is about 40 Of special interest are the statist;"al data on
key. These measurements have mostly given electron precipitation published recently. As
e-folding values much higher than those men- mentioned earlier the precipitation is most intense
tioned above, namely, between 20 and 45 key. near the auroral zone. O'Brien (1964) found an
(Davis et al., 1960; McDiarmid et al., 1960; average flux of about 4.105 electrons/cm _sec in the
O'Brien et al., 19(i2; Mann et al., 1963; O'Brien precipitation cone at an invariant latitude of 65°.

and Taylor, 1964). Mann et al (1963) found Injun 1 had a CdS detector, measuring electrons
from measureT_ents during only some 20 orbits of energy above about 1 key (O'Brien, 1962b).
that the values within this range were grouped in O'Brien and Taylor (1964) state that the flux of

two classes, 25±5 key and 42±3 kev. 4.106 electrons/cm 2 see of energy greater than 40
The balloon measurements of X-rays at 30-35 key was associated with an energy flux of 4 ergs/

km altitude also, in general, give inferred spectra cm _ sec for electrons of E>I key. These data
of incident electrons of a fairly flat type, corre- should be considered as accurate to a factor of

sponding to e-folding energies in the range 20-45 about three. Using these two values an equiva-
key (el. e.g., Anderson and Enemark, 1960), al- lent electron spectrum in the range 1-40 key can
though power law spectra often are found to be deduced. It is found to be
fit the observations somewhat better than

exponential spectra, n(E) = 7.8.107e - _/5.7electrons/cm _see key.
Recently the first direct measurements of pre-, For the energy values 40 and 250 key similar

cipitated electrons below 1 key energy have been average fluxes have been btained from the

_. reported (Sharp et al., 1963; Evans et al., 1964). Alouette measurements reported by McDiarmid
They showed that there is generally not very et al. (1963). While the flux above 40 key had
much energy flux below 1 kev. In some pas- its maximum at an invariant latitude of 650, th_
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flUX above 250 key was maximal at about 60 40 key. The resulting spectra are thus too steep
degrees. MeDiarmid et al. (1963) did not pro- rather than too flat, and the absorption caused by
sent any details for the latitudinal variation of electrons in the energy range 40-250 key is
this latter in integral flux. By applying a rough probably larger than the values presented below.
correction factor of 0.1 for the latitude variation As mentioned, the spectra of precipitated elec-

of the average flux above 250 key from 60 to 65 trons are very variable. There is also an impor-
degrees invariant latitude, the following approxi- tant latitude variation in the steepness, which in-
mate equivalent spectra for the energy range 40- creases with latitude (O'Brien et al. 1962; Mc-
250 kev can be derived for two ranges of mag- Diarmid et al., 1963; O'Brien, 1964). On the
netic activity in the auroral zone (A=65°), if other hand there seems to be no significant
isotropy is assumed for the upper hemisphere dependence of the spectr_am on pitch angle or on

the intensity of precipitation (O'Brien, 1964).
Kp<4: n(E) fl.2.104e -_/41 electrons/cm' see key To obtain the equivalent spectra the averaging

has been made over a large number of measured
Kp>4: n(E)=2.4.105e -El3° electrons/cm 2 sec key integral fluxes. With a _. riation of a factor of

105 the use of averages may be questioned. It is
(of. Hultqvis'_, 1964b). The applied latitude cor-

also questionable whether average integral fluxes
reetion is p;obably too large as judged from a are the best values to use when the interest is in

comparison of the latitude distribution of passes the average electron density produced by the par-in which the intensity of precipitated electrons
with energies greater than 250 key was greater ticle influx. The average electron density is then
than 3.2.10a/cm _sec ster (Figure 8 of MeDiarmid defined by the averaging process employed and

this method of averaging is not identical with theet al., 1963) and the corresponding diagram for
averaging made in measuring the ionospheric

,,0 ..... ,,oh . . absorption, for instance. It can, however, be
,_ 0,Y' ,30_ ' _,5,_ shown that the average electron density produced

,20[_:i) by the precipitated electrons can be expressed in
,,o ,,o_\ the average integral fluxes measured on the satel-

_a _0 _0 lites. Since only two experimental integral flux
90 _0 values are available, one has to fit a two-parame-

e0 ter energy relation for the average flux to these
_0

experimental data (Hultqvist, 1964b), as has been
done above.

so so QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSBETWEENELECTRON
,o ; '4 '5 ; ,'o ,'z 4Ooz'_ ; '5 ,'o ,'2 PRECIPITATIONAND PHOTON EMISSION IN

(p.) AURORA
FLOURS8.--(a) is for daytime and (b) fornight. Curves Two direct measurements of the quantitative

in (a) and (b) show the height distributionof the relation between precipitation and photon emis-
absorptionproducedby the differentialenergyspectrum sion will be discussed here, namely those of
N(E)-5.10,¢ -s/, key electronscm-s sec-I ster-l kev-i. McIlwain (1960) and O'Brien and Taylor (1964).
The total absorptionvalues correspondingto curves 1 It is of interest to compare their results with what
amount to 1.04 db in the day and to 0.89 db at night, is expected on theoretical grounds.
Curves2 give the absorptiondue to the bremsstrahlung McIlwain did not use any filter, but measuredof the sameelectronspectrum. Totalabsorptionin the
day is 0.27 db and in the night 0.061 db. Curves3, the photon flux integrated over the transmission
finally,representthe absorptiondistributionproduced curve of the photomultiplier. If we assume that
by the differentialenergyspectrum N(E) -7.10_e-sl'l _ of the light was ), 3914_k, the measured photon
key electronscm-s sec-_kev-_, comingin alongthe field flux corresponds to an emission rate of about 3
lines. Total daytimeabsorptionunder curves3 is 1.9
db. The nighttimeoneis 0.52 db, if the height profiles kilorayleigh at this wavelength. The fraction,
of the ratio of negativeion to electrondensity used by _: is fairly arbitrary, but it seems reasonable (of.
Nieolet and Aikin (1960) and othem are employed, e.g., Dalgarno, 1964) and is probably in error by
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i" less than a factor :)f 2 and 1/_,respectively, for an ergs/cm 2 sec, if the efficiency figure 1.8.10 -3 is
ordinary auroral zone aurora. McIlwain's (1960) employec_. Dalgarno (1964) has used the value

.(:

_: measured electron flux corresponds to an energy 1.10 -a. With this conversion efficiency we find
_ flux of 20 erg/cm 2 sec, if _he spectrum obtained the energy flux requirement to be 5.1 ergs/cm -2

. was extrapolated to E=O. Thus, the resultin_ sec-_ per kR. The agreement between these
electron energy flux required per unit of X 3914A values and the experimental ones of McIlwain

_ emission rate is 7 ergs/cm _ see per kR. (1960) and O'Brien and Taylor (1964) is better

O'Brien and Taylor (1964) reported an average than expected, when the uncertainties in thei
o X3914_ intensity of 2(-}-4/-- 1.5) kR at the maxi- analyses are taken into account.

mum of the latitude distribution, i.e., in the au- The total efficiency of converting particle en-
d: roral zone. As mentioned above, the electron ergy into photons of any energy is expected to be
_ measurements gave a corresponding average of about 1 percent on theoretical basis (cf. Chamber-
: the flux above 40 kev of 4.105 electrons/cm 2 sec lain, 1961). McIlwain found from his rocket

and an energy flux for E>: kev of about 4 ergs/ measurements a value of only 0.2 percent while
cm_sec, which values they co, sider as accurate to preliminary Injun 3 results point towards 1

: a factor of about three. In order to get a value percent (O'Brien and Taylor, 1964).
directly comparable with that of Mcllwain one
would have to extrapolate th_ energy spectrum AURORAL ABSORPTION
from 1 kev down to E = Oand evaluate the. total Auroral absorption is in general defined on

_i: energy flux. Using the equivalent exponential riometer records as all the absorption, generally
spectrum, we find 5 erge/cm _sec for E >0. Thtls irregularly varying, which is usually observed dur-
the Injun 3 results give 2.5 ergs/cm _ sec per kR. ing magnetically disturbed conditions and which

. Considering the uncertainties in measurements is not associated with either polar cap absorption
and the method of evaluation, this is a good (PCA), produced by high energy solar proton_, or
agreement, sudden cosmic noise absorption (SCNA), which is

What energy flux per kR does one expect on the cuused by solar ultraviolet radiation. The au-
_ basis of exist;r._' knowledge about the emission roral absorption is thus defined as the remainder

processes? Omaob (1957, 1959), Chamberlain when one has excluded two well defined types of
(1961), Rees (19{}3), and Dalgarno (1964), among absorption. It is therefore not surprising that it
others, have discussed this. It :_.as been shown recently has been found to contain a number of

by Stewart (1956) that the ratio between the phenomena differing, for example, in the energy
excitation cry,assection for the 3914/_ band of N+2 characteristics of the ionizing agent (Ansari,

_. and the total ionization cross section is constant, 1963). The name may, however, be motivated
: at least up to 200 ev energy, and has the vah_e by the fact that there is a fairly good correlation

0.02. Assuming that this value i3 true over the between auroral absorption and the general level
! whole energy range of interest, o.m finds that 50 of magnetic disturbance (cf. e.g., the review by

. electron-ion pairs are produced for each 3914/_ Hultqvist, 1963c).
photon. Since tl,e mean energy expended by fast It has long been known that some of the auroral
electrons in nitrogen per electron-ion pair is 35 ev absorption is located below the E-layer, i.e. in or
(at least for energies down to a few hundred ev; below the D-layer. Such evidence arises, for in-
it is assumed that the figure is correct down to stance, from ionosondes, which frequently are
zero energy), we find that 50X35ffi 1750 ev is dis- blacked out during magnetic storms. This shows
sipated per 3914._ photon. Since each photon that all the radio energy is absorbed between the
has an energy of 3.2 ev the efficiency with which earth's surface and the E-layer. It has not been
energy is converted into 3914_, radiation is clear, however, whether all _he absorption, for
1.8.10 -8. When the initial energies of the fast sufficiency high frequency cosmic noise, takes
electrons fall below perhaps 100 ev, these effi- place below the E-layer or whether there may be
ciencies must decrease sharply (Dalgarno and as much or even more absorption at E-layer

i Gr:fling, 1955; Dalgarno, 1964). One kR of 3914/_ heights. In fact, there are reasons to believe that
photons corresponds to an energy influx of 2.8 the absorption produced by those electrons which
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are the cause of the visible aurora should be. lo- aurora of international brightness coefficient be-
eated mainly ur in the altitude range where the tween III and IV;
aurora occurs. Evide_ce has recently been pre- Curves No. 2: Due to the bremsstrahlung
sented against the hypothesis of Chapman and X-rays produced by the electrons giving rise to
Little (1957) that the main part of the radiowave curve No. 1;
_bsorption is produced below 90 km by X-rays Curves No. 3: 7.10'e -zm electrons/cm 2 sec
from the primary auroral electrons. The absorp- ster key which was observed over the auroral zone
tion due to primary electrons of an energy spec- by Mann et al. (1963).
trum as measured in visual aurora by McIlwain It can be seen rrorn Figure 8 that although
(1960), is probably at least an order of magnitude curve No. • corresponds to a very strong aurora,
greater than that due to the bremsstrahlung the riome_er absorption due to the hard electron
X-rays the electrons gi_e rise to (Ansari, 1963; spectrum (curve 3), which has its peak as low as
Hultqvist, 1963, 196_..;Brown, 1964). 70 km altitude, is larger. The total absorption

The height of the main part of the auroral ab- for daytime was found to be 0.9 db for the soft
sorption became an important parameter for the electron spectrum and 1.9 db for the hard one.
understanding of the electron reactions in the Even if the uncertainty in the computed absolute

lower ionosphere when it was found that there is absorption values is fairly high (cf. Hultqvist,
a much smaller influence of the sunlight on the 1964a) it is probably less than a factor of three for
absorption value than was expected on the basis of the relative values due to the various spectra.
existing models (cf. e.g., the review by Hultqvist, The profiles shown in Figure 8 can, with proper
1963c). A very small sunlight effect would be absorption scale, be used for estimating the ab-
expected if _11auroral absorption took place up i_ sorption caused by the average precipitation
the height interval of the ordinary visible aurora, spectra observed by the Injun and Alouette satel-
But such a height distribution would be in conflict lites, The e-folding value in the range 1-40 key
with a large body of other experimental observa- was found to be 5.7 key (see page 11). This is
tions (of. e.g., Hultqvist, 1963a, b, c). It would very close to McIlwain's (1960) value 5.0 kev. In
appear that the satellite measurements reported fact, the spectrum 2.4.10se-sts electrons/cm 2 sec
by Mann et al. (1963), McDiarmid et al. (1963), key contains the same number of electrons above
O'Brien (1964) and O'Brien and Taylor (1.964) 40 key as the average observed by Injun 3 (4.106
give a solution of this problem, electrons/cm s sec; O'Brien and Taylor, 1964). It

An important satellite observation in this corresponds to a total energy flux above 1 key
respect is that of Mann et al. (1963) that there about twice as high as the average value (4 ergs/
occurs frequently beside the soft type of spectrum cms sec) given by O'Brien and Taylor (1964).
of the precipitated electrons, observed in visible However, the corresponding energy flux per kilo-
aurora by McIlwain (1960), a harder type with rayleigh is about 5 ergs/cm z sec which is equal to
th_ e-foldhAgenergy between 25 and 45 key. The the average of the values found by McIlwain
averages of the extensive statistical satellite data (1960) and O'Brien and Taylor (1964).
of McDiarmid et al. (1963) and O'Brien (1962b, Using the equivalent spectrum 2.4. lO'e-zt'
1964) correspond to equivalent spectra given on electrons/cm t sec kev for the 1-40 key range and
page 11. Thus the e-folding energy is about the 1.2.10'e- zm electrons/cm zsec key for 40-250
Mcllwain's value for the low energy range and is key during low magnetic activity (Kp<4), the
appreciably higher in the higher range, electron density profiles 3 and 1 in Figure 9 are

Having these average spectra it is possible to found. The total absorption produced by thvse
calculate how much absorption is produced by the two spectra are 0.09 db and 0.32 db, respectively.
electrons below and above 40 key energy. This For K,> 4 the average fluxes of McDiarmid et
has been done by Hultqvist (1964a, b). Figure 8 al. (_963) above 40 and 250 kev correspond to the
shows the height distribution of absorption per exponential spectrum 2.5.10'e -zt_° electrons/cm l
km due to the following spectra (Hultqvist, 1964a) sec key. For this spectrum only an upper limit

Curves No. 1: 5.10'e -z.' el_trons/cm _ sec of the electron density and absorption can be
ster key corresponding to a very strong visual obtained with the use of Figure 8. Curve 2 in
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_4o[ , , , time in that part of the ionosphere. It is thus

F
. | -I _

,_o a) zbo_ e _,.._.u._ ,.o_.c_,_. I )/ probable that the relative contribution of the
,zo ® _'e-_ '" '" '_c_,_.'°j _' absorption caused by the low energy electrons

"°r @ _,do-! ..oo__ (corresponding to curve no. 3 in Figure 9) is,ooI" smaller than shown by tile figures given above,

x..o _ _/' Since the average absorption values produced

oo[ _ by "soft" and "hard" electrons differ by an order
_f ( 'f magnitude at least in the day, it seems possible

to draw some conclusions on their basis.

Most of what is called auroral absorption seems
eo[- to take place below 90 km. Hence the reason for
.o,_ ,_' ,o" ,_ ,o' the observed very small influence of sunlight on

_*_.,/:_' the intensity of the absorption is not that the ab-

Fu_aE 9.--Electrondendty profilesdueto threedifferent sorption is located mostly above 90 km altitude,
energy_pectraof pecipitatedelectr_ms. The spectraas (where, according to virtually all models that
well as the total absorption,A, at 27.6 aregiven in the have been pro_ in the last few years, the den-
figure. Curve No. 2 gives an upper limit for the sity of negative ions _s negligible in both day and
equilibriumelectrondensity distributionproducedby night). One apparent interpretation of _histhe spectrum3.8-10'e-z_° (era_ see ster kev)-_. A
lowerlimit for this spectrum is curve No. 1. observation is that the negative ions in fact are

negligible, even in the night, down to about 60 km
Figure 9 shows this upper limit fo_ the electron (as proposed by Hultqvist, 1962, 1963a, b:. In
density. The corresponding upper limit of the any case it seems that the electron chemistry in
total absorption is 1.4 db. Lower limits fo_'the the lowest ionosphere is quite different from what
average electron density distribution and absorp- has hitherto been believed.
tion are the values given for K_ < 4, i.e.,eurve 1in The virtual absence of sur_:ght influence on
Figure 9 and the corresponding absorption value avr¢_! absorption taking _lace mainly in the
of 0.32 db. The total riometer absorption due to range 60-90 krn thu_ leads to :he conclusion that
the average electron spectrum in the energy range photo detachment is not important in that height
40-250 key is thus found to be about 1 db durin& interval. If this is true, the problem cannot be
the moderately disturbed conditions for which solved by assuming that the detachment of elec-
the observations are representative, trons from negative ions, in the height range

Two assump*Jons were made in the computa- mentioned, requires ultraviolet radiation, as pro-
tions described above, which both tend to in- posed and discussed by Eriksen et al. (1960) and
crease the relative importance of the absorption Reid and Leinbach (1962), and Reid (1961).
caused by precipitated electrons in the range 1-40 The result that the auroral absorption is pro-
key. One is that the equivalent average spee- duced mainly by electrons of energy above 40 key,
trum for the energy range 40- 250 key is probably while the visible aurora is caused by lower energy
less steep than the spectra used in the calculations, electrons (cf. e.g., McIlwain, 1960) makes the
The other is that the equilibrium relation between fairly poor observed correhtion between visible
electron density and the ionization rate. was used. aurora and absorption understandable. By corn-
The computei absorption is therefore certainly bining low-energy and high-energy electron spec-
overestimated. Since the effective recombination tra in various proportions, one may expect to see
coefficient decreases from 60 km upwards the visible aurora practically without absorption,
overestimation will be most important at greater strong absorption without visible aurora, and all
heights. It does not seem probable that the error combinations in between. This is what has been
in the average absorption per unit height in the found in the detailed study by Ansari (1963).
lowermost part due to unequilibrium would ex- There is a different local time dependence of the
eeed a factor of two, since the rate of variation of occurrence frequency of the low and high energy
the electron content, as seen on riometer records, parts of the precipitated el.,,etron spectra. The
mostly is slow compared with the recombination auroral absorption has a pronounced maximum
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in the auroral zone in the morning hours, whereas was about 0.3 db (to be compared to the value
the visual aurora has its maximum in the middle 0.3 db for Kp<4 above).
of the night. So there seems to be some mecha- Figure 3 shows the fraction of passages for
nism that accelerates the electrons on the average which the absorption would be estimated to be
to higher energies over the morning side of the greater than about 0.2 db for high and low
auroral zone. magnetic activity.

The quantitative estimations of average ab- THE LOWERIONOSPHEREAT NIGHT
sorption values presented above refer to the au-
roral zone. As has been pointed out earlier there A number of hypothesis of corpuscular ioniza-
is a tendency for the electron spectrum to grow tion of the ionosphere have been advanced to
_teeper with increasing latitude and the conclu- explain the existence of appreciable electron den-
_'.onsdrawn may not be true far inside the auroral sities in the night and especially during the polar
zone. On the other hand the conciusion that night (see Antonova and Ivanov-Kholodny,

auroral absorption is located mainly below 90 km 1961). Mariani (1964) has invoked a corpus-
is probably valid at subanroral latitudes. This is cnlar flux with a peak value of about 0.1 erg/cm _
indicated also by the observed good correlation sec of electrons with energies of the order of 1 key
between bremsstrahlung X-rays and visual aurora at geomagnetic latitudes between 55 and 65° to
at these latitudes (cf. e.g., the review by Winckler, explain the correlation of maximum electron den-
1962). sity in the F-region at noon with solar activity.

The deductions in this section are based on Willmore (1964)has found evidence for a particle
average flu..es and average spectra derived from energy influx of the order of 20 percent of the UV
widely varying, measured electron fluxes at two photon flux from Ariel I measurements of tern-
energies each, only. Conclusions should certainly peratures in the F-region. He also found good
be drawn from them with great care (el. also r, _e agreement between the geographical distribution
12), but it seems that the order of magm_ude of the temperature and of particle fluxes observed
results presented above should be fairly significant, by Sputnik II. Harris and Priester (1.962) as-

The height distribution of auroral absorption sume a corpuscular heat source comparable in
is quite similar to what has recently been found influence to the ultraviolet solar radiation, i.e. of
by means of multifrequency riometer measure- the order of a few ergs/cm _sec, in their model for
ments by Lerfald et al. (1964). The multifre- the solar cycle variation of the upper atmosphere.
quency absorption measurements can, however, The electron density in the F-layer should de-
provide height information only in the interval crease by a factor of 100 or more in 5-10 hours
35-75 kin. A possible contribution from ioniza- after sun,t, at that altitude, if no ionization took
tion up in the visible aurora in the presence of place. As the observed decrease in general is only
absorption also at lower altitudes cannot be a factar of 10-20 in the altitude interval 120-200
measured by that technique, whereas the satellite km :_nd 3-10 in the F-region, the obvious con-
measurements, reviewed above, clearly indicate clusion is that _ome nighttime ionization process
that, on the average, most absorption is produced exists. The need for such a process is still stronger
90 km altitude, in order to explain the fairly high electron densi-

The total absorption values obtained from the ties observecl over the centra! polar caps during
Injun and Alouette measurements are in quite the long polar nights. For instance, at the Pole
reasonable acco.,xtance with the average absorp- Station 0atitude 90°S) at midnight in the mid-
tion during the five most disturbed and five most winter the foF was about 5 Mc/s in the high-solar
quiet days per month, as observed over several activity year 1958 and a little above 3 Mc/s three
years at College (geomagnetic latitude 64.5 °) by years later. The nighttime $oF was not v,,ry
Basler (I963). For the disturbed days he found much less than the noon value in the summer. It
a daily average of about 1 db in the summer and is true that foF is not a good measure of the elec-
between 1 and 2 db in winter and at equinoxes_ tron production rate in the upper ionosphere, espe-
as comlmred to about 1 db given above for K, >4. cially not in the polar night, as dynamical effects
For the quiet days the daily average at College within the ionosphere are very important, but
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even so it can definitely be said that an ionization density and absorption is probably obtained in
source must exist, that way. On the other hand the ionization pro-

Does the observed flux of precipitated electrons duced by electrons mirroring above 100 km has
contain enough energy to produce the lower iono- not been taken into account which counteracts the
sphere at night? It is not possible to give any effect of the use of the equilibrium relation be-
accurate answer to that question now, since no tween electron density and ionization rate.

• extensive measurements of energy fluxes below It is not known to this author whether the ob-
1 erg/cm _ sec have been made in the lowest part sen _xi enormous variability of the precipitation

: of the electron energy spectrum of interest. An- fits into the time behaviour of _he nighttime
other piece of missing information is the energy iorosphere.
flux associated with low energy protons. Krasov- What can be said about the ionosphere over the
skii et al. (1963) have observed appreciable fluxes central polar cap in respect of observed particle
of positive ions with energy above 200 ev at low erergy dissipation? The average flux of precipi-

;. and medium latitudes (_<49°). The ion flux was tated electrons abov_ 40 key energy was found to
usually about 108/cm 2sec ster and the energy flux be 10-100 times smaller than in the auroral zone
associated with it was prob:lbly <0.1 erg/cm _sec. at 76° invariant latitude by Injun 3 (O'Brien,
It is net known whether the ions were trapped or 1964) and 100-1000 times smaller by Alouette
precipitated. Above 100 km altitude not only (McDiarmid et al., 1963). Precipitation did not
precipitated electrons, as defined in the introduc- take place continuously well inside the auroral

tion, but also trapped ones contribute to the zones, but it varied in intensity from cosmic ray
production of free electrons, and their contrlbu- background to 105 electrons/cm' sec ster. Spec-
tion may even exceed that of the precipitated tral information for the central polar caps is not
electrons. No ob_rvational results are yet avail- available at the time or writing. The best that

: able from which the energy dissipation into the can be done to obtain an idea about the electron
atmosphere by protons can be evaluated, production rate over the polar caps from earlier

It is obvious from Figure 9 that the average presented results, seems to be to assume that the
electron flux produces quite sufficient electron spectrum is about the same as used above for the

': densities down in the E-layer in the auroral zone. auroral zone and to reduce the ionization rate in
A numerical calculation using the same spectrum proportion to the difference between the twox

as for curve 3 in Figure 9, for 200 km altitude gives regions in counting rate found by Injun 3 and/or
an electron production rate of 1400 electrons/cm 3 Alouette.

sec, corresponding to an equilibrium electron den- The corresponding energy flux for electrons of
_ sity of from 4. I(P to 2.10'/cm 3, depending on the energy above 1 key will thus be in the range 10-'
_ recombination coefficient used (Mitts, 1959, Van to I erg/cm 2sec and the steady state electron den-

Zandt et al., 1960, or Schmerling and Grant, sities 1/30 to 1/3 of those for curve no. 3 in Figure
1961). Therefore the corpuscular energy source 9. For a 200 km electron density of 10' cm-' in
is probably sufficient for production of the night- the auroral zone a corresponding electron density

_ time F-layer too in the auroral zone. range of 3.104-3 • 106 electrons/cm a is obtained
The electron densities shown in Figure 9 are for the polar caps, neglecting all dynamical effects.

, astonishingly high. They correspond to critical The corresponding plasma frequency is between
frequencies higher than are normally obselved in 1.6 and 4.9 Mc/s. These values should be corn-
the auroral zones. They were derived, however, pared with thefoF value of about 3 Mc/s observed
without taking dynamic effoct,o into account and at the Pole Station during somewhat higher solar
there may very well be uncertainties of a factor activities. At 100 km altitude the plasma fre-
of four or so due to the inaccuracy in the experi- quency would be between half an Mc/s and one
mental average particle fluxes, as well as in the and a half Mc/s. Despite the roughness of this

_ atmospheric parameters used in the derivation, estimate it seems possible to state that the o5-
To this comes that the equilibrium relation has served precipitation of electrons of energies abovef_

been used in computing the electron density from 1 kev must contribute significantly to the night-
: the ionization rate. Too large values of electron time ionosphere over the polar caps and that one

}

J
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cannot rule ot, t the possibility that it is the main than that due to cosmic rays in subauroral lati-
_ource. tudes, if the height profile of the ratio of negative

At subauroral latitudes the average values ion to electron densities of Nicolet and Aikin
found from the Injun 3 data (O'Brien, 1964) by (1960) and others is valid.
making the same assumptions as for the polar caps The average energy flux of precipitated elec-
are the following: trons observed by Injun 3 and Alouette meets the

requirements of Mariani (1964) but is somewhat

energy flux: 10-_- 10-_ erg/cm _see, smaller than that deduced by Willmore and orders
of magnitude smaller than that hypothesized by

equilibrium electron density at 200 kin: Antonova and Ivanov-Kholodny (1961) and
3.10 _- 106electrons/cm a Harris and Priester (1962).

at 120 kin: 1.5.10_-4.5-104 electrons/cm 3
AIRGLOW

corresponding plasma frequency at 200 kin:
1.6-2.8 Mc/s The following questions about airglow in con-

nection with particle precipitation are of great
at 120 kin: 1.1-1.9 Mc/s. interest.

(1) What limits can be put on the particle
Also in this case it seems possible to draw the energy flux in low and medium latitudes on the
same conclusion as for the polar caps: the ob- basis of airglow intensities?
served precipitation of electrons of energy above (2) Is it possible that the observed precipitated
1 kev is certainly of major importance for the electrons of energy above I key are responsible for
nighttime lower ionosphere in subauroral lati- part of, or all airglow?
tudes and it does not seem possible at the present The second question has been answered with
time to exclude the possibility that it is the main no by O'Brien (1962b) on the basis of energy
source, considerations. The average zenith intensity of

A problem with the precipitated-electronsource 5577_, at midlatitudes is about 250 rayleighs
of ionization is that it it is highly discontinuous (Hunten et al., 1956) which requires a preeipita-
in space and time. It is not known to this author tion rate of the order of 1 erg/cm _see. The pre-
if the time constants of the ionospheric processes cipitation rate obser-,ed at midlatitudes is equiva-
can explain that much slower variations are lent to orders of magnitude smaller than this.
observed in foF, for instance. The first question has been discussed by e.g.

If the electron precipitation observed by the Ivanov-Kholodny (1962), Galperiu (1962), and
Injun and Alouette satellites is the main source of Galgarno (1964). The N+_ bands are produced
nighttime ionization, one expects a maximum for by impact excitation. According to Roach (see
the average nighttime electron density in the Dalgarno, 1964)60R of 39142_emission would not
auroral zone,, It seems not to be clear if such a occur undetected. This puts an upper limit of
maximum exists or not. The situation is corn- about 0.3 erg/cm 2sec on the possible electron pre-
plicated by the frequent strong disturbances cipitation rate. Galperin (1962) has claimed
there, which tend to hide an average effect, that the observable limit can sometimes be put

The average absorption at riometer frequencies much lower and the corresponding limit of the
corresponding to the given electron densities for energy flux has been given as 2.10 -2 erg/cm t sec
polar cap and subauroral latitudes is below the by Dalgarno (1964).
lower measurable limit. The energy fluxes derived above from the satel-

The electron density produced in and below the lite measurements reported by McDiarmid et al.
D-lay._r by the average precipitation fluxes de- (1963) and O'Brien (1964) amount to 10-_-10 -1
scribed above is orders of magnitude greater than erg/em _sec in subauroral latitudes. From this it
that due to the ordinary cosmic radiation (see e.g. seems t_._t the limit given by Roach is a safe one,
Mohler, 1960) in the auroral zone and is probably whereas the observed energy flux sometimes may
of the same order of magnitude or is even larger exceed the limit given by Galperin (1962).
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RELATION OF PRECIPITATEDELECTRONSTO takes place instead of diminishing, which would
THE OUTER RADIATION BELT be expected if the trapped particles were simply

The idea about the relations between the elec- dumped into the atmosphere. An acceleration
mechanism seems to influence precipitated and

trons that are precipitated into the atmosphere trapped particles simultaneously.
and the trapped electrons in the radiation belts, Finally, O'Brien (1964) has demonstrated that
which was prevailing one or two years ago, was the precipitation is highly energy dependent.
roughly that the precipitated particles were There was no significant precipitation or change
dumped from the large storage of energetic in the flux of trapped electrons of energy greater
trapped particles in the magnetosphere through than 1.5 Mev observed in the middle of a strong
the influence of disturbing effects caused by the
solar plasma, as, for example, the magnetic dis- burst of electrons of energy above 40 kev. This

demonstrates that the precipitation could not be
turbances. The number of trapped particles was due simply to a lowering of the mirror point
thought to be sufficiently large to allow the through a decrease in the geomagnetic field, since
precipitation rates observed to occur with only such a mechanism would be active over the whole
weak and perhaps independent processes of injec-
tion and acceleration required to replenish the spectrum.
particles in the radiation belt, the occurrence of Taken together, this new evidence clearly dem-

onstrates that the precipitated electrons which
which is necessary to be assumed in any case for produce aurora and ionospheric ionization are not
understanding the existence of the trapped produced by dumping trapped electrons into the
radiation, atmosphere. An accele, ation mechanism must

This picture has been completely changed re- be involved. This mechanism must be one that
cently through the investigations by O'Brien can act with full strength very quickly (in a frae-
(1962b, 1964) of the measuring results of Injun 1 tion of a second) and it should not change the
and Injun 3 and also through a number of balloon flux of Mev electrons more than 10 percent, when
studies of X-ray fluxes in the lower atmosphere the simultaneous changes for trapped electrons of

• (Winckler et al., 1962, Anderson, 1964). energy above 40 key is a hundred-fold and for the
O'Brien (1962b) estimated the lifetime of the precipitated electrons above 40 kev is more than

trapped electrons in the outer radiation belt, three orders of magnitude. O'Brien (1964)men-
assuming that the source was stopped but the loss tioned acceleration in an electrostatic field di-

', mechanisms operated at the same rate as observed rected along the magnetic field lines and involving
. by Injun 1. He found that the outer zone beyond a voltage drop of the order of 10 kilovolts as one

L,-_2 would drain .empty of electrons in a few possible mechanism from the precipitation-
: hours. Similar average lifetimes have also been observation point of view.

evaluated from X-ray measurements (see e.g., The development in the last one or two years
Winckler et al., 1962 and Anderson, 1964). Some- has thus in some respects brought the model of
times precipitation rates several orders of magni- the auroral mechanism back into the situation

_ tude above the average (more than 1000 ergs/ that existed before the discovery of the Van Allen
;i cm_ sec) have been observed (Krasovskii et al., belts. These belts have been demonstrated to

1961, O'Brien and Laughlin, 1962, and Winckler be probably an effect of the same acceleration
et al., 1962). Thus Winckler et al. (1962) re- mechanism that precipitates particles into the
corded an electron burst reaching 101_electrons/ atmosphere and produces aurora, but not the
cm_sec, a flux which would have used up the total source of these particles. The "leaky bucket"
energy of trapped particles in the field tube in model has been replaced by the "splash catcher"
half a second, but yet it persisted for about 100 model, in the vocabulary of O'Brien.
seconds. Some efficient acceleration mechanism,
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ON THE HEIGHT OF AURORAL ABSORPTION, II
BENGT HULTQVISTt

Statisticaldata fromAlouetteand Injun 3 givingthe averageprecipitationrateof electronsin
the auroralzone as a functionof energy,are analyzed with regardto the averageradio wave
absorptionproducedby ionizationby electronsin the energyranges1--40 key and 40---250key.
Fromthe satellitedata,it is foundthat the higherenergyrangefor the primaryelectronsis the
dominatingone in producingabsoprtionat riometerfrequencies. Fromthis it followsthat the
majorityof auroralabsorptiontakes placebelow 90 _altitude in the auroralzone.

INTRODUCTION energy characteristics of the ionizing corpuscular
radiation. While some radio wave absorption is

The observation of a very _mall difference be-
well correlated with the intensity of visual aurora,

tween ionospheric absorption of cosmic radio noise especially in the early part of the night, he found
associated with aurora and magnetic disturbances, that there is one type, occurring after local mid-
so called auroral absorption, before and after sun- night, that is not correlated with the light inten-
rise and sunset as compared to what was expected sity. This is the type of auroral absorption which
from existing models has made the height of is causing the morning peak of the diurnal varia-
auroral absorption a para _eter of great import- tion of the absorption in the auroral zone. The
ance for the understandin.; of the electron reac-
tions in the lowest ionosphere (cf. e.g. Hultqvist low light emission per absorption unit indicates
1963 a, b, !964). There would be fewer diffi- that the energy of the primary electron._ is much
culties in obtaining consistency between different higher than for the electrons that cause the visible
types of experimental results if the auroral absorp- aurora. The increased penetrability of the higher
tion could be shown to take place mainly in the energy electrons produces the enhancements in

ionization much deeper in the atmosphere.
height interval where the light emissions are

New extensive multiple-frequency riometer
mostly produced, i.e. in the E-layer. Proposals

measurements of auroral absorption (Little et al.,have been offered that, in fact, this is what in
general occurs (Brown and Barcus, 1963). Sev- 1963, Lerfald et al., 1964) have shown that some

60 percent of 112 studied cases had the maximum
eral kinds of observational data indicate, however, in the absorption-per-kin of altitude for 20 Mc/s
that mnst of the auroral absorption is caused by cosmic radio noise at an altitude higher than 72
ionizat!on well below the E-layer (cf. Hultqvist, kin, while for some 10 percent of the ca_s the
1962, 1963 b, 1964).

Recently more observations relevant to the maximum absorption-per-kin was loca_e4 at or
height of auroral absorption have been obtained, below 60 km altitude. The multi-frequency ab-
Ansari (1963) has analysed more carefully than sorption technique provides height information in

the altitude range 35-75 km. It cannot tellbefore the correlation between auroral type of
whether there is some significant amount of ab-absorption and visual aurora and has found that

"auroral absorption" is not one well defined type so_tion taking place up in thu E-layer in the pres-
of phenomenon but contains at least two absorp- ence of absorption also in the 35-75 km interval,
tion phenomena different with regard to the for instance. But even so the fact that in some 40

percent of 112 auroral absorption cases studied
the peak absorption-per-kin was at or below 72 km*Goddard Space Flight Center Document X-611-64-155, June 1964.

t_3oddard Space Flight Center, NASA--National Academy of taken together with the fact that bremsstrahlung
Scieneen--NationalReeearehCouncilSeniorPoet,--DoctoralReaideat x-rays are probably negligible in producing ri-
P._earch Ammeiate on leave of aboence from Kiruna Geophyeieal
Ol_ervatory, KirunaC, Sweden. ometer absorption (Ansari 1963, Hultqvist 1963
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c, 1964, Brown, 1964) is enough for demonstrating trum becomes progressively softer and very vari-
the importance of higher energy electrons pene- able above about 59° invariant latitude. The
trating well below the visible aurora. The above- flux of electrons with energy greater than 40 key
mentioned new results were obtained from ground precipitated into the atmosphere had its maximum
observations of cosmic noise absorption, at an invariant latitude of 65 to 67°. The data

Measurements on satellites (Mann etal., 1963) were analyzed for two different ranges of K_,
of the primary particles which cause the absorp- namely <4 and >4. The average flux of precipi-
tion have shown that there sometimes exists an tared electrons at the maximum in the auroral

influx of electrons with a spectrum so flat that zone was found to be 3.105 elect rons/cnr"sec ster

the absorption-per-km he;ght-profile caused by for the high K_ range and 10 times less for the low
them has its maximum at about 70 km (Hultqvist, Kp range. The half value width of the latitude
1964). The total absorption produced by these distribution was some 8 degrees for Kp >4 and
observed flat-spectrum-electrons is higher than about 12 degrees for Kp <4.
that caused by the steep electron spectra of On the average, the peak intensity of precipi-
McIlwain (1960) type, observed in visible aurora, tated electrons with er.crgies greater than 250 key
even for very strong aurorae. These direct ob- occurred at an invariant latitude of 60° and was
servations of the primary particles thus showed approximately 1.9.103 electrons/cm2sec ster and
that at least sometimes most of the auroral ab- 2.6.103 electrons/cm _ see ster for the low and

sorption is located below 90 km altitude. How- high ranges of K_, respectively. The latitude
ever, due to the short life time of the satellites from spread was found to be smaller than for 40 kev
which the measurements were made (only a few electrons.
days) no good statistical information about the Because no detailed latitude distribution of the
occurrence frequency of the various types of pri- flux of 250 key electrons is given by McDiarmid
mary electron spectra was obtained. It is the et al., we will assume that the average fluxes at an
purpose of this note to point out that the measure- invariant latitude of 65° is down by a factor of
ments by means of Alouette (McDiarmid et al., ten from the peak values mentioned above. This
1963) and Injun 3 (O'Brien, 1964) of precipitation latitude correction is probably too large (i.e. the
of electrons into the atmosphere make it possible correction factor 0.1 is too small) as judged from a
to attain a rough idea about how important the comparison of the latitude distribution of passes
electrons in the energy ranges 1-40 kev and 40-250 in which the intensity of precipitated electrons
key, respectively, are for producing the auroral with energies greater than 250 kev was greater
absorption, and, therefore, to provide another than 3.2.10S/cm_sec ster (Fig. 8 of McDiarmid
piece of experimental information independent of et al., 1963) and the corresponding diagram for
the ground observation of cosmic noise absorption 40 key. The resulting spectra are thus too steep
about the height distribution of the auroral ab- rather than too flat. The absorption caused by
sorption. This in_c.rmation, in principle, covers electrons in the energy range 40-250 kev is there-
the whole height interval of interest, contrary to fore probably larger, rather than smaller, than
the multi-frequency riometer measurements, the values presented below.

From the two integral flux values given above
SATELLITEOBSERVATIONSOF ELECTRON for each range of magnetic activity we can derive
PRECIPITATIONIN THE AURORAL ZONE equivalent two-parameter spectra. ForK,<4 an

McDiarmid et al., (1963) have reported results exponential equivalent differential spectrum is
ofelectronfluxmeasurementsonboardtheAlouette found to be n(E)ffi2.103e -B/_I electrons/era see
satellite during several hundred passes through ster kev and for Kp>4:n(E)ffi3.8.1{Pe -s/8°
the auroral zone st an altitude of about 1025 km electrons/cm_see ster key.

I in the period October 1962 through January 1963. An equivalent two-parameter average differ°
The measurements of special interest here were ential spectrum for the primary ele,_.trons in the
made by means of two Geiger-Mllller tubes having energy range 1-40 kev can be obtained from the
electron energy thresholds of 40 and 250 key. results of the Injun 3 measuremerzts presented by
McDiarmid et al., found that the electron spee- (O'Brien, 1964).
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The data were taken in early 1963 at altitudes efficient decreases from 60 to 100 km altitude the

between 237 and 2785 kin. The inclination of the cverestimation will be most important in the upper
orbit of Injun 3 was 70.4 ° and the satellite thus part of this height in'_erval. The relative con-
passed over the central polar cap over northern tribution to the absorption from the lowest part
Canada. O'Brien gives the average integral flux of the height interval mentioned will therefore be

for precipitated electrons with E>_40 kev as 4.105 higher than _¢hat is found below in this note. It
electrons/cm2sec in the auroral zone. This was does not seem probable that the error in the aver-
obtained by means of a GeigeroMtiller tube. A age electron density in the lowermost part of the
Cds-detector on Injun 1 gave the energy flux height range 60 to 100 km due to unequilibrium
associated with electrons of energy greater than would exceed a factor of two, since the rate of
about one key. The integral flux of 4.106 elec- variation of the electron density, as seen on
trons/cm'sec corresponded to an energy flux of riometer records, generally is slow compared with
about 4 ergs/cm 2sec. O'Brien and Taylor (1964) the recombination time in that part of the iono-
state that these data can be considered as accurate sphere. As such an inaccuracy does not invali-
to a factor of about 3. Corresponding to these date the conclusions drawn in this note we thus
two average flux values is the average equivalent write

exponential spectrum n (E) ffi7.8.107e -B/6"_ elec- N,(h) = {q(h)/c_,} '/_
trons/cm_sec kev. This spectrum is fairly close and
to the spectrum (v:e -E/6) considered in some

numerical detail by Hultqvist (1964). In fact f= y____q(h)_U_dh '
n(E) = 2.4.10Be- _/5electrons/cm_sec kev gives the A ffi0.46./;_.34.101 + v_( a,,_
same integral electron flux for E__40 key as 0

7.8.107e -E/5.7 electrons/cm2sec key, but the cor- where the bars indicate average values for the
responding energy flux for E > 1 kev is 9 ergs/cm 2 time function in question.
sec instead of 4. In fact the energy input rate The data obtained from the above-mentioned

per unit of light emission rate obtained with the satellite measurements above the atmosphere are
value 9 ergs/cm_sec is 5 ergs/cm_sec per kR, the following time-average values:
which is midway between the corresponding
values of McIlwain (1960) and O'Brien (1964)
(cf. Hultqvist, 1964b). Jn(E)dE=N(>40)

40

RELATIONS BETWEEN AVERAGE INTEGRAL electrons/cm_sec,

FLUXES MEASURED IN SATELLITES AND Jn(_)'_-7-_'dEN( > 250)AVERAGE ABSORPTIONVALUES m

The radio-wave absorption for the riometer electrons/cmesec,
frequency 27.6 Mc/s in the auroral zone is given and

for the ordinary ray by the Appleton-Hartree Jl_(_---'(E)dEffi4_->l)expression as ergs/cm2sec.
1

N,v N(>40) :1_N_(>40) '
fA

_0.46j_.34._.{. p_dh db, Here mX._
0 f--I

where N, is the electron density and v the electron n-_: l_.n,(E) sad
collision frequency. The temporal structure of m_._
the electron precipitation measured by Alouette

a,,d Injun 3 is unknown. However, if the equi- En(s).E_n,(E)fSn-_.
librium relation between N, and the ionization
rate, q(h), is used for evaluation of electron density _'_
and absorption, overly large values will certainly N_(>40) represents a single satellite measure-
be obtained. Since the effective recombination co- ment of the integral flux above 40 key energy.
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The average ionization rate at height h is given by The variation of the directional disl ribution of
the precipitated electrons from one precipitation

1 d;E event to another does therefore probably not affect
q-_ _-Q clhJ_ h)dE electrons/cmasec, the average significantly, and it is neglected in tbe

0 considerations below.

even if the electron precipitation is not homoge- When the two energy ranges about which in-
nous over a large area, due to the effect of the formation was obtained from Injun 3 (1-40 key)
geomagnetic field. Q is the average amount of and Alouette (40--250 key) are considered, it can
energy used in producing one electron-ion pair be found by numerical computations that the con-
(35 ev in molecular nitrogcn) and n(E,h) is the tribution to _ from particles outside the energy
omnidirectional differential flux of electrons of ranges is negligible.

energy E at altitude h. For a given particle energy, Thus we can write, with the use of the mean
E, and angular distribution outside the atmo- value theorem for integrals, fol _he low energy
sphere, n(E,h) can be written range

n(E,h) =n(E).F(E,h) f1 ® ,_.;---_-a,F(E,h)dE
where n(E) is the omnidirectional differential flux q (h) =_- En(E) _1-40 _ _ u_6

outside the atmosphere and F(E,h), which con- _,
tains the information about the anguh,r distribu- 1 _dF(E, h)_ JEn(E)dE
tion outside the atmosphere, gives the attenuation _Q_ _ _E,

in the atmosphere._ Thus _I}'dF(E, h)_,R._( >
1),

- Q[ dh

1 ] dF(E, h)
q(h) _-Q_o En(E)--d-'_-'--dE where E, is a value between 1 and _, and for thehigh energy range

1 f._--v_dF(E,h)_lE, 1 T_._F(E,h)_ E

where the last equality is true if dF is the same

dh 1 _L_dF(E, h)_
for all fluxes used in the averaging i.e. if the direc- ="Q},-- _ _s,

4t N( > 40) e

tional distribution of the electrons outside the

atmosphere does not vary from one passage to If we, for instance, adopt the approximate for-
another. This is, of course, not necessarily so, mula for F(E,h) of Mseda (1963) and derive a two
but there is some experimental support for angular parameter average energy distribution from
distribution being identical, namely isotropic, at N(>40) and _ (> 1) for the energy interval 1-40
least in the cases of intense precipitation (O'Brien, key and from N(>4{)) and N(>250) for the in-
1964), i.e. in those measuring values that con- terval 40-250 key, simple closed expressions can
tribute most to the average. It was also pointed

out by Hultqvist (1964 a) that the radio wave _dF(E, k) and [__ dh e,.absorption produced by an e-sl6 differential spec- be derived for _. _ z,
trum of electrons enetering the atmosphere ver-
fie.ally is smaller by less than 50 percent of its If the differential energy distribution correspond-
value than _he absorption produced by an iso- ing to the experimental average integral flux
tropic flux of identical energy distribution but values are assumed to be exponential in both
of 2 r times greater omnidirectional flux value, energy intervals the expressions are as follows:

i
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and

. ¢(E)f (5)

bl is the e-folding value in the energy interval 1--40 _'(h) is the atmospheric density, and E is every-
key and bs in the range 40-250 key. 1/¢ (E) where messured in__key.
ffi3.18.106E -s._ (Maeda, 1963) and El (-z/c) is We thus see thst q(h) can be expressed in terms
the exponential integral defined by -E,(-y) of the satellite-me_uc_xi averages ¢(>1) and

f_jz_ldz, z is the atmospheric depth in g/cmt ' N(>40). But the average c...._micnoise absorp-ffi tion is _;iven in terms 9f q t in (1) and not inv

termsoi'_.

However,

1" ,/2' 1 " _l_'n_+(n_l)n_i. q

t--I f--I I /if

Numericalcalculationsshowthatq' and (_)' do
Thus not differ by as much as 50 percent even for a

q,l ffi(q),l ._l_ml!number of terms and for ratios between the

if various ql as high as :0 s.

Z q_#_ffi(n -1)q "_. We can theiefore write with sufficient accuracy
_J for the consideratmns below:

}":'-'affii_7_)_'</"'J ./3.34.-T_+,_L_, _ ,, dh (6)
I

"" -"-- 0 46f- _.'i [ ,a.. r f ,.dF(E, _,,, (7)
o

where milts, an _,:_<m_i_ion has to be made about the

{dR} shaF ' °f i i''_'_;t'_:ctrumbetween those points" Ex"z, poncntial __p_,._traare used below. The main un-
and certainty in She remflts obtained is certainly due to

the limited amount of available statistical data

{_i'd_-}., and the _normous variation that there is in it,
while the uncertainty in the detailed shape of the

may be obtained from (4) and (5), r_pectively, spectrum between the meammng points probably
The average abeorption is thus expressed in terms introduces only minor uncertainties.

of the average integral fluxes measured by the BLEClltONDENSITYPROfiLESAND AMORrTION II
satellites. DUE TO THE EQUIVALENT AVERAGE SPECTRA

The integrands in (fl) and (7) depend only on
atmospheric prope,ti_ and the average flux as The exponential electron energy spectrum for
function of energy and can therefore be evaluated K_<4 is exactly the same as the spectrum for
from satellite-measured average spectra. If the which Hultqvist (1964) calculated the heightpro-

average spectr_lm is defined only in two point_, file. The equilibrium electron dmmity curve No.
in is the case with the Injun 3 and Alouette re- 1 in Fig. 1 has been obtained from Hultqvist's
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"_' , , , profile No. 3 in Fig. 1 has been derived by means

'3° cD_,d' . _..,,' .. .,,...C ,.o3,cK,_4-, / of them. The total absorption at 27.6 Mc/s
,20 ® _o_e"a ,. ,,, ,b,*,,:,,,'_ _' due to this electron density profile is 0.09 db.

,,o _ 3,_'*"t ,,.oo_._ .,,_ DISCUSSION

,oo /_ The incres.-e of the pitch angle of an electron
_" *ol _.._./ due to the m_,netic forces when it passes along

,o _S" the field line down into the atmospho.re has not

_,o been taken into account. As all measurements
were m_de close to the earth's surface this ueglec-

,o tio:,doescertainlynotintroduceany hrge error.
,o Its effect, if any, would be to increase the height

4o,e ,o" ,o" "' ,o" ,o* of the ionizationproduced by ihe particle
,t,_.,o,s/c_' precipitation.

Fzavmr 1.--Equilibriumelectrondensity profilesdue to There are several simplifying assumptions and
three energy spectra of precipitated electrons. The approximations made, which tend to ma::e the
spectraas well as the total absorption,A, at 27.6 Mc/s deduced effect ol the electrons in the energy range
are given in the figure. Curve No. 2 gives an upper 40-250 key too small relative to that of the 1-40
limit for the equilibriumelectron density distaibution

_' producedby the spectrum3.8-10' e-s/m (erat se¢ ster kev electrons. One is that Hultqvist's (1964a)
key)-1. A lowerlimit for this spectrumis curveNo. 1. nvtxlerical values for vertically penetrating elec-

tl-uns have been employed. As mentioned earlier,

(1964) results by multiplying by V_'_. Hult- this may make the absorntion too small by not

qvist's computations were made for vertically i_- more than 50 percent of the val, _ for the case of
isotropic electron angular distribution oute;de the

cident electrons of energy spectrum proportional atmosphere, and by s_ill less of th_ value for the
to exp(-E/41). However, the abevrption pro-

' duced by c_-zm electrons/cm_sec key, entering electrons in the loss cone. A second fact con-
the atmosphere vertically, is probably less than tributing to the computed absorption value tor
that caused by ce-sin electrons/cnz_,e ster key, 40-250 key electrons being to_ small is that the
having isotropic directional distribution outside equivalent average spectrum in this energy inter-

val is probably lees stee_ than the spectra used in
the atmosphere, by less than 50 percent of this the numerical estimations. A third approxima-
higher value. The total :tbeorption for a fre- tion working in the same dir,., tion is that the
quency of 27.6 Mc/s expected from the electron
density curve No. 1 in Fig. 1 is 03.2 db. equilibrium relation between electron density andthe ionization rate was used. This makes the

An upper limit to the electron density profile computed absorption overestimated. Since the
and total absorption produced by an electron effective recombination coefficient decreases from

energy spect_:.t of 3.8.10'e -J/a° is obtained from 60 km upwards the overestimation will be most
3.8.10'e sin, which in turn can easily be found important at greater' heights. It does not seem

• from the values computed by Hultqvist (1964). rrobable that the error in the averagv absorption
In this way curve No. 2 in Fig. 1 has been derived, per unit height in the lowermost part due to un-
The corresponding limiting total absorption for equilibrium would _.._ a factor of two, since
radio waves of frequency 27.6 Mc/8 is 1.4 db. the rate of variation of the electron content, as
Probably the correct value for the spectrum with seen on riometer records, mostly is slow corn-
an e-fold value of 30 key is close to 1 db. A pared with tLa recombination time in that part
lower limit for it is, of course, the value given of the ionosphe_.
above for K_<4 (0.32 db). On the ether hand there was an amumption

For the equivalent average spectrum for the made v bieh t_nds to make the contribution by
range 1-40 key, 2.4-10'e "zl. eleetrons/em_sec electrona m the 1-40 key range too small corn-
key, the numerical calculations of Huitqvist tared to that of the 40-250 key electrons. The
(1964) can be employed. The el_tron density average precipitated electron flux above 40 key
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energy was given by O'Brien as 4.105 electrons/ flat spectrum without any "infrared catastrophy"
em2sec. It was assumed above that this omni- below a few key (O'Brien, 1964, O'Brien and

directional flux was isotropic over the upper Taylor, 1964) support the use of exponential
hemisphere just outisde that level where the en- spectra in the low energy range.

ergy loss of the electrons starts to be significant, The observations of both McDiarmid et al.
i.e. at 200 km, say. This is probably not far (1963) and of O'Brien (1964) indicate a fairly
from the truth, but the flux may have been limited strong latitude dependence of the spectral slope
to a somewhat smaller solid angle than 2 r. Had and the equivalent spectra used above should
this real angular distribution been known and therefore be considered as representative only in
taken into account the calculated absorption the auroral zone.
would have been somewhat greater. The average total absorption values for 27.6

Although only the order of magnitude of the Mc/s given above for the various electron spectra:

absolute values of absorption seems to be signifi- (a) n(E) = 3.8.10_e -B/5 electrons/cm_sec ster kev
cant, the ratio of contributions of the two energy A--0.090 db
intervals of precipitated electrons, discussed in
this note, is probably uncectain by no more than (b) n(E)=3.8.10_e -Ea° electrons/cm_sec ster key
a factor of three. A more a_urate analysis than (Kp>4) A < 1.4 db
the one given above seems not worthwhile or (c) n(E)= 1.9-1(Pc -E/_l electrons/cm_sec ster key
possible on the basis of existing experimental data. (Kp <4) A = 0.32 db,

The electron density profiles in Fig. I as well as indicate that the fiat type of electron spectrum
the total absorption values derived from them are with e-fold values generally between 25-45 key are
those for the daytime. On the night side of the the dominating one in producing auroral absorp-
earth the electron densities may possibly be some- tion in the average. The absorption due to these
what lower than those in Fig. 1 for altitudes less spectra takes place mainly between 60 and 90 km
than 90 km due to negative ion production, and not in the height interval where most visible

The values used as basis for the _nodel spectra auroae are located.
are average fluxes. The range of variation is, as The range of variation of the 27.6 Mc/s absorp-
mentioned, very large. O'Brien (1964) found tion corresponding to the wide variations of elec-
that there was always some precipitation in the tron fluxes reported by McDiarmid et a1.(1963)
auroral zone. The lowest value observed by him and O'Brien (1964) is from the order of 0.01 db
there was about 2-10 -4 of his average value to 4 db, ff smoothing due to time constants in the
quoted above. The maximum values shown in ionosphere is neglected, and is caused by the
his paper were about 15 times greater than the variation of the flux of the hard spectrum elec-
a_erage. To these minimum and maximum val- trons. It should be remembered that there were
ues of the ionization rate correspond extreme no strong geomagnetic storms included in the
values of equilibrium electron densities 70 times material presented by McDiarmid et al. (1963).
smaller and 4 times greater if.an the average The absorption values computed from the satel-
respectively. McDiarmid et al. (1963) showed lite measured electron fluxes for the two ranges of
similar variation ranges, magnetic activity are in quite good accordance

The use of exponential model spectra was moti- with the multifrequency riometer measurements
vated simply by the fact that numerical values mentioned in the introduction, as well as with the
were already available from Hultqvist (1964). It average absorption during the five most disturbed
should be romembered that each of these spectra days and five most quiet days in each month, as

were obtained from only two pieces of experi- observed over several years at College (geomag-
mental information and they are only very rough netic latitude 64.5 °) by Basler (1963). For the
descriptions of spectra which are not known in disturbed days he found a daily average of about
detail. If an equivalent spectrum is to be used, 1 db in the summer and between 1 and 2 db in
as in this case, there seems to be at least as good winter and at equinoxes. For the quiet days the
reasons to use exponential ones as power law daily average obtained from his figure 7 is about
spectra. The observational indications of a fairly 0.3 db.
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ON THE STRUCTURE OF A COLLISION FREE WAVE IN
A PLASMA TRANSVERSE TO A MAGNETIC FIELD*

: i R.K. JAGGI AND A. P. STOKES

In thispaperwe haveconsideredthe problemof the structureof astrongcollisionfreewavein
a plasmaperpendicularto its magneticfield. It.is shownthat conditionson the two sidesof the
wavearethe sameandare separatedby asolitarypulseprovidedthe kineticenergyof the motion
at oneendof the wave (x= - co, say) is less than the sumof magneticandthermalenergyof the

'_" plasma. If the kinetic energyis more than the sum of magneticand thermalenergy,no wave
\ exists andthe constantsolutionat x = - co is the only solutionof the equations describingthe

wave form.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EQUATIONS DESCRIBINGTHE WAVE FORM

The subject of the structure of a strong collision Consider a stream of plasma at x = - o_ with a
free wave, in a plasma perpendicular to the nmg- constant velocity u along z-axis and a constant
netic field has been treated by Adlam and Alan z, magnetic field B_ along _-axis. The electrons and
Burgers2 and Hain, Liist and Schliiter z. Hain, ions of the plasma will drift in the y-direction be-
Ltist and Schliiter in particular have obtained cause of the magnetic field.
solutions of the wave structure by solving the Our object is to obtain conditions at x= + oo
non-linear equations on a computer, and the form of the wave or waves which start

In this paper we have investigated mathemati- from the given solution at x = - co. As a sim-
cal properties of the equations which help us to plification we assume that the electrons and ions
guess the correct solution out of the many solu- satisfy Maxwelliandistribution function with vari-
tion_ obtained on a computer. As an illustrative able number density, velocity components and the
example we shall consider a plasma with isotropic temperature. Therefore, if f,, f_ denote the elec-
pressure. The generalization to the anisotropic tron and ion distribution functions

case is quite straight forward. Burgers has made 3n

an extensive study of the wave structure when ( m ).)the plasma pressure is anisotropic and he arrives f,(x, v)=no(x) 2zr_(z "
at the same general result that there is no change

of stateonthetwosidesofthewave, i.e., that no exp{ 2k_(x)[(u-u,(x))=+(v-v,(x))_+w_]} (1)shock wave exists in a collisionless plasma per-

pendicular to the magnetic field. [ M _3/=

The result of our paper is that a solitary wave f,(x, v)=n,(x)_2T_-(x_ ].
only exists if the kinetic energy of motion, which

{ M , ,= ,}produces the wave, is less than the sum of mag- .exp 2kT--_(:r.)[(u-u_(z)) +(v-v_(x,) +w] (2)netic and thermal energy of the plasma; that no

stationary wave exists if the kinetic energy of mo- In cartesian coordinates, assuming steady state,
tion is more than the sum of magnetic and thermal the Boltzmann equation can be written as
energy of the plasma. In the latter case the con-

stant solution at one end of the wave is the only mu2f_J_eE=Of,_eEuOf__,_
solution of the differential equation (section 4). c_x #u #v

*Goddtrd Space Flight Center Document X-640-64--34, February eB/ el, Of,'_,,.. (3)
612
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for electrons, and d-nd[Mu_TSkTi+3kTe ]= 1 B dB
.. Off_ _, Ofi_ .. Off_ 2= n dn (li)

_eB[ Off Ofi_ . Equation (5) now gives
t c---_v_-_u- u_-_v/ = u (4) nu=n,y, (15)

for the ions. Multiplying by 1, u,, v, uJ and where Limit n(x) =nl and Limit u(x) =ul.
u_Tv,2+w, _and generating moments of equation x--,- ® x--_-
(3) we obtain Equation (13) can be integrated and yields

" [n,(x)u,(x)] =0 (5) Mnu_+nkTi+nkTe+ =

du, d 1 2 B_ (16)
mn, u,-d_xT-_(n_T,) T n,eE ,+ _,ev, B = O Mn_u_+ 2nk TI T _r

(6)
where Limit B(x) =BI. Eliminating T_+T, from

dr, ,_ 1 ,, ,.
mn°u,-_ - n,e_v - _,eDu, = 0 (7) x--* - ,=

equations (16) and (14) we obtain
d 2 3kT,_ 2cE_ 2cB
-r-Iu,-F==_/+_-}----v.=0 (8) d r dB__ 4xn,e _ .. 4trn,e2 _,.
aXk m / ra mc ULU- °- (17)

d 2 =
"_xu°[mn*u'+mn'v'+5n_T°]+ Dividing by _/SxMnlu_ _ and using the transfor-

2en,u,E_- 2en°v,E v= 0 (9) mations

and similar equations for the ions. Let us call u= U, B =H,
the similar ion equations as (5)'--(9)'. Max- Ul V_8Tn_Mu_
well's equations yield

kT,,o. [3_= B_
Eu= constant (10) Mu----__ = qf'" 8ThyMus: (18)

dE=__=4re(nt_n,) (11) we finally obtain the equations
H _= a- U- 20--2 (19)

d_B= 41¢e(ntvt_n,v, ) (12) U3
dx c and

To further simplify the problem, we will make the U d / U_-_)assumption that the space charge can be ne- _ -. +UH-_=O (20)
glected. The characteristic length of space charge where

oscillations is of the order of the Debye length _ a--1+20_+B_ _ (21)

Ro --\_-_--_ while, as we shall see in this paper, Equations (19), (20) satisfy the boundary condi-
that of magnetohydrodynamic oscillations is of tions H=_I, U= 1 at y = - o_.

the order of c/w,=c_f m Thus assuming 3. A MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSIONOF

j 4_rNer EQUATIONS (19), (20)that the electron thermal velocity is well below The pair (U, H)= (1, _) is a constant solution
the velocity of light, the space charge oscillations of these equations. We shall study other con-are of much lower scale than the oscillations we

stant solutions represented by (19), (20), but we
are interested in. With the assumption E_-O

first examine the stability of the solutions of (19),
and n, ffint ffin (to a good approximation we then

(20) in the neighborhood of (1, _t) and determine
have u, ffiutffi u, say) equation (6), (6)' and (8), the nature of this critical point.
(8)' yield, respectively Let Uffi14-U_, Hffi/3_+Ht. We then obtain

d _ 1 dB _ (13) from (19) "•_[Mnu_-n_kT_+nkTe]ffi 8_r dx llz= U_ F (H_, U_) (22)
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where f(U) may also be written as

F(H,, UI) = 2#,(34-3U,+ U_)- (1, 4-U_) f(U) -- (U- 1)[U8- (_ ,4,201)( :7_,4,U) -201]
(2_14-Ht)(1 4- U0a (23) = (U-l) h(U) (31)

From (22) and (23) we obtain From Descarte's rule of signs h(U) cannot have

HIfbtUI-4,b2U_I-bsUIS4-... (24) more than one positive root. Also it is easy to
see that it has a positive root. Let this positive

where root be denoted by Uo. Since f(0)<0, Uo will

68,-1 (25) be less than or greater than 1 when f'(1)>0,
bl=F(O, 0)= 2f_t f'(1)<0 respectively. We therefore again have

OF OF two cases:

52= f(O, 0)_(0, 0)+_-_(0, 0) (I) f'(1) = 1-2/_1_-601>0

= (60,- 1)_ 60, (26) and

etc. (II) 1-2 812--601<0.

Equations (20), (24) yield,_ ,_)_' _"
d'V, t__f,(V,)(dU,_ .4.4_KU,4-,),2(UO=0 (27) , o ody 2 \ ay /

where -y,, "y_ are analytic in Ut near UI=0, ._B;-,0..... _-,o...Fioure 1. f(U) ,,t U lot Oa_ I, 11of fu_

_¢_(U0 = 0(UI 2) and
FmURE 1.--f (U) vs U for Cases I, II of text.

K= 14-b_ 1-- 2/_ -- 60, (28)= 1--60, As we require that 601<1, Case I may occur.

To determine the nature of the point U= 1, we Figure 1 shows a rough sketch of f(U) versus U
linearize equations (23), (27). The linearized for cases I and II above.

To find the nature of the other critical point
form of equation (27) is U = Uo, we write eqaation (20) as

d_U,
dy2 _-KUI=O (29) a_U F(dU'_'[Ug'(U)4-g'(U)] _ Ug(U)-B,

dy 2 \dy] [ Ug'(U) 24 U'g'(U)
----'0

In all the discussioa that follows we shall assume (32)
the flow velocity to be much higher than the where

thermal velocity of particles constituting the I" 20,'P n

plasma, so that 60t<l or 1-601>0. The sign H---g(U)La-U--_j (33)
of k' is therefore determined by the expression
1-2 _1_-60,. In case I when 1-2/_t_-601>0, g'(U) has a zero at U*= (60t) '/4. It is interesting
k' is positive and therefore U = 1 is a center in to note that this singularity of the differential
both (27) and (29) according to a known result equation can be quite close to 1. For example,
of Lyapounov, see Malkin 6, pp 123--4, (as no odd for 01-.1, (600u¢_--.880117. Higher values of
powers of dU,/dy occur). In case II when 01 can bring this singularity still closer to U= 1.
1-2 _,_-60,<0, k' is negative; the point U= 1 When equation (32) is linearized about the
is a saddle point in both equations (27) and (29). zero Uo off(U), we obtain the equation

Let us now consider all the constant solutions t)_4-L(Uo) Ulffi0 (34)
represented by the equations (19), (20). Accord-
ing to equation (20) copstant solutions satisfy the 2_
equation H U ffi/_t. This condition, together with where U ffiUo4- UI and UL(U) ffi1+ U2(60_-U')"

equation (19) then gives the equation The nature of the point U° = 1 has already been
f(U)f=U_-US(1-4-1-2014-_I_)4-_tU4-201ffiO (30) discussed. Now let us assume in addition to
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_ 60_<1, that Uo4>60_. We wish to establish for deriving the form of M(U) which is the numera-
equation (32) that in ease I when the point U= 1 tor of UL(U).

_; is a center the other equilibrium point Uo<I is a This has not been shown in general, although
:: saddle point and conversely, in case II when for particular choices of _, 0_, it is relatively

U----1 is a saddle point, the other equilibrium point straightforward. The critical case, however, is
_" Uo>I isacenter. By arguments similar tothose when b+O_=½ or 2_q-60_=1, for then thetwo
: given above for equation (27) and (29), this is roots Uo and 1 become equal and, of course, in/

equivalent to showing that if h(Uo)=0, h gvien Lhis case M(1)=0.
in (31), then U°<I implies L(Uo)<O and Uo.1 Let us suppose that b+O_ is close to ½, i.e., U°
implies L(Uo)>0. is close to 1 so that (Uo-1) _, (Uo-1) _ are negli-

It can be shown that gible in comparison with Uo- 1. Now let R-- U2
and expand h and M about U=I and R=I.-f(U)

i Ug(U) -_1 = U[#_+ Ug(U)] (35) This gives

Now, consider case I. f(U) has a zero at h(U)=l-2(bTOt)+3(l-b)(U-1)+

U=Uo (<1) and U=I. In the U,U plane con- (3-b)_U-1)_+(U-1) s (36)
: struct a closed loop C enclosing Uo and 1 and and
:: lying so close to the U-axis that the sign of t) is

determinect by the last term on the left in (32). M(R)= 1-2(bTO])+3(1-2#_)(R-1)-b

3(R- 1)2+(R-l) 3 (37)

The zeros Uo, Ro (=-U 2-1) of h and M may be
: approximated by

2(b+ O_)- 1
iJ Uo=14 3(1-b)

2(b+ 0,) - 1

/c R0= Int 3-_220_ (38)
," -; o Now suppose w._ are in case I, that is b+02<_.tJo I

Then as b> 20,, we have U,- 1< Ro- 1 = _--

Fmun_2.--TheclosedcurveCenclosingthepointsUffiUo l<0;whereM(U)=0, U>0. This implies
and U ffi 1 and lying close to the U axis.

I-Uo>(1-U)(I+U)>(1-U)

Therefore

(see Figure 2). Then using (35) and upon con- U_< U< 1
: sidering the changes in the sign of f(U), it fol-

lows that the index of C with respect to (32) is In case I1, b+o_>½, it follows similarly from
0 t. As the index of a center (Uffil) is 1, this U°-I>_-I, that l<_f<Uo. Thus the posi-
implies that the index of U° is - 1. If L(U°) _ 0, tive roots of M and R, which coincide for b+ 0t ffi½,
i.e., if Uo is an elementary critical point, then do separate as required, for b+O_ near ½. AI-
U, of necessity must be a saddle point and though a proof for the general case is lacking, the
L(U,)<0 will hold. A similar arrangement for following calculations may be of some interest.
U,>I in case II shows that the index of U, is 1 Taking 0a=.l, b=.3, we find (60t)u_=.;u0117,
and therefore L(U,)>0 holds (provided of course U,_.88978 and M(Uo) - -.1788<0. With 0t= .1,
L(U,)_O). bffi.5, we find U_l.ll16 and M(U,)--_.54567>O.

Thus the problem is red:need to showing that Thus we observe that at b--.3, Uo is very close
_: the two polynomials h(U)= U_--bU_-_-20, to U*= (60_)_/_and so b could not be decreased

and M(U)ffiUt-6OtU_+4Ot-2b have no corn- further and still have U,_>60_.
mon positive zeros in either ease I or ease II. Thus we have seen that in case II, that is

i Here we have used _he definition bffi20_+_ _ in U,> 1, if M(Uo)>0, then Uo is a center. In this
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to do this is to choose values of U, H (different
from 1, _) lying on the eigen solution by using

the linear equation (29). All calculations were

started close to U--1, H--_. Since the solution
depends critically on the position of the point of

u start in the phase plane we ran several cases using
values slightly different from those obtained from
the linear equation (29). For example, for
/_=.81, 8_--.05, we obtained the solution using

(a) Uffil.0001, d-_Uffi.00001 and (b) Uffil.0001,
dy

FmURE3.--Approximatephaseplane pictureof the solu-
tion for the case II when U= 1 is a saddle point and 0.3j
U= U0is a center.

Icase the phase plane portrait of the solution is
shown in figure 3. In the other ease, in which 0.4
Uo is a saddle point and 1 a center, the phase
plane picture is the same as figure 3 with the
role of 1, Uoreversed. As is clear from our analy-
sis we have tried to determine the structure of
the solutions of equations (19), (20) from the o.5 - 1.0
properties of the differential equations (27) or
(32). In the next section, we shall verify our - 1.1
predictions by obtaining some solutions on a
computer. 0.6 - 1.2

4. COMPUTER CALCULATIONS u

Some of the results given in the previous sec- H - 1.3
tion were verified by computing the solution of
equations (19), (20) on an IBM 7094. The way 0.7 - 1.4

-1.5
0.3

0.4 0.8
H

O.d I._t
U

h t.3 ,,,n.°
0._ 1.4

L$

0,1

0.1

1.o I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I | I

y Y

FmuRn 4a.--Computedsolutionof equations (19), (20) FlomuB4b.--Computed eohtion of equations (19, (20)
for _1-.81,0_-.05, using perturbedvalues U-1.0001, for/_1-.81,01-.05, mdngperturbedvalues U-I.0001,

=.OOL
dy dy
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.001 while from the linear equation we ob- We have not made any computations about t:
_yUffi point U = Uo a_ this point is of no interest to us.

tain a value of dU which lies between .00001, .001. This corresponds to a solution lying just within
dy the oval pictured in figure 3. A more accurate

Figures 4a and 4b give the solution for the cases choice of initial conditions would show that the

(a), (b) above. In the case (b) the solution be- boundary of this oval corresponds to a solitary
comes unstable because we happen to use a value pulse, that is, the solution forming the boundary

of d__UUwhich lies outside the oval of figure 3. In of the oval leaves U = 1, U-- 0 at y -- - _, and
dy returns to this point at y = + _.

the case (a), we obtain a solution which almost ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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